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, EDITOR'S PREFACE

Tuts is the eighteenth of the series of Yearbooks started in 1926
by The National Coif:lc:* of Teachers of Mathematics. The titles

the preceding Yearbooks ate as follows:

1. A Survey of Progress in the Past Twenty-Five Years.
2. Curriculum Problems in 'reaching Mathematics.
3. Selected Topics in the Teaching of Maliematics.
4. Significant Changes and Trends in the T.2aching of Mathematics

Throughout the Vorld Since 1910.
5. The Teaching of Geometry.
6. Mati4ematics in Modern Life.
7. The Teaching of Algebra.
8,1 The Teaching of Mothematics'in the Secondary School.
9, Relational and Functional Thinking in Mathematics.
0. The Teaching of Aii:hmetic.
1. The Place of Mathematics in Modern Education.
2. Approximate Computation.
3. The Nature of Proof.
1. The Training of Mathematics Teachers.
5. The Place of Mathematics in Secondary Education.
6. Arithmetic in' General Education.
7. 'A Source Book of Matiumnatical Applications.

. It is unfortunate that this Yearbook is late in appearing. but
circumstances over which we have had 'no control made it impos-
sible to get the Yearbook out on time. We hope that the quality

the material and the iNature of the articles will make up for the
'lateness in the appearance of the volume.

Because of possible charges in price in these uncertain times,
all prices of materials referred to in this book should he cat chilly
verified before such materials are ordered.

We do not claim that,this Yearbook contains all the possible
teaching aids that may have been suggested, but we hope that
many teachers will find it the source of great help and inspiration.

As Editor I wish to expres my personal appreciation to Pro-
fessor Ilildebiandt and his committee, who luixe done the main
work for this volume, and to The :%.1ational Council of 'cachets
of Mathematics for their continued suppot t and advi( e.

REvF,

4,
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INTRODUCTION

TEACHING AIDS in mathematics are not new. The last hundred
years have brought us the telephone, the phonograph, the radio,
television, the silent and sound motion picture, the stereoscope,
the three-dimensional colored pictures on lenticulated film and
the Polaroid taree-dimensional pictures, and motion pictures in
color,These inventions and developments are being used in many
forms in out schools at the present time. It id only natural that
mathematics. teachers, too, considev the possible adaptation of
these materials to thb improvement of instruction in their field.
, The eighteenth annual convention of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics held in Chicago on February 19, 1937
revealed a number of the uses to which mathematics teachers are
putting these ' recent developments. For example, its honorary
president, Professor H. E. Slaught of the University of Chicago,
could not be present at the dinner; but his greeting' to the mem-
bers had been recorded and was reproduced over the loud-Speake:
systerri of the banquet room. Some day we may have more record-
ings from others who have contributed so much to the teaching
and. the development of mathematics. One of the groups at the
discussion luncheon, under the leadership of Miss Mary A. Potter,
prepared a list of materials on the topic "The Kinds of Pictures
We Use in Teaching Mathematics" and this list was made avail-
able later in mimeographed form. At this convention, recent silent
and sound films closely related to mathematics were shown, at.d
a large exhibit of !harts, graphs, models, and other materials pre-
pared by teachers :n the Chicago schools indicated further worth-
while aids. It was apparent that mathematics teaching is being
carried on with various kinds of materials: that we learn by seeing
and hearinas well as by doing:

The Visual Aids Committee of the National Council of
I Slatight, H. E., "Greetings to My Friends of the National Council." Mathematics

Teacher, Vol. XXX, pp. 186.187, April, 1937.

vii

4.
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Teachers' of Mathematics, under the chattmapship of Professor
E. R. 111 eslich, was later appointed ..nd this c:Islimittee publicized
further suggestions and improvements. As the field continued to
grow, the suggestion was made that a report be "prepared on the
work in multi-sensory aids carried on by mathematics teachers
throughout the country. The Board of oirectors of the National
Council, at its annual convention in Atlantic City, N. J., in 1941,
voted that the report be prepared as a Yearbook of the Council.

Tfie present report does not claim to be an exhaustive ptudy
of all the aids which mathematics teachers have used and can use
to good advantage. The individual articles describe some of the
experiences which their au.thors have met and indicate as large
a number of different aids as rossible. It is hoped that the report
will be followed in a few years by one showing improvements and
changes which have kept pace with the progress of such aids in.
the world .bout us.

Many of these articles are the results of papers and studies re-
ported at conventions of the National Council held at Baton
Rouge, Atlantic City, Boston, Bethlehem, San Francisco, and
Denver. Discussions devoted to mulli-sensory aids were held at
most. of theise meetings; they have been the impetus for many new
suggestions and experimenii.

It is not possible to indicate all the members and friends of
the National Council who have contributed materials, references,
and suggestions. A list is given at the close of this Introduction.
To them and others whose names,may have been omitted the Com-'
n :ttee wishes to express its deeOest gratitude for the help given.
It is most gratifying to note that when mathematics teachers pool
their resources, much can be accomplished. If this Yearbook. were
inscribed with a dedication, it would be to those teachers who
have done and arc doing constructive work for the improvement
of mathematics teaching.

It is fitting that we express olr aTpreciation to one teacher in
particular: Mary A. Potter, preVdent of the National Council
from 1940 to 1942. During her years in office, Miss Potter rendered
many services to this Committee and arranged programs on multi-
sensory aids at tlt, si.7veral con "entions of the Council. In addition
to her many dutie; and responsibilities asipresident, she gave un-
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hesitatingly of her time, advice, and assistance to problems re-
lating to the development of this Yearbook.

We wish also to voice our thanks to every member of the Board
of Directors, who, during the years of the ',preparation of this

. Yearbook, have recommended the preparation and publication of
this report. To Professor W. D. Reeve, faith the enviable record of

.seventeen yearbooks for the National Council to his credit, any
. words of appreciation are inadequate for the interest, help, and
cooperation he has so generously given.

E. H. C. H.
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MU 4:II-SENSORY AIDS: SOME THEORY AND
A FEW PRACTICES

Edith Sif ton

MULTI-SENSORY AIDS? A new ter What does it mean? New, yes,
but the questions can be answered, very easily by recalling some
of the educational history of the past few.years. Remember those
first projectors and their glass slides, and how progressive some
of us felt when we began to use them in our Elassrootns? Shortly,
we brought movies to our students and began to talk to each
other about the various kinds of "visual aids." Next, we added ear
appeal, and "talkies" became, in our language, "audio-visual aids."
Now, we-find ourselves---teachers-of mathematicsstepping to the
fore with an entire yearbook devoted to "multi-sensory aids." We
are noting that children learn through other avenues than their
eyes and earsfor example, their hands!

But, in taing such a step; it seems that we have moved some-
what ahead of the procession. Search as we will,we cannot find,
to date at least, the word "multi-sensory", listed in any of our
numerous books dealing with the theories of education..

As teachers of mathematics, however, we should have no diffi
play in finding our way in this new field of educational thougItt,,
for it dovetails so neatly with today's theories in our own subject
area. We know, in the first place, that of all the subjects taught
teachers and studied by children, mathematics is, by its very na-
ture, one which gains greatly by the use of multiple and sitnul-
taneous impacts upon the mind of the learner. We know, too,
that for our pupils, learning must be sotnething more than seeing
and hearing; for them mathematics must be a means for doing
things in the classroom as well as in a later, workaday world.

Under such circumstances, we need hardly be surprised to find
that many of today's teachers of mathematics have devised and
used a goodly number of multi-sensory aids, even though editca-
tional philosophers have neglected to develop any theory to guide

1
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those teachers who are in the front lines. We have, in fact, but to
look about us to find incidents and examples that will give us
data for evolving some theories of our own, and for listing some
very effective practices, in this new field.

To bhin, consider an incident that occurred recently at the
University of 'Washington during a meeting of some of mem-
'tiers of the Pacific Northv;Tst Resourcgs Workshop. Iii the course

( of the informal discussion one of the group ';wondered," aloud,
just what any mathematics Leacher would find useful. in a study
of resources. The stalf member in charge-of the tnathematics sec-
tion.of the Workshop met the challenge_promptly. Her first words
were: "Well, if students, are going tok'mathematick': they will
have to be given something to imathematicki abodt."

If we grant mathematics should be taught as though the word
,:ivere a transitive, active verb, we may have a clue to one of the

j\reasons why we have found it rather difficult to devise, or obtain,
istial aids that completely satisfy us. Do not misunderstand-7we'e

need visual aids. We cannot ignore them, nor discount the/ fact
that the impression a picture 'makes on the mind of a child is often

\much more lasting and vivid than one made by words, printed dr
spoken. Visually, we can give our .pupils understandings, mean-

and appreciations that would otherwise be itnpossible. There
are times, also, when pictures can do a very good job of explain-
ing difficult points. Consider, for example, those .children who,
with such seeming trust, ask us to "explain the theory of rela-
tivity." We can satisfy such requests by sholying them the film
on Einstein's theory. The idea is presented upon a level at which
children feel at home, and they can see the picture several times,
with increasing understanding each time. Again, we need nut
mdre than one showing of such films as "The Vernier" and "The
Micrometer" to find ground for the belief that the present crisis
in training industrial workers will, in the end, bring us other
good films in the field of mathematics.

On the whole, it certainly is not without reason that the ex.
pression "I see" so often nceans "I understand." .:There must also
be yet y real reasons why a, child instinctively wants to touch
ever thin, he secs; why lie wants to learn actively rather than
passively; why he takes his toys apart to see what makes them go;
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why, in high school, his hands fairly itch to get hold of,a transit,
while a picture of one arouses only casual interest.

'Possibly just a. little theorizing is in order in connection with
the responses of teachers and parents to,,this youthful instinct
to learn by handling, manipulating, and "doing." Looking about
us we lied, apparently, at least three schools of thought in the
field. We miglit agree with the first up to a certain pointthat
a child may need to have his hands slapped until he gets over
that impalse -to pull the coffee-maker over onto himself. If this
technique wae repeated too often, however, there.miould be some
chance of slapping curiosity rig t out of the child's mental make-
up. Teachers, at least, have fo nd intellectual curkSsity too valu-
able an incentive to learning to Want it eliminated, or even so
much as dulled.

Our second school of thought seems to believe that whatever
attracts the child's eyes, and therefoie his hands, should be placed
upon the highest shelves, or be kept out of sight entirely, back of
closed doors. Thebric-a-brac is too valuable to be entrusted to the
mercies of awkward fingers. There may be a possibility that mathe-
matics teachers feel that their particular set of bric-a-brac is too
complicated for unskilled hands. FollOwed consistently, this sec-
mid method of dealing with a child's attempts to explore his
world might conceivably lead to a fairly typical case of intellectual
'malnutrit ion.

Scrutinizing the third school of thought, we find people who
see to it that children have supervised. not to say planned, oppor-
tunities to handle anything from which they can learn, if they
but show interest in it. Some even go to the length of stimulating
curiosity and interest in seeing, handling, and manipulating ob-
jects. Certain nems among our mathematical bric-a-brac may have
to he simplified a bit, but many of them can be given to our chil-
dren to handle and "work," with benefit to all concerned.

By the way, there is more back of the attitude of this last group
than a laudable desire to see children learning happily. Put some-
thing court etc into the hands of a child, something that will en-
able him to enter actively into the learning situation, and audi-
tory, visual, oral, tactual, and muscular sensations unite in a drive

',that has real power in foi.ming new thought patterns.
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All this theorizing has its ')lace, no doubt, but in the end, put-
ting theory into active practice is the only way to bring in divi-

dends. If we turn to the Work of some of the mathematics teachers
belonging to that third school of thought, we can see how the do
it, and get, as well, a glimpse of the 'value of the dividends. From

each of them ,ye can take away ideas that can be applied to our

own work, no matter what its levelin the end many mare ideas

than could be gathered from whole volumes of expositions on
So let us visit a few of those teachers who have been mak-

ing the word "mathematics" a transitive, active. verb for their
students. e'

As you, begin these classroom visits imagine that you are a'puil
in the second grade. The arithmetic course of study I'm' this grade
declares that you sl:ould be taught to tell time by hohrs anclto
five-minute subdivisions. You. might be shown the clock, on .the
wall, and have carefully explained to you just how you are to
react the time. Your teacher might also use that cardboard clock
dial, setting the hands to show the time for recess or for lunch.
'She may even ask you to set it for the time to come to school, or
the time to go to bed. But suppose your teacher also lets you make
a clock dial of your own, with movable hands; and not only has
you set for the hours and minutes you must learn, but lets you

set it just for fun, whenever you have finished your work ahead of

the rest of the class. Suppose she is always willing to pause' for A
second or two to answer such a questiop as, "Does my clock say
quarter past three?" Which seethed would you, a seven-year-old,
choose?

And next, suppose you have moved on to the third grade and
are in the midst of. your first hand-to-hand struggle with re-
maindeis in division. You are dividing I I by 3. 'Miss Smith could

go over the wot k carefully at the board, could make matters
quite clear to you with assorted ;additions, subtractions, examples,
and problem's. Site might also make a row of eleven marks km the
board, cross them oil three at a time, and pt ove to on that there
is a remainder of two. But suppose that, instead, site tells you to

e some of the small log-cabin blocks, some of the seeds left

front the I iallowv'en pumpkin, or sonic of those little clay balls
you are using for strawberries in the play-store, She asks you to
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show her how many threes can be made with eleven of them.
You try them in little rows, like soldiers on parade; you put them
in little clover-leaf groups; 'each time you have two left over.
Wouldn't_you prefFr to acquire division facts with your hands
mid eyes, as well as with your head? 'Wouldn't you understand
them better, and remember them..longer?

You will find that elementary, intermediate, and upper grade
teachers are also giving their pupils understanding of the various
phases of mathematics by ppealing to the mind through the
hands as well as through the eyes and ears. In a fifth grade class-
room we find a group of children deeply engrossed in using an
abacus. They are adding numbers so accurately and rapidly that
we have difficulty in following the process. Units, tens, imndreds,
thousands have new and concrete meanings for these boys and
girls. Across the hall in the seventh grade arithmetic class some
boys are increasing their understanding of the tens system by
putting the machinery of a dismantled light. meter into action.
As we look over the shoulders of some other pupils in the sixth
grade, we find them operating an old speedometer, setting it for
some original problems in decimals.

Going on to the case of fractions, we find that a six-year-old
needs no more formal instruction in the meaning of one-half than
to have his teacher say to him, as he divides that apple for the
birthday party, "If the apple isn't cut in half, we always give our
visitor the larger part." If, a few }'ears later in his career, the child
,forgets that 3/6 is the equivalent of 1/2, or that 2 /6 equals 1/3,
he will he handed those brightly ,colored paper plates cut into
halves, quarters, thirds, sixths, and eighths. As he fits the red
plate, cut into sixths, into the yellow one, divided into halves, or
into the green one with its thirds, active hands as well as active
mind will help him learn the "lesson."

In the ninth grade general mathematics class, Is and girls
are reviewing decimal fractions. The instructor is discussing pre-
cision measurements. That enlarged picture of a micrometer cal-
iper on the bulletin hoard is interesting to the class and, with
some explanation, moderately comprehensible. The pupils pay
closer attention, however, when the teacher uses an actual mi-
crometerand measures the thickness of a dollar bill right before
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their eyes. But the whole thing begins to "click" with them when
he gives them each a turn at the instrument, and hands them
leaf-feeler gage as well. They "fingerianci measure these pieces of/
metal. They turn the thimble to discover, if they can, any visible.
change in the opening as' the spindle moves through five otfi--
thousandths of an inch. Playing? Possibly. But gaining also some
aripreciationkbithe kind of measurements made by whole armies
of today's workmen and, in addition, at least an inkling of the . ,

meaning of approximation.
When it comes to acquiring some feeling for the "size" of large

numbers, one must have more than a good imagination or a
chance to gaze at a star-sprinkled sky. Here again teachers with
ingenuity have brought the hands of their children to bear upon
the task.

Take the case of the fifth grade that was learning to read and
write numbers in the millions. Had any of them ever seen a mil-
lion of anything? One boy offered the suggestion that there were
millions of tiny pebbles in that fine gravel that covered the play-
ground. How much would it take to make a million pebbles? The
children thought a gallonand could they count it and seeT.They
compromised by counting a pint to start with. Each counted his
share of the pint, and the amounts were added. The class de r.1
tided it would really he better to finish by calculation; so they
multiplied to find the number of pebbles in a gallon. Finally, by
rounding off and dividing, they learned that they would have
had to bring 125 gallons of gravel into the classroom in order to
have.one million pebbles.

Again, a seventh grade, trying to compare government finances
with their own, devised a way of getting an idea of the size of a
billion dollars. Using some small kindergarten blocks in lieu of
dollars, they took turns'at counting the blocks for one minute at
a time. The average number counted per minute was determined,
and then, by dividing, the class found it would take the average
pupil almost seventy-five years to count a billion dol!ars. To those
boys and girls a billion now means more than a cenain nuttier
of zeros trailing after the digit I.

In teaching the various topics and units in measurement en-
countered recurrently in the course of study, many teachers bring
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the tables concerning pin
yards right out of the t
world. In the second g de
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quarts, square feet and square
and into the children's own

e small boys and girls discover-
ing for themselves some, of the facts about liquid measure by
pouring water into a large assortment of 'quart, pint, and half-
pint containers they have found in their homes. A little later in
thelear the teacher takes advantage of a hot day to increase their
knowledge of measurement to a fraction of an inch by allowing
each child to measure and fold a paper drinking cup of his own.
Just before Christmas, a fifth grade arithmetic teacher and an art
teacher collaborate in having the children make gift boxes. In
the arithmetic class, drawing the plans calls for estimation, meas-
urement, addition and subtraction of fractions.

There are pupils in the seventh grade who persist, in spite of
teacher demonstration and exhortation, in working their area
problems on the basis of twelve square inches to the square foot.
HoWever, after drawing a square foot on wrapping. paper, cutting
a square inch out of cardboard, and filling that larger square with
smaller ones by tracing around the cardboard, the children know

. just why they must use 144, and not 12, in their problems.
On making their first bow to areas, the children in one fifth

grade are allowed to draw a square yard upon the floor, and to
divide it into square feet. 1,tenewed from,day to day, walked over,
as well as looked at, "squat e yards' becomes more than just an-
other abstract word, In fact, the children can almost feel, as well
as re, square yards in Mother's new linoleum and in the garden
plins they are planning for their science project.

If the measurement we teach is,,to he practical, children must
be able to estimate size and measure objects at least as effectively
as they work book problems listed under the topic. As one case
in point, consider another class in the fifth grade. The question
of..the size of Captain 'Vancouver's boat came up in the course
of a discussion. One pupil thought it must have been as long as
the school grounds; another that it could have been put into-the
hall, There was nothing/to do but to measure hall and playground.
The second pupil won the argument, hut. with little more than
a hint from the teacher, the class was off on a project of estima-
tion and measurement that took in numerous and rather astonish-
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ing items which the children found interesting. Included' were
the size of the "Saratoga," heights of school desks, lengths of the
curtains at home, the distance to the University bridge, the length
of each Child's stride, the number of strides in a quarter mile.
Need one add that the tables of measurement customarily pre-
sented at this level were also involved in the many problems posed
by students as well as by the textbook? Or that there were oppor-
tunities also for some telling demonstrations of the advisability
of using good judgment by suiting the size of a unit to the size of
the quantity to be 'measured?

Moving farther along our educational assembly line, we find
that multi-sensory methods render equally effective assistance in
overcoming some of the difficulties of high school- pupils and their
teachers. A plane geometry.class is learning the theoreins.,dealing,...

"ivith the measurement of angles in a circle hardly active mathe-
matics. Suppose Ki'wever, the students use homemade sextantsL---
perhapsN,of thei own manufactureand try their hands at the
Iisine4 of shooting the sun and determining the latitude of their
city. They may not, as a result, be able to navigate the Pacific, but
for them the measurement of central angles comes to life. Again.
steel tape, shad,ws, and mirrors can be used to create problems
that not even a sophomore can consider academic. Give a boy a
ruler and a calling card and he can construct a small model: of
a cross-staff that enables him to make and solve some problems
of his own in ploportidn, and that introduces him to the principle
of the insti ument with winch, as a young nay officer, he may
some day keep his -battlewagon- in formation. A larger piece of
cardboard, a string, and some sort of plumb bob can be turned
into an "altimeter.' that. having been used to measure inaccessible
distan«s, leads to an intellint use of the tangent ratio. More
cardboaid, cut into sti ips, can be made into reasonably workable
pantographs, into instt innents for trisecting certain angles, Or into
parallel rulers. Blass paper fasteneis will do for joints.

The units on loci are often made the most abstract and the
most disliked in plane geometry. Some of the more analytical
minds of a class will find pleasure in using compass and ruler to
discover for themsclcs TWW lip i. such as conic sec tiotpt. but for
students who are of a mole «mciete and practical turn, using a
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couple of student-made models of the Osborne fire-finder, some
maps furnished by the supervisor of the near-by national forest
reserve, and locating, thereby, some hypothetical forest fires will
give a lift that makes lighter work of the whole topic. One such
experience, and boys and girls will observg and report many of
the innumerable applications of loci to be found all about them..

Going on to solid geometry, the fact that volumes of similar
solids vary as the cube of corresponding dimensions is merely
book-learning to most boys and girls. Bring out, however, two tea
boxes, approximately cubes, without disclosing the fact that they
formerly held a half - pound and a pound, respectively. Let the
students first estimate the ratio of the volumes, and then measure
the dimensions and determine the ratio by .calculation. The
asuinishment on the faces about the classroom is evidence enough
that.some active thinking is being done.

It took two classes in solid geometry to make one teacher real-
ize the effectiveness of letting students use their own hands. Some
of the students of the first class were having the usual difficulty in
visualizing the solids generated by rotating plane figures. One of
the boys watched the instructor whirl some cardboard forms and
noted., evidently, the indifference of the ;Auks. A few days later
he came to class with a set of triangles and rectangles that he had
made by bending wire. He had made each with a sort of stem,
and had also made a stand from one of his.mother's shortening
cans by punching holes in the top and bottom.. Winding he stems
with string, and inserting the stems in the noresqin the stand, he
whirled the figures like tops, and so formed ghostly solids. The
succeeding semester that set of figures was put on a table a few
days beft.ge the rotation problems were to come up. Students of
this second class played 1k ith the figures before and after class
scssions,:ith what seemed tc he almost idle pleasure. When it
came to assi fling the problem,. in this class, however, there was no
demonstrig e teacher to dothe students' visualizations
were all nicely taken care pf!

Such instances are all very well, you may say, but after all,
mathematics means solving problems. Agreed! And, one might
add, it is one thing to solve even the most practical of problems
that have heen nicely «nralled in a textbook, and quite another

Is
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to discover some for yourself, right on the open range, in work or
in play, in home or in community.

here again, teachers in every grade can show us just how well
children will respond to discovering and solving original prob-
lems. One second grade wrote a whole series of problems centered
about the aquarium they were setting up. How much would it
cost to buy the fish, the food, and the plants? How much more
sand would they hive to put in if it was to be two inches deep?
How many iluarts of water would they have to pour in if one gal-
Ion was needed for each inch of fish? Further details are hardly
needed to show that such a project can involve a number of multi-
sensory appeals and several learnings, along with the mechanics
of addition and subtraction.

Of course such programs for developing original problems be-
come more complicated in later work; but consider one example
from the sixth grade. In the textbook, there was t unit in which
the problems were based on transportation figures. First the class'
made sonic original additions to that list, based upon similar facts
observed on summer trips. But before long their study led them
right out of the textbook/and transportation, and into a discussion
of the post office. Interest was so keen that the teacher arranged
for a conducted tour of the terminal station, with each pupil re-
sponsible for bringing hack at least one interesting number fact.
Back in class. the number facts were-compiled into a single list,
and f.rorii it the children wrote an entirely original set of prob-
lems. One problem, for instance, called for finding the cost of
sending. a cake by air mail to a brother in camp; another, for the
number cif letters passing Through the canceling machines in a
day; a third, for the average number of people served by each
local cairir. In the end. the pupils' own set of problems was
longer than any whic h a textbook would have provided. Further-
m(ire, there hiuld have been a better way of learning to
solve problems than by discovering, analyzing, and then formu-
lating sonic for themselves,

One might go on indefinitely with examples of the ways in
win( h various teachers are coordinating children's eyes, ears, and
hands, in giving them opportunities to learn how to "mathe-
matick.- I Living once seen the response that children of all ages
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make to suet methods, most of us could never ii.again plead lack
of class time as a reason for not using them. One may have to ad-
mit that planning multi- sensory activities takes ingenufty and a
dash of imagination besides;' that discovering openings for such
planning takes sensitiveness to the signs of dawning child interest,
-and, above all, an appreciation of the pervasiveness of mathe
=tics. But handling such projects in class consumes, generally,
not more than ten or fifteen per cent of the mathematics period.
During that tinte, teachers not only devlop some real understand-
ings and appreciations, but. build up, as well, a "head of steam"
that carries pupils through whole clays of purposeful work on
exercises and problems.

a.
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(, A MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM BECOMES

A LABORATORY

L. Grace Carroll

A CENTURY AGO such philosophers as Huxley, Spencer, and Rous-
seau felt and preached the need for functional education. As a
result, they succeeded in 'introducing science and the sci ntific
method into secondary education; tthe concepts of learnin by
doing and experimenting were concomitants. Curriculum offer-
ings introduced since their time have, like science, been taught in
laboratories and workshops by means of the laboratory method

But there have been various reasons why mathematics teaching
has adhered n most respects to the old method of question and
answer: tradition, the regime of conservatism, lack of appreciation
and understanding on the part of teachers, lack of realization of
the needs for and the opportunities offered by a laboratory set-up,
indifference, poor organization, unwillingness to try anything
new, possible difficulties in adminisnation, expense, and lack of
ingenuity. P

Multi-sensory aids.arenot new. They were introduced and'rec-
ommended by Rousseau. Later the philosophy of learning by
doing was popularized' in the elementary school by John Dewey
and his followers in the activity program. Today every elementary
school teacher, who considers herself even pseudo-progressive aims
to make her classroom a laboratory. Consequently, the modern
elementary school classroom is a workshop in which children do
things and grow in the process.

But, in the high school, classical subjects which antedate Hux-
ley, Spencer, Rousseau, and the activity program are all too com-
monly taught by the medieval methods of lecture, question, and
answer. Except, perhaps, for the differences in dress and attitude
of the students, a casual visitor might be unable to tell the differ-
ence between many 1944 classrooms in mathematics and their
prototypes of the Middle Ages.

16
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The first requirement for a mathematics laboratory is the will
. to. start. The chief need is the ini 1 effort to organize available

materials, thus providing opportunit to work with these mate.
rials and to discover mathematical laws and concepts irt'an ob-
jective way. With some help and direction from the teacher, con-
siderable equipment will accumulate as the work prbceeds. This
pupil-inspired material is often more valuable than commercial..

-.' equipment. It tends to stimulate interest, to create desirailfto at-
titudes, and to furnish the thrill that comes from accomplishment.

This section of the Yearbook uses the New. Rochelle Public
Schools as an illustration of work being done in a modest effort
to, improve present practictS in theneaching of secondary school
mathematics...It does not attempt to describe an ideal situation,
first, because we do not claim to have-an ide :...ituation;1 and sec-
ond, because there is no end to progress. Every nd is but a begin-
ping and "under every deep a lower deep .opens.".

The present program had its beginnings in discussions among
groups of mathematics teachers, some of whom felt that improve-
ments were needed in mathematics, both in subject matter and in
method. The Superintendent thereupon appointed a committee
to study the status of .mathematics in New Rochelle and to make
recommendations for change, if change were needed. Committee
members were released from regular classroom duties to carry
through this study. They observed classes, interviewed teachers,
conferred with students, and summarized their findings. Their
report included detailed information on present practices and a
summary of suggestions for improving them.

Through the exchange of ideas and through the combined ef-
forts of administration and committee, New Rochelle has effected
many constructive developments. One of these was ati effort to ini,
prove the teaching of mathematics through the use of visual aids.
A mathematics exhibit to which both elementary and secondary
schools contributed was displayed in the museum at the Adminis-
tration I3uilding. It included, among- other things, old mathe-
i-natics textbooks and other looks of historical altie; mathe-
matical instruments, both commercial and pupil-made; an antique
quilt of "mariner's ,-3mpass" pattern; lantern slides; stereographs:
film strips, motion-picture films; solid geometry models made of
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cardboard, cellophane, and wood; charts; drawings; photographs
of pupils' activities; and other articles of mathematical interest.

Subsequently two mathenwics laboratories were started experi:
mentally. As the laboratories began to 'develop, questions were
raised by teachers and pupils. Among them were such questions
as these:

What is a mathematics laboratory? Flow Will a mathematics
laboratory differ from any other classroom?

Can more than one teacher use the same mathematics labora-
tory?

Will a classroom labprawry contribute to a program of di-
rected study?

Can mathematics be taught as a laboratory subject in the same
way as the arts and other sciences?

What extra expense will be involved in developing a'.labora-
tory?.

What equipment will be n ed?
,

Why arc our old methods u factory? We have no fault to
find with.the status quo.

This at tide will describe how some of these questions were
answered in our own situation.

What is a mathematics laboraton? It is a place for learning
by doing. Any laboratory is a workshop'. One concept of a mathe-
matics laboratory is an environment in which a pupil.learns ef-
ficiently and more meaningfully he mathematics he should learn
anyway. The teaching is informa and individual, with all pos-
sible opportunities offered to disc ver or rediscover mathemati-
cal truths and laws. Visual aids are used in making the work as
objective as the problems require and the facilities permit. Just
how this can be done will vary, but a few illustrations_ of ways
in which we have done it arc (Ai% en in this in tide.

//ow will a mathematics laboratory differ from day other class-
room? The answer to this question is found in pa; I. in any class-
room used by a progressive teacher. Equipment (or its lack) is
not the only distinguishing factor. There is an informal type of
tC'aching and a type of directed study, both of which vitalize the

O
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teaching of mathematics, These help to make the room a workshop
instead ofa lecture room. There is more "If . . . Then" discus-
sion, followed by discovery and increased development of power
of; diScovery. An extended list .of materials' and equipment sug-
gested for inclusion in a laboratory is given on pages 26-29.

Can more than one teacher use the same mathematics labora-
N tory? This is possible and in some cases it may be very desirable.

BM, in general, a teacher prefers to convert -her own classroom
*n-to thboratory.-116WeVer, she usually is willing to share mate-
rials, and ideas with other teachers who are actively interested.

Can mathematicLbe taught as dlaboratory subject in the same
way as the arts ant other sciences?. Perhaps the answer is best ex-
pressed by saying ttiat no .two laboratory subjects are taught in
exactly the, same way. Here is an illustration of a topic taught in
a very informal way:

The topic was "Straigift-line Graphs." Thermometers and care-
fully constructed diagrams of thermometers welt studied; the way'
the readings changed together was expressed in words and by
means of the formula. This same relationship was expressed by
means of a table. The students reamed to interpret a graph in-

. volving signed numbers, and then expressed by means of a graph
the way degrees centigrade and degrees Fahrenheit change to-
gether. They made the first graphs by locating points.. From a
study of their work and observation of the formula, they discov-
ered the meanings of slope and intercept. With most of the graph
work that followed, they preferred to use the slope-intercept
method.

This is a procedure any class could use. Thete had been so
Much group interest and careful work that the teacher thought
aloudthat it would be helpful if future classes could see pic-
tures of this class at work and could know how this class made its
discoveries. She had made the comment hoping that it would re-
sult in a meaningful activity. She was not disappointed. One pupil
interested in photography as well as in mathematics suggested that
lie take pictures of the class at work. The result was approximately
sixty 2 x 2 lantern slides showing the developmc;nt of how num-
bers change together and the class as they worked discoeting
functional relationships. The slides showed the initial steps in
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making a graph and the processes required in reasoning and
drawing the graph by the slope-intercept method.

Because of the picture-taking, the early stages of the study were
repeated, but with more meaning and added interest. The stu-
dents were proud of their accomplishment. ,They were thrilled
when the pictures of the class and their discoveries were shown
on the screen, In addition to the lantern slides, there was a written
account of the project illustrated by pictures mounted and used
for a bulletin board exhibit.

The aim had been achieved. 'the pupils understood the mean-
ing of how numbers change together and could express this func-
tional relationshipin a manner that suited their convenience:

Thus these students carried through the experiment. As the
project progressed, members of the class who were not working
on the experiment at a given time were busy developing other
projects along lines of their own interests. However, as occasion
arose, they made contributions to the project in hand and so al-
ways had discoveries to challenge their interest.

This experiment also helped in furthering experiments with
centigrade thermometers which were being carried on as part of
the science work of this group of students.

Another experiment was finding the meaning of the formula
V = huh. A student having some difficulty with the problem was
willing (in fact, eager) to construct a rectangular solid and show
by the construction of cubic units and the placing of these units
how and why the number of cubic units in the rectangular solid
is equivalent to lwh. The rectangular solid and the cubic units
were made from heavy cellophane and put together with Scotch
tape. The boy had been advised to make one of the little units
of measure, but he insisted on making the number required to fill
the rectangular solid. \filch disturbed when these units did not
fit exactly, he wanted to repeat his experiment. This proved an
opportune time to study error and sources of error. The discus-
sion and conclusions led to an appreciation of precision in meas-
urements and a desire for accuracy. Not only did this class find
the model.) helpful, but the project was used subsequently' in
other classes to develop the concept Of volume and to make mean-
ingful the formula for finding the volume.
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At the-Vine titne-this -stiident decided he was going to take
all the mathematics he could get (he had not liked mathematics
before) . His decision is an illustration of what happens to those
minds that learn by concrete doing rather than by abstract think-
ing.

What extra expense will be involved in 'developing a labora-
tory? The expense of a laboratory will depend on 'a number of
things. The students and teachei can provide much of the neces-
sary equipment. The expense need not be great. On the other
hand, there is much that can be done if money is available.

What equipment is needed? Ample blackboard space is itn
perative. For graph work one section of the blackboard should b'e
ruled and outlined in pale green or yellow paint, with heavier
lines defining every fifth or tenth space. If blackboard space is
limited, a substitute is heavy white cardboard, ruled with ink
and then covered with a film of Protectophane. If cardboard is
the backgrouhd, wax crayon is used instead olchalk. It can be
rubbed off with tissue or a piece of cloth. The squared cardboard
can he hung in a convenient spot or rested on the chalk tray.
When not in Ilse, it can occupy any convenient place but it should
always be accessible.

If the teacher prefers fixed desks and chairs, they should be
placed to one side of the room and space left free for group work,
conferences. and pupil discussion.

Textbooks other than the regular class textbook should also
be available in the laboratory library, since the point of view and
methods of different authors should be given consideration. In
addition, various reference books, magazines, and other books
of cultural and historical value should be found in the library.
This library should he a regular part of the laboratory equip-
ment. It may be supplemented by temporary loans from the school
or public library.

As materials accumulate, it is net essary to add bulletin boards,
bookcases. exhibit shelves, and filing cabinets so that the materials
maybe used efficiently and sarPd for. future reference. This equip-
ment need not be expensive. In.manv schools it can be made in
the school shops or by interested individual students or teachers.
Often there arc in storerooms or vacant classrooms unused cases
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that have long been forgotten and can be.used to good advantage

here.
Space is needed in the laboratory for the exhibition of pos rs,

clippings, classroom work, .etc..A section* of wall covered ith
beaver board is excellent for the purpose. A strip of such maters
above the blackboard is also a help, as is a swing-wing display
board.

The following are illustrations of various types of exhibits:
Mathematics and design. A very interesting exhibit appeared

early in the year as the tenth' grade pupils were beginning work
in constructions. These were changed from time to time, and in
the last appearance consisted of a group of the best designs care-
fully mounted on colored construction paper.

Mathematics and bridges. This material suggests a number of
concepts, formulas, and laws of mathematics. It leads to discus-
sions of rigid figures, the catenary, etc.

Mathematics and churches. The solid geometry classes were
interested in the shape of the steeples .of various churches. At first
this included the churches of New Rochelle and later other
churches of special interest in our own country and abroad. Then
other factors in the architecture and the mathematics involved
were noted and utilized in the regular Glasswork.

Mathematics and defense. This appeared in two separate ex-
hibits. While the upper classmen were working after school hours
on an exhibit for Mathematics and Defense, an eighth grade pupil
became interested not only in the materials but in the mounting
of clippings and the way in which they could be mounted. Some
time before the upper classmen had completed their work, this
boy appeared with a folder filled with carefully prepared clip-
pings and descriptive material. The clippings were concerned with
aluminum, petroleum, tin, nitrate, gold, silver, precious stones,
silver, etc. These were some of his treasures, saved from his work
in the seventh grade. Since all of this had to do with defense, some -..
one asked if he would like to have an exhibit of his own. He was
delighted with the suggestion. The exhibit was soon in place and
he saw to it that it was a pleasing -me. It remained for two weeks
as our first defense exhibit. Its owner was surprised to discover
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that mathematics had to do with these tangible things, but pleased
when he found illustrations of mathematics which he could recog
nize in the mining, transportation, and utilizatioh.:of these vain-
able materials.

The materials for the second exhibit on .Mathematics and De-
fense were largely made up of pictures from magazines, brought
in by many students. Committees worked in mounting and or-
ganizing the materials. In one case it was divided into three
groups: Land, Sea, and Air. Liter, the exhibit was remodeled and
soon it became the new exhibit on war.

Mathematics and maps. Even before the exhibit on war had
been completed, someone suggested Mathematics and Maps. A
sheet of paper was posted in a convenient place, and students
listed the mathematics they discovered in making and using maps.
Discoveries are necessarily always limited by the students' knowl-
edge, but their discoveries help others, give them a certain satis-
faction in telling how they made their discoveries, and create in
terest not only in the specific subject matter but in its utilitarian
and cultural values.

One pupil did some research in the making and reading of
maps. This provided an opportunity to teach map-making. While
there is not always time to follow up all the leads at the time the
problem is presented, a challenge is offered that may function in
later group or individual discoveries.

Mathematics in the army and navy. This subject, as well as
Mathematics and Aviation, has been of special interest. Posters
showing the importance of mathematics to the armed services were
accompanied by pictures of soldiers, sailors, and aiatots making
maps, reading maps, and surveying. These were used in discus-
sions on "how to study," need for critical thinking, mathematics
and reasoning, value of "If . . . Then" t)pc of procedure in our
study of mathematics, etc.

Great men of mathematics. This topic adds niftiest to the his
wry of mathematics. In addition to a general exhibit, the picture
of a great mathematician connected with the work to be studied
at the time gives realism to the topic. If the picture can be kept
in view during the study of the related work and applications,
the work crates itsel f ui the great men of mathematics and the
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1
time in win( 11 they lived. If, before teaching the Pythagoreap
theorem, a pictut'e of Pythagoras and a short biography are placed

...where they will be seen, and reference is made to them at the time
the Pythagorean theorem is studied, there is aroused a feeling of
acquaintance with Pythagoras and with the subject matter.

Several students were interested in history and in the travels
of Pythagoras. One drew a map showing where Pythagoras had
visited. /Mother handed in it poem.: -One wrote a play based
on the legend of "The Seven Lamps of Capella Pittagora," in
David Etigene Smith's Poetry of Mathenia:ics; this was a result of
a bit of research done by the class. One group was particularly
interested in the Pythagorean theorem and the mathematics neces-
sary to prove this theorem. An illustrated story of the project was
the contribution of another/ student; it included a list of all the-
orems, constructions, postulates; axioms, and definitions required
to prove the theorem. A class in tenth grade mathematics worked
on this project while studying the Law of Pythagoras. Other mem-
bers of the class made interesting contributions to the study.
These form but one illustration of the interesting possibilities
of the contributions that students can make and the pleasure they
can dezive from this type of laboratory work.

Another illustration is Archimedes, whose biography and pic-
ture are pertinent preceding and during the teaching of ratio and
proportion. This furnishes another excellent opportunity for re-
lating science and mathematics. The students of this group were
very much interested in discovering how Archimedes determined
that Meru's crown was one hundred per cent pure gold.

The same method may be used in teaching such topics as simi-
larity. Posters illustiating similarity, mounted on the swing-wing
display board or any convenient bulled- board. do much to create
an interest in sitnilatity if they ate in a place convenient for refer-
ence at the psyt hologiecal moment when the subject is introduced.
One proof of interest is the new mater ial and posters voluntarily
}nought in bv,students.

A further illustration is the use of posters preceding the work
on locus. In one -t-ase 'elie class had access to a picture of a group
of pirates planning a map of the hidden treasure. This picture
was taken by one of the students, who had previously built the
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scene on a table. He had used a piece of tin to represent water:,
the hills and land were made of sand; trees were bits of evergreen
stuck in the sand. The pirates were tiny lead figures. The picture.
illustrated the story of an original locus problem.

One group was interested in the pantograph, and two boys
decided to make one. They did part of their work at home and
completed the pl e.ct in one of the school shops during the di-
rected study part of the mathematics class. The boys had won-
dered holy their instrument would compare with a commercial
instrument. One of the girls brought one from home. When the
class had completed work with the two instruments, both were

"given to the mathematics laboratory. It was quite a thrill for this
girl to bring an instrument and explain to the class how it was
used by am engineer, Work of this kind does much t'o create a
mathematical atmosphere and a will to explore, analyze, and
arriYe at conclusions.

mathematics workshop, posters such as "ANALYZE"better
stpl, a poster copied from a recent geometry textare invaluable
aids in making analysis atool of discovery. By frequent reference
to these posters the students realize and appreciate the power of
analysis and analytic proof.

Three tiny airplane models, each mounted on one of its three
axes to illustrate vertical, longitudinal, and horizontal axes, carry
the meaning of x, y, and z axes "deep in the heart" of thinking
in terms of th'ree dimensions. .

Tn addition to the models. matelials, and pictures that are
changed fYequentiv, there can be hung on the walls of the laboxa-
tory pictures that do much to acid to its atmosphere. The pictures
on the cyall of one laboratory are: "Galileo," a muragraph in soft
tones .in seven colors: "Tree of Knowledge," "History of Mathe-
matics," "history of the Standard Units of Measurement"a set
of six pictures each 8" x 10", which may be framed separately or
as one.

Multi-sensory aids contribute much to the process of learning.
While some of the values can be measured, there are immeasur-
able attitudes ,nd responses which are recognized and appreci-
ated by both the tehcher and the pupilil David Eugene Smith

.4)
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often spoke of the "soul of mathematics." Possibly the response
and attitude that result from this type of study of mathematics
are in sonic way related to the "soul."

A mathematics laboratory is well worth all the effoft it takes to
build and organize. Multi-sensory aids are part of the common-
sense method of developing power to discover, to understand, and
to use mathematics and mathematical laws in meeting the chal-
lenge of today.

If given'a start, a mathematics. laboratory is inclined to be a bit
like Topsyto "just grow." However, it does need an opportu-
:4ity to start. It needs help from administration, and it needs
teachers interested in mathematical growth both in learning and
in teaching mathematics.

St:GGEsTioNs FOR MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR

A MATHINIATICS LABORATORY

Fit cAtiimis (Yet tical), sufficient for filing pupil reports, newspaper and
magazine clippings, and picture collections.

PostER CABINET (or closet), in which large posters and charts may be kept flat.
xnnirr c:Asrs for displa):ng three-dimensional models. (May be old book-
cases until better cases are available.)

SWING.WING Dispt.Aynt, with wings of board. A compact method of increasing
displaY surface. In theory, this is a large wooden (or fiber bbard)

l..00k, on the "pages" c < which pictures and clippings may be displayed.
hi neraloAan, One section c t which is ruled and painted for graph work. ;(Light

green paint is preferable to pure white, and each fifth line should be a bit
wider than the others.)

WA! I in).\RD (for exhibits and display materials), replacing blackboard on one
side of the loom, and also above the blackboard.

Vs u. HI I s (and chairs) for disc ussion and wimp piojects as well as for
individual «instruction work or drawings.

Sr!!! RIVAL BI ACKBOARD.

GI OBE )1' I FIE %MR! the type ordinarily used in teaching geography as well
as one with mai ka hie stu fat e.

sot In GI °MI' FRY Ntotal-s, commercial or homemade (regular polyhedrons,
conic MI Ilffih. It

'NI WE 101 r (Law. &mono z a t ion model as ssell as small ones for
use), (7 h. NLuttificim Itp, S, (B). IunIn I and I t . 127 Fulton St..
New York ( :m.)

otitriz rlio \IF NI, for measuring various units. e 1),1 offietcr, ( a I ipers,

kliNhel measure, quart, meter, ,,ard, Ittcr, clot k. g.tls,tnonreter, ros«ipe,
(mariner's), etc.
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FRANSIT. ansit is a possibility if a commercial instrument is not

at ailable.
PANTOGRAPH, not a dal, ult instrument to make.
PARAI I oGRAMs AND 'I RIANG1 ES. Made, of wooden strips to help teach prop-,

erties and criteria of a parallelogram; also rigid figures.
Cia.t.opu.vsk: (cellulose a( elate), heavy cellophane (transparent) for making

solid geometry models;) heavy glared cellophane for handmade lantern
slides. From Celluloid Cot poration of America, Newark, N. J.

PROTLCTOPHANE comes in thin, transparent sheets with adhesive on one side.
Useftil fur coveting pictures and clippings, and also for covering diagrams
or graphs upon whikh auxiliary lines may be drawn with wax crayons and
wiped off again with cleansing tissue. From Stanley Bowmar Co. 2929
Broadway, New York City.

COMPASSES, PROTRACTORS, RULERS.

CONSTRUCTION PAPER.

ABACUS.

ADDING MACHINE AND OTIIER BUSINESS MACHINES.

SLAPS. 'Write to Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., for 'price
List 53 .11,11,A (Sept. 19101. Lists maps of all suits at muninal prices.

IA'At.t. CHAR IS, both COMIDett ial ;Hid homemade. For .,uggestions, see Enriched
Teaching of Science in the High School, by Woodring, Oakes, and Brown,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia:University; and also
F)ir;cherl Teta him: of Mathematte% WignIring and Sanford (same series).

)(Now' I mt," in mlur, to hang in the classroom. From Museum of

tente and 1 tultiso 1.1( ks1)11 P,uk, Chi( .1g0, Ill. 30 (cuts postpaid.
"If IS'IORY of 111E. STANDARD UNITS-OF MEASUREMENT." Set Of Six pictures, each

8" x 10"; may he framed separately or as one picture. From II. C. Ayte,
Western State lea( hers College, Macomb, Ilf. A set with glossy finish, $2.00:
or hand-tinted, $5.00.

C5111.10,- nituagtaph, snit tont, Itt suit -ii ((JIM s. StatdeV BIM-111.11

Co., 2929 Iimadway, New York City.
PritiincRAmis OF MAllITMATIciANs. Pot {oho I ;Hui Ponfolin II. Flom Scripta

Mathematica, Amsterdam :\u% and IStith St., New Yolk City.
PnoToGRAmts OF Nut.osoPin RS (sho wels also mathematic ians). From Scripta

NIathematic a, 11msrerdam Ave. and 18tith St.. New York City.
PHOToGRAPI 'NIS. 8" x 10". Front Scion( e Service, 2101 Constitu-

tion Ayr.. Washington, 1). C. Sepia. $1.00 each.
Pimp (Auks. opaque. tut standaid sue Lintel!' slult s x 1. lin 2'' x 2''

lantclu slidts and film snip,. It; HMI. Mid Hi tut11 sound motion pi,
lute projec tors. Pot table sucens and room equipped with dark shades.

S )1. It r.s AND St:1,1,1.1s

P.I-Pkobut.iNt. (.11.%Rp,, PoSll RS, AND GRAPHS. Itt any (ity of moderate
Site tlitie air companies make photostatic ri-pinchic lions at relatively
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small cost (dpprux . 25 cents fur a sheet 81/i" x 11"). This is an excellent
way in which copies of interesting and outstanding work by pupils can be
kept. Some of these companies also reproduce material in quantity by the
photo-offset process (approx., $1.75 for the first 100 copies; 25 cents for each
additional IN). Two companies in the New York area are Hudson Blue
and Photo Print Co., Inc., 25 Broadway, New YOrk City; Ccmmerce Phot
Print Corporation, 1 Wall St!, New York City.

UNIVERSITY PRINTS NOTEBOOK FOR MOUNTING PICTURES. University Prints/Co.,
Newton, Mass. $1.25. This notebook provides space for mounting 2,6 pic.
tures. The sheets are green-gray. Paper for notes is also provided.

TriF. mum-RE cort.EcTioN. John C. Dana and Marcelle Frebault. II. W. Wilson
Co., New York City. 90 cents. A paper-bound volume especIally designed
for librarians, but of value to all teachers. Gives list of publishers and ad-
dresses for pictures and postcards- Some of the topics treated are; how
pictures are obtained; filing of pictures; mounting. hanging, and display;
classification and subject headings.

VFaTium. FILE IN EVERY LIBRARY, Orvitz and Miller. Remington-Rand, Inc.,
315 Fourth Ave., New York City. Free. Directions for filing and cataloguing
clippings, pictures, ttc., which, although primarily for the librarian, are'
also of value to the mathematics teacher.

THE at:rt ErIN BOARD AS A 1' uEvicai. B. J. R. Stolper. Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, New York City. 20 cents. An interesting account of

was in which this rather neglected teaching device has been used effec-
tively.

GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS. W. C. Brinton. Published by author, 599 Eleventh
Ave., New York. 1939. 512 pp. $5.00. Techniques of making charts, graphs,
and ollIct tpes of representation of facts.

flow To usi- ricroarAt STATISTICS. Rudolph Modley. Harper and Brothers.
New York, 1937. 170 pp. $3.00. Illustrated with tables, charts, and maps.
I'sful in all subjec ts.

GOTH.) APT- i.RI.M:FS oN PICTI'll-S, MAPS, CHARTS, P.TC., as Classroom Aids. E. C.
ihnt. ti. (Mice of 1 ducation. W.1,1111,0)11. I). C.. 1`)18. 12 pp.

AMA I Ft k SEIDEMAKING. R. B. Beals. American Photography. Vol. 32, pp. 685.
fiS8, f)( tober 1938. Valuable suggestions.

1 low to MAKE HANDMADE I RN SLIDES. G. E. lIantilton. dniational Sireen.
fit 1...INt lake tit.. Cliit,n4O. 21 pp. 10 cent,.

SIMPLF DIRICHONS FOR \TAKING VIM -AL AIDS. I.. ilett.r,11.tw. Department of
iNtt.d Insruic non. N. F. A., 1812 Illinois St., Lawrence, Kati. 25 cents.

flow lo MAKI: 1 ANTFRN SI mis. W. T. R. Price. Education, Vol. 58, pp. 501-
5(r7, AFt il 1938. The method of making lantern slides on glaNs or lumarith
by band. using a variety of techniques. Directions are also given for a
homemade table fur work on slides,

LANTI SLIM s AM) sTRIP EILNIS. Almost every its of moderate size has at
least ()tic coinpany which will make Lintel n sbcics, either plain or colored,
or strip films. from pictures or negati% es. Consult local directory. Among
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films in Ow Nets Yolk CU\ :ilea at, Cosmopolitan Studios, 145 West 45th
St.; Edward Van Altena, 71 West 45th St.; Ideal Studios, Inc., 160 West
46th St.

CARE OF 111.Mst IDES AND MOTIONPILTURE FILN1 IN LIBRARIES, Superintendent of
Documents, Washington, D. C., 1936..8 pp. 5 cents. Standards Research
Paper No. 9.12, on the care and storage of this visual material.

liFsFitR I.AN TERN SLIDE CO., 131 East 23rd St., New York City. This company
has lantern slide materials.

NIEASURESIENT

IllsTORICAL REVIEW OF THE MEASUREMENT OF LENGTH, Ford Motor Co., Dear.
boin, Mich. Free. A folder givin a short illustrated history of measUre-
men tS.

SIANDARD MIAs( RE 511 N Is 01 111E IN II RNA IIONAI. 11..TRIC SYSTEM. U. S. Bureau

Department of Commerce, Miscellaneous Publications No. 64. Superintend-
nt of Documents, Washington, 1). C. 34 pp. 15 cents. Although published
in 1935, this bulletin is still one of the most saluable publications in the
field.

SIANDARD MEASURI MI Nis 01 1111 IN IIKNA IUNAI s IRIC SYSIF.M. U. S. Bureau
of Standards. Superintendent of Documents, Vishington, D. C. 40 cents.
A valuable wall chart.

STANDARDS OF WE wur AND MEASURE. P1 it list No. 64. Superintendent of
Documents, Washington, I). C. Free. A list of government publications
dealing with tests of metals, cement, «nu rete, iron, electricity, clays, and
photoeraphic materials. Many publications on standards of weight, length,
tie( tricity, tesistame, etc.

Fria- NE im I/GEN Co.; 218 East 23rd St., New York City. Pantographs, graph
paper, anti similar supplies. Write fur further information and samples.

Ut mussmAttus. st WE RI Its. Keuffel and Esser Co., 127 Fulton St., New York
City. NIannheim lye (No. 100) 7 ft. lung. $8.00. Polyphase type (duplex)
7 ft. long, $15.00.

R INsIRUMEN IS, List Palestine, Ohio.- Mathematical aids.



VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING.

E. R. Breslich

WHEN VISUAL aids are used in teaching, it is as necessary as in the
case of any other teaching device to have clearly in mind the ob-
jectives to be attainedwith the pupils. Faulty use of a teaching
procedure makes teaching ineffective. It may even destroy what the
prOcedure is expected to accomplish. For example, one of the aims
of supervised study is to make the pupil intellectually independ-
ent; yet one of'the most commoh criticisms of supervised study is
that it makes pupils depend too much on the teacher. The teacher
who thinks that he can help the pupil best and most quickly
by removing all obstacles will be doing much of the work for him
and thus training him to be mote and more dependent. However,
the teacher who stimulates interest and effort, raises questions for
which the pupil finds the answers, and instructs him in effective
ways of study will train,him to become more and more independ-
ent. Thus, the criticisms are not really directed against supervised
study but against the way of administering it.

Similarly, those who minimize the importance of visual aid or
even condemn its use have probably been influenced by faulty
uses in teaching which they have observed.

The followink discussion of the more important objectives and
of the methods of using visual aids may suggest ways of making
them effective.

UNDERSTANDING TILE MEANINGS OF MATHEMA FICAL CONCEPTS

Cal eful analyses of the mental processes and of the written work
of pupils disclose that much of the difficulty they experience in the
study of mathematics is caused by the failure to understand the
basic mathematical concepts. Unfortunately, these concepts are
too Often leg:n(1(t as shnple by the teacher. For example, children
ale taught ft actions in the upper grades of the elementary school
and use them tin oughf iut high school. lIowever, the errors which
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high schoet students make are convincing evidence of their lack
of a dear understanding of the meaning of the fraction concept.

The same is true of other basic concepts in the various mathe-
matical subjects; for example, the literal number, signed number,
exponent and equation in algebra; the triangle, circle, and area
in girometry; and the trigonometric ratio and function in trigo-
noniltry. The teacher in search of lyays of helping the pupil attain
the necessai y understandings will find that % isual aids ale a most
helpful

The following illustrations indicate the procedures for using
visual aids with several basic mathematical concepts.

Litrial }cumber. The introduction of letters as number symbols
Hunks an important step in, mathematical education. Three aspects
need to he taught in the beginner's course.

the idea is to be dexloped that a literal number is an
unknown number whip It is unlike the specific numbers of aritli.
merle. The discussion may star t from a line segment, or an angle,
cif inikno,vn length or size. Conveniently this may he developed
by a letter, such as I or a. The pupil then determines by measure-
ment the numbis denoted 1)% the letter l or a. 'Hums he learns
how lettels are used comeniently as symbols for unknown num-
bers whose values nhiv he found by some process, in this case by
ineasmement..1 he mistake of thinking of literal numbers as names
is theleby adicld. From the beginning they aie actually symbols
fur numbets.

A sc«,u(' aTuct luadin,4 the pupil to a fuller understanding of
the meaning of the lial number concept is the idea of general
number, that is, of a nitY11,,er symbol whit h may have any value
hatsoer. This 111,IV be derikd from a triangle Ichose unknown

peri inct et is denoted by a b c. Measurement that determines
the value of the unknown number a b -f- c. However, the tri-
angle may he an% triangle, and a b c therefore denotes the
perimeter of all triangles that may be diawn. It %ill have a dif-
fient %Atti for e:a(II new triangle; in fact, it may have an indefi-
nite numb t of %allies.

I he Hica 111,11 luial may he a variable number is
%isualited with the number stale. When a train has naveled a
gi% en number of minutes, the distan«. p.issed over may he denoted
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by d As the train continues to travel and the number of minute%
chaPges, the di;tance represented by the literal number d al.()
changes. The changes may be visualized by mark ; various values
of d on the number scale. The number d is said to "vary" with
the number of minutes. It is a variable number.

-Angle. Evidence that many pupils who have studied geometry
for some time are confused about the meaning of an angle is ob-
tained when they compare sizes of angles on the basis of lengths
of sides or when they speak of a straight angle as a straight line.

The first step in developing this concept is to identify illustra-
tions of angles in the classroom and out of doors, such as those
observed on walls, ceiling, floor, desk, chalkbox, and other familiar
objects found in every classroom. From such observations the
pupil comes to the conclusion that an angle is a geometric figure
formed by two straight lines which meet or intersect.

The blackboard compasses may then be used to visualize the
meaning of the size of an angle. Keeping one arm of the compasses
fixed in position, the teacher turns the °trier arm so that it occupies
several other positions. This illustrates that the size of an angle
depends on the size of the opening of the compasses or on the
amount of turning, not on the lengths of the sides. The smaller
of two angles may actually have the longer sides. The blackboard
protractor is then introduced to show how the size of an angle
may be found by measurement. The same instruments are used
with good results to clarify the meanings of acute .angle, right
angle, obtuse angle, and straight ili.gle. A straight angle is some-
thing very different from a straight line, because it has a vertex
an-.1 two sides. It is found by turning one sick to the position
of the other, not by moving the pencil point along the edge of a
ruler.

Signed numbers. Experience has sliciwn that pupils have much
difficulty with si:;ned numbers. Because of their important.' in all
algebraic work the best teaching procedure should be employed.
Teadiers have used with success a variety of devices to develop
lear meanings. ()Tie of the simplest and most effective is the num-

her scale, with will( h the pupil is usually familiar from its uses in
measurement. lie is acquainted with the fact that, as lie passes
fi mm the left to the light, the numbers on the scale increase, and
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that as he 'passes from the right to the left, the numbers on the
scale deer Aase to zero. The scale is now extended to the left beyond
the zero misrk, and points are marked one, two, three, and more
units from zetko. They are labeled 4., 2, 3, etc. The entire scale
is now examined to bring out such ,'acts as the following:

(a) All negative numbers are less than zero, in the sense that
they lie to the left of zero. Tolls; 1 <0, 2<0, 73<0, etc.

(b) Any number on the scale is less than any number to its
right; e.g., 3<-2, 2<-1. etc.

(c) Any number is greater than any number located to its left;
.e.g., 3>-5, 0>-8, etc.

The number scale need not be the only device used in teaching
signed numbers. Temperature readings, dist.nces north and south
or east and west, and other devices should follow until the mean-
ing of positive and negative numbers is clearly understood. Not
until this has been accomplished is the pupil ready to take the
next step, to learn how to operate with signed "numbers.

&plosion. One of the best devices used to lead the pupil to a
full knowledge of equations is a pair of scales such as are used
in laboratories. When in balance, the total amoont is the same
on both sides. Iii that position the scales illustrate an equation.
Thug' an equation is a statement of the equality of two number
expressions.

If the total amount on one side of the scales is changed, an
equal change must he made on the other side to preserve the
balance. Thus we may add the same number of weights to both
sides, take away (subtract) the same number from both sides,
double or treble (multiply) the number of weights on both sides,
or replace them by one-half, cane third, etc. (divide) of the num-
ber of weights.

The changes with the loadings of the scales xisualize the basic
principles employed in solving equations. The l rocess changes the
values of the members of the equation, but t. )C5 not destioy the
equality.

By always thinking of an equation as a statement of balance
of two number expressions, the pupil will escape much of the con-
fusion into which he is thrown by such mechanical processes as
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transposition. Solving an equation al\tys means to add to, sub-
tract from, multiply, or divide both tethers by the same number.

Trigonometric function. For a complete understanding of the
trigonometric functions the pupil must master such fundamental
facts and principles as the following:

(a) A knowledge of the changesin value f the function as
the angle changes from 0° to 360 °.

(b) A knowledge of the greatest and least value which a -func-
tion may have..

(c) Ability to determine the algebraic sign of a inction for
all angles lying in a particular quadrant.

(d) Ability to express the function of any angle in. ter ns of an
angle less than 45°.

(e) Ability to express the.vatues of functions of neguive ngles
in terms of positive angles.

These facts and others may be developed separately, but thcy
can all he visualized by one device, the graph. A quick glance at
the graph, or indeed a 'ental picture of it, enables the pupil to
answer questions relatim., to any of the facts' stated above. The
time used in making and Interpreting the graphs of the trigo-
nometric functions is very profitably spent.

UNDERSTAND' NG MATHEMATICAL. PROCESSES

Such abstract processes as division of decimal fractions, extrac-
tion of squai e root, factoring, and the operations with signed
numbers can be taught by rules. However, a, rule is gradually
forgotten and, in the performance of a process, confusion arises
concerning the steps involved and the order in which the steps
are to he taken. The difficulty may be reduced or even eliminated
by the use of visull aids to illustrate the steps in a process and to
clarify the reasons for the various steps. The pupil thus taught is
given a chance to rettn n to these aids and through them to rise
;ilx the confusion in which he finds himself.

The following examples show the use of visual aids in teaching
hcmatical processes:

Addition (If Aigned numbers. Two rules arthistially taught: one
applics to numbers having like signs; the other, to numbers hav-
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ing unlike signs. The number scale visualizes both cases. The rule
in the second case consists of 'the following steps. The arithmetical
difference is taken, the sign of the number having the larger ab-
solute value is fixed in mind, and that sign is written before the
arithmetical difference. If a pupil has forgotten the rule or if he
is not sure of it, he may return to the number scale to find the
answer, or he may use the number scale to reconstruct or verify
the rule. To find the sum of +12 and 3 he proceeds as follows:
+12 added to 3 means that he is to locate +12 on the scale
and from. that point to move 3 units to the left. He is then 9 units
to the right of the zero mark, which means that the answer is +9.
It is not necessary to make a. drawing of the scale, because the
steps are so simple that they are easily visualized mentally.

By this device he may add two numbers having like signs. Sub-
traction may also be visualized on the number scale. In this case
the scale is merely used to visualize and-develop the rule. Because
the rule is simple, pupils do not need to use the scale to solve sub-
traction problems.

Finding the square root of a nvrnber. Because this process is
not used as frequently as the four fundamental processes, it is

more easily forgotten. Hence, it is necessary to use a method of
teaching which will facilitate the recall of the steps involved.

The given number whose square foot is to be found is repre-
sented by the area of a square composed of two squai es whose
areas are a2 and b2, and two equal rectangles each of area ab.
The area of the large square is a2 + 2ab b2, which therefore
represents the given number. This suggests the steps to be taken in
finding the side b, which represents the required square root.
The problem thus rediu's itself to finding a and b. The steps are:

(a) To find the largest number a whose squat c k less than the
given number, i.e., a2 2ab b2.

(b) a2 is subti acted from the given number, i.e., a2 2ab + 1)2.
(c) The remainder 2ab b2 tihows the t emaining steps. i.e.,

to divide it by 2a to determine b, and to subtract 2ab b2

from the previous remainder.
(d) If Clete is no new temainder, a -1- b is the required root.

If there is a new temainder after subtra( ting tab b2 or if the
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given number is not a square, steps similar to (c) are 'repeated.
The purpose of the use of the square is to facilitate the recall

of a2 2ab b2, which then shows the steps to be taken in the
process.

Solving equations. It has been shown above how a pair of scales
may be used to visualize the meaning and the process of solution
of simple equations. As the pupil continues the study of algebra,
other difficulties with equations arise. For example, it is not easy
to see why a quadratic equation has two roots that are. equally
valid, why the solution of a system of linear equations should con-
sist of a pair of numbers, and why simultaneous quadratic equa-
tions should have more than one pair of numbers satisfying the
equations.

The answers to these perplexing problems are found in the use
of graphs to visualize the processes of solving and in the solutions
themselves. The graph of a quadratic function ax2 bx c shows

the changes in the values of the functions. When the graph crosses
the x-axis twice, the function assumes the value 0 twice; the equa-
tion ax2 bx c = 0 has therefore two roots. The graphical
method also shows that four solutions are to be expected in the
case of simultaneous quadratics and that they are not necessarily
distinct or even real. Furthermore, it illustrates each step in the
process Of solving and the meaning and purpose of each new
equation derived from those that precede. It explains why the
final results are the solutions of the original equations.

Experience has shown that the confusion that arises in the study
of equations may he avoided by letting the graphical solutions al-
ways precede the algebraic methods.

UNDERSTANDING RELATIONSHIPS

Mathematical relationships ate mote readily understood and
pertnanertly ietained if they are illustrated in diagrams and
models The pupil who associates with the 'expression (a + b) 2
the area of a vitiate which is divided into two squares and two
equal rectanglesthe sum of whose areas is a2 2ab b2 will al-
ways retnetnher the collect equivalent of (a + b) 2. If the area
of a triangle is developed from a diagram showing it to be one-
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half of the 1')arallelogram, the pupil will understand why the
factor 1/2 occuis in the formula A = 1/2bh. Similarly, he will not
forget that the formula for the volume -of a pyramid contains the
factor if he has developed it by pouring the contents of a pyra-
mid filled with sand into a prism having the, same base and 'alti-
tude as the pyramid and finding that he must do it three times in

'order to fill the prism. He -will be able to recall the formula
r= abc for finding the volume of the rectangular parallelepiped
if he has handled a rectangular block divided into a layers, each
of which is divided into b strips, each of which in turn is divided
into c unit cubes. He will produce automatically the relationship
between the sides of a aight triangle if he -visualizes the familiar
figure of a Tight triangle with a square drawn on each side.

Teachers recognize the importance of the ?bility to visualize
relationships in algebra and analytic geometry. Pupils are ex-
pected to know 'that the graph of y = mx b is a straight line,
that the graph of y = ax2 bx c is a parabola, and that the
pointi of intersection illustrate the solutions of the system

axe bx c = 0
mx b 0

Thus they recognize the fact that a pair of equations, one of
which is linear and the other quadratic, cannot have more than
two solutions. These and further important facts which are not
readil understood by solving the equations may be derived from
gzaphs. Similarly, pupils are expected to know that the ellipse, the
hyperbola, and the dick represent, respectively,. the relationships
x2 y2. A

Y2= = I. and x2 y2 = T2. Such knowl-
b2 a' b2

edge is useful in the solution of simultaneous equations.

TRAINING IN SPACE IMAGINATION

'Etaiiiing in space imagination is generally listed as a major
objective of the teaching of geometry. 'Fiaining is offered in plane
geometry by extending the ideas and relations in the plane to
three.dimensional spa« whet c they may be observed in familiar
settings. The course in solid geometry lima further to develop the
ability to isualize spatial figures and z elations: It also trains

.;
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pupils to make good drawings of these figuNs on .paper. Further-
more, pupils should learn to visualize in thr-ditnensional space
the points, lines, and planes shown in two-dimensional drawings.
Very often herein lies a major difficulty in teaching solid :geom-
etry. Some pupils require considerable training before they are
able to visualize from the textbook drawings the geometric forms
which they find in their surroundings. Models of the drawings are
helpful, especially those made by the pupils themselves.

It is advisable that in the early stages of the course, the study
of the diagrams in the textbook be preceded by an examination of
models. Thus, the pupil may count the vertices, edgei, and faces
of a cube on the tangible model. He may note therelative posi-
tions of parallel and perpendicular lines/and planek and he may
derive therefrom the formulas for finding the areas of faces and of
the entire surface.

When he has become familiar with the model, he is ready to
learn to draw it on paper. Many pupils need time and practice
before they can make a satisfactory drawing. After that, they are
prepared to study profitably the diagram of the cube in the text.
.book. Even then some pupils will find it necessary, or helpful,
to return to the model to clarify their ideas.

Frequently, before reciting in class, the pupil may build up a
model of the diagram with sticks and cardboard. Wide opportu-
nity is offered here for the use of creative imagination.

Some teachers object to the use of visual .aids because they
believe that the time spent on making models and building up
diagrams could be more profitably employed in the study. of the
geometry involved. It is true that some teachers and pupils do
become so interested in this type of work that they carry it 'to ex-
tremes. In such cases the study of geometry might actually suffer.
Most teachers. howe%er, will aoid extremes, especially since the

kind of training will reduce the need for models to the
point where they will he used only in cases which experience has
Shown to be very difficult. This may be necessary even late in the
course. For example, few pupils are able to form a clear concep-
tion of spherical triangles and polygons merely by looking at the
diagrams usually found in textbooks. If they are perfnitted to ob-
set 1 e how the teaclit4r draws a spite' ical polygon on a spherical
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blackboard,'The difficulty is easily removed. If no spherical btac17;,..
hoard is available, good results may be obtained with a baseball,
an orange, or an apple. Photographic views of polygons drawn on
a spherical blackboard have been used with good results.

INCREASING THE PUPIL'S UNDERSTANDING OF MS ENVIRONMENT

One of the objectives of education is to acquaint the pupil more
fully with his surroundings. Mathematics may contribute to this
knowledge by making use of the many opportunities which geom-
etry offers for observing geometric facts and principles in the class-
room and out of doors. It is not difficult to find evidence that such
training is badly needed. Some pupils cannot supply even the most
elementary information about the height of the building in which
they lNe, the size of the lot on which it is built, the width of the
street, and the distance to school. Partly responsible for this lack
Of observation are the teachers of mathematics who limit their
teaching to the facts in the textbook and fail to call attention to
the abundance of illustrations in the familiar forms and objects
wfiich pupils may observe all around them.

'The -.right kind of teaching makes pupils geometry-minded, so
that they recognize that geometric: forms are a part of their su
roundings. The windowpanes and blackboard represent plane
sum faces. Triangles are discovered whose sides are flagpoles or
smokestacks. Filing cases, railroad cars, taw ks, and cartons are
rectangular forms. Fruit cans, boilers, tree trunks, and silos are
cylinders. wastebaskets, posts, and lampshades ate frus
nuns of cones. Everywhere the pupils may recognize illustrations
of the figures which they study in geometry.

A small amount of simple work in sur,.eying should replace
sonic textbook ploblems. to in( lease the pupil's apple( iation nl
mathematic s.

C.I.AS,Ro()N1 ENI

In most schools tilc IllatilcIllatics classroom has poor equipmcnt
%, hen compared with that of other departments, e.g., the sciences.
For \ ear s it has been the opinion of school administrators in gen

ai that matlumiatics teachers can gct on veiy nicely with an
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eraser and a straightedge. It is difficult to change this attitude,
which fails to recognize that mathematics courses can be greatly
enriched. by the use of equipment which relates mathematics 'to
eversday life and .which, by 'illustrating and visualizing mathe-
matical facts.and inciples, increases the pupils' understandings.

The following list of visual aids is by no means compkte but
it should prove helpfill.

Matethils pre.sent in the classroom. The fact that certain mate-
ri,(1 is available wit'hout cost does not miniinize its value. Indeed,
its simplicity and familiality make it %el effectke, particularly
in de%eloping the basic concepts 'Of geometry. The teacher should
refer freely to illustrations found on the Icalls, ceiling, and floor
of the room, the teacher's desk, chalkbox, windows, doors, book.
cases, and filing cases.

Materials &mated or made by the pupils. Here one may in-
( hide sheets_ of 'cardboard, sticks, string. Dictates, posters., home-
made,transit, plane table, and models. With a (:ardboard tube
and two small protractors a skillful pupil can make a transit
es 1114 h is quite satisfactory for simple work in surveying.

In some schools teachers and pupils have iii a short time as-
sembled excellent cone( tions of poster, w hi( It illustt ate mathe
111 Ili( al pi in( iples or show the uses of mathematics. Recently such
.1 collection of pupil-made posteis w.ts exhibited by Miss Ida

,F,}:.,,c1sull. ie.- her in the Chicago s( nun( St SW111.
HS ,111(1 hist! II( Lions for making- caillboaid models of poly-

hedions tan be put( ha,ed horn M. C. I Lit IleV. tea( her itt OW
I 'Ilk ci sky haul. 1 1),(11.1, It is sill pliSillt2, linty
1!II, pc of w()1 k stimulates the creative imagination of pupils.
I .14 h new el.i s \y in tiv to surpass the pi eceding class. If.only the
best .114. I (q.1111c(1. an excellent pelmanent collo tion (4 models
111.1% be ,(« 11111111.11(1 1 in .1 «0111(a1;(ti ely slim! The next ar-
ti( le, by Hat t1-y, explains how much of this win I; can be clone.

h!rprilkizT but e.semtial equipment. Here one should list
Ha( k!toald 11111 1 N. Min p,t NSCN, ut I a(' S, CniUt ( 1 amn, a spheri-
c al Hat kbo.nd to s i,It,tliie cpbelical :1112,1cs .111(1 polygons, a
,(pLiid 1,1,1(kbo,oci lead, ( !alit\ mathematical
1(14.1, and o, e,ses.

ones of Iciidges, (1.11115, and buildings exhibiting. mathemat-
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ical facts show the applications of mathematics in art, nature, and
architecture.

More expensive equipment. This may include low-priced
transit, steel tape, level, and sextant for doing some field work
to supplement geometry and trigonometry, diagrams in three
dimensions, such as those published by Newson and Company,
New York City, to illustrate and emphasize the significance of
mathematics in everyday _stereoscope with views showing the
practical applications of mathematical principles.

Films are a valuable instrument for teaching mathematics. In
their use mathematics is far behind the sciences. It is to be hoped

- that this type of visual aid to mRthematics will be more fully de-
veloped in the near future.

tit



A LABORATORY APPROACH TO
SOLID GEOMETRY

Miles. C. Hartley

DURING RECENT YEARS emphasis on logical reasoning in everyday
life and on practical applications, as well as innovations to provide
for individual differences, has resulted in radical changes in the
courses of study and in the textbooks in plane geometry. Solid
geometry, however, has not enjoyed this renovation; "Solid Ge-
ometry for Today" and "New Solid Geometry" are but modern
names for Euclid, Books VI to IX, with the result that solid
geometry as now taught in our secondary schools has been called
the most uninteresting subject of the curriculum. It is the writer's
purpose to present here the results of experiments conducted at
the University High School, Urbana, Illinois, in the hope that this
preservation may lead other teachers to try more laboratory work
in their teaching of solid geometry and thus to stimulate greater
interest in the subject.

One f the primary objectives of a course in solid geometry
should be the development of a pupil's geometrical imagination
so that he may visualize clearly the correct spatial relationships.
This mental grovth may be speeded up through perspective-draw-
ings and pupil-made models.

PERSPECTIVE

The ability to look at n two-dimensional draWing of a three-
dimensional object and to see it as a soli(.. figure can, by a study
of perspective, be developed so that diagrams of planes and poly-
hedrons assume a reality of depth as one reads into the figure the
important third dimension.

The means of such development here presented is a lecture -
laboratory method in which the teacher makes the drawings on
the blackboard as he gives the explanation, and the students make
the same drawings at their desks. The following discussion intro-

42
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duces the students to solid gometty through perspective drawing.
"In plane geonlett y you studied many figtnes, such as the poly.

gon and the chcle, which can be represented on ,a flat surface
called a plane. These figures had only two dimensions: length
and width. In solid geometry you will study figures of three di.
mensiuns: length, %%it'll', and thickness. These figures, such as the
cSlinder, cone, prism,.and pyramid, are not confined.to a plane;
hence, they differ from the figures.of plane gonnetry. Before you
stud% the propel tics of.these figtu es, you will want to learn to draw
them so th1 they will appear to be solid and not flat like a sheet
of pallor. chine b% a method called perApectire, tyllich is

used to make rn objet t appear to ha% c dimensions."
"If ycitt wet e tiding along a coma etc highway in the level on-

ny of the Middle \Vest, you would see the flat prairie stitching
away in the distance mail it seethed to meet the sky in a long,
straight line whit is called the Ion iion. In front of Non, as )(in

1

I

CM: Ithe ((In( It It 111.411\%,1\ 4111 4(.111/1 ap
pal dICI% 111%%C.1 11.11 1 Ilk\ CI, 11111 11 11 tilt CI 1 Ill(' 11(111 /(111 111

1111.41(' ill11111 I his 1)()111I 1.s (.11It'd the \.1111111111 1/11.1111. Ii \(III
1(1(11.,(1 \t 1\ (.11( 11111%. \IIII l%(.111(1 Ws( MCI Sr(11)(1(
It) hu lit I 'III ,IS 11111 ('us. ()II hell \Mil and SAl

(iii Ilit. %IN 111.11 Ill(' iltni/(111 had IMCEC(1. Il
\ t 11111}11'd .1 lit h\ [ice, %01111(11111(1 Ill,tt flit. 11(11 1/1/11

IS %/III ( liT111101. J.! 111 (11.1\V 111(.(' 1111 et' Nil 11.111,111) ( [1:4'. ."
'f ?1, chic(' (11,t%111.2,. 1.11;tuaci hacks 111 %%hid)
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the horizon is at three different eye levels. Bring to class exam-
ples of vanishing points in pictures and photographs.)

Can you imagine a large box placed on the highway? The
edges of the box which rest on the highway form parts of lines
which, if extended along the highway, would meet at the vanish-
.ing point. This -vould likewise be true for the upper parallel
edges. Ir. Figure 2 )ou have a sketch of the box as it would appear
if you were standing beside it. Figine,3 shows how the box would
appear if ott were seated before it.-

Figure 2 Ficlire 3

(rxerciAes. Draw a kitchen table as it would appear if you
,were standing beside it. Draw the table as it would appear if you
were sitting beside it. Draw a picture of a stretch of a railroad
tra,k with telegraph poles and Lr.:nces on either side of it.)_

"Pna llel lines ale lines that al\Na\s remain
now tar they are ex-

.. lour edges of the box are parallel and all
to meet at the anishing point. As we look down the high-

SideS of the concrete roadbed, the rows of telephone
poly.. the telephone wiles, and the fence form sets of parallel
lire . \.111(11 meet at the same vanishing point. I knee, in per-
.rw, eo gloup of parallel lines which recede front the observer
tonvetge :n a vanishing point on a level with the observer's eye.
I he ex(ertions ire parallel lines which run from right to left

to the horiron\ and parallel lines which are vertical. In
the box in Figuie 2. thew ale four sets of each type of parallel

oidinaiv Imildin(4 !nick :called a rectangular parallele-
piped in solid :2,ometiv) has six le( tangtdar faces; its edges form
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three sets of parallel lines! four parallel Files of width, four par-
allel lines of length, tnd four parallel lines of height. If you turn
the brick so that you look along the length lines, you have an end
view of it (Fig. 4). The vanishing point does not appear in the
drawin. but von an find it by extending the two visible lines
which leinesent the parallel edges of length (Fig. 5). The horizon
is drawn thron,.411 this point icon parallel to the front edges of the
brick: When the hi it k is placed so that three of its faces are vis-

u.ouu 1 Figure' 5

thete ate three lines which can he extended to locate the
,mishit),...., poht .tii(I the 111)1i/10,1..1s the }Aids. is totaled clockI\ ise.
the \ ,thishhp.... point 111(llch 1.11111(1 II) 111c 11411t (Fig. Ii. 7, and 8)

1,4 lir ,1

I
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"You artist trot for het the paraIlel lines which represent the
width of the brick. 'When }:m extend these lines, you find a sec-
ond vaidshing point which lies on the same horizon as the first
vanishing point (Fig. tt). As you turn the brick more and more,

I tAtit !I

Cott find that the first vanishing point moves away to the right
along- the horizon and that the second vanishing point moves to
the light also. The third set of parallel lines is drawn straight up
and down; there is no anishing point to, consider for them."

(/..xcyci.w.s. In a photograph locate the vanishing points by ex-
tnding ').nallet lines. Make a drawing of a cube ill each of the
following. positions: (a) midway between two vanishing points
and below the hot lion; (h) to the right-ce:nter of two vanishing
points and below the hot lion; (c) to the left-center of two van-
ishing- points and itlow the horizon; (d) midway between two
anishing points cm a horizon behind the cube; (e) to the right-
( enter of two vanishing points on a horizon -behind the cube;
I) to the leftcentr of two anishing points on it horizon behind

the Ithe.)
I he t mita III a le( 'Angle is the point (IF inteisectinn of they Iwo)

dial4(mals Ph. The plspectic of a tee-
is a quachilateial. but its center is still

the point of interseetiun of the diaqhnals. hus
\ott 11,1\ c a method fin detei minim.; the point of
hire( non of a line segment in a pet spec live1.i.4titc 1(1

(ILO\ 111'2,.

".11t(:1) ; 1 1 is the iwispe( Ike (II ,1 let E. is the intei
se( hull /i/) and AC. I.: ioiticd to the first %.;inishing
p,int determines the points 11 and 1, Ivhich are the inid-points
of 1)(: and An, icspc( i\ 1%. p. joined to the s(011(1 %an-
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ishing point I', cletelmines b. its the mid-point of .11), and (; a's the
mid-point of 43(;."

va v,

Figute 11

"Volt can use this same method to dew' mine the font th side of a
rectangle when you know three sides and the center. For example,
A13 and CI) (Fig. 12) ale two parallel lines of the same length;

A

:E

C

Ic E

C
1

I. is the widimint ()I AB. Draw tlft duce parallel lines AC, EF,
,Ind he line ,-11 will meet Hi) extended in point G (Fig.
I'1) ; determines the position of line Gil, the fourth side of the
let-km.2)e of xvhich is the (Tin' (Fig. 11)."

Ins N.Ulle 1Clat Holds it lie in pet specti e and enables
us to thaw to stale. aw Any vettical line AB with mid-point L

1"1, . 1)1.1w the p.itallel lines 4r, El', and RI'. On IW lay off

Figute I)
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BD, the desired unit of length. Draw DC parallel to AB; CD in-

tersects EV in F; AF intersects BV in G; draw Gil parallel to AB,

etc.- Then BD DG = etc. Now, if you wish to draw

the perspeclive of a fence and have two posts placed, you can draw

as many posts as you wish all correctly spaced."
(Exercises. Draw a picture of railroad tracks with telegraph

poles on either side. Draw the perspective of a checkerboard eight

units on a side (a) using one vanishing point and (h) using two
vanishing points.)

Figure 16 Figure 17

In plane geometrN we spoke of a plane as a flat surfac.e. Now in
solid geometry we shall need a more precise definition expressed
in mathematical language. hence, a plane is a surface such that,
if any two of its points are connected by a straight line, the line
lies entirely in the surface. Since there is no limit to the size of a
plane, it is impossible to show a complete plane in a drawing. It
is.cittotnary to think of a plane as a rectangle which in a draw.
ing becomes a trapezoid or a quadrilateral. depending upon the
position of the vanishing point. .1L \' is a horizontal plane (Fig.
Ifi) and AB, CE, HI are lines in Cr. FG, and III ate
all perpendicular to AB. OP is a ertical plane (Fig. l71,-

(Excicises. Draw a right triangle in a horitcyntal plane; an
isosceles triangle; an equilateral ttiangle. Draw two planes inter-

sec ting in a hot izontal line: in a tical line .l

The CO111Se may now pi (Heed in the c tistontai v titannet w it
the introduetcnv %cork on lines .111(1 planes. It:would be a i.2,rave
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error, however, to terminate all discussion of perspective at this
point. Perspective drawing should be used throughout the course
and further explanations of the drawing of prisms, pyramids, cyl-
inders, and cones should be-given as needed.

SIMPLE MODELS

Models ha c been employed for many, many years, but they
have not been used extensively in solid geometry because their
alue in the de\ elopment of the concept of space has been woe-
fully underestimated. In the early stages of a course in solid
geometry, models are essential. Sets of little wooden models of
geometrical solids are available commercially but are too small
for classroom demonstration; hence, homemade models as here
described are usually to be preferred.

The elementary relationships Of lines and planes arc easily de-
picted, as is shown in the following examples where definitions,
postulates, and theorems concerning lines and planes are illus-
trated by means of (al-dim:it d, wire, cork, and string. The card-
board should he (flute heavy. or thin hoards oi pieces of plywood
could he lewd. The w ite.«)uld he pieces of an old clothes hanger.

,Hi1.;//1 bur intr\ch a plan(' in a point. 17A' a piece of
aldhomd ipi sent the plane and a piece of yite to represent

.

fret, piror hi/(',r I in it .shuight line. Cut two pieces of card-
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board halfway through and place them together to form the inter-

. secting planes (Fig. 19) .
Three planes may intersect in three parallel lines. Cut threee,

pieces of cardboard halfway through and place them together to
form the intersecting planes (Fig. 20).

1igtite 20

Three planes may intersect in a straight line. Cut three pieces
of cardboard halfway thiough as shown (Fig. 21) .

I r...ttir 21

Three planes may intersect in a point. join three triangles as
in Figure 22. AB Cut out mound the edv,e, lea% ing a lapel
on AF. Fold on Al., and A C; paste the lapel on AB.

If two straight lines do not lie in the same plane, they are skew
lines. Use four pieces of wile and three corks (or modeling (-la\ ).

Figine 23 shows two skew lines perpendicular to two noel se( ting

lines; AE 1 /1D, CB 1 DB.
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Each of three lines way be perpendicula) to the other two. Use
three pieces of wire and a cork. AB, GB, and DB arc mutually
perpendicular (F ig. 21).

Fvoite 22 1.1.4111C.

c.

C.

tacit of 111)re planes ma), he pendicular Ito the ether two.
Use jliicc piece. ()I ( (11)(),11(1 (lir as sholvii in Fi,4itie

All the pc? pendiculals to a line at a given point lie in a plane
perpendicular to the given line. Use cardboaid, cut k, mid several
pieces of \cite. The \ ertical line is the giLn line; other wiles are
perpendicular to it. 'fire cock In)Ids the \virus and is glued to the
cardboard, which repiesents the plane in which the peipendicu-
lars lie. (Fig. 26),

2ii hgute 27

line.prrpendic /liar to one o(iwo parallel Manes is pe)pen-
dicular to the other. 1. 'se two pieces of cardboaid and a quartet-
inch dowel. ( ;hie at the points of intetsec
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If-two parallel planes (tic intersected by a third plane, the lines
of intersection are parallel. Use, three pieces of cardboard cut
halfway through, as shown in Figure 28,

11

Figtne

If a lirie isiperpendicular to each of two intersecting lines, it is .

perpendicular to the plane of the two lines. A quarter-inch dowel
(or piece of wire) , a piece of heavy cardboard (or plywood) , and

C

Figuie 29

string are the materials needed. AB, the cardboard, represents the
plane; MN, the dowel, represents a line perpendicular to the lines
GE and 11 drawn on the cardboard. AI :7 EN. GM, IM,
GN, and IN at c suing (Fiq. 29).

SrIUNG MODELs

It is lather (2,enet ally assumed that after the introductory unit
;0 solid 9,c1mettv the aveiage pupil should need no further as-
,istanc in the visuali/ation of spa( e reldtionships. But many of
ihe whit h ise tau IR' timed directly to the pupil's
inibility to "suc- I he 1:( )1. this reason it is desit able to

,owc midels thiiiu-hout Ilse
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In units onrisms, Cylinders, Pyramids, and Cones many theo-
rems can be readily illustrated by means of string models. A brief
suggested list of such theorems follows:

(a) The sections of a prism made by parallel planes cutting
all ti,e lateral edges are conpTuent polygons.

(b) The plane passed through two diagonally oppositei edges
of a parallelepiped divides it into two equal triangular
prisms.

(c) Every section of a cylinder made by a plane passing through
an element is a parallel( Tram.

(d5 If a 1.)yramid is cut by a plane parallel to the base, the sec.
Lion is similar to the base.

(e) The volume of a triangular pyramid is equal to one-third
the pi oduct of the altitude and the area of the base.

(f) The intersection of a right circular cone and a plane is a
conic section.

Figmes, two parts of which lie in parallel planes, are the easiest
to represent as inhdels, but more complex ones can be reproduced.
One of the most valuable models is the one ho the theorem,
oblique prism is equal to a right prism whose base is a right sec-
tion of the oblique prism and whose altitude is equal to a lateral

,edge of the' oblique priSIIA, in which the base of the oblique prism
is not parallel to the base of the right pi ism. Practically every
theorem and corollary represents a possibility for conversion into
eonciete form by means of wood and suing.

The materials needed for string models are plylmod, on -quar
ter of an inch thirk and cut into foot squares: dowels, three-
eighths of an inch in diameter and cut into foot lengths: balls of
carpet warp (or thread) in sex cral colors; three-quarter inch nails.
The avet;e2,e alit per model is about elex en cents. Fig!,e ate shun,
a model fur them em (f) NvIlre th mni Se( 11011 is a liyet bola.

The ingenious teacher sill find matey w ,vs to introduce this
\yolk. One possible ptocedur would be a unit Oil Models to fol
low the unit on I .ines and Planes. Vast, it \ould he necessary to
define polyhedron, prism, parallelepiped, pyramid, cylinder. and
cone. These definitions would take on deeper meaning if the
solid, wels actually constructed to meet the given qualifications.

' e
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For example,in the case of a parallelepiped, three pairs of con-
gruent parallelograms of correct dimensions could be fastened
together by means of gummed labels; in the case of a cylinder, the

Figure Si)

N011(1 1'0111(1 11C :2,C11C111(X1 !)\ "101.11111 a !Cc -tangle and then con-
strut led Flom a rectangle and two cirvles of correct dimensions..
Second, as soon as these \vete uncleistood, a list of
theorems similar to the Ale abo \milk! be presented to the.class
and ea( h member wou'(l !loose a thecount for Nlit ll he wished
to inal.e a model. i hitch. Hut 'Nu. I 1 scu 1);114c !:15)

C c t i l i t i ( I I N I 1 1 1 ( 1 OW ( l i t et 1( I l l s I ilci (mid htilmvcd
Milli the model was ('otni)lete. .1 he a( mil consult( lion might he
made in the coodshop it one N\ tat ,41% but Hie Nolk is so
simple tint it ut)tilti In. (.11 ow ill tile 111.101(.111,111(s lassroo111.

.1f ter t lahot a t ory unit, the tom 1(' 0111(1p 10110W its normal se.%
quenc. tile models used ho las,t mom dettionstiaticnis as
the con espondinv, thew ems %vele sindied. .111oiliel possible plo
ccitile would be to wive illtitl lit tiOltS ;T1 Class :11)(1

01(.11 (late tilt' I110(1CIS chli1111,(.(1 As .111 oili 1,i se !tool project.

:.'1/4'.zoito \RD Mop1

fit tile proof of tbc / brie' tor wit/ ()HIV il, r 1ro-
1rir convex po/1/1r(17(,),\. pupil iN (11.11, 1)(*(.111SC till' sum of
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I.A$ORATORN: SIIELT NO. 1

pitoJt-L,T. To (00.51,tut a model which will represent correctly the gee.
metti«il relationships of the given theorem.

11. THEOREM. The plane passed .through two diagonally opposite edges of a
parallelepiped divnles it into two equal. triangular prisms.
NIATERIALs. 2 pieces of plywood, 12 in, by 12 in.

4 dowels, 3,18 in. in diameter.
4 3/-itull nails; 12 -inch nail.

Glue.
Carpet warp.
Ilammer.

paocEnt:Tus.
A. Sketch in the Space below die figure first as it appears in the text,

second, as it would appear from a point 90' to the light, and third,
as it would appear from a point 90° to the left.

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

13. Draw below the configuration which appears in the lower plane and
in a 'daily, parallel to it.

a.

',Awe :2

C. Reproduce the two drawings of 13 on the two pieLes of plyood'.
D. ['slug a two Min nail, make holes in the plywood at onclialf inch

Intel %al, to make the outline of the drawings of C.
()it each pie«e of pl,-wood locate four points at the corners, each
one11,111 inch flout the edge. Nail the four dowels to the plywood in
these- four positions. Place a (hop of glue on the end of each dowel
beime illking the nail.
Lace carpet warp through thc:Atoles and front the upper to the lower
piece of pi wood to form t he lateral faces of the figure. Use a dif-
ferent color of war p to represent planes %chic h intersect the figure.
If a large number of threads.must pass through the same hole, that
hole will necessarily have to he enlarged.

V. «isa t csioN. Make the necessary measurements and petform such calc u
lations as will help you to Vet thy that your model represents the correct
relationships.
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the face angles of a polyhedral angle must be less than 360°, he
must place together the vertices of three, four, or five equilateral
ttiangles, three squares, or three regular pentagons. The poly -
hcdtons foimed under these conditions are the tetrahedron, octa-
hedron, icosahedron, hexahedron, and dodecahedron, respectively.
No regular polyhedron is possible with regular polygons of more
than five sides as faces, because the sum of the face angles at each
veitex would be 360' or more. Here the lesson usually ends, but
it can profitably be carried much further. the pupil build
these polyhedrons with regular polygons cut from cardboard and
fastened together with stamp hinges or gummed labels. For ex-
ample, to build an octahedron, the pupil fastens together four
equilateral triangles to form the lust polyhedral angle and then
acids one ti jangle at a time so that at each vertex he has a poly-
hedral angle with four 60-degree face angles; finally he has a poly-
hedron with eight faces.

An Archimedean or semi-regular polyhedron is a solid whose
pol)hedral angles are equal and whose f:u ate composed of two
ot- more different kinds of regular polygons. The pupil can "dis-
cover- these solids by experimenting with equilateral triangles,
squat es, regular pentagons, and other figures to- compute the
number needed for a vertex and that completing the solid fig-

1 he Nal lUtIS possibilities ale gken in the table will( fol-

lucvs:

..11C111N11...1)EAN POI NI II. I lit ONS

1. I'ulshccltuns id) t Ivo kinds of faces and it iltedt al anglcs.

1.11115 of tar It
11,dral .1 o

. .1.) 12 i) ' angles.
one 1!1t41,.

1.! %so 1 17/) angles.
one OP angle.

3 '1 wo I:20 angles.
one !in ' ant;le.

1. Two 1 1 1 ' angles.
one 60' angle

3. Iwo angles.
one I wo ant lr.

NO 90' angles..
Qtly 60' angle.

(;_

.Vuolbur of 1. al CS

Four tegular hexagons four
equilateral triangles.
Six regular oc fagot's -I. eight
equilateral triangles.
Eight regular Itesagon.s 4- six
mitt:tics.

regular cieragons
tweets Ninth teta I triangles.
I cel% trgular pentagons

tl% egula
1 Inc e situates -4 txvo
(1.11

Name of
Poi\ Itedt

Tunic turd
tetrahedron

'hum:tied
(111)

Truncated
nt N111(1111)11

'Finn( atrd
(lode( :died! otr

'1 rum ;tied
i«tsaInlron

himcclean
pr kin
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B. Polyhedrons with two kinds of faces and tetrahedral angles.

7. Two 90° angles,
tyvo 60 ' angles,

8. linee 90° angles,
one 60° angle.

9. Two 108° angles.
Iwo 60' angles.

10. Three 60° angles,

one-
tt

angle.

Six squares f- eight equilat-
end niangls,
Twelye squares .f eight equi-
lateral'triangles.
Fwelve pentagons t cloy
equilateral triangles.
Two tegular polygons whit n
sides and 2n equilateral tri-
angles,

Cuboctaltedron

57

Small rhouthicub-
octahedron

Icosidodecaltedron

An hitnedean
prismatoid

C. Polyhedrons with two kinds of fat es and pentahedral angles.

11. One 90° angle, Six squares -4- thirttwo equi- Snub cube.
four 60' angles. Literal triangles.

12. One 108' angle, Twelve regular pentagons -4- Snub (10dt:called/on
four 60° angles. eighty equilatetal wangles.

1). Polthedrons with three kinds of faces and dihedral angles.

13. One
One

90 angle.
angle.

Six regular octagons eight
regular hexagons twelve

Great rhornbicub
octahedron

one 1$5' angle. squaies.
H. One

one
one

15. One
one

90° angle,
120° angle,
14.1° angle.
108° angle,
911$ angle.

Twelve regular decagons +
twenty. regular hexagons
thirty squares,
Twelye regular pentagons
thirty squares -4- tW I V equi-

Great hombii osi-
dodecahedron

Small rlinmbiwsi-
(lode( ahedzon

MR' 00' angle. lateral triangles.
k

Let us suppose that a pupil elects to build a polyhedron whose
fart's arc equilateral triattqlcs arid squares. According to the table,
this vill In. a cubm taliedion, a small rhombicuboctaliedron, or a
stud) cube. Ilic pupil cuts horn caidboard a number of equi-
lateral triangles and squares, all with sides of the sami. length.'
;Next, using stoop hinges, he fastens a ardhoaid square to each
side of :1 ( aidhoaid triangle. Now he may place either a square
or a tiiangle to each vertex of the (night:II Itiatigle and in the
Space' betl.cen the squai es. If he Nooses ,quai es, he is on the way
to building a small ihombictilmmiliedn01. Ile continues in iii
.satne 111.11110T, 1(111e11110.1 111.it (.1( 11 %(.1 IC\ IS a tet1:111CAF:11 ;11111C

(()1111)(rq'd (1i 1111(1' ¶111 (it ..41(.t. .10'4 .1101, (Mr Ii1)(1( ,11:

1/(11% 11(..(11(01 .11; ( (1111i1H(11. 111( 1101111 111.1% ( (It it :111.11 1.

[11,11k 111, (.,i( .,111(s "1)111%- .111(i ..11111111., i, lit:
(10('S 50. Thu II( (11,)11 ( ht t'.i(l 11111 :IN ill

31. TIIC 11.is .1 1,:11 t('1 .111 11m'd Im M.lking
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solid cat dboat d model. The lust step is to construct accurately the
pattern on cardboard, using ruler and compass. White Rockton
Index (110-1b. basis) is a satisfactory grade of cardboard to use for
this purpose, Lapels are drawn on the edges marked "minus." The
second step is to cut out the pattern and to fold it on each common

14 U 15 16 1 /

f C 7 A

ligulc 31

side ot adja( cart ii(thg()Ils. .1 he tiiii(1 sic!) is to gill( Ilic figure to-
gutlici , in this extunple, a small thombi( tilmetahedron

Fig. 32). I lousehold.cetnent (an be used as an adhesive.
Variati(ms of this polyhedron may be obtained by making pyra-

mids Ivith tegulat ti iangular or quadrangular bases and gluing
them to the fares of the tuboctalicdron. Hoccever, better-looking
solids are tome(' if the figure is built up with equilateral tri
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'M1

Figure 32

\\

Figure 33

angles, ism des triangles, and squares in the manner just de-
scribed. Figure 34 represents an original pattern created by a
student who saw that it was unnecessary to build the solid and that
alternate squares in the pattern could be replaced by four isosceles
triangles. By studying the numbers which represent corresponding
pal N of the two solids (Figs. 31 and 34) , the reader will be able to
discover how the process was carried out. Figure 33 shows the
«unpleted model. In a similar manner one can obtain a star-like
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polyhedron by replacing each square with four isosceles triangles
and each equilateral triangle with three isosceles triangles. Many
unusual concave polyhedrons can be discovered by using semi-
regular polyhedrons as a basis and replacing faces with isosceles
triangles of different altitudes.

Inmesting exercises might he: What is the length of each edge
of regular (or semi-le:oil:1r) polyhedrons so that they will have
equal volumes? Equal areas? Ilow manv ,axes of symmetry clues
each polvhedt on have:- Obtain the semiregular solids by cutting
off the \eitices of the tegulii solids. For the semiegular poly-
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hedrons, verily Euler's them em that the number of faces of any
convex polyhedron, togethe? with the number of vertices, is two

more than the number of edges.

CELLULOID MODELS

It should be stated in advance that cielluloirl is not easy to
handle and that a certain amount of practice in using it is nec-
essary before satisfactory results can be obtained. Acetone (or nail

polish remover whfch has an acetone base) is recommended as a
substitute It n. an adhesive; Scotch tape can also be used to fasten
edges together. Lapels, which arc necessary for cardboard models.
are optional in the case of celluloid models.

The abstract situation of inscribed and channscribed spheres
is vet y hard to visualize and frequently results in the meaningless
memorization of the definition by the pupils. To add reality to
the representation of inscribed spheres, celluloid can be employed
effectively to make models in which polyhedrons, cones, or cyl-
inders, circumscribe spheres. Any kind of ball (preferably col -

cn ping pong ball, minis ball, celluloid ballcan be used
to I epiesent a sphere. The following formulas give the relation-
ships between the diameter of the inscribed sphere and an edge
or element k,f the circumscribed solid.

(:ubv, (lige a

Tmalallion. edge a

Ottalleciton. edgt,

Ccigt tt

Dodt:(dItcdion, (lige (4

CIiii(irt. 1.1,11u. r
.11toodc

Low I, I ee. I

411:1111dU \
1 he sui)crico pupils t an be led to disc Aet these relationships and
the atiag-e pupils can %ell!) thcit tin toess.

Diamete) of MSC? 'bed Sphere

a
tr-
tiV

ti

a /
:f

(I I- .1) V 3

I. 11V
It)

.!r

\
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Laboratory Sheet No. 2 gives complete directions for making
these celluloid models.

LABORATORY SHEET NO. 2

I. PROJECT. To construct a model which will represent a cir-
cumscribed about a sphere.

II. MATERIALS: Celluloid
Acetone
Ball
Calipers

III. PROCEDURES.

A. Preparation.
1. The formula for the diameter (d) of a sphere inscribed in a

of edge a is
2. Solve this formula for a.
3. Calculate the numerical coefficient of d: a = d.

B. Measure the diameter of the ball.
First measurement:
Second measurement:
Third measurement:
Average diameter:

C. Using the average diameter of B and the formula of A3, calculate
the length of an edge of the required polyhedron.

a
D. Construct a cardboard polyhedron having each edge the length cal-

culated in C. Place the ball inside the polyhedron before the figure
is completely closed.
Does the polyhedron circumscribe the sphere? If it does not, check
your work in A, B, and C.

E. Repeat D, using celluloid instead of cardboard.
IV. CONCLUSION.

A. When is a) polyhedron said to be circumscribed about a sphere?
B. Does your celluloid polyhedron meet these requirements; that is, is

it circumscribed about the sphere?

CONCLUSION

This laboratory approach w solid geometry has been so satis-
factory that it has become an integral part of our course of study.
It has been responsible for the high degree of achievement of sev-
eral important aims of the course, namely: to acquire an under-
standing of the spatial relationships which exist in the world about
us, to become acquainted with spatial forms, to train the spatial
imagination, and to obtain an analytical insight into our environ-
ment. For the student, it has aroused a vital interest in the subject
of solid geometry, and for the teacher, it has presented a challenge
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to seek and to test new devices of a multi-sensory character which
may be piofitably incmporated into an ever-gi owing course of
study.
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GEOMETRIC DRAWING

H. V. Baravalle

'GEOMETRIC DRAWING is a mathematical laboratory method to be
compared with the laboratory work done in the natural' sciences.
It stimulates mathematical interest and serves as a basis for other
mathematics courses. Besides the opportunities which it offers in
connection with mathematics, geometric drawing helps to develop
manual skill. Many techniques are taught in the course. There is
the handling of compasses, the drawing with triangles, the use of
ruling pens and black ink, the application of color to both lines
and areas, including shadow effects on solids and curved surfaces,
and, finally, lettering. Through these techniques such artistic
qualities as a sense of proportion when placing figures and script
into a given space and skill in combining colors are developed, In
referring to the script, it often happens that the handwriting of
students improves as they develop their sense of form and propor
tion and skill in the use of their hands.

Geometric drawing thus holds a middle position between the
academic work i,I the school and the arts and crafts, and offers
special opportunities within the general educational tasks. It can
he applied in various forms to different school levels. Courses in
geometric drawing have been given since 1920 in the Waldorf
School, both in the Teachers Training College and throughout
the Junior and Senior High School, and later in about a dozen
European schools. In this country pioneer work with geometric
drawing has been done, for the high school le. el, mainly at the
Edgewood School in Greenwich, Conn., arid the High-Mowing
School in Wilton, N. H., and for the college level at Ade 1phi Col-
lege in Garden City, N. Y.

An introduction of geometric drawing in the seventh grade can
be based on the natural sense of form and regularity which is in-
herent in the students, both boys and girls, at this age. The ap-
preciation of the beauty in geometric designs predominates at

64
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this arc over interest in scientific problems; Thei clove the ap-
proach %%ill start with the iegular forms,

The course intoduces equilateral triangles,- squares, and regu-
lar polygons. Fhe consotu tionor regular polygons is cart it'd out
by diieling a dick: theiefoue, among the first steps are the exer-
cises for diiding a ch (lc into a given number of equal parts. The
most natural division of a circle is the diision into SiX arcs where
the circle's own radius is used as measure to cut it. If one starts
with a vertical and a harizontal diameter or c. circle and then
cuts the circle with the radius front any one of the four end points
of the 'diameters to both sides, a circler of twek e equal arcs is ob
tained. Afterwards straight lines can he drawn between the points
or division. In Figure 1 a twelve-sided star polygon is drawn by

connecting every one of the twelve points on the circle with the
fifth one following it. The spaces between the various sections of
the star polygon lilies me done alternately in black and white, but
the students often use either water color- or crayon to differentiate
them.

The face of a compass can he diawn as a practical application of
a starpolygon. This requires -a division into sixteen parts instead /
of twelve. The division of a circle into sixteen parts introduces
the construe tion .or bisecting arches, for which either compasses,
or snips or paper can be used. Smiting with the vertical and hori-
zontal diamPters or a click, the bisection is first carried out with
the four quartets of the ( ire lc making eight pin ts, and the set ind
bisection results in sixteen parts. Afterwards every point is con-
nected with every seventh following it around the circle. A six-
ten sided star polygon is thus obtained. Finally the filling in of
dice black areas accentuates the four niait regions. North. South,
Fast. :111(1 West. and the din2,Ies of fortsfne tle.2,iees heokeen then]
ds shown ill Fi...2,nre

11 the twentyfour points of division around a circle arc joined
by all 111 1111es that can he chasm between them, a geometric fig-
ure is (do( (11 as shm,,n in Fi.2,111e :1 NS 101111 \COLVFUll1;

p)1\ (mi. A number diawings of this kind. up to sixty-sided
pok._;ons. \, it h dia141,11.1 Is. hm 1 upenedk been inadc hy stn.
dclits in 1:11il cc

M.111\ I.\ CI( Ist-S lit' rail it'd out 1%.ith tegular figures.

ti
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Geometric Drawing

rigult. 3. 1.tclit foursidcd Polygon with All Diagonals

I ,g(tte -1. St ie% of Tridtigirs Demonstrating the C.ottTonding
betseeti Sides rid .1teas

I
67\
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An example is given in Figure 4. It is begun with the outside
equilateral triangle. In this case the various ways of drawing equi-
lateral ti Tangles will be shown, one starting with the division of a
circle into six equal parts, and then connecting every second point
and skipping the hit, .ediate points. A second way begins with
the base of

of
triangle and determines its top through the in-

tersection oi tWO circular arches that have their centers in the
end points of the base and their radii 'equaling the length of the
base. A third construction uses a drawing-triangle with an angle
Of sixty degrees.

Aftei the outside equilateral triangle has been completed, each
sick is bisected and the mid-points arcznutually connected. These
connecting lines. form a smaller triangle inside the first one in
reverse position. Its sides are equal to one-half the, sides of the
outside ti laugh., while its area is one-quarter -146t of the first
ti jangle. The pi ocess is then repeated with the 'ntier triangle.
and thus a third triangle is formed inside the second one. Its
sides arc of 1/4 of the first, and its area is IA of 14 =
of the first.

This succes...,m of triangles can be carried further by always
drawing another triangle inside the last one. These triangles stand
alternately upright and reversed and represent a geometric pro-
;_;tession with the lath) I.!, as to the sides and as to the areas.
It is characteristic that even in algebra, progressions of numbers
with constant ratios are named geometric progressions. Drawing
of the kind ciesctilied will give the student understanding of this
term.

A further example of a geometric progression is given in Figure
7,, in ,'Rich twelve squares of the same size are arranged in the
fcn111 of a t ing. The corners at which two successive squares of the
,.:ole ring touch each other lie at equal intervals along a (it de.

I ing Of the figure is started with this click, which is di-
e ided into twenty four parts. At every second one of rhese twetto,-
four points two adjoining squilres come together. Through the
odic' inlet medidte points 11(111 die diawn and on thelll
1:t uther vertices orthe squaies pointing- outw,:t d and coward the
(mei. I hs c.rit-foes ale (loci mined on their radii with the help

First, in c.lch squate time is (haw]] the diagonal con
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Figure 5. Geometric Progression

fleeting the two points lying on the circle. Its mid-point is its in
tersection with a radius. By measuring the length of half the
diagonal from the mid-point outward and toward the center, one
obtains the outside and inside vertices of the squares. Between
the inner vertices lies the next ring of squares. The circle which
can. be drawn through these points plays the same part for the
second ring as the original circle does for the outer ling of squares.
Thus one ring of squares after another can he added.

When the drawing is completed, a number of geomett is facts

can be disemercd. If one imagines, for instance, the sides of any
square in any ring prolonged, he sees that they lead into the sides
of two other squares of the same ring. The extensions of the sides
of these two squares also contain the sides of a fourth square.
These four squares form the corners of a larger square. Thus
eeiti ling of squates shows itself «mtpo,cti of 3 X 4 squares.
These squares lot in a twelve-sided star polygon. Furthermore, if
one follows any side of a square In) t the Outer corner to the
inner and then «mtinues the movement along the adjoining
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side of the next- squat e, he makes the successke col nets reached'
in this way form a logarithmic spit al. Time ale twenty-four
logarithmic spirals in the drawing. The students will also discover
that the pattern of this geometric progression can be found in
nature. A geometric pattern of this kind is displayed by the middle
part of a sunflower or, on a smaller scale, by daisies; logarithmic
spirals are to be found in pine cones, in shells, and the like.

Exercises of this kind will demonstrate that studies based on
geometric principles lead to manifestations which nature also
produces. The student will no longer consider mathematics iso-
lated from nature. but as a part of it.

In the eighth grade the student's mind tends to be more real-
istic:. At this stage of his developnient it is therefore particularly
valuable for him to experience certain practical sides of geometry.
Perspective (hawing can be successfully introduced at this age.
This study often leads a kind of foster-child existence in school
curricula because perspective is genet ally affiliated with the at ts.
although it is essentially a geometric subjet t. It starts with basic
onstructions and opens possibilities for a variety of applications.
he perspective set les is an example. Its construction solves the

problem of how to obtain perspective drawings of objects placed
at equal intervals and leading from the foreground into the des
tame. The diminishing intervals illustrate perspective diminu-
t:ons, and the task of the construction is te. apply these diminu-
tions correctly. 'I he (011511 in lion is based upon three facts: First,
in perspectie po turd sttaight lines appear as straight. lines.
Sctontl, distant ()hie( is ate on,.a reduced scale. By combining these
two facts the nishing points ate obtained, i.e., the points to
whic it pataliel lines t on% eige. The third is the fact that in perspec-
tke diak itr_o tli.tt ale in a nottnal position \ ertical lines remain

ei tit al.

I (,1 Prisp( Sel.s

I lie «mstim tion of peispccti e series is shown in Figures 6
mid hi 1:12,111(.. ti is diatvii a 5111 «ssinn of equidistant vertical
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lines. Three hri/ontal lines win( h «innect their tops, their bases,
and their mid.points ate added. Ficitne 7_ shows the perspective
drawing of the same combination (II lines. First. the two foremost
verticals C,.11 be c hosed tc.111, tilt.' SIllaller 011C beim.; considered
Luther. away from the spectator. 1 ii snal14ht lines connecting
the tops and the bases of the vet ticals onveige to a vanishing
point and so does the thitd hini/ontal line tonne( ting the mid-,
points. Then the lust diagonal can be .idded bv connecting the
top of the hist et tic al with the mid point of the second. Where
this dia.2,-onal rcac hs the line I (Hine( tin' the bases, Oleic is the
base of the third \ ertical. 1VII1( it is dctultliincd li thiS intersection
and can be cfr.n in the ph tine. Now the sec oil diagonal can he
added%bsy connecting the top of the se«ind vertical with the middle.
of the" third one:and its intei sec lion with the base line furnislws
the base of the hinith teltic tells the (101Nntiction can be con.
tinucd.

I I ; ..1: .11.1! 1 .,:1111 I I, \ ,,IJN N1111

11.1« :01,1111(11,111 Ill pc1.11(1 111c sc.! hri(k Ai 11(.11it)11

Ii .1k% ITI.y. it ( Am) (I Ti T h()11/.)111,1, 1111eN. I w

c\.1.1111)1( (II 4.1111,11 11111's .11111 1111e

Ire sho%11 111 I.ignies 9. mid 1(1.
I III. plc (.\(1( ()ilk trill %.111.11itr_f, pullit. In the

tollovitr_; e \amides a se( find anishing point 0. Id(Il'll. I he artish
111 p1 1110. I I hi)] 1/(m1,11 lim.N .111 1111 ,.111110 titt
II )I I/1111 I AI) (1.11 \II :I)H 1 .11.I. I I

111c 11%1' tit t\ (11".1 111% 11d 1111 d!aW111....1 (11111)(1tie(1

\ 11111,1c II! bIll1/(1111.11 11111',
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merely of verticals and two sets of horizontals, all converging,
either to the right or to the left, to two vanishing points on the
perspective horizon.

1.1,:stilt 11 l'rt',Itt.t (1%t Vit.v C.,trstItit to1 %%kit 1.%%(.) Valtishtlig l'uttits

A next sup leads to the «nistruction of roofs, an exercise which
:ntroduces inclined planes. 'I here are mainly two kinds of roofs:
the pointed ioof and the gable roof. The perspective construction
of a pointed 104 is shown in Figure 12. It is carried out with the
help of diagonals:Ili-awn at rocs the base of the roof. For this put.-
nog(' the invisible part of the house has to be added, is indicated

Figti e 12. Constriatimi (.1.1 l'ititited Tutif

1 i (.1,11,,t1 \It (1,)11 c-I .1 I P.11111. It.t,t,t
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into (unt( t with mathematical facts. A subject which is particu-
Lit ly well adapted for this purpose is the study of curves.

There are two ways of drawing cm ves, either through succes-
sions of points or by means of tangents. 'Tangents offer greater ad-
vantages for the beginner, because they form the curves directly
without the drawing cf a curved line being necessary. Examples.
for the study of cm ves through their tangents are given in the
following figures. The first shows tile construction of a parabola
(Fig. 15) . The figure slat is with the two ()mu lines, each of which

FI4Ilit I ( ..j P.,1,11 d.1

is di ided into equal lengths. The points of division ate then con-
nected through sti light lines. I he Iiit2liest point on the left line is
connected vith the lowest point on the tight line. 'Hien the next
highest point oft the left is c onnecte(1 with the next lowest on the
right. "Flic siu(ssions ploceed ,ut both lines tut opposite directions
on one line downw.nds, on the other upwaids..1 he areas between
the sect ions of these ( ontte c 1.1112, lints .11c 0)1111)1(It'd in a c hecker-
hoard manner alteto Itch itn hl.0 1 ,tact w lute. Following either the
white ov. thc 111 t p.ii aholas hsids the
one formed hv the Lingclits.

A stimill.ititi2, esl e t is nc c itt flit t (.1110 0,c()Iiictry is to apply
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in the figure by means of dotted lines. The peak of the roof lies

vertically above the point of intersection of the diagonals.
The construction of a gable roof is shown in Figure 13. The

gable roof rises to a ridge. It connects in different ivas the four

walls of the building. Two of them rise up to gables, whereas the

other two end in horizontal lines. The peaks of the gables are

vertically above the middle points of their walls. Their construc-
tion is therefore again carried out with the help of diagonals
which are drawn across the gable walls. The peaks of the gables
in the perspective drawing lie vertically above the intersection
points of the diagonals.

Finally, the study of perspective can be extended to shadow
constructions. Art example is shown in .Figure 14, After the draw-

ing of the gate has been completed and the position of the sun
chosen, the construction proceeds «itlt t i%o groups of lines. First.

there are lines connecting various points of the !gate with tin'
position of the sun; second, there are connecting lines drawn
toward the ground plan of the sun which lies vertically below
the sun on the per spec hot lion shown b dotted lines in the
drawing. The intersections of these dotted lines with those dtawn
to the sun furnish the shadow points.

I 1111, 'Nil (

Iii OW tvht n Ihc ;;It 111 11 I1 1)111% 1.1 ibc .HHIcit!

(it i.0 101 t duct ,k ."1' A \,;,
tr:c ...11)1 ;;:( l'%irr; r( \ )I;"
I WI% f:1 .1 :1 , I H t 1,

i .;,
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differ Cllt S It t Co1lst111( t the S.1111(' CUFVC. 111 Figure 1 6 parabolas

are obtained thiough the intersection ()I two series of lines. The
first setics«)nsists of patallel horiiontal lines following onean-
other at equal distances. The second series consists of concentric
circles in( teasing their radii in equal steps. -I lie areas between the
various sections of the lines ate again done alternately in black

AO"- EM_/- --AI"
Ary NI._/ MCILN'N ar
MINN111111'

111111111
11111ffi I' 411111R11111Ail111111111111M. _111111111_JMN111111__ -4/ N N N

11 k NJAIN\__ Arar.
I .2,111 P.11.11/1)1.1s .0111tI ll(tett %ith St 1.11ght 1.Inel anti

CUL ICS

.111(1 %%Intr. I (WM% 111.4 C1111(.1 tilt' Ida( k or the %\hite areas ids, to

pm.thuLts. I ;iv dl.M111.2, 1)111141 11)1 th 11'11 hill (ow paralmla
tompicte 411)111) 4,1 (onio(.11 paiLibolas turned ttpvaRls and

(1m% %% (k.
I!toil i t.11sti tontA1VS 111011o(1 1V111( 11

( /Alio) IIcd ill illS cNil..ttiolh I,tss tailing bodies.
(;,111 1.0\, 111.11 ihc t limn the begin-
ning III the fall i(.(,( in the tatio of squate numbeis and that
the (11't ini t. iocied have the tali() of Odd
!!".!'!hrIN. I hest (1(1(1111111C iti'Ii_;tue 17 the (listan(es
1)(1%\ (TR the h,,ii/ottlal line,. I h,( one another in utter-
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vials of 1; 3; 5; 7; 9 . . . units, and in heights of 1; 4; 9; 16; 25
. . . horn the top line. The %ertical lines are drawn at equal
distances from each other. The narrow inner parabolas take one
vertical step combined with one horizontal step. The next wider
parabola combines each vertical step with two horiiontal steps.
The widest outside parabolas take with every verticr step three
steps sideways. The drawing could he continued in le same way.

17 (,11,11 i, tln R ,.1 111,t.tiurs

FLIT tiler excrciNcs sho :thcrc(1 «m(litioils in %.:11 ions con
Ntritc tiuns which n1.4 .11)()(li cci t.iitt ( h.ingcN III the cut vcs. In-

(11 .iight linch -,111(1 ( 11( 1(,, ill 1. iglu(' i(i, the Itcxt
Ir:t1rc40.1 r4-. I IS CO1111)(1 it'd I It') 41( ut 1)11( t lc (j I C1(s.

I !It' 1.1(111 1111 1 ('.IS( 111 IP. )111 )1.1i )N :11 .111 ( (111.11 1.lt. I 11 ( eN.iit)11

I hcl -,1(1.1c )111111'4 51-,I( I, Or ridjuinni,, 1(1s in milt'
.111(1 Iii th:. 11y(1 lii)1.1,. I lit'

!I\ sr (t)111()(,11

1 111

\: :t Id I11i, r Mt! 1. ! I. 0, I III H11(111111(.11

11.1, ,It !, tit ik, 0,,;.!!1 .f tuff 11111: i

I .
t ;ti ,11.1 It= tt
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I 12,11it. c.filInt.il Ellipses dm! 11%pcibi)1.1,

77

11%11cl-bolas. both 1)eing t urves of the secemel order, have equations

in this position NvIiich ale (Iillelent horn one another welch
thioti..411 a Nill.Jsle 1)1115 si2,n chatNing into a minus siAn.
consti displa%s polaiitv 1)e.txe.en ellipses and II% pen

1)olas is slim% ii lil Fi,2,incs
I het (nisi' uc iions i11 lioth these figut still with a circle and a

(2,1cil 1 ii het wren i.: in the ku t that
n point in the lit tit t.ue ht; inside the lie IC ,ind, in the"

orid, outside. Sitan4ht lines ale dia,\ n horn) the pi
and %%lieu. tlits lines iineiset t the t i,t le. peipendii

ate ere, in them, 1 hest' pc' iilar lints how the Lin
.4en15 in the as of tlie ellipse and in tin iithei ;,1 [ht II\ 1)(11,6.

l lit' inoie asp is olie till '4111 \ I. III

10)(..5t ffid ki/;11il's CNC Nflith I i '';'0111+111. \ 11111(1 \v,I\

*11 t ;)11NiT11( (III:2; per huh. if! ; 1.1 ,Iilstlis(

:I! III(' \ H old thus

Icads t Ii liidn plane t() I

To I)(. 'in %%Hi. I:( 1.1.% ilk al i 1.111 t ,III.11

PIN- I'. I't '11.2. \tin, it ,,.;mi in)! thy,

; I tl t ; ;km. I, .da.iined ttli tilt
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and Flvvire 20 rimsniatinn of Ellipses and IIperbolas
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horizontal diameter. scale is than transferred to both hori-
zontal. lines of Figure 22. The points of the settle are nuMbered
according to the successive points around the circle. The numbers
of the scale are directly transferred to the top line in Figure 22.

, 79

p

1. 3 4 .) u 7 8 3 TO 114)

2; ?3 :2 21 2J !3 :7, iL, "0,

:1 21 21 Z? ?3 14 1 Z 3 ti
io 15 i4 15 12. II 10 9 8 )1)

1,..; II I I .1 I (Ins! I it 1 11 11 1 ut I I \ 1)01.1 11u111 I Mt Ink It Igjtitin

111c points on the base m ale also show numbets, hut they ale
tiansposed. In the base scale number .1 lies under number 9 of
the top scale. 2 tinder in, a under 11,4 tinder 12. and so on. Then
the points;with the same numbers ate «innet!ed. These Culllie.t-
inq lines limn Hu' a 11\ pet bola. .1 sat ietv of (fillet cut
lot ins of li.perhul.ts can he obtained by diffetent transpositions
between the two m ales.

Further drawings (an he made to demonstrate different the-.
oreins. .1n eNample is shown in Figute 23. It demonstrates in a
succession of fuse step; the thcffi thai2,olaS.

lit Hie hist install( i .11T miti,tic OI the i1. iHitylliis
111.11ktti itl 1,1a1 k. In the second "tut) ric_;ht , a is aiiiid
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on top of the black square and-Then an equal triangle is omitted
at its base. Between the second anci the third stage (middle left)
',h i! foun of the black area-does not change; it is just moved up-
ward until its base line is lifted to the height of its top. In the
..fourth step (middle right; the black area is split, Each of the two
parts takes on the form of a parallelogram and is moved sideWays
with itssbases and heights left unchanged; therefore it preserves
its area. This motion can be continued until the black areas reach
their last phase/Slid become identical with the squares of the legs.
This completes the derivation of the theorem of Pythagoras. It not
only demonstrates that the area of the square on the hypotenuse
equals the sum of the areas of the squares of the legs, but it shows
the actual transformation. The same derivation can be extended
front the l iglu' triangle to the oblique triangle. In this form it
demonstrates the cosine lai of trigonometry (Fig. 24).

The further plans for geometric drawing continue up to the
senior grade of high school and include an introduction of the de-
scriptive geometry of solids with both plane and curved surfaces,
The methods used remain the same. The examples 'elaborate espe-
cially on those facts which display geometric contents in their
most complete form, for instance, the study of regular solids. The
construction of geometric models by the student can complete this
approach. In the' last years more specialized work which includes
problems of physics (mechanics and optics) , of projective' geom-
etry, and of architectural drawing is carried out by the students.



CURVE-STITCHING IN GEOMETRY

Carol V. Mc Guthman

WHILE USING the mathematical library of Dr: Sophia H. -Levy
of the University of California, I .1'vas attracted by a little book
entitled .4 Rhythmic Approach to Mathematics.' Its numerous
illustrations were designs, some simple, some intricate, many beau-
tifully colored, but all composed of straight lines. I found that all
of them- had ben produced by a simple plan of stitching on
Cards, and that many had been worked by very young children.
I immediately made some of the designs myself and was fasci-
nated by the possibilities of the method.

My enthusiasm fort these .designs was shared by my geometry
classes, and also by many others who saw them. The first year I
Look about twenty minutes of a class period to describe the method
to my student's: and showed them several of the designs I had
made. This was all that was required to interest some of them
in making their own designs. These designs, shown to the class, in
turn aroused the interest of others.

The next year, in order to have every student take part in the
work, I spent a full class period in explaining the method and in
analyzing several designs made by former students Each student
was asked to plan a design of his own, which he would later work
out in cblors of his own choice. Not only did most of the students
have their plans the following day, but many had started stitching,
'and soihe brought in completed projects. Two class periods were
long 'enough for everyone to get* well started. Any further time
needed was spent outside class. In many cases students made addi-
tional designs, some of the more enthusiastic members producing
as many as six or eight.

The method used in making these designs is-described in A
Rhythmic Approach to Mathematics. This book,1ong out of print,

I Swim veil, Edith L. A Rhythmic Approach to Mathematics. George Philip & Son,

Ltd., London, 1906.
82
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was reproduced 2 in 1941 through the efforts and support of Mrs.
W. F. Dummer, of Chicago, and interested teachers. In an intro-
duction to the book, Mrs. Mary Everest Boole, the wife of the Eng-
lish mathematician Geoige Boole, explains the way in which this
method "of evoking the geometric instinct" was developed on the
basis of the ideas of Book and of the French mathematician Bou-
langer. The purposes of curve-Stitching,as stated by Mrs. Sotner-
vel', are to provide the child with a. background of pleasurable

'-experiences before he begins the actual study of mathematics; to
devehp in him an awareness of the intimate relation between
number, form, movement, and the process of thought; and to
enable him to translate, by means of his sense of relation, any of
these into terms of any other.

When curve-stitching is clone by students of geometry, both the
methods and the aims are, of course, different from these. f
young children. flowerer, the work in an important sense pro-
vides a background of expertence for mathematics yet to be
studied, particularly anal,gic geometry and projective geometry.
To many beginning students of anal tic geometry, the concept of
an envelope is abstract and meaningless; curve-stitching consists,
actually, in constructing such a curve by making stitches which
are the tangents to it.

I shall indicate briefly how to make several of the basic 'curves.
The parabola is obtained by connecting equally spaced points in
opposite directions on the sides of an angle (Fig. 1) . Stitches are
made from A to A', from B' to B, from C to C', from D' to D, etc.
In making this and similar curves, the following rules should be
observed:

(a) From the first hole on fly.; lower side of the angle put the
needle into the first hole on the other end of the upper
side of the angle.

(b) On the 'wrung" side of 'he card, always put the needle into
the next hole; put all ',pots and marks on this side.

(c) On the "right" side, put the needle into the hole next to the
beginning of the last long stitch.

Many interestirg designs arc based on circles. For example,

*Planographeil copies arc available at fif'y cents each horn Miss L. E. (hi ;sitnan,
1217 Ehndale Avenue, Chicago. Illinois.
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draw two concentric circles and prick them so that the number of
holes on the larger circle is twice the number on the smaller circle

(Fig. 2) . Then stitch from A to A', b to B, C to C', I)' to 1), etc..

A
Hp) e

continuing to connect successive. points until every hole on the
outer circle has been used. To do this it will be necessary to go
around the small circle twice. The curve obtained can be varied
by changing the ratio of the numbers of points on the two circles,
and also by stitching clockwise on one circle and counterclockwise
on the other.

An interesting design is obtained by
working one-third of a circle against its
tadius (Fig. 3) .

An almost endless variety of designs can
be produced. Young children, especially,
will be interested in the "ctirve of pursuit"
(suggested by Mrs. Somme 11), in which
the stitches show the successive intentions

figure -3 of a dog as he chases a rabbit, while the
curve obtained represents his path.

Students using this method should be encouraged to originate
their own designs and color schemes. As the autb:_ff states, "Verbal,
explanati()ip. of tiow to work the designs represented would have
,t quite hike appearance of being very complicated." It is relatively
ciifh n tilt to copy- dcsigns others have nhide, but practice with needle
and thread fen an hour or so will enable anyone to start making his
C)wn designs.

When i first became interested in these designs, I wondered
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whether, in geometry classes composed largely of boys, the work
would be stigmatized as "embroidery" and "sissy." I need not have
worried. Not once did anyone seriously suggest that curve-stitching
was a-feminine occupation. On the whole, the boys seemed lather
more int.:rested than the girlsperhaps because of the novelty
and produced designs which were more original and, in most
cases, better executed than those of the girls.

When` the completed designs were exhibited, the students voted
for their favorites. One of the best liked was a pale pink and blue
design, very carefully worked, made by one of the,stahvarts of the
football team. An intricate and lacy design was made by a boy
noisyr,i voice and manner, who,was so unfamiliar with sewing
that 11"e thought the needle had to be tied to the end of the thread.
A particularly striking design was made by a Chinese boy who
at one time had been considered incapablec]of taking the regular
mathematics courses. His chief difficulty inability to ex-
press himself in a strange language. His design, carried out in
bright colors of fine silk thread, showed excellent workmanship
and originality.

I have found curvc-stitching a valuable supplement to the regu-
lar work in geometry. It requires only a small amouat of class
time. It makes the students aware of geometric relationships and_
develops their interest in the geometric basis of design,--They
seem to find real satisfaction in planning and making the designs.
The im,Tested and critical appraisal which the class makes of
each new design is an incentive to good (cork, as is also the favor-
able comment the designs receive when they are exhibit,ed in the
school hall. Some students who have not been doing well in ge-
ometry find in this work a new opportunity to be successful and
to earn the praise of their classinaes. In many such cases, the

increased interest in geometry seemed to carry over to subsequent
work.
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WINDOW TRANSPARENCIES

J. 4nna Tennyson

PUPILS enjoy making transparencies that simulate stained glass
windows. This project maybe the culmination of the construction
work in intuitive geometry

A small preliminary design is made on white paper. All lines
are doubled, as most of 'the Taper is to be cut away and only the

narrow strips that outline the design are, to be left. Black cover
paper, not too stiff, is cut tb fit the windowpane to be covered.
The original design, enlarged to proper proportions, is constructed

on the black paper. White or light colored pencils make construc-
tion lines that are most easily seen. The paper between the narrow
strips that represent the leaded seams in a stained glass window
is cut away by means of a razor blade or small, sharp scissors.

There is now left a skJeton-like design. Thin paper of-various
colors or colored cellophane is used to replace the cut-out paper.

86
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To heighten the resemblance to stained 'glass. the paper may be
oiled or dipped in melted paraffin_before it is used.

:l'he finished transparencies are suggestive of mathematical
forms and figures and create an atmosphere in which pupils are
better able to enjoy and appreciate the role of, mathematics in
the art of design.

At Christmas stars and geometric Christmas trees used as basic
figures in design add a festive air to the classroom windows.
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MATHENIATICAL, DEMONSTRATIONS AND
EXHIBITS

f hillip S. Jones

THE VARIETY of interested and appreciative comments elicited

from both student and adult -spectatois at the annual demonstra-
tion-exhibit:. prepared for several years past by the mathematics
department of The Edison Institute of Technology has led to the
conclusion that more should be done about this method of in-
creasing interest in and appreciation of mathematics. Scattered
periodical articles' have to' I of occasional mathematical exhibits
and the fun and pedagogical values derived from them. However,
repeated expressions of surprise at the fact that mathematics had
anything to exhibit outside of textbooks or a variet; of apparatus
ready to supplement blackboard demonstrations proved that the.
advice to "dramatize the role of mathematics in modern life" 2 was

not only excellent and deserving of more attention, but needed
to be carried out in more concrete ways than are used at,pide t.
It is the aim of this account of portions of past exhibits. and o
the article on "Mathematical Apparatus" (pages 212-225) foc s
more attention upon the values of dramatization and toolrer a
few practical suggestions which may help teachers in starting such
a program.

These are the principles which have guided the construction
and arrangement of our exhibits. (a) An exhibit must gain and
retain the interest of the viewer. (b) Hence, it must be geared
to the level of an intelligent bu: non-mathematically trained stu-
dent or adult. (c) It must not so cater to popular interest and
lack of training that it makes mathematics seem trivial or a col-
lection of puzzles, recreations, classical solved and unsolved prob-
lems and paradoxes. (d) It must sustain interest in mathematics
by pointing out that the subject is alive and "on the hoof" where
it may be seen in daily life by any observer, and by siLowing

Reference numbcu 1 to 32 refer to notes at the end of this article.

SS
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its more obscure applications and r.:lat;onships. (e) As a school
demonstration, it should show largely the actual materials of daily
class instruction, and, in this connection, should use the instru-
ments and gadgets in hand for classroom instruction. (f) Accom-
panied by diagrams and direct explanation, it should demon-
strate relationships conclusively and tell an interesting story where
a similar but static display is ineffectual.

With this last point in mind, each of the sections of these ex-
hibits has consisted of a table display of apparatus Or models
behind which stood a student to explain the mathematics of the
section by using the apparatus and models plus a set of drawings
and pictures tacked to a display board behind him. Thus each
part of the demonstration was carried out tangibly by moe-ls,
many of them movable, audibly by the students discussion, and
.visual k' through diagrams. The organization of one exhibit was as
follows.

SEC I ION 1. THE CONIC SEC I IONS AND THE ELLIPSE (Ell:. 1)

Opt the table. String models of the conic sections and ruled
quadric surfaces (these were made in the school machine shop,

%II la v.,

0 .1
I'

771
...era. ft. mum,

Figure 1. The Conic Sections and the Ellipse
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but could easily be made from cereal boxes) ; drawing board and
paper with two thumbtacks stuck in and a loose string tied around
them ready to demonstrate the pin and string construction of an
ellipse;3 an elliptic trammel or ellipsograph.3

Pictorial display. Poster A listed the members of the conic fam-
ily, explained their family name by mention of their historical
origin in the study by the Greeks of the right-angled cone, and
showed by diagrams of elliptic and parabolic orbits one of their-
earliest applications ai the hands of Kepler and Newton.

Poster B showed two exact drafting-room constructions for
ellipses, one using concentric circles, the other being a projective
or so-called "parallelogram" construction.'

The student. The student explained the nature of the conics as
shown by the string models and amplified briefly the outline of
their history and use. He then demonstrated the pin and string
construction of the ellipse and the operation of the elliptic tram-
mel, while explaining the frequency with which this curve is met
in the drafting room.

SECTION 2. THE ELLIPSE AND PARABOLA (FIG. 2)

On the table. An elliptical "billiard board" made by a student
in the school woodshop demonstrated the property of the ellipse
of reflecting anything starting from one focus back to the other
focus, thus furnishing the principle unthsrlying the construction
of whispering galleries, such as tha in the Capitol at Washington,
D. C. Two focusing flashlights: ne disassembled to show the
reflector and the movement of the bulb; the other used by the
student to demonstrate the result uf moving the bulb into or out
of the focus of the paraboli.

Pictorial display. Poster A contained a diagram of an ellipse
showing several tangents and the focal radii to their points of con-
tact, also a picture from Life5 magazine showing an experiment
with all elliptical light reflector at the General Electric Nela Park
Laboratories.

Poster B showed a projective or parallelogram construction for
the parabola. Diagrams showed the use of the focal properties of
the parabola in the spotlight and reflecting telescope.

The student. The student demonstrated the elliptical billiard
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Figure 2. The Ellipse and the Parabola

board and focusing flashlight as a part pf an explanation of the
focal properties of the twa curves and their uses.

SECTION 3. THE PARABOLA, CATENARY, MAXIMA AND MINIMA

(FIG. 3)

On the table. Stoppered glass tube partly filled with a colored
liquid and mounted so it could be rotated about itti vertical axis.
thus showing the parabolic shape of the surface of a rotated fluid
and demonstrating a device which, when geared to the drivers
and properly calibrated, served as a speedometer on some early
trains, the speed being determined by the height to which the oil
would rise.6

It has been suggested to the author that, if mercury were used
as the liquid and a light source with nearly parallel rays located
above, the focal property of the parabola could be demonstrated
and the variation in the location of the focus with a change in the
shape of the parabola could be shown by varying the speed of
rotation. In either case, a warning is in order to start the apparatus
at slow speed and with a small amount of liquid to make sure
that the tube is perfectly centered before proceeding.
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figure 3. The Parabola. Catenary. Niuxinia andAinnua

All() on the table were two pairs of ringstands of the same
height, side by side, from which were suspended two .cables, of
the same length, one loaded horizontally to show a parabolic
shape, the other a free-hanging catenoid cable. (To have this set
up as accurately as possible, the "cables" should be flexible and
the load suspended from the one should be large in, relation to
the weight. of the cable.)

A soap solution and wire forms for demonstrating minimal sur-
faces, and two tin cans, found in a grocery store, which had the
same volume but different shapes and surface areas completed the
array of apparatus.

F.ctorial display. Poster A showed a picture of the Detroit-
Windsor Ambassador Bridge and of a high tension line. Poster B
was a diagram for and solution of the problem of determining the
dimensions necessary to give . the beam of maximum strength
which can be cut from a given log.

The student. The student began his discussion by explaining
wherein the rotating fluid demonstrated another occurrence of
the curve which the spectator had met in the previous section.
He then called attention to the parabolic cables of the Detroit-
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,-..
Windsor Antbassador liridge7 but emphasized ihat free-hanging
cables, such as high tension wires, are not parabolic but catenoidah

The catenary, he continued, is a curve with many interesting
properties and uses in its own right; for instance, it is the sail
curve,8 as could be shown by fastening a handkerchief to parallel
uprights and allowing a fan to blow on it; it likewise provides

/
/ the basis for computations Made by surveyors in correcting for,14,...,..

the sag in steel tapes and chain0 it finds a place in architecture;10
and, as demonstrated by the.soap solution and wire forms, it pro.
vides the curve which, when rotated, traces out the surface of least

area, which can be used to join parallel circular rings." The prob.
lern of "least" and "largest" incidentally, the student e Inert,

OCCIIIS in many places in mathematics and its applicationAs, ch as
. ,

in determining the dimensions for the strongest beam that can be
cut from a given log or in determining the dimensions for a tine

can which will give the minimum area for a fixed volume. s ._.

SG-rioN 4. PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY AND GRAPHICAL.

CONIPIrl'ATION (FIG. 4)

On the table. A large model screw' thread and a spherical

ke
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blackboard made in the school shops. On the blackboard were
laid out the equator, the meridiah of Greenwich, and the latitude.
and longitud,: lines for New York and Paris; then.in colored chalk
were drawn the great circle and tfie loxodrome joining the two
cities. At the end of the table, for free distribution, was a pile of
mimeographed "Graphical Computation Charts," nomograms on
a single sheet for multiplication and division and for determining
circumferences and areas of circles.

Pictorial display. Poster A (not shown in'Fig. comprised a
diagram and solution for determining the helix angle of a U. S.
Standard Form Thread; a diagram and solution of the spherical
,.triangle for the distance and bearing of Paris from New York.
Poster B showed photostats of alignment charts for tension in and
horsepower abelts." Poster C showed photostats of aerial naviga-
tion computation charts."

The student. The student first explained the solution of the
screw thread problem by plane trigonometry, and then discussed
the problem of geodesics," the contrast between great circle and
rhumb line sailing, and the use of spherical. trigonometry in navi-
gation. He then emphasized the usefulness of graphical computa-
tion in industry and navigation and passed out the mimeographed
nomograms.

SECTION 5. lklEciiANicm. COMPUTATIONSLIDE RULE (FIG. 5)

'.\,Qn the table. A set of Napier's bones" made byfiDe student

nNr. "

I** yk*so

.

Figure 5. Mechanical Computation -; Slide Rule
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demonstrator, a Gunter's scale, a circular, a polyphase duplex,
and a log-log-trig slide rule.

Pictorial display. A large classroom demonstration slide rule.
The student. The student discussed the historical development

of logarithmic scales from Napier and Gunter to the modern slide
rule and demonstrated each device.

SEcTioN 6. MECHANICAL COMPUTATION: PLANIMETER AND CAL-

CULATOR (FIG. 6)

On the table. A polar planimeter set upon a diagram con-
structed from data of an experiment on hysteresis; an electric
calculator.
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Figui Ls 6. Mechanical Computation: planimeter and Calculator

Pictorial display.: picture from Life maga04e showed a pla-
nimeter in use in determining areas of wood lots from 44ial
photographs; graph and discussion of representation of work by
an area.

Tlw .Student. I-he student explained and demonstrated the two
machines and their uses.
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SECIION 7. FAMOUS PROBLEMS AND RECREATIONS

On the table. Angle trisector, made in the school machine shop,
embodying the method of Archimedes; a rack of books labeled
"Mathematics Goes Best Seller," including the well-known biog-
raphies and popularizations of the last few years by Bell, Hogben,
Kasner and Newman, several works on recreations and puzzles by
Ball, Heath, Steinhaus, and a little set of cardboard jigsaws cops
righted under the title "Geom5tricks," then popular in the stores;
and, finally, a pile of mimeog-raphed recreations, puzzles, and
games for free distribution.

Pictorial display. The display comprised Poster A, "Solved
Problems"--the three fatuous Greek problems: Poster B, "Un-
solved Problems "Fermat's last theorem and the four-color prob-
lem

l'lle student. The student expJained the problems listed on the
placards (diagrams were shown for trisection and the four-color
problem) , demonstrated the angle trisector, and passed out mim-
eographed material.

"The appearance of the placards was improved by making them
of unifonn sire (22" x 28") with unifinm borders, and by using
India ink for all lettering and diagrams (red for construction
Thies and special diagrams)

The greatest difficulty with the student demonstrators was
that when they had worked out their display, made their placards,
and studied the historical and theoretical background, they were
not only prepared but very willing to talk too long. This danger
was overman: by having them stick to a direct. and concise expla-
nation of the materials on display, adding historical and other de-
tails omit as needed to answer questions.

.st.,nahlv the students who wifiked haul to put surli ex
hibits into operation had the greatest increase in mathematical
knowledge and interest and also the most fun. 110We Vet', the spec-
tatois and fellow students profited through stimulated interest in
and added appreciation of the mathematical side of the world
about them.

Exhibits of this type often gain in coheience and real teaching
values if spectators can be routed tin ought in definite order so that
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the different sections can be planned as parts of a whole develop-
ment of some general topic. If this is done, each student demon-
strator should take care to point out the relationship of his sec-
tion to those preceding and following as well as to the general
theme of the exhibit.

S11:61- 111) rOPICS FOR EXHIBITS

Several unifying topics which might be used as suggestions for
either entire exhibits '.or sections of larger exhibits are briefly
described below.

The conic sections. To materials such as those discussed above
might be added the following: a model of rolling ellipses or ellip-
tic gears;' maps showing the occurrence of conic sections in map
projections of the sphere, particularly 'the gnomonic or great
circle sailing charts:" a spring gun, a water can with holes
punched in the, side, or a hose arrangement to show the parabola
as the path of a projectile. Further uses of the focal property of the
parabola in construction of auditoriums, directional micro-
phones, heat reflectors, etc., could be diagrammed and explained."
The derivation of all the conics as sections of a cone of light may
be set up with apparatus as simple as a flashlight and a piece of
cardboard or be made as complex as one wishes." Conic cont.
passes could be built and demonstrated."'

Computoiottgraphic and mechanical methods, instruments.
The material on nomograms, intersection charts, Napier's bones,
Gunter's scales, slide rules, calculators iiictured and discussed in
connection with Sections 4, 5, and could be amplified with
demonstrations of the abacus, navigational computers, sonic of
which can be made inexpensively ,20 special slide rules;' of aerial
navigation problems solved by vector diagrams which could also
be made more concrete to spectators by setting up triangles of
forc,..s with spring balances from the physics laboratory; of arith-
metic short-cuts and discussions of calculating prodigies;"' and
machines in advanced mathematics (harmonic analviers. inte-
grators. tide calculators, etc.) . The USC of the carpenter's square,
micrometers, ellipsographs, and other measuring, drafting, and
calculating tools might be appropt lately demonstrated in such an
exhibit.
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Mechanics, mechanical motions, and machines. A simple me-
,chanicar apparatus can be built to draw a spiral of Archimedes'
and to show its use in uniform motion cams' and centrifugal
pumps.3 The limacon of Pascal 3 gives the shape of a simple har-
monic motion cam which should also be related to the trigono-
metric functions and wave motion. Rolling ellipses or elliptic gears
have already been mentioned; rolling cones provide a method of
obtaining a variety of speeds from uniformly rotat ?ng shafts. The
involute of a circle3 may be traced by the unwinding,of a string
from a circle, and its importance and ccilinunon occurrence in the
design of gear teeth pointed out. The locus of a point on a circle
rolling on a straight line is a cycloid,3 a curve easily demonstrated'

. mechanically or constructed by methods of elementary geometry,
\ which has an interesting history, a modern use in gearing, and a

lace in theoretical mechanics as a tautochrone3 and a brachisto-
chrone." There is a considerable amount of elementary trigonime-
try in screw threads and gears, models of which may be made of

\wood or metal. Parabolic and catenoidal. cables have been men-
tioned previously; the shape of a beam or of its bending moment
dikgram bent under sonic loadings is represented by a cubic or a
par bolic. curve.

"rite straight line. The question of how to draw a straight line
isi related to the question of what a straight line is, and may be
used to introduce a discussion of logic and the philosophy of
mathematics, as well as to introduce demonstrations of mechanical
constructions using the Peaucellier inversor23 and the hypocycloid
traced by a point on a circle rolling on the inside of a second circle
of twice the diameter. A variety of linkages giving both approxi-
mate and exact parallel and straight-line motions have arisen from
the needs of machine design, that of James Watt being of histori-
cal interest.24 Straight-line geomen v and projective constructions
for curves using only straight lines to iodate points or draw tan-
gems are found to be fun- for students and of interest to spec-
tators.25 Related to this topic also is the general problem of short-
est distances or geodesics mentioned earlier and also that of the
significance of a straight line on a map. This latter is of particular
importance today. An explanation with a globe, several maps, and
sets of computations of the straight line as representing a rhumb
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line or constant hearing course on a Mercator map and as repre-
senting a great circle on a gnomonic projection will attract inter-
est. This leads natn ally to, the topic of map projection.

Map projections. This topic would make an entire exhibit,
with a discussion of the many different types of maps, their his-
tory, their adaptation to particular purposes, and popular miscon-
ceptions traceable to them, with globes, drawings, maps, aerial
photographs-and surveys, the instruments of geodetic surveying
and the nature of the dependence of navigation on maps."

Mathematic and the war27 This topic suggests apparatus such
as a spring gun and diagrams for demonstrating trajectories and
problems in ballistics, range \finding and gunnery,24.aerial photog,
raptly, navigation, and aeronautics. Probability and statistics play
a part in war in a number of places, such as in ballistics and
crYptanalysis,'-'9 and might warrant a separate exhibit.

Probability and statistics. This exhibit can be made interesting
through apparatus to show a mechanical construction of the prob-
ability curve by chance distribution of balls into cells; through
the computation of it by experimentation," discussion of appli-
cations in gambling, insurance, popular polls, football forecasts,
theory of e.,-rors, ballistics, cryptanalysis.

Wave motion. This is the common character' *c of so much in
modern physics (and war) sound, light, ra io, t, fluttering
wings, and vibrating propellersthat a demo stration of the wide
variety of applications of trigonometric an Sis could hardly
fail to interest everyone.3' This can be done y the use of an
oscillograph or pencils fastened to vibrating ro s r tuning forks,
plus superimposed graphs of corresponding) fundamental sine
waves and harmonics. Simple harmonic ryition apparatus dis-
cussed in another paper (see page 220) could be adapted to draw-
ing sine waves. An interesting series of rekationships is demon-
strated by wrapping a paper around a candle, cutting the cylinder
at an angle to show an elliptic section, and then unwrapping the
paper to show a sine wave.32

Every reader will undoubtedly be able to acid to those listed
briefly above many suggestions for the dramatization of Iliadic-
tnatics. .\ skimming of the recent popularizations of mathematics
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by Hogben, Kasner and Newman, and Bakst as cited in the notes
will suggest other opportunities for dramatization. All that re-
mains is to take action. Try itl It's funl
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mentary tomputation as well as the quadratic equation is pictured in an
article I. R. Ford, "An Alignment (;halt for the Quadratic Equation."

meric an Mathonatical Monthly, Vol. 46, p. 508, October 1939.
1 lose charts wet c from Lyon, Thoburn C., ".,Practical Air Navigation,"
Civil .4ionautus Bullet/n. No. 24, 1940, pp. 147, 152.

11 Kritzer, E. and Newman, 1., Mathematics and the Imagination (Simon

and Schuster. 1940), p. 146, gives a good popularized discussion of the
general problem of geodesics and adds (p. 181) a bit of fun interest with

it spider and fl problems, a, does also Ball, W. W. R., Maihematica/
Rerications and I'. nays (Macmillan, 1910), p. 118.

Li. A translation of Napier's own description of his bones or rods is given
in Smith, D. E., ,4 Smote Book in Mathematics (11cGrawIIill, 1929),
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R. 182; Bakst, A., Mathematics, Its Magic and Mastery (Van Nostrand,
1941), p. 117: In the same chapter are also discussions of the abacus and
other computing devices as well as arithmetic short-cuts.

16. Bradley, A. D., Mathematics of Map Projections and Navigation, pp. 24 ff.
.Yoder Instruments, 1938. a/

17. Karpinski, L. C., Benedict, H. Y., Calhoun, J. W., Unified Mathematics
(D. C. Ileath, 1922),Chap. XXII, p*esecits many applications of conic

sect ions.
18. HurIburt, Everett H., "A Simple Optical Device for Demonstrating the

Conic Sections," School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 41, p. 828, Decem-
ber 1941. Tells of an interesting spectator-operated device, wherein the
guest picks his curve, pushes the button, and the device does the rest.

19. Lof, J. L. C., "The Conic Compass," School Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 38, p. 842, November 1938,

20. A cardboard and celluloid "computer" ready to be cut out and assembled
comes with Lyons, T. C., Practical Air Navigation. This computer consists
of a circular slide rule with special markings and an arrangement of cir-
cular grids giving graphical solutions for vector triangle problems involv-
ing air speed, wind velocity, course, and ground speed,

21. Diserens, R. S., "Special Slide Rules," Product Engineering, June 1Q42.
pp, 310 ff. This. article includes helpful hints on construction as well as
pictures and a bibliography. Also Mackey, C. 0., Graphic Solutions

1936),, Chap. 11, p. 8, the theory of slide rules. Davis, 0. S., _Em.
pirica,1 Formulas and Nomography (McGraw-Hill, 1943). pp. 147 ff.

22. Ball, W. W. R., Mathematical Recreations and Essays, Chap. XIII, pp.
350 ff. Macmillan Co., 1940.

23. Steinhaus, op. tit.. p. 37. Also Yates, R. C., ools (Louisiana State Uni-
%ersity, 1941), SeLtion VI, Eine-Motion Linkages, pp. 82 ff.

21. Keown, R. M. and Faires, V. M., Mechanism, pp. 11 ff. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1939.

25. Sc e texts in projec live geometry, French, op. cit.; Yates, op. cit.: "Harvard
nivel city Sophomore Makes Line Drawings," Life, March 18, 1940, p. 43.

26. BradleN. .1. I)., op. (-it. Also, by the same author. "Gnomonic Projec lion of
the Sphere," dineri( an Mathematic.al Monthly, Vol. 47, p. 694, December
1940. Deetz, C. 11. and Adams, O. S., "Elements of Map Projections," De-
mo tment of Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey Special Bulletin, No.
68, 1938. "Maps," I.ife, 13:5, pp. 57 ff. August 3, 1942. Steinhaus,
op. cit., pp. 91 ff. Bauer, II. A.. Globes, Maps, and Skyways. Macmillan
Co.. 1942.

27. The general relationship of mathematics to the war should become
familiar to students working on such an exhibit through reading Morse,
M. and Ilan, NV., "Mathematics in the Defense Program," American
Mathematical Monthly, Vol. 48, p. 293. May 1941, or the Mathematics
Teacher, Vol. 34, p. 195, May 1941, and other related articles, particularly
those in the May and November 1911 Mathematics Teacher (The Brown
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Univetjty Center for graduate study in applied mathematics in defet4
is discussed on pages 238 and 330 respectively of these two issues). Set
also: United States M litary Academy, Some Military Applications of EleA.
mentary Mativatics, 1942. An interesting mimeographed collection with
diagrams and some aerial photographs.

28. "Field Artilleryllow to Fire a 75 mm. Gun," Life, Vol. 10, p. 64, Febru-
ary 10, 1941. Thomas, J. M., Elementary Mathematics in Artillery Fire.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1941. Levy, S. II., introductory Artillery Mathe-
matics and Antiaircraft Mathematics. University of California Press, 1943.

29. Ball, W. W. R., Mathematical Receations and Essays, Chap. XIV, pp.
379 ff. Macmillan Co., 1940. Mendelsohn, C. J., "Cardan on Cryptog-
raphy." Scripta Mathematic, Vol.16, p. 157, October 1939.

30. Interesting and suggestivtrpopularized discussions of probability may be
found as follows: Bakst, A., op. cit., pp. 329 ff.the computation of r by
chance is discussed on p. 35g. Ilogben, L., Mathematics for the Million
(Norton, 1937), Chap. XII, pp. 571 ff. Kasner, E. a .4Leyman, J., Mathe-
matics and the Imagination (Simon and Schuster, 1940), pp. 223 ff.

31. Karpinski, Benedict, Calhoun, op. cit., Chap. XXVI, p. 407.
32. Karpinski, Benedict, Calhoun, op. cit., p. 419. Steinhaus, H., op. cit., p. 59.



EAST HIGH SCHOOL VITALIZES MATHEMATICS

H. W. Charlesworth

FOR A NUMBER of years East High School of Denver has been hold-
ing a mathematics exhibit. These annual events have become
quite spectacular, each year growing in importance as well as in
size. The Fourth Annual Mathematics Exhibit of April 8 to 11,
1942, filled the entire floor space of, the boys' gymnasium, which
was attractively decorated in red, white, and blue. Since these
exhibits were open during school hours and at least two evenings,
they were seen by the entire student body and visited by several
hundred patrons and out-of-town teachers and their pupils. A
visitor to one of these exhibits could easily imagine himself to be
at a world's fair.

SPONSORSHIP OF THE EXHIBITS

The exhibits were started and are still sponsored by the Eu-
clidian Club, the mathematics club of the school._ Because this
club wished to give mathematics the prominence it deserves in .a
modern high school, the exhibit was chosen as one means of show-
ing the value and importance of mathematics in modern life. It
has proved to be more than was hoped for. Now it is listed in the
student handbook as one of the traditions of the school.

These exhibits require a great deal of planning and work on
the part of teachers and pupils. They are a cooperative school
endeavor. Any pupil, group of pupils, class or club may enter a
project, serve on committees, or help in some way. The real suc-
cess of the exhibit depends upon student participation. More than
three hunched pupils shared in some way in making the exhibit
of 191`'.

The exhibits are financed by the sale of souvenir pencils and
magic slates and by money donations from the various school
organintions and clubs. The exhibit in 1942 cost approximately
$10.
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THE DISPLAY

The exhibit is the result of pupil study and research. The one
stipulation is that the exhibit must show the applications of
mathematics. II. must not be a display of classroom work or a
collection of papers or notebdoks. Pupils work up a project for
the exhibit, alone or in a group. Although actual work is done
outside class time, it is expected that many projects will originate
in the classroom work.

The project may be worked out in any field, provided that the
purpose is to show the use of mathematics. The project may be
original or not. It may be the result of a hobby, provided, of
course, that it gives prominence to the use of mathematics. It is
expected that pupils work with the advice and help of teachers

others.
The. results of the project must be colorful and displayed at-

tractively, and must be accompanied by appropriate posters and
explanatory materials. Much freedom is allowed in this display,
and pupils are encouraged to decorate the 'exhibit space allotted
to them. A group project, one involving five or more pupils, a
class or a club, is given an exhibit space of at least eight feet by
ten feet.

The cooperation of local business and industrial concerns is
encouraged, provided no advertisipg as such is done. Pupils who
get help from community organiza&ns are expected to study and
work out the problem for themselves. We want it to he an educa-
tive process. The cooperation of out-of-school groups has been
very satisfactory and has proved to be a great help in xelating
school and community in mutually beneficial wayS.

THEME AND DECORATIONS

FAT' y annual exhibit has a theme. Two recent ones have been
"MathematicsA Universal Language" and "Mathematics in the
Vorld of Tomorrow." We symbolize the theme by a large central
exhibit piece, usually a composite geometric solid occupying floor
space of about twelve feet by twelve feet and standing from four-
teen to twenty feet high. In 1942 we constructed a stellated
icosahedron about thirteen feet in width; this was suspended from
the ceiling and made to revolve, apparently revolving on the apex
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of a square pyramid. This piece was done in red, white, and blue
to conform to the general scheme of decoration, as Were also the
booths and other exhibit units..,Significant wording was printed
on the four lateral faces of the pyramid.

VALUES DERIVED FROM THE EXHIBITS

The v3Juc originally set have been realized, many of them far
beyOrrrexpectations. We are learning how 'to bring about and
develop other values, some of which are not obvious and are slow
in development. These annual exhibits bring our mathematics
department into close contact with other departments of the
school, which cooperate in a very fineway. The exhibits have als,)
helped to improve community and school relationships.

Despite certain curricula changes that have tended to dis-
courage the election of mathematics courses, the subject has more
than held its own in our school. We believe that these exhibits
have helped greatly. The values to the participants cannot be
measured, but we are confident that they far exceed the actual
cost. It is true that the exhibits mean a great deal of work, but
we heartily recommend them to any school desirous of keeping
mathematics in its proper place of prominence in a modern high
school.

REcoRDING THE Eximirr

Each year we print a mimeographed Looklet which tells how we
plan and conduct our exhibits. It gives brief descri 'tions of several
typical projects and lists many others. (Supply exl _misted.)

We made mo%ies of the 19.10 and 1942 exhibits. The latter
was a student project from beginning to end, constituting one of
the major projects of the exhibit. The group of students who made
the movie were allowed twenty-five dollars for the entire job, and
they did it for slightly less. Nine hundred feet of film were ex-
posed, about five hundred feet of which were retained. It is a good
picture, a 16-mm silent film accompanied by a typed narrative.
This film, Mat hemutiLi itt the 1Voi Id of Tomorrow, will be lent
for the cost of transpm tat ion both ways. The mimeographed
booklet, together with the narrated film, gives quite a complete
story of our annual exhibits



EMPLOYING VISUAL AIDS TO TEACH LOCUS
IN PLANE GEOMETRY

Edna Hitchcock Young

THE TOPIC " locus" is truly a difficult one in the teaching of plane
geometry. No doubt many teachers and students have emerged
from such a unit both discouraged and confused.

The usual definition, ".A locus is the path of a point which
moves so that it always satisfies a given geometric condition," is
itself meaningless to the majority of students. Up to this point in
the course each figure in geometry has been static; then suddenly a
concept of motion is introduced. To add further to his bewilder.
meat the student is expected to be able to prove that every point
on a specific locus satisfies the given condition and either that
every point which does satisfy the condition is on the locus or
that any point not on the locus cannot satisfy the condition. After
completing the work on locus, both teacher and student experience
a mental jolt when they view the results of a simple test on per-
haps only the fundamentals of locus. It is safe to predict that the
resulting figures will range from circles and parallel lines to ev-
cloids and rectangles and even some indescribable figuresto so
nothing of the accompanying prwf, if the student has enough
mental fortitude to attempt one.

It is a natural temptation to omit the unit entirely or to skim

over it superficially, thereby reducing its demorali/ing effects to a
minimum. Yet the unit on locus is a 1)141:x between the SIMI\
of the theories of gconicm ;iietr practical application in the
fields of mechanics, construction, navigation, and analytic geom-
etry. It is also valuable as a comprehensive review of the relation
of many geometric facts to each other.

It was a determination to preserve the study of locus that grew
into an experience most satisfying to me. In the spring of 1936,

a neophyte teacher. I was gi coed by a ( lass of sonic thirty students
who had been weeded from the ( lasses of Once other teachers in
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an attempt to reduce excessive teaching loads. I would not have
admitted it then, but I will nowI was panic-stricken and there7
fore I clung firmly to the text. Things bean to run smoothly to-
ward the end of the unit on circles, but I hate to recall the subse-
quent l'.oik on locusit exhausted me and "finished" that class
so far as enjoyment of geometry was ccancerned. No matter how
much I tried, tiI could not recapture their interest.

By fall I had recovered from my case of "locophobia" and re-
turned to school resolved to oust this dread disease from the class-
room. With the very first constrictions, such as angle bisectors
and perpendicular bisectors, the term "locus" was introduced, this
time with emphasis on its derivation from the Latin word mean-
ing "place." "Where are some points which are each equidistant
from two fixed points A and B?" I asked. After marking several
such points with compasses, the students discovered that the
"place" or the "locus" of all of them was the perpendicular bisector
of AB. It was quite obvious to thorn that any point on this per-
pendicular bisector was equidistant from A and B, and that every
point elsewhere was nearer to either A or B. This procedure of
talking about locus was injected into every construction problem
from the beginning of our study, so that with the arrival of the.
unit on locus the term itself was nothing new.

To launch the unit with enthusiasm and to introduce the con-
cept of motion. we tried to visualize the path of the center of
an automobile wheel as it rolled along the street. This was not
difficult, but the path of a point on the circumference of the same
wheel proved more stimulating. Heated arguments followed; some
students thought the locus would be a straight line parallel to the
surface of the road; others suggested that it would be a circle; still
others imagined a series of loops like an old-fashioned penmanship
exercise. Fven after the v had gone home and observed actual
wheels in Illtitit)I1 and experimented with their mother's chinaware
and pantry equilnnent, there was still a difference of opinion,
Finally one enterprising ladI wish I could recall his name, for
I am greatly inde!med to himconceived the idea of bringing a
model into the classroom to terminate the controversy. Ile made
one of a wooden wheel, with a radius of about four inches, which
tolled along a straight track. By inserting a pencil near the circle,
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he actually traced a cycloid on a board mounted behind the re-
volving wheel. This model, although crude, was convincing.

The discussion of the locus of the center of a circle of given
radius which remains tangelo to the iitles of a triangle or rec-
tangle brought forth diffiices of opinion again. But the idea
of making models had taken hold and soon there were many
models, not the elaborate polished variety, but simple cardboard
models to by used today and discarded tomorrow. Some students
ventured to apply the same method to squares, pentagons, and
regular hexagons, as shown in Figure 1,.at the left, below. In each
_case a model displayed why the internal figure is a polygon, while
the external figure. has rounded vertices.

0

Figure 1 Figure 2

More and more models were brought to class; interest in them
seemed to giwy. Matte students told of the construction difficulties
they had encountered and the ways in which they had overcome
them. Some \vele really ingenious. For example, while using the
model for the cycloid, the class observed that it was difficult to
make the wheel roll, for it had a tendency to slide on the track.
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Many suggestions were made, such as stretching a preco of inner
tube around the wheel to increase its traction on the track. The
result was an improved model, but one still imperfect. Someone
suggested the use of a strip of corrugated cardboard on the outer
rim of the wheel and a strip of the same cardboard on the
track. It was found that stretching the corrugations on the
curved surface prevented perfect synchronization with the cogs on
the flat surface. Then spikes were inserted on the surface of the
wheel and the track was replaced by .4 soft, easily penetrated
material. This time it was observed that the spikes on the wheel

)
had to enter and leave the track at angles instead of along the
lines perpendicular to the track. This difficulty may have been
overcome, but the problem was solved when a student found._ -,
that a piece of flexible wire held securely in a position parallel to
the track and wrapped tautly around the axle of the wheel pre-
vented its sliding and made it revolve as it progressed along the
track.

Enthusiasm for models need not weaken the demonstration
phase of the work. Many students, once understanding the mean-
ing of locus, prefer to imagine the path of the point or to discover
its form by referring to related theorems; others continue to de-
end upon a model as an aid. For example, alert students would

associate the locus of the point of intersection of the diagonals of
a rectangle having one side fixed in length and position, with the

'perpendicular bisector of the fixed line. However, many students
lacking this facility to associate ideas abstractly would realize that
the problem becomes the locus of a point equidistant from the ex-

17 tremities of a line, upon examination of a model such as the one
shown in Figure 2. Although my experience has been too limited
to justify generalization, I have found that frequently the bet-
ter students prepare the poorer models. Often they have fine
ideas. but seem to lack the mechanical skill to execute them,
while some of the poorer students create excellent projects. Per-
haps this is the natural result of the proportionally greater num-
ber of poorer students participating in -shop" courses. However,
this difference in ability is most helpful in maintaining a balance
between the discussion of models and geometric demonstrations.

To clarify this point, let us consider an example. A problem fre,
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quently encountered is to find the locus of the mid-point of a given
line- segment which moves so that its extremities remain on the
sides of a right angle. The alert student immediately associates
this problem with the theorem that the mid-point of the hypote-
nuse is equidistant from the three vertices; hence he knows that
the mid-pOint must always be one-half the length of the given
line-segment frotn'the vertex of the right angle, and that it is there-
fOre an arc of a circle with its center at the vertex and its radius
equal to one-half the given line-seginent. It would be criminal to
stifle his clear thinking and imagination by compelling him to
make a model. At the same time there are students incapable of
this kind of abstract thinking"whooyitti the cover of a pasteboard
box and a ruler or short stick, can discover for themselves the
form of the locus and can see the concrete application of the
theorem. Frequently a model inspires the creation of a new prob-
lem, such as the locus of a fixed point other than the mid-point of
given line-segment Which moves with its extremities on two per-
pendicular lines.

Thus the two extremes of ability can work together on the
same unit, each contributing to the growth of the other through
verbal demonstration or physical evidence.

11. s somewhat difficult for the teacher to decide whether models
should be required, whether proofs should be required, and how
to measure the individual's achievement. e problems, like
all other problems in. teaching, can be answer y in terms of
the abilities, interests, temperaments, and as tions of the indi-
vidual members of the class. It seems advisable to allow the student
considerable freedom in the selection of the particular kind of
work he will do; but, bright or dull, he will need guidance in his
effprts.

It has been my expel ience that the following procedure is heln-
ful. First, the term locus is introduced as soon as possible in con-
jurntion with the most simple ,:ons,ruction problems so that,
when the locus unit itself is approached, the term is already under-
stood. Since the Pythagorean Theorem may be applied to several
locus problems, especially those involving circles with chords
or tangents; and since the unit itself is %aluable as a compre-
hensive review, it is best to postpone the locus chapter until well
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near the end of the course. A discussion of,the cycloid or the cardi-
oid stimulates interest in the unit and challenges even the better
students to build models. If the students fail to take the initiative;
a few models from previous years are brought into the classroom
in order to motivate greater interest. Students like to manipulate
things, and soon there is a chsclission about how to improve one or
what principles are involved iri\the other. However, only a few
models are carried from one class into another, for I firmly believe
that great value is derived from a child's studying a problem, plan-
ning a model, and carrying. these plans through to a finished
product. After we have discussed many problems, each studjan
is requested to select a specific problem upon which he is to
become an authority. He,/may do one of. two things: he may
describe the locus and Ave it quite formally to the class; or
he may prepare a model and demonstrate to the class how it
operates and what theorems it illustrates. The first procedure is
within the range of only the better students, but through them the
entire group becomes acquainted with at least th, essence of the
geometric proof of a locus problem.

The second procedure is open to all students, for the only ma-
terials necessary can be found in their own homes or the school's
industrial arts shop. An, embroidery hoop or a coffee-can .cover
makes an excellent circle. In Figure 3 a can cok er was IBM to find
the locus of the mid-point of all chords of fixed length in a given
circle. The chord is a strip of wood with a piece of lead fastened
at its mid-point. Figure 4 shows an embioidery hoop being used
as the fixed circle in finding the locus of the center of a circle of
given radius, which remains tangent to the fixed circle. In this
model the student made use of the line of centers in order to show
both internally and externally tangent circles.

. simple yet very effective model can he made entirely of card-
board. In order to shOw the locus of the vertex of a right angle
whose sides pass through two fixed points, it is necessary only to
mark the two points on cardboard and cut a slit from one to
the other. A second piece of cardboard, cut to a right angle. in-
serted in the Opening is movable. By rotating the right angle and
pressing it firmly against the ends of the slit, the student sees that
the vertex traces a semicircle. Two pins, one ea' at the two given
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points, may be substituted for the slit, and acute or obtuse angles

may be substituted for the right angle. Each of these may be used

as the vehicle for the application of the basic theorems about in- .

scribed angles.
Thus wires, strings, tin cans, rubber bands, pencils, nails, pressed

wood, and countless other* common materials find their way iritol
the classroom in the forms of triangles, circles, parallel lines, ele-
vator shafts, as shown in Figure 5. The models need not be per-
manently finished products, for only a few are to be preserved.
However, frequently very fine models are prepared and these are
useful in motivating the work of future classes or in suggesting
possible variations to the students of less Creative initiative.

The final emergence from this unit is no longer accompanied by

a .distaste for everything mathematical. True, students miy still
be unable to write a formal proof,.but they have experienced the
actual application of some of the basic principles of geometry and
have gained an insight into the relationship of one part ,of a geo-

inetiic figure to another.
Nothing lost by the,better student; something gained by the

poorer student! Is it of possible that models could be used. else-
where in mathetnat s to increase the efficiency and pleasure of
hnth the teacher z1n -the learner?



LINKAGES

Robert C.! Yates

THE N1OST PR M TOINEN motion is circular. The conversion of the
easily attained circular motion into motion along a straight-line
is of prime importance to the engineer and the mechapic. This was
especially true seventy-five years ago when modern achinery was
in its formative stage. Steam had only recently been a plied to both
land and water vehicles, but poorly riveted boilers d clumsy
levers improperly lubricated played havoc and limb.

The generation of line motion was no dou t of concern to
mathematicians from the time of Arthimedes a d, because no solu-
tion was apparent, many confused this problem with that of squar-
ing the circle. A solution was firit given by Sarrus in 1853 and an-
other by Peaucellier in 1864, both of which lay unnoticed until
Lipkin, a student of Tscliebyschef, independently recreated Peau-
cellier's mechanism.

Fanned by Sylvester's enthusiasm [141,* interest in general link-
work immediately flamed high to attract the attention of men
like Cavlev, Kempe, Hart, Darboux, Clifford, Koenigs, Sir Wil-
liam Thompson, Darwin, Mannheim, and a host of other minds.
The epidemic was so fierce and .so universal that the subject was
drained Almost completely dry in the short span of four or five
years. The drop in interest followed Sylvester's departure for
America and Kempe's proof of the rer1;!rrkable theorem that any
algebraic curve, no matter how complex, can be described by a
linkage [8, 151.

We shall confine our attention for the most part to linkages
that produce line motion. Alotrgh the drawings given here seem
to indicate otherwise, there is-tto necessity th(t.'1)...s or links be
straight. Indeed, such a requirement would beg the question. The
line segment joining two joints is the effective distancethe only
requirement is that all bars be plane inextensible members.

Numbets it Inaikets taut to references on page 129.
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In making models of the various linkages, ne should obtain

colored cardboard (poster board) about 12-ply, an eyelet p nch,

and boxes of No. 2 and No. 3 eyelets. Use the No eyelet to 'oin

two links; the No. 3 to join three or four links. \ oto-

trimmer cut the cardboard into strips about one-half inch wide,

and mount the model on a cardboard background. To insure
greater'accuracy, two bars of the same length should be punched

simultaneously [15].

THE PEAUCELL1ER CELL

The Peaucellier cells [5, 1.1, 15] are displayed in Figure 1, where
OA == OB = AR ==. BR a; AP == PB BQ QA b. It
is obvious that the points 0, P, Q, as well as points 0, P, R, remain

\

P \

\

Figure)

e
IL

collinear as the cells are deformed. If X be the mid-point of the
variable distances PQ and OR, we have in either figure:

(OA) 2 (.4 X) 2 = (0.X) 2 and

Subtracting:
0'

(413)2 (AX) 2 = (PX) 2,

(OX) 2 (PX) 2 2= (OA) 2 -- (AP) 2 =- a2 b2,

or (OX PX)(0.X PX) = a2 b2.

Thus, in the left figure, since PX = XQ and OX PX = OX
XQ Off),

(OP)(0Q) =. a2 b2.

In the i inlet figure, OX PX RX f PX = PR,
(OP)(PR) a2 b2.
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These relations constitute the fundamental property of the Peau-
. cellier cells,' a property that characterizes them immediately as

mechanical inversors [15].

IS4

Figure 2

For line motion, a seventh bar of length c is attached with one
end at P and the oilier end, M, to the base plane. The point 0 is

..attached to the plane so that OM = c. Then Q describes a straight
line perpendicular to OM as shown in Figure 2. To prove this, let
the linkage be placed in an arbitrary position as indicated. Draw a
line through Q perpendicular to the line 011 of fixed points. It
is evident, since the right triangles OSP and 011Q are similar,
that

OP/0I/ OVOQ or (014(0S) (OP)(00.

But (0/)(0Q) is constant and so therefore is (0/1)(0S).
Thus, since S is a fixed point and this product is constant, H is ac-
s-ordingly fixed and the point Q lies always on the perpendicular
to OM at //.

The other at rangement of the Peaucellier cell will produce linecz)
motion if P is Alt:wiled to the plane and 0 is made to traverse a

circle passing through P. The demonstration is similar to the fore-
going,

A line motion linkage announced by A. B. Kempe [6, 7, 8, 15]
is built how poi lions of the Peauceiiict ( cll. .1 he -kites- APRT
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and MYST of Figure 3 are proportional. That is, AP = AT,
PR = RO' := R7', O'S = S7', and

'AP/PB,:"-=.- PR/ST.

Since the two kites are in union as shown, they have a common
angle at 7' and' thus are similar throughout all deformations.

Figure 3

Let L TAP = 20 L TRW and L APR = q LATR
L RO'S. Then

LPRO' =27; 29 40.

Since triangle PO'R is isosceles, RPO' = q + 20

and therefore L APO' = 7:5 20.

TI us, since LPAT = 20, PART is a right triangle with the line
joining P and 0' always pexpendicular to the bar AT. Accord-
ingly, if we fix 0' and move A T parallel to itself, then P will de-
scribe a line perpendicular to A T. To do this, attach a bar OA
equal in length and paralkl to O'S and fix the point 0.

Remove the bar 0/1, free the point 0' from the plane, and fix
P. Then attach to T 'One end of a bar which is equal in length
to AP. Fix i!s other end to the plane at Q so that PQ = 4T.
This arrangement permits 0' to move on a line perpendicular to
PQ and the motion is somewhat freer than the foregoing.

2
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A linkage of special importance is a four-bar crossed parallelo-
gram of Hart [1, 8, r5]. The bars are equal in pairs, i.e., (Fig. 4) ,
AD = BC, 4B = CD. We select four points 0, P, Q, R on the
barsin a line parallel to BD and AC. These will remain collinear
as the cell is cref?rrned. thaw the circle through A, P, and Q.
Sine its center is on the perpendicular bisector of PQ, the line

Af, symmetry of A and C, tiler.: C also lies on the circle. Let the

circle cut the bar Al) in the point T. This point is a fixed point
of the bar. Fpr, by the secant property of the circle,

(DT)(DA) =(DP)(DC),

in which the right member is a constant since 1), P, and C are fixed
points of the bar. In the left member, DA is constant, and thus
T must be a fixed point of Al). That is, throughout all deforma-
tions, A, T, P, Q, C, points fixed on the several bars, are always

concyclic.
Now, since 0 is a fixed point of the bar Al), we have also by the

secant property:

(O1 r)(00 . (07.)(0/1) = constant.

1 }IS, since the product of the variable distances OP and OQ is
constant, this remarkable four-I. mechanism has the same funda-
mental proper ty as that of the caucellier cell. For line motion,
following the principles of Figure 2, we may fix 0 to the base plane

- 43411
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and caus.. Q to move on a circle through 0. Thus P describes a
stiaight line.

The Hart cell has further interest. If we unionize two such cells
by utilizing a short bar of °me as a long bar of the other, as shown
in Figure 5, we may produce linear motion upon an entirely dif-

Figure 5

ferent principle [6, 7, 8, 15]. In the left-hand figure, ABCD and
ADFE are both crossed parallelograms. The angles of the first at
A and C (i.e., 0) are always equal; those of the second at A and F
(i.e., ID) are likewise equal. Generally, however, 0 cF. But if 0 is
to equal q throughout all deformations, the two crossed parallelo-
grams must be sim:lar and their corresponding sides proportional.
That is, if 0 9, then

or

AE /AD = D/A 13,

(AD) 2 = (AF) (A13)

Accordingly, if the bar Al) be fixed to a base plane, the rotation of
AB about A produces an equal and opposite rotation of AE about
A. Thus, if Al.: be extended to G such that AG = AB and the two
equal bars GP and BP he added, the point P will be forced to
move along the straight line passing through the two fixed points
A and D.
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Special pore should be made of the connection here with the
Kempe litikage for trisecting the general angle. It is obvious in
the left fiure that two more bars may be attached to the linkage
to prodtu're thri;e. equal angles at A ---the three unionized crossed
parallel4rams having their corresponding sides proportional. (See
article mil Trisectio,1 elsewhere in this volume.)

()MN& LINE NIONON LINKAGES

We present here two linkages whose underlying principles differ
flout those of the foregoing. The first mechanism, outstanding
for itsfingenuity and simplicity, was devised by Hart.[4, 5, 15].

sos of equal bars. AC = BD, PC = PD, are joined as shown.

A

S

8 a '\ss

t'igulc ti

;lite points A and B are fixed to a base plane at a distance h apart.
sIf P he moved so that the angles at C and D are always equal, then
tt ia ng les A PC and 131'1) will be congruent and AP always equal to
B)'. P %% ill lie always on the pet pendicular bisector of the
segment AB.

1 he requirement that angles at C and 1) be always equal would
seem difficult indeed to arrange mechanically. Surprisingly enough
such is not the case. For, let AC = B!) , a, PC = VI) = b. Then
select two points R and S on AC and DI), respectively, so that
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RC =SD =b2/a.

Then RC/Pg (b2/a) /b = b/a = PC/A C.

Thus Li:J.4 C z RPC L.SPD = ZPBD = x. Furthermorj,
z-eIPC = L PRC z BPD = yl Now since PR PS; PA = Ph;
and y z APB, then triangles APB and RPS are sVlar.
Accordingly,

PR/PA = RS/AB = RC/PC = b/a.

If we take the constant distance CAB equal to a, then

RS = .

That is, if P describes thiebisecting line of AB, then the distance
between the moving points R and S is constant. Conversely, the
angles at C and D will /main equal and the point P will describe
a line if R and S are joined by a bar of the proper length.

Before attaching the linkage to a base plane, lay it open so that
P is at the uppermost point. The mechanism forms the letter "A".
In this extreme position fix the points A and B along any desired
line.

The second linkage for line motion is due to Kempe [8, 15].
As shown in Figure 7, the following lengths are selected: AB =
BC = CD = CP = 4a; AD = DC' = C'D' = C'P = 2a; AD' = a.

B

Figure 7

A

.0B
0
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The points B are attached in a straight line to the base

plane. We shall show that P lies always on this. line.'
From the selected lengths, quadrilaterals ABCD and ADC'D'

are similar, since they contain a common angle y at A. Thus, angles
of the first quadrilateral, i.e., x, y, z, are equal to those of the
second at corresponding vertices, Moreover,

L ADC' x and L C'DG Lk -'1'C.

But D'C' = z and L C'D'P z = L C7PD'.

Accordingly. L CPI)' 7:- (77 z) 7: x,

and therefote the points B, P, and D' are collinear. Consequently,
P must mow on the straight line AD'B.

It should he noted that any point on the bar PC, other than
or P, describes an ellipse.

AmtRoxiMArE LINE MOTION

The linkages discussed thus far have yielded exact solutions of
the problem of converting from circular into straight -line motion.
Prior to the appearance of the Peaucellier cell, there were, natu-
rally, a number of devices that produced motion along an approxi-
mately straight line. The most notable of these was the three-bar
linkage of James' Watt, father of the modern steam engine [6, 15],

This .; displa4 in Figure 8 P the mid-point of CD and
AC B1). B ate attached to the plane so that CD is per-
pendicular to .`C and BO Ichen they are parallel. Watt reasoned
that the circular motion of C counteracted that of D so that a
point P midway on the traversing bar wOnld travel along a "neu-
tral" path apinoximating a straight line. This device enabled him
to reduce the height of his engine house by five feet, a step which
must have rept esented a capital sak ing. A curious quotation from
a letter of 1781 to his son nA als his enthusiasm: ". . . thought I

am not over-anxious alter lame, I am more proud of the parallel
motion than of ant' Other imeution 1 ltae ever made."

=The iciithiinnt dot .4, /Y. rind tO he the
1101Cer, SIIICC It IS possilde ht ;dime to establish stltil !mint% ;hi
objtii. this ",111,1 jiisilhl ;Nit altitle tin Gri,P1I-11 fil MU'S,

(pp. 2111 ..: I 1.)
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a

1 .guie 8 .

An intetesting special case arises when it happens that AB =
2a; CP = PD = a; AC = BD = Then the welts of P is the
familiar lemniscate.

The arrangement of three bars in Figure 8 II is the approxi-
mate line motion of Tschebychef given in 1850. Here, AB = 4a;
DP =. = a; = BD = 5a.

In 1860, R. Roberts devised the three-bar linkage (Fig. 8 III)
which produces a better approximation to line motion than either
of the two foregoing mechanisms. Instead of a traversing bar, there
is the plate CPD NVIlidi carries the tracing point P. Lengths are as
follows: AC = CP = = DB and AB = 2(CD) .

We cannot pass on without mentioning the general three-bar
linkage shown in Figure 9 I. This mechanism produces a compli-

1:

I

Figure 9

z

II

P.

R
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sated curve t*f the sixth degree [101. If the triangle ABC be drawn
similar to the plate PQR, the circumcircle of ABC will pass
through the double points of this sextic curve.

Figpre 9 II exhibits a most remarkable property of the three-
bar Iiinkage. Select a triangle ABC and any internal point P. Draw
lines through P parallel to the sides of ABC, thus determining a
triple three-bar mechanism as shown. (The three-bar part ABPQR
of 1, for example, might be the same as that in II when extended.)
Now, no matter how the linkwork be deformed. triangle ABC
remains alea similar to itself. That is, for instance, if A and B
are fixed. P describes a three-bar curve, and the free point C re-
mains at rest. 01, if A, B, and C are fixed to the plane, all three
o{ the three-bar mechanisms produce the same curve in mutual
harmony and cooperation.

PARAI.I.H.OGRAMS

I he paralleh)gram has occupied from the beginning a promi-
nent position in the theory of linkages [15, 16]. Its use as a basis
for the familiar pantograph is illustrated in Figure 10..N rhombus

o '
F-1
I )

.11/1.\7" has two legs extended t o p oints U and P so that 0, I ",
and P are collinear. Triangles 011I" and OAP are always sitnilar
and thus

or

().11 tJ.l OP OP . 1,2.

2(01").
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Accordingly, if 0 is fixed and P be moved on some curve, the
point P' traces a curve similar and similarly placed to the first

but reduced in size by one-half.
An obvious extension of the pantograph to one with multiple

copying points is shown also in Figure 10.
Clearly, the rhombus may be replaced by a general parallelo-

gram if 0, P', and P are kept collinear. This leads to the general
pantograph shown in Figure 11, I. The bar MP' has been replaced

Figure 11

by another bar OB without changing the effectiveness of the origi-
nal parallelogram. The point P' on BN which is collinear with 0
and P is the copying point. Variously selected points P on the bar
AN extended will produce an assortment of reduction factors de-
termined by:.

0.17/0.-1 0./".70P,

or OP' = [(0111)/(0/1)] (OP).

The linkage of Figure 11 11 is offered for its novelty [14, 15].
Five rhombuses are joined together as shown. In all positions, AI
is the mid-point of BC, while G is the lower trisecting point of the
line segment AAI. Thus G is always the centroid of the variable
triangle ABC.
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of consi'flerable importance to linkage theory and the descrip-
tion of tiigniw plane curves (including the conics) is fle crossed
paralselogranalready introduced here in Figure 4 [1, 2, 3, 4, 8,

12, 15]. Further study may be had through the listings in the
attached bibliography.
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GRAPHICAL. REPRESENTATION OF
CO! PLF.N. ROOTS
---1

Howard F. Fehr

COMPLEX NUMBERS usually are first introduced into high school
mathematics under the topic of Quadratics. The solutis of quad-
ratic equations by the methods of completing the square and sub-
stituting in the quadratic formula frequently leads to squa e roots
of negative quantities. In order to admit expressions in lying
such quantities as roots of an equation, it becomes necessa s to
extend the number system to include complex numbers. he
usual treatment of such numbers in the high school is mecha -

ical and meaningless, but the Argand diagi. 7n can and should be
used to represent such numbers as points in , ;lane.

The study of the quadratic function can well begin with the.
construction and study of its graph. In this way, it is easy to see
that one of three conditions prevail: the x-axis cuts the graph at
two distinct points; or it is tangent at one pint; or there is no in-
tersection. In the last case the student is told that the roots of f(x)
= 0 are imaginary; frequently he uses this word in its ordinary
literal sense and thinks of the roots as purely fictional. It Nvould
be better to use the word "complex" instead of "imaginary." It
is the purpose of this article to show that the actual graphical loca-
tion of these complex roots is within the comprehension of the
average high schoot junior and senior.

Consider the function y, = x2 4x 8. The graph of this
function lies entirely above the x-axis. Hence the roots of f(x) =_-

0 are complex. From the graph it is evident that the roots of
x2 4x --I- 8 = 4 (y = 4) are equal; if y > 4, there will always
be two real roots. For the high school student who has not studied
complex numbers, the equation x2 4x + 8 = 0 has no roots,
while the equation x2 4x + 8 = 6 has exactly two roots. If he
solves the first equation, he finds the answers to be x = 2 ± 2i,
but these values do not appear on the usual graph.

130
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A common method of constructing these complex roots makes
. use of tangents to the graph. Thus in Figure 1, let the axis of the

parabola meet the x-axis ;u :1. From draw tangents AR' and
AR; then draw RR'. I .ci RI?' meet thy parabola's axis at Q.. Then

P3

IPAttit-

X
yxL4x s8

lay oft oh both sides of the x-axis AP, AP.: RQ. Considering
FOX as a complex plane, P, and then represent the complex
roots of the equation.

I here ate two pi 111e ipal objections to the use of such a con-
sti fiction in the high school course: lust, the dual use of the plane
is rectangular com dilutes to represent 11111CL1011S of a real variable
and also as a complex numbei plane is «mhising and likely to
lead to ern meous concepts; second, the proof that Pi and P rep-
resent the complex roots requires inure advanced mathematics
(such as a knowledge of slope, equations of tangent lines to a parab-
ola floor an exteinal point, and some 1.tthet incol% ed algebraic
manipulations) 111;111 can be expected of the high school pupil.
This method can be extended, hoxv ever, to c ubits and higher equa-
tions, and the interested reader can find more information in the
ai tick Its rittioi-llei listed as ICICIUnt C MI page 118.

Most tacheis will find the following method better suited to
high school algehia.

NVe shall constf net the graph of x"-: -1 with both its real
and its complex bran hes. In order o do this. we consider only
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real values of the function but both real and complex values of
the variable x, as shown in the table below. Designate the function
by y and solve for x.

a

y x

8 2 -± 2
5 2 -± 1
4 2 ±0
3 2 ± i
0 2 ±2i

5 2 -17 3i

y x' -1. 4x + 8
x2 4x d-o4 = y 4

x = 2 :12 --4
It is evident in this form that:

(a) There are two values of x for each value of y.
(b) If y < 4, the values of x are complex.
To construct the graph, we use the horizontal plane as the com-

plex number plane in which values of the variable x are located.
Through the point of origin of this plane we draw the y-axis per-

X- plane
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pendicular to the plane. Then for each value of y (as given in the
table) we locate the corresponding two values of x. For y > 4 the
points thus plotted give the ordinary parabola, which we Call the
real branch. For y < 4, the points fall in a plane which is perpen-
dicular to the Y0a.plane and two units from the point of origin.
These points form an inverted parabola which we call the com-
plex branch. It is readily seen that this latter branch cuts the
x-complex-number plane in the two points 2 2i, which are
the roots of the given equation. These points are actual inter-
sections, as shown in Figure 2, and need not be imagined.

The construction can be attacked more generally by letting x
have the complex value a bi, and finding the conditions under
which y is real. Thus if y = X2 4x + 8, we have

y (a + bi)2 4(a bi) 8 q2 b2 4a + 8 + i(2ab 4b).

If y is real, the coefficient of i is zero; hence

2ab 4b 0, and b 0 or a 2.

If b = 0, then y = a2 4a + 8, which is the real branch of the
quadratic drawn in the YOa plane.

If a = 2, y 4 b2. This is the complex branch of the quad-
ratic in the plane a = 2, which is parallel to the YOb plane. The
complete graph, therefore, consists of two branches; and for any
real value of y, the graph will always have two and only two cor-
responding values of x, either real, equal, or complex.

A permanent model can be nwle by using three glass panes,
cemented together so as to form the YOa plane, the a0b plane, and
the plane of the complex branch a 2. The y, Oa, and Ob axes
can be painted on the reipectivtt planes in black. The parabolas
can then be painted on their planei, preferably in contrasting
colors. Thus the real branch a2 4a _1 8 can be painted in blue
on YOa plane, while the complex branch 4 b2 can be

aimed t red on the plane a .= 2. The intersections 2 2i can
easily be 1, beled in the x-plane.

Each stt dent can make his own Model from ordinz,,; graph
paper. t, fold the sheet in half, lengthwise. Draw the OF and
Oa axes n both sides of the folded paper so that they correspond.
Next, locate the axis of the parabola which is always at x =
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T

I 1

i
1

t +
I

14

i

Figure 3

b/2a, and draw this axis to correspond on both sides of the
folded paper. Slit the lengtAiie crease from the right edge as
far as the parabola axis and fold each slit part into three equal
sections, making the middle one bend outwwsd. (See Fig. 3.)

Then, by holding the slit ends together and pressing from both
ends so that the middle sections bend outward, the paper is di-
vided into two perpendicular planes, the YOa .plane and the com-
plex branch plane. Label the axes accordingly and plot the graph
of each branch on all visible faces of the paper. Then looking di-
rectly toward the l'Om plane, one sees only the real branch of
the parabola; it does not intersect the x-axis. Turning the model
90° around the y-axis, one sees only the complex branch of the
parabola, which intersects the b; axis at ± 2i. Hence the roots are
2 ± 2i. When the entire graph paper is unfolded to a plane, it
appears as in Figure 4.

To graph the general quadratic, we proceed in the same man-
ner. Thus we substitute a + bi for x in

y p x2 + qx r.

= p(a bi)2 q(a bi) r
7.= An' pb2 qa r bi(2ap sq)'.
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If y is real, the coefficient of i is zero; hence either

0 or a /Op.

b 0, ' (la + r is the real branch.
t

If a . (/
1p

i-
- ("11, /)1)-/)1)- 2 ? mthe complex branch.

ie cubic equation can be treated in a similar manner. In this
ase there al e two complex branches which are located on the two

t-

9

h

0 1- IC- 1- o C E t'

BEND

4
2

-2

H bi

2 0
4

21 'o 2 3 4

Figure .1

brancties of a hyperbolic cylinder Yhose elements are pepen-
-rdicula to the x-plane. This is best illustrated by a particular

equation. Let x" x 6. As before, let y be real and x corn-
1plex, and substitute a hi for

it/ hi)" -- 4- 6
a" 30)2 6 -f- b2 1) .

if Z is real, 110 ( ',efficient of i is zao; hence

0 or 3112 b2 1 = 0.

If 11 a" - a 6. ',Ws is the rea' branch of the cubic
equaihm, %%hit h is the t usually gis. en in the 1.0a plane.

1 0. y 8a" -4- 2a -I- 6, which formula gives
the %alos of the function (HI the complex branch. Notice that
3a2 - - b2 I is the equation of a hyperbola in the aOb plane.
I I C11( 111 «1111ply \ 1101C1 a hi that satisfies 3a2 ----, 1

viii give the 1 cal value + 2a --f- 6 to y. That is, any complex
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number on the hyperbola in the aOb plane substituted in the
original equation will produce a real value for y, which is plotted
above the complex value of x. The fact that the values of y for the
complex branches art given in terms of a only makes it easier to
evaluate and locate the points on the graph. Thus if a =-. 1,

= 8 + 2 + ti = 0; and the points on the hyperbola are
2 or b V2.. I knee the complex roots are 1 ±

larly if a 2, y = 54, and b = ± V-11. When x = 2 ± 1,

the value of the function on the complex branch is 54.

COMPLEX BRANCH REAL BRANCH

COMPLEX BRANCH

y=xL.A + 6

Figure 5

l'i,2,-tne 5 shows how the complex branches begin at the maxi
mum and 111111i11111111 points of the real blanch and have all their
points (lit ectly above or below the hyperbolas in the a0b plane;
that is, they lie on the hi,perbolic cylinders. Such a graph shows
immediately the values of y for which the cubic equation has
three real roots, two equal roots, or only one real and two complex
roots. It clearly shows that a cubic equation always has three and
only tin ee loots.

extension to the quattic equation should now be obvious.
he goat t ic function has Once complex branches. Thus if y = x4,

substituting a bi for x gi \es
y (a -1- = a4 6a2b2 + b4 + 4abi(a2 b2).

If y is to be real, either a = 0, b 77_7 0, or a2 b2 = 0.
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If b = 0, y = a4, which is the real branch.
If a 0, y = b4, which is the normal complex branch.

If a b, which are the two remaining complex
If a b, y = --4b4,1

branches. Thus a plane y =Ii*cuts the graph of y = x4 always in

four and only four points. If k is positive, there are two real and

two complex roots; if k is zero, there are four equal roots; and if

k is negative, there are four complex points of intersection.

With a slight change in method, the complex intersections of

Figure 6

some conics can be shown as in Figure 6 above. In the circle

x2 + y2 = 4, we notice that if x > 2, y = ± V4 X2 is a pure

imaginary number. If we agree to give only real values to x, then

for x > 2 and x < 2 we plot the pure imaginary values of y

in the horizontal plane, since the real values were in the vertical

plane. This is equivalent to substituting iy' for y in the equation

of the circle from which we obtain x2 (iy')2 = 4 or x2 y'2 = 4.

Hence the complex branch of the circle for real values of x is a

hyperbola which is plotted in the horizontal plane.

The following problem illustrates how the complex intersec-

tions of two quadratics can be shown by using the above method

of graphing the complex branches. I.et it be required to solve the

set of equations x2 + y2 = 25 and 3y2 = 16 x. By ordinary algebra
25

we find that the solutions arc x = 3, y :J:4 and x 3
y =

3
. The ordinary graphs of the real branches of the circle

and parabola show the intersections (3, 1) and 0, 4). If we draw
the complex branches, the other solutions will be apparent. The

complete graph is shown in Figure /.
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The complex branch of the circle is the hyperbola X2 y2 =-. 25.
To obtain the complex branch of 3y2 Ifix, x real, let y bi.
Then 3(a2 b2 2abi) = For x real, the coefficient of i
is zero and a ()or b = 0. If b = 0, 3a2 16x, which is the real

blanch. Ii (1 _ . lily. This is the conipic\ ni(11 which
is plotted in the horizontal plane. Hie intersection of the hyper-
bola and the t ()mph\ lham it itatahola the complex solutions.

It is e ident that the I tottp!ex intetse( [ions or a stiaight line
ith ( t i( I.111l1tIt lie '11()%\ it III this way, since in a linear lune-

lion it X is complex so is y, and (:)11 sely. Thule is no real value
tot a linear function if the Nariable'is,eomplex.

11N

I. _1.14; m\,1111-14..1. "1 III. Glapli (II I. 0..) fin (.(iniplcx
Atatitentatical h Vol. 21, p.199, 1917.

2. (=t- IINIAN, 11. Ni.."0)1111)itA ROWS Of a Pt6110111iiii 1:A111,161M." American
Almithly, Vol. 1R, p. 237, 1911.

3. ...1 A.14....( In, I-I i.t /11V1A. st'.7,11.11 Iv he 11,17+1x1 ; 1014 de? KoMpleXe il'erte
1,,,,itze,f7trz--1 an. tiwirn ful,n), 19(17.

1. Pint; .1. 11 and 111; la, W. Grapho- ..11gebl.t or l,comeoi(ell hitelpre-
hitoill thr HI (hie I Hkrunen Cluantrty. y Holt
;int! Compan!.. :\t, Noll,. 1687.
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A DEVICE:MR TEACHING THE FUNDAMENTAL
OPERATIONS WITH DIRECTED NUMBERS

Hortense Rogers

:knout 1925 an automobile race track was built near the highway
between Rock Hill, South Carolina, and Charlotte, North Caro-
lina. People from tat and near attended the races held there. One
day a stndent-teacher of mathematics in the 'Winthrop Training
School brought to class a poster with a race track on it. This
poster suggested to the repel visor the idea of using a race track
lot teaching the operations with signed numbers. The results
showed real interest and a better understanding on the part of the
students, and so the (106 e has beC11 used, with variations, lot
eighteen years. The boys and girls enjoy the race, and directed
numbers take on a teal meaning for them. The operations are
rationalised thr ough then- «increte experiences; the examples used
are literally made 1)% the student,. I:111 thcimore, horn a stud,. of
these examples they make their own algebraic rules which are
later stated in good lot in. They do not question the tides for

sign,. fol. to 11(11 )%(.! 1 Illes C leasonable, Although it
takes a little binge) to teach addition of dile( ted nninheis in this
way, the thinking done and the tindetstanding a«ptit ed by the
students lustily the Im progress made in the br4inning of the
study.

( 'car understanding of certain concepts shinild precede the
study of the opetations with (Incited or signed numbers. These

1:f9
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' concepts. include: directed or signed number's, negative number,
positive number, the sign of a nur-her, the absolute value, the
reading and kvriting of such numbers, the number scale, direcr
tions on the scale, the meaning of a number negatively directed
or positively directed with respect to another number, and so on.
As each operation is introduced, a definition or meaning of the op-
eration should be given to and understood by the students. The
meaning of addition used with this devke is in keeping with that
given by Breslich and Everet

The teacher may introduce the idea of having a race in any way
he wishes. The students will soon be enthusiastic and, with some
guidance, will plan the race themselves. The following account
may make it appear that the idea, carefully detailed, is handed
out to the students. This is far from being the case. They really do
discuss, plan, and make decisions. They will discuss the different
kinds of races; and, after deciding on an automobile race, will
talk about teams, tracks, cars, distances, and provision for these
in the classroom. They will divide into teams and will appoint
at least three committees: automobile, track, and p!anning. These
committees will he working simultaneously and will he ready by
a set time. Each committee will need some guidance.

The automobile committee. Each team has an automobile com-
mittee. This team decides that the cars must face to the right, the
positive direction. All members look in magazines or newspapers
for pictures of cars. Each committee selects from those submitted
the one its team will use. They mount the picture on cardboard;
then they cut it out, carefully following the outline of the car.
Next. near the top of the car they punch two holes through which
a string on the race track is to he run. If convenient, these holes
can be strengthened with nickel brads. The cars are now ready
awl are turned over to tlw track builders.

The track committee. This committee is composed of one or
two members from each team. They usually select front black-
boards for the race track and use as much space as possible. They
fasten small strips of wood across the extreme ends of the black-
board. In each of these strips they place as many staples as there
.' E. R. 1ireslidi, Problems in Teal hing \e,,,ndarr School Mathrmalnc. p. 120.

(Alit-ago Universitv Piess. 1931. Also, I. 1'. FAvrot. The Fundamental Skills of /lige
p. Boicao of Publications. Teachers G,:lege, Columhia Univetsity, 1923.
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are teams. Then they tie strong twine to the staples at one end,

run on the automobiles, and tie the twine to the corresponding
staples at the other end of the blackboard. Now, after placing all
automobiles in the middle of the strings, they draw clear lines
just behiml the tracks. They do this more easily if they use a
yardstick. By starting at the middle of the line, they measure off
accurately spaces one and one-half inches wide, marking each
with a vet y short vertical line, but making each fifth line a little
longer than the others. The marks appear as straight mileposts
along the tracks. It is well to select as a marker of the posts a
pupil who ,..an make good figu -es. Starting at zero, he puts the
minus and plus numbeis alioNe the fifth posts only. The cum-
mittec s job at this point is «)111pleled.

The planning committre. This committee, which may be com-
posed of a few from each te.1111 or of the whole class, decides on
all other (luestions. They may dec ide on a relay race so that each
1)01,11 111.1% mall% (like .1 (.0. 1 In. (nder of clt is lug sh()uld he
a.41(til upon to snit the >0,111,1 he next question is how far each

sh.111 (;.1111,s ate used ate recalled, and
ou .1 sC-u I. hut w it h the additional spetifica-

tiou h Ind rositiNe numbers. Each car will
' ,, : (I on the «nutter. TM\ spin-

st-1.- . Low (.01% numbets

from minus ,ruul NIWSI it We for a spinner

for ea( It )1(0%. 111,111V slips of paper each bear-

ing a Ni2,11( hihh!il I %I( Ii Ha\ dlak% S a Shp ah.(1 CS

the NI)l ihl'd ht Kiln. all teams ate to dl a''
hum the s.tiiu liox, time sIn he in the box at least ten of each
number used.

Definite him to !tun, for c ae h clt icr ate a(.2,-teed upon as follows:

fal lie tells where the ( at is before he starts.
(b) lie spnts. and to Hs the class what he gets. Ho also states in

xvh.it (Inc :lion the si'2,n tells him to and how far the ab-
solute value tells hint to go.

(0 lie gut's to Tule race track and. ,dtei it twill} eotithp4 the
runnher of spaces in the cone( t dile( Hull, lie moves his tar.

(d) Ile tells where his car is then.
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Of course, all games require a referee-scorekeeper; usually the
teacher serves. The following are his duties:

(a) He writes fairly large and spaces the scores well.
(b) He writes the name of each team on a bOard. If there is a

lack of board space, he can use paper and before the next
class session make mimeographed copies of the scores to
give to the students. The use of the board is preferable
for the class discussion.

(c) Ile writes for each driver the following: -

(1) The number showing where his car is when he starts.
(2) Under that, the number he gets when he spins.
(3) The number showing where his car is after he moves it

the driving distance. .
a

A study Of the sample score board that follows will make clear
the method of keeping the scores.

Thesstudents select the name for their own team. They usually
decide that the winner shall be that team whose car is farthest to
the right after a specified number of players on all teams have
driven.

"'hese prclirnin:ily arrangements having been completed in class
()tit ( Ltss hou, the gnmp is ready for the race. They first

has e a n ial heat in w hit h only one on each team drives. The
race is cm! The boss and girls enjoy the activity; they have Jots
of fun and much freedom. Such eomments as "put on your
brakes," "don't go in reverse," some groans, some applause, and
so On, are in order. As an award they put blue, red, or yellow
asterisks on the winning cars. Invat iab]y they request to race again
tlw next clay. This privilege is sometimes, but not always, granted.

Of conrse, the time spent on such an activity must be used for
I ea I teaching and real thinking. The adding of signed numbers is
kept in mind while the students are counting the distances nd
moving the cals. They are quite willing to accept the fact that the
results ai e the tort ect sums. But they cannot always have cars anc
tracks. It is now the teacher's task to guide the class in using these
examples which they have made themselves to discover how to add
directed numbers without the aid of the number scale. Toward
that end then study the score board, a sample of which follows.
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SCORE BOARD

Silver Streak

0 8 4 13 ---. 48 + 4 9 0 + 9 +7
8 1) 4 0, --13B 131) --- 4 0 + 3 C

+ 3 +8 +6 2 ,+ 4
et 5 2 6 +2, + 2 +10

+ 8 A +6 C +OE + '2 1) + 4 A +14 A

I

Lurk), Thirteen

0
-- 5 ±6

-i. 1 C

+5
-1- 3

+ I10
93

12B
-f-fi

--12
0 .

12
+10

-- 5 1) -- 9 0

+ 8
- 2

12 D

- 3
1

2 0

B

Spitfire!

9 --- 1 (1 -1- 3 I- 7
9 1 8 ,- 5 -1-

-- 9 1) Iii B 2 C 1 3C 7.' --- 3 0)

-- 8 -et' I

9 + 3 - 8
8 B 1 -I- 4 . 6 D; .-16 B B
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As an aid in studying the combinations on the score board the
students mark, using capital letters, groups of examples having
certain combinations. First, they find all the stuns when each ad-
dend is positive. They mark these with an A and study them.
These observations enable them to discover the answers to the
following questions:

(a) NVhat is the sign of the' result?
(h) Is this the sign of each one marked?
(c) What is the absolute value of this result?
(d) How can one get this absolute value from the absolute

values of the two given numbers? It may be necessary to
suggest the answer by asking which one of the four opera-
tions one can use.

(e) Is this true of the absolute value of each one tnarked?

The class is then guided in stating all this in one good clear-cut
sentence. Then the teacher writes on the board:

In adding two positke numbers, use the sign and
the absolute values.

The students should read this together several times, filling in the
blanks with the words phis and add. Later it would be well for
one child to go to the hoard and write the words above the blanks.,

Now have the students mark with a B all sums made from
two negative numbers. Follow the same procedure as above, ask-

ing similar questions and using a similar sentence.
Next, ha e them mark with a C all sums made from a negative

and a positive utimber. Ask the same first question. Also, ask
whether this is true of all marked with a C. The answer is no.

ice, have them draw a citcle mound each C alongside the

answers that are negative and lea\ c only a C for all that are posi-

tive. Again have them study the two gioups for a clue as to how
to decide on the sign. Although this procedure will take more
time than was required for the preceding groups, nearly all the
students kill discover and agree that the sign is-the sign of the
one having the larger absolute value. Then they can study these
numbeis to find how to get the absolute valfie. The sentence
'whit h the group formulates will then he wi itten on the board:
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In adding a negative and a positive number, use the sign of the
number having the absolute value and the stnallyr
absolute value from the greater absolute value, (The correct
.words here are respectively greater and subtract.)

Similarly, they mink with a D and study the examples with one
number and a zero. The sentence will be:

In adding zero and either a negative or a positive number, the
answer is the negative or posithie number. (The correct
word is given.)

Similarly, they mark with an E and study the examples with
the answer zero. The sentence will be:

In adding a negative and a positive number with the same abso-
lute value, the answer is

What other combination gives zero? The answer is "two zeros."
This step may be omitted.

These generalizations should be followed immediately by prac-
tice in applying each rule discovered and stated by the class. Some
examples worked by applying the rules should be checked liy
using an automobile. The top track and car are usually left on the
board for several weeks. This plan keeps a soothes m ale before
the class, but permits the use of the board for other purposes.

The automobile race, with necessary variations, has been used
to teach subtraction and multiplication of directed numbers also.
The interest of a given group should determine how long to con-
tinue its-,use. It is a device that has proved profitable for many
students and it probably will clarify for others a basic matter
that has often proved a stumbling-block.
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TRISECTION

Robert C. Yates

THE PROBLEM of trisecting the angle has been a fertile source of
matlwtnatical ideas and to it much of the history of mathematics
owes its origin. For some time it has been known that the general
angle cannot he tiisected by straightedge and compasses [IQ]; yet
many still entet tain a hope that the impossible may be accom-
plished [15). Certain angles, nottiolv 90", 5.1", 9', do admit of tri-
section by sit aightedge and compasses. Some ..kenmetrical tools, a
few of which are to be discussed here, are,epitlife of solving this
pioblem. Thule ate cut yes,* other tldn the straight line and
ciri le. which present means by whit h the general angle may be

iscctcd [151. Otit.c:inding am(inq these arc the quadratrix, the
eon( }wit], the ilise(ilix (a special lima( on), and the parabola.

120
9 hi B

I

I o 11 lid e istdild the pibl)luill and tb establish impbssibility
trf stiaightdge «ifilp,iss tlisectibli in the gncial it is ncces-
sail: to !mut an noel ptetation in the field of analsiN. I.et the

() . 31) I I. P.4. , Sill/1111S (MC id tht it iNt'l t;IPJ, lilies to

he (/, sb that -. Sclet t al hitraiv length on 0.1 as
the unit clistam and (hat the parallel 'IC to OT, meeting 0/3

Ai/ /,
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extended at C. Then z nco .- 0. N(
unit length so that triangle A OD is is

147

w (haw 01) equal to the
steles with base angles 20

(since they ate alternate intelior angle, L DA 0 LAOT). It
is evident, since LAM) is the sum of dip opposite interior angles
of triangle DCand L DCO -_, 0, that A DOC 0. Thus triangle
DCO is isosceles and DC DO = 1. Cet x denote the distance
OC, 2y the distance Al), and a the projection of OA upon the
side OB cos30) . From the similar right triangles CAM, CNA,
and (:LO, we have:

x/2 a) / (I + 2y) (1

The elimination of v here produces:

xl ax ga 0.'

Since we inav construct the quantity a 7= cos30, we may think
of this as being given with the angle A OB. If the point C, or its
distance x along OB, can he determined, the problem is at once
solved by connecting C to . and thea constructing the trisecting
parallel 0T. Thus the geometrical solution of the problem is

-equivalent to the algebraic solution of the corresponding trisec-
tion equation.

1 his cubic equation cannot ill general be decomposed into
facot., with teal constructible mfficients [.1, 15] and thus its roots

t Iu too , Ind compasses.
he (aeait 1 Aquare 11'2, 131 is essentially a I formed by

0 R

.s
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joining rigidly together a segment and its perpendicular biseCtor.

Let L AUB (see Fig. 2) be trisected. Place the edge QS of the

"T" along one side OB of the angle and mark two distinct points,

C and C', at a distance PQ (= a) from OB. Draw CC'. Insert the

segment PR so that P falls upon OA, R on.CC', with the edge QS

passing through 0. Then L AOB is trisected by QS, for, from the

congruent ri lilt triangles POQ, ROQ, ROM,

ROQ z ROB.

The tomahawk [6, 15] is similar to the carpenter's square. It
is formed by rigidly attaching a tangent line to a'semicircular disk
whose diameter is extended the length of the radius (see Fig. 3) .

-77

Figure 3

Its application to the trisection of a given angle AOB is inune
diate.

The two foregoing institnnents may also be used to draw the
cissoid and duplicate tin' cube (i.e., extract the cube root of a
selected segment) [17!.

A single stiaightedge carrying two arbitrarily placed marks, P
and Q, will tri ct the general angle if assisted by the compasses
[3, 8, 15, 17], Let the distance P() be 2a. Upon one side OB of the
given angle establish 07' a. Draw 7'X and 7'Y perpendicular
and parallel respectively to GA. Place the ruler through 0 so thdt
1' and () fall on these lines as shown. Then ,)PQ trisects L A OB,
3, slim\ n in Fig-in e 4, p:Ac 1-19. Fw-. if AI be the mid-point of PQ
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PM MQ AfT a

and z NQT = LitITQ.
Since L OMT is an exterior angle of triangle MQT, and further
since MT = OT = a, then

Z MOT = O;11T =. 2 (L MQT).

But since ()Q tia%eises two parallel lines,

.7 A0(2 L OQT.
. Thus

.110 _-= 2 ( A 0Q)

-aud OQ is a tiisector of L A OR.

lgute

It should be noted that as P travels along 7X with the straight-
alwa\N through 0, the path of Q is one branch of the con-

(-hold of Ni(omedes, one of the 0.111.t2S prominent in the history
of trisection [15.; 17].

As P and (1 travel upon the fixed lines TX and TY, the paili
of any selected point of PQ is an ellipse having the fixed lin s as
axes of s% mitten y..1 he envelope of the lines PQ, and of the
of ellipses thus fotincd, is the astroid, the four-cusped membei of
the }INpocycloid faintly [Hi, 17].
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The paper and cone [1, 15J combination affords an interestin
.trisection arrangement. A right circular cone is constructed, hay-

Flgurc 5 .

ing its slant height equal to three times the base radius. The cone
is placed so that the center of the base is coincident with the ver-
tex of the given angle AOB 30. Then arc AL' = 3r0. A sheet of
paper is now wrapped around the cone, and the points A, B, and
V are marked on it as shown. When the sheet is removed and
flattened out, the angle ,-1113 is onethird the angle ..10B, as shown

in Figure ahove. For, 31,

and thus
ale AB : 3r ( l'B

ArB Z.-1013) '3.

-1 he io,flumetri of 1'a.(al (1, 1). 161 is composed of three
bats and incorporates a straight gtoove, or slot, in which a point F
slicks. The two bars, OE and OF, are taken equal in length and
hinu,ed together at 0. The grooved bar H) is extended to C so
that CE = OE OF a. To trisect a given angle AOB, fix the
bar 01" upon a side OB of the angle and move the' point C until
it falls on the extension of 0.1, a, sholn in (.; 6. Now, since
z 0C1' CHE 0 and / 011" OFF,

.4 OF 30.
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Figure 6

Other features of this mechanism are noteworthy. If the bar
OF is fixed, as is the case in tris.cting an angle, the path of C is a
litnacon of Pascal. If, instead, CD is fixed, any selected point of
OF (or any point rigidly attached to OF) describes an ellipse sym-
metrical about Cl). If C is fixed and 0 be moved along a fixed
line CA, then F describes the cyclnidttm anomalartun of Ceva,
a curve resembling the letnniscate.

The (01117110l1 pantograph [, 9, 15, 161 is formed from a hinged
parallelogram with extended legs. If the Pascal device of Figure 6

F

I ;mt. 7
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is reflected in the bar CD, the result (if the ars OF and O'F are
extended) is the appal US shown in Figure 7. Let X and Y be the
points of intersection of the sides of a given angle AEB, with the
circle having F for center and E() for radius. Fix the diagonal
groove along the bisector of the given angle and let the point I'
move until the bars OF and O'F pass through X and Y. Thep
L (JFO' ( AE/3)/3, for it is ohs ions that

treefX P arc 0 = arc PI'

and since arc 00' = arc VP',

X1.1) L PEI" LI"EY z OF0'.

The grooved bar may be discarded, of course, if some other ar-
rangement is made to guide the point F along the bisector.

CrosAed parallelogia ars [S, 15J form a trisector. Let OABC be
constructed from four hams, equal in pairs and crossed. That is,

Figure $i

OA .= BC . .. a; (H; . - ..113 : 7 b, with the bats hinged at 0, A, B,
and C. It is el, ident that the angles at 0 and 13 remain equal
thr nigh all defoimati(ms of the parallelogram. A second crossed
parallelogram is joined to the first as shown, so that DE 7.'2 OC = b
and OD ---.4 CF .= c. Generally, L DOC :. LC0.-1. However,- if
these angles are to be equal, the t o crossed pat allelograms must
be similar and have proportional sides, and conversely so. (See
Fi.;. S_1 Thus. if

.1 110(: ." C().1.

then a b b/r (ii b2 (Lc.
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If a third crossed parallelogram be joined to the second in simi-
lar fashion, three equal angles will be formed at 0 as shown in
Figure 9. The four lengths involved form a-geometric progression.

OW

0

1 o 9

The bars 04, OC, 0/), etc., may be extended to convenient
lengths for the sake of appearance.
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PAPER FC)1.1)ING

Robert C. Yates

l 1I ARI* of paper folding has been transplanted into the .field- of
plane geometry with fascinating results by the Indian, T. Sundara
Row [12]. With a few assumptions, it is not difficult to show that
all Euclidean plane constructions may be effected by folding and
creasing 116].

It must be remarked here at the start that a crease in a sheet can
be assumed straight not because two planes intersect in a line,
but rather for the following reasons. Let P and Q be two points.of
the paper that are brought into coincidence by the folding process.
Then any point of the crease is equidistant. from P and Q, since
the lines 1-1P and .1Q are pressed into coincidence. Hence the
crease, being the locus of such point's A, is the perpendicular bi-
sector of PQ [I5,16]. Ve make the three assqmptions:

(a) that we may place one point of the sheet upon another and
thus clean: a straight crease;

(1) that we may establish the crease through two distinct
points;

(c) that we may place a given point upon a given line so that
the resulting crease passes through a second given point.'
This implies the ability to fold a crease ovgr upon itself
or upon another. "\)

EI.ENI EN l'ARY CONS1 RUCTIONS

yith these assumptions, the following exercises may be intro-
duced into classroom activities. Ihey itre presented merely as sug-
gestions. liliciusted peismis will ha\ e 11() tiotibic in extending the
list. A particularly fine medium for folding is the wax paper in-
ariablv found in kitchen cabinets.

(1) Establish the ( cease thiough a given point 1' perpendicular

a5511111e the point ;Ind line :tic so situated that this in.tr he attoinplished.

154
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to a given line L. (Fold I. over upon itself so that the crease passes
through P.)

(2) Establish the crease through -a" givai point 1 Ix rallel to a
given line /.. (Obtain two perpendicular creases.)

1;)

Figure 1

(3) Obtain the foot 1) of an altitude of a given triangle ABC.
Now fold the vertices A, B, C over to I). This model illustrates the
three basic and important theorems (Fig. 1) :

(a) the sum of the angles of a triangle is 180°,
(h) the line joining mid-points of two sides of a triangle is

parallel to and equal to half the third side; and
(c) the area of a triangle is half the product of a side and

its altitude.. large model made from cardboard and
Scot( I, tape trill prove its-worth.

) With a given triangle, fold the sides over upon themselves
to obtain the angle bisectors and the incenter.

(5). With a given triangle, fold each vertex over upon the other
two to obtain the perpendicular bisectors of the sides and the
cireumeenter.

(6) With a given triangle, fold each side over upon itself so
that the crease passes through the opposite vertex. 'These creases
are the ahitmles which meet in the orthocenter. The triangle
formed by the feet of the altitudes is the triangle of least perim-
eter thdt Indy be inscribed to a given triangle [2, 10. 14, 161.

(7) With a given ti jangle, establish the crease through each

veitex and mid point of opposite side. These creases arc the
medians %%hi( 11 meet in the centroid.
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(8) With a given square, fold the corners to the center. The
creases form a second square whose area is half the first. This con-
tinued process illustrates the sequence

1/2, 1/4, 1/8., 1/1k, . . . 1/2",

which occurs frequently in every algebra course.
(9) With a given square, fold and crease the inscribed square.

Find the intersections of creases bisecting the angles between the

Figure 2

sides of inner and outer square. These intersections are vertices
of a regular octagon (Fig. 2); or

(10) Crease the quadrisectors of the angles of a given square
and thus obtain the vertices of a regular octagiin (Fig. 2).

THE CONICS

If the word "line" in assumption (c) be ints!rpreted to mean
"curve," the construction of the conic sections becomes per-
missible2 15, 7, 13].

Ellipse. For the ellipse (Fig. 3A) fold a point A, selected within
a given circle of radius r and center 0, over upon the circle as at
X. Let the crease 17.4neet OX at P. Then, since YZ is the perpen-
dicular bisector of Al, AP = PX. Thus 01' + AP = 01' PX
= OX = r, a constant. Accordingly, the locus of P is the ellipse
with 0 and A as foci. The crease YZ is tangent to the ellipse at P
since / PZ -7 ZPX Off insures the optical propoty.
Special cases arise if A is taken on the given circle or at its center.

s This implies the consuuction of all those curves known as "podoklal."
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If the former, the locus is a single pointthe center of the circle:
if the latter, the locus is a circle.

I- x

Figure 3

Hyperbola. For the hyperbola (Fig. 3B) the point A is selected
outside the given circle. The locus of P, the point of intersection
of the crease YZ and the extended radius OX, is the hyperbola
liming 0 and A as foci and all creases as tangents. For, since YZ

is the perpendicular bisector of AX, AP = P.N. Thus AP PO

PX PO OX r and PZ LLPO. The as'tmptotes
are the creases determined by points X that are intersections of
the given circle and the circle on OA as a diameter. The equilat.
eral (rectangular) hyperbola results if OA = r \/2.

Parabola. For the parabola (Fig. 3C) a point 0 is folded over
upon a given line L as at X. The perpendicular to L from X

meets the crease at 1'. The locus of such points P is the parabola
having I. as directrix, 0 as focus, and the creases as tangents. For,
since PZ is the N,erpendicular bisector of OX, OP PX and
L OPZ zZPX.

REGULAR POLYGONS

The foregoing examples represent only a part of the exercises
possible b, folding and ci easing. The scope of this set can
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he considerably extended if we admit a process of "knotting" a
paper strip whose edges are parallel [8, f), 16]. For example, the
regular polygons with an odd number of sides may be formed from
a single strip (Fig. ) . For the pentagon, tie a single overhand

Figure .1

knot, tighten carefully, and press flat. To form the heptagon (not
(oust' tible bv stiaighlge and compasses), first tie an ove-
hand knot as in the construction of the pentagon. Before tighten-
ing, however, pass the lead under and back through the knot.

Regular polygons with an even number of sides may be formed
10) me ills of two St1 ii/, of the same width (Fig. 5) . The

Figure 5
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hexagon results from tying the sailor's reef or square knot (i.e.,
tuck the ends of each strip into a loop formed in the other) . The
formation of the octagon is very much more involved.
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LINKAGES IN THREE DIMENSIONS

Michael Goldberg

A ca.osFn IIINGED chain of seven or more links in space is always
movable. For fewer than seven links, the linkage is generally'
rigid. Figure G is such a rigid five-bar linkage. However, special
conditions may permit motion of a hinged linkage of six or fewer
links. Several examples are included in the accompanying illustra-
tions, and their specifications are listed on page 162.

160
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The links arc pictured as rigid tetrahedra, each of which is
hinged to its neighbors along two opposite edges (except for
Figute j, ijt which the links are flat plates) . The length of a link
is the length of the common perpendicular between the hinges in
a link. The twist of a link is the angle between ,the hinge axes
in the link.

14;at. 1)J
Len,:th

Twist c',J
Length 21%

The developments of three tetrahedral links arc shown. These
may be used as templates to cut pieces of drawing paper which
may be folded and pasted, by means of the flaps, to form the
tetrahedra. These three forms suffice to make the linkages A, I),
11, K, and C. Lhe links may be joined by adhesive cloth, prefer-
ably on the inside 'd the links, elicit. it is less likely to work loose.

Linkage A can he formed by using two links of the 90' twist
and two links of the 30' twist. Linkage I) can be formed by using
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two links of the 90° twist, two links of the 30° twist,_a.nd one link
of the 60' twist. Linkage II can be formed by using six links of
the 90° twist. Linkage K can he formed by using seven links of
the 903 twist. Linkage C can be formed by using two links of the
60' twist and two links.of 120" twist obtained by assembling the
tetrahedron "inside-out."

The construction of linkage is given in an article by the au-
thor noted below.
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THE PREPARATION AND USE OF NOS IOGRAPHIG*
CHARTS IN HIGH SCHOOL. MATHEMATICS

Douglas P. Adams

THE SIMPLE alignment chart has proved a very attractive problem
for elementary students. Some of them are delighted with its prac-
tical value; others are pleased by the simplicity of its operation;
a few are interested only in its mathematical properties.

Plane geometry and logarithms are a sufficient foundation to
carry the student far into the elementary aspects of the subject./
A number of competent treatments of alignment charts have been
written which require no more advanced mathematics than these
high school subjects provide. The prime need for accurate draft-
ing of the chart once it has been worked out frequently causes
interest in the subject to arise in the school's drafting department.
Whether, in general, the mathematics department or the drafting
department is the better equipped to support this interest is an
academic question obviously varied in answer and of small ap-
parent value. I I igh school students have a way of answering it by
themselves.

The present article touches only one type of chart among
several, all of which are quite simple. This type, however, is enor-
mously valuable and is without question the one which should be
thoroughly mastered before any others are investigated. If suf-
ficient interest is shown, other types can be treated later.

Let its see how simile it is to develop an alignment chart. An
ordinai y square-ended trapezoid has been drawn in Figure IA.
In elementary school it is customary to turn this figure so that
the two parallel sides are also parallel to the bottom of the sheet.
These two sides arc then called bases A and B, and we quickly
show that if a. tint(' parallel C is drawn halfway between them,

An aligtumnt chart is a particular type of nomoglaphic (halt. The general
term -nornographic (halt' is more widel% 1.no.11 and the tto ate frequently.
though imptopcik-. used inkit hangpabk. In this artitie only the alignment chart
will he discussed.
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its length Will be the average length of the two and will be given

the formula C = /3)/ 2.
In Figure 1 B, scales have been measured off on each of these

three lines With zero points at the square end. Points A and B lie
on these scales at the distances A and B front the square end.

A

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7, 9 10 1I 12

Figut es IA and IR

Then the slanting line will cut the middle parallel at a point
distant C + 13) / 2 from the square end. These facts ate
equally ti ne for any traperoid, such as the one shown by the dotted
line. Figure 1B shows this dotted, slanting end cutting the upper
base at .1 = 7, the lower base at B 5, and the middle parallel
at G (.1 + /3) /' 2 or (7 + 5) 2 .

Figures 2. and 211 are identical with Figures IA and 1B except
that they have been turned vertically. Figure 2B also contains a
third straight line and illustrates how this simple rudimentary
alignment chart could he put to use by placing a straightedge or
straight line through numbers on the outside scales which it is

i2- 12 12 13

11 11

10 clo 10

9 9 9

A5 8

a
7 7

6 e - 6

C. A +81/2 S 5

A 4 4

3 3 3

2 2 2

J 0 0

1,L;tiics 21 aliti
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desn ea 10-Ad:One-hal f the sum of these numbers is then given
by that number on the middle scale which is cut by.the straight-
edge.

Figure 3A is a more general trapezoid with two slanting ends
and with bases A and B and a middle parallel of length C = (A +

A2 1 0 I 2 3 4 . 5 6 1 6 9 10

71 0 9 10 II

b 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12

8

igul es 3A and 311

131 / 2. Figine 311 shows three scales laid out on the parallels as they
were in Figure 113, with the zero points of the scales over at the
left and lying on Ow oblique line which forms the left side of the
trapezoid. As in We preceding case, the length of the middle paral-
lel is G (A ± 13) / 2 and the middle scale will be cut at that
number bv the slanting end line.

In Figures 4A and 411 the parallel sides have been made vertical;
in Figure 413 a straight line has been drawn through the random'
points . B 11 which ioNses the middle parallel at the
numbei C (.1 Bm2 (.1 + 11)/2 71/2.
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Four things should be acceptable to the reader by now.-
(1) It should be clear that if the numbers marked on the mid-

dle scale are doubled, then a straight line through the A and B
numbers he wishes to add cuts the middle scale at the true value
of the sum. not at one-half that value. Figures 5A and 5B illustrate

A
12 24

II 22

10 20

9
16

.7\
6 \ t2

5 10

4 (
3 6

2 4

2

0

8
12

A C B
10 22 12

9 i 20" ' II ..
'-:

10 8 - ---- 18 ICI 1/ I

9 7 ,,- 16 9

8 6, e/ .
57 7

6 4 10 -- 6
I

35 51 4,
4

\ 4
''?"

3 I. 3

2 0 2

0 0
A

11;4111uN 5.1 and

this point and arc each complete alignment charts for the'formula
A ± B C for their iespective ranges of A, B, and C.

(2) Ile shoultd obsetve that the zero points of the three scales
for this very siiliple t hat t arc always collinear. This is proper be-
cause, %%hell ..1 and B c B 0 and the t hi cc
values should lie on a straight Iine.

(3) I Ic should not hesitate to extend any of the scales up or
down through positive ur negative values as far as need be to cover
the range of vat fables which interests hint. In so doing he will
simply be cleating a new trapezoid with the same properties that
the first one had.

(4) I Te should tealize that any 'Tsui( tu:l portion 'If the chart,.
such as that shown in Fi'_;ttie is, standitp.; alone, a perfectly
stood ;111d usahle ( hart even thou(2,11 the i.e to points of the scales
Ins happen to lie Uld.Side 17.

I 1.1.F., 1 /t..1 1 'VI: PROM F.\1 (FM. fi)

We wish to have an AP:01111cm (hart for the equation A + B
C on which the A-si ale ion, lium 5 to 10 and theli-scale from 25
to 30. 1low should the middle patallel scale be graduated?
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Solution. The A-scale zero point is 5 units below the base line
cc the chart. The B-scale zero point is 25 units below the base line
of the chart, or twenty units lower than the A- scale. The A, B,

A C
r-40

--+-39
---36

10/
1.

9-1-
7:4- 37--a--

1-r --r--36

-f- H-36
7 -1-- ...., -34

- ------33
11--1-- 32

---t-- 3i
1-

Figu le 6-

B

. T30
-.--29

-±----26

-+-
27

-..-

-4-26
--L

and C zero points lie on a straight line, as we observed before, be-
cause when A = 0 and 3 0, C -7:: A + B r7= 0. hence, the
C-scale zero point is ha f vay between the A-kale and B-scale zero
points or 15 units below the base line Of the chart. Hence the base
line of the chart will cut at number 30 on the C-scale. Do not for-
get that, to make the C-scale read the direct sum and not half the
sum of A + B, the graduations should be twice as close as the A
and B scale graduations.

Alternative solution."Fhe lowest number on the C-scale (on the
base line) will be the stun of the lowest numbers on the .1- anti
B-scales, or 30. Gaduations are then made twice as close as those
on the A- and B-scales, so the middle scale runs from 30 to 40.

FIVE PRO/ill:NI (FIG. )

We wish to have an alignment chart for the equation A 13

C, on which the A-scale runs ft om 10 to +20 and the /3-scale
runs from 5 to 37i.

Solution. We can place the three zeros of the .4-, B-, and C-scales
on a straight line parallel to the bottom of the sheet and complete
the ( hart as before, with the Cscale twice as densely graduated as
the A- and B-scales, and show in the completed chart only such
values of A, B, and C as were included in the given ranges. The
diagram will then be badly lopsided, the A-scale hanging 5 units
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below the end of the B-scale and the B-scale rising 15 units above

the end of the A-scale.
Prefembh. .solution. Plan to'havethe three zeros on a slanting

line. The B.scale is 10 units longer than the A-scale. Plan to have

the 13-scale project 5 units higher on each end than the A-scale.

Then the lowest 13- graduation, B --5, appears 5 units below

20

10

0

-10

A

'

'

C
55
50

40

30

20

10 ..

0

-10
-,5

a3.
30

t 25

I 20

15

10

1-.5

A C B
10

9 -F -4:28
--I5

- -26 --HI
8 T." 7

7 - .-22 -4-42

6 . 1_ 20 ---1 -II

5 1 tit 48 19

4 - 1 ...I6i --I 9

-4-3 I - - IC. \ -4- 8
2 .- - 4 12 -4-7.
IA_ _4_10 . 6

-t-. a0 i
A -i-(34-3)----.0r-' t 3C

i. 1 g II 1 c 7 Figure 8

the lowest :I-graduation, --10, and the B zero point will be

10 units below the A zero point. j'he C-scale zero point will be
halfway between the A and 13 zeros'on the middle scale and hence
5 units above the B-zero point. Make the remaining graduations
on the C-scale twice ,zs close as those on the A- and B-scales.

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM (FIG. 8)

We wish to construct an alignment chart for addition on which
the ,Tscale t Ibis horn 0 to 10 and the B-scale runs from 5 to 15.
B is also aiways to he int t eased by three before being added to A.

That is, we wish to have an alignment chart for finding the value

of C N% here. C (B 1).

Solution. Substitute B' : B + 3 where B' runs from 8 to 18,
b(ause B ran I nn 5 to 15. Solve the problem as has been done
before for the relation C A + B'. Then diminish each B' gradu-

ation by 3 to find the corresponding B graduation. Graduate only

in B.

1 he limitations of the type of chart we have just been studying
ate Appaiint. ..111 alignment chart is always used in connection
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with a formula which, directly or indirectly, has practical signifi-
cance. Hence, the tanges of the .4- and B-scales may differ Very
greatly. Such a diagram will be very lopsided if it is made ,accord-
ing to the method used above. Hence ihe question arises as to
whether the longer of these scales 'could not be squashed clown
or the shorter expanded or both steps taken until they were equal

and filled perfectly the sides of a rectangular chart of
specified dimensions. The graduations of a uniform scale after
condensation or expansion would still be uniform among them-
selves throughout the length of that scale but closer or farther
apart than the graduations of a different scale which had not been
so treated. Thus, if it were desired to redtice a scale whose length
was 10 inches into one whose length was 20 inches, the distance
of each graduation from the zero point of its scale would have
to be multiplied by IA. This relationship can be expressed in an
equation.

Let .41,42 he the distance between any two graduations A1 and

Then AiA and (A1 A2)

= mli (BL/ B2)

GiC2 =-.. mu (C1 C2)
The cat st of these three equations simply says that the distance
A IA:: between graduations AI and .:12 i5 not given by A i 42 but

(AI A,) . '1 his is the same as saving that the distance be-
tween graduations Ai an!! .1, is gleam- at less than At 42
JCOnling to whether m e is greater or less than I. The other equa-
tions make the wit esponding statements about the other scale!,
in, mu, in,: are each called the scale moltiplicts for their scales
and each 1611 he used to enlarge or 'educe its scale until it just
fills the space a' ailable fur it.

The question ihich then arises is whether, after Thus condens-
ing- one Or both of the .-1 and B alcs. (an still Use ;111 an allgC-
!milt of 1.%%o .1. and /I,/ ales %ith a middle !walk.] Cscale
to give an alignment ( hart for the equation A -1- B C, as we did
above. The answer is that three parallel scales can be so used but
the inner scale will not he centrally placed.
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Let S be the distance between the A- and B-scales, or the avail-
able. chart width, and let be the distance from the C-scale to
the -scale.

mA S
"1"hen hAN =-- 111,{ .4- wit

Thus we know where to place the C-scale once in,t and iii are

known.

I IA '"til RA mi.: PROBLENI

We wish to construct a large alignment chart for the equation
A B e: on a 19" x2-1" sheet with about a two-inch margin.
For various reasons we propose to condense the B-scale by a scale
multiplier 1111, 1/2, but to keep the A-scale its full size, so that
of, 1. Wheie should the C-scale be placed?

Solution. 1,

.

We wish about a two-inch margin, the distance between
scales should be taken as 15. Then

111(11 %VC have

S 15.

S in A
11 A .0 ==

111 -!-- nill

15.1
+ 1

15 `)
h. .-.-.,

the remaining question is xchether the s( \rill be con-
densed bv srmie multiplier when in is diffeient. from nil, and
if so what its multiplier should be.

The lot nula for in, can be 1%orked out and xvill be found to be

11Ic
1 11 111 1,

111 - 1111;

RA Ri. pRoBi

\ve iN1, tc1 c oust) m I a c halt 1(11- the equ.trion .1 B C with
the .-1- and B Ncalcs imlics apati. Assume it is necessary to con-
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dense the A-scale by a multiplier 1/3 and to expand the B-scale by
a multiplier 3. Where will the C-scale lie and what will be its
multiplier?

Sulultr>». i11 1, -3, ma 3, S = 15.

11t iu
S mA

hA.c mA +

15 . 1/3
1/3 + 3
1) 3

3 10

32
111 A 711

111 =-
)11A + 771ft

1/3 . 3

1/3 + 3
1

10,3

3

10

'LUIS 1 RAT1VE PROBLEM (FIG. 9)

We wish to construct an alignment chart to represent the for-
mula A -4- B C, where A is to range from 0 to 100 and B is to
range from - --20 to 60. The hugest piece of paper available is
19" x 24" and a two -inch margin is desired.

Solution. Let us place the A- and B-scales 15 incites apart, and
let each scale he 20 inches high. The A-scale will have a multiplier
15. The I3 -scale will have a multiplier 1/4.

S MA
114 C t/A

15.1/5
1/5 + 1/4
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tnA. mn
111c = -

MA+MB

1/5.1/4
1/5 + 1/4

= 1/9.
The lower Age of the chart runs through A = 0, B = 20.

and hence through C = 20.

100

90

o
70

eo

50
- 1-

40 -4-
-4- 4030 -1- iSereS

jr 11- «
1720

10

0
--/- B= '?0

Figure 9

B 2060

18

50
16

40
14

A C

1

GO

-1

-1 r- 70

-- 60

6
1

4 -1

-10 2

0-20

--40

- 30

F/ /NChrS
I

- 20

3A -1(8-7)=C+2
igure 10

B
-r-30

-4-29

--tge

-- -27

26

- .1 - 5

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM (FIG. 10)

We wish to make an alignment chart which will fill a rectangle
about 15" x 20" to represent the equation 3A + (B 7)

(C + 2) . A ranges from 0 to 20; B from 23 to 30.
Solution. The given equation can be reduced to the lot in

3A +B = C 9.

We can make a substitution.

Let A' = 3/1

B' _B

Our given cquatiml Can then be written

A' -4- 13'
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where A' ranges from 0 to 60; B' ranges from 25 to 30. NVe are well
equipped to make a chart for this equation in A' and B'.

Clearly 1114' 1/3

mB' = 4
4 . 1 /3me

4 1/3

4/13

// 15.1
/3

A', = 4 + 1/3
= 15/13.

Thus we have found where the C'- (and hence C-) scale will lie,
and have found the C' multiplier me'. We could easily graduate
the scales in values of A', B', and C', but hope to be able to gradu-
ate in A, B, and C, our original variables. This is done as follows:

Let A 0.

Then A' 3.-1 0.

since A 0 oc( urs at the base line of the chart, that is where

A' 0 occurs.

Let A = 5.

Then A' 15.

A' _ t1 u« ins at the base line, at(.1 l5 will uccur above it
at a &scan( e (1/3) 15 5; so that IS whet e the graduaticti A = 5
lies. All other A giaduations can be similarly worked out. It will
be found that the twenty units of A tin n out to be eNenly distrib
uted thlonghput the em y units of length of the A-scale, just as
desired. Ney6rtheless, the steps taken through .' and the evalua-
tion of mA' are unazy)idable.

The B'scale is idcnt i( al with the H.scale and offets little trouble.
The C-scale is found as follows: -1-hc lowest value of (7 is given

by adding the lowest valus of A and B. and equals lb. I Ience the
lowest value of C' is 25.
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l.et us now find, for example, here C =. 20 occurs.

I. 175

C' 29.

The distance of .C' 29 above C' = 25 (at base line) is given by

25) C29 25)

16

---- 13

1.23.

Although we have now discussed the general mechanics of con-
struction and operation of the three-parallel-lines typed of chart,
we have not yet touched that particular application whi01 imikes
it so very valuable. The chart would scarcely be worth 41e atten-
tion we have given it if it could not be used for multipliOtion as
well as for addition.

ILLusTRA-rivE PROBLEM (FIG. 11)

An alignment chart to fill a 10" x 15" rectangle is desired for
the equation U V = TV, where .0 runs from 1 to 1000 and V
runs from 1 to 1000.

U
'8g2,

---100009

---- 10000
5000

1000
500

100
50

- 10
5

L. = 3'

1-14111t 11

10

50

40

30

20

10

5

U w

-20
FwE.....

I --15

-10

-5

V°---=

Figure 12

, v

-t
-5

-* 4

1000

100

10

.
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Solution. Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation
,\

we have

log (U V) =. log 11'

log U V = log W.

Let A = log U
B =_-. log V

C = log IV,

where A and B both range from log 1 to log 1000 or from 0 to 3.
Then, on substitution, our given equation becomes oric with

which we are familiar; namely

B = C.

Then mA = 6.66

mg = 6.66

mo = 3.33

mA.S
11.4,c =

rn,4 112 n

(6.66).15
6.66+6.66
15

2

and the C-scale will lie in the «liter ut the (hart. We wish to grad-
uate eventually in the original variables U. 1', IV. This can be
done through the equations

A = log U
B = log V

C log IV.

T: us the graduation U 30 implies an A gradiwtion:

.1 =_- log 30

= 1.4771.
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The lowest A reading on the base line is

A = log 1
= 0.

The difference between the readings A = log 30 and A = log 1
is 1.48.

But mA = 6.66, so that the distance between the readings is

6.66 X 1.48 = 9.85.

Thus the graduation U = 30 occurs 9.85 above the base line. ;

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM (Flo. 12)

We wish to construct an alignment chart on a 15" x 20" rec-
tangle fot the formula 2U V' 1V3, where U ranges from 5 to 50
and V from 2 to 10,

Solution. Taking the logarithm of both sides we have

log [ (2U) (V2) ] = log (W8)

log (2U) + log (V') = log (W3)

log 2 + logIU.+ 2 log 1/ = 3 log TV.

Let log 2 + log U = A

2 logy = B

3 log W = C.

Our original equation becomes one with which we are familiar;
namely,

A 4 -B C,

where A ranges from (log 2 + log 5) to (log 2 ± log 50) . Hence
the total range in A is given by (.30 + 1.70) (.30 ± .70) = 1.
B ranges from 2 log 2 to 2 log 10, giving a total range of 1.40.
Then tn, 20, m I, _1 7: 14.28.

Hence
20(14.88)

77c 20 14.88

8.33.
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The position of the C-scale is given by

15(20)
a. J.aj, 0

$4.38

How should the graduation TV = 5, for instance, be placed?
We have

C = 3 log W

= 3 log 5

= 3(.70)

= 2.09.

The lowest value of W (on the, base line) corresponds to the
lowest values of U and V ,(on the base li'ne) ; hence, for TV on the
base line we have

but

2 5 .22 = Wa
3.40 = TV

C = 3 log W

= 1.60.

'

The difference between these two values of C is 0.49.
Then the distance between the two readings, which is also the

distance from the base line to the graduation W = 5, is given by

nit) (.49) :..: 8.33 (.49)

'1.12.

Thus th,2 graduation TV 5 occurs 4.12 units above the base line.

The illustrative problems we lave solved above all have about
the same approach. The rules noted below should be followed
carefully.

(1) The equation for which the chart is to be made must he
put in the simple form A -f- B C, by the use of the simple
variables A, B. C. This may require the application 01 logarithms
and several substitutions.
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(2) The ranges for the simple variables A, B, C arc computed
from the ranges of the original variables in conjunction with the
equations of substitution between them and the new, simple
variables.

(3) The in tthip/iers nt t, nn for the simple variables .4 and /I
can now be determined since the height of the chart is known and
the ranges of the simple variables have just been foimd in (21,

(4) The position of the inner scale can now be found from
the relation

+
where ,ti is the prescribed istance between the outer scales.

(5) The mu/lip/it..r mt. can be evaluated fromthe relation

ni

711.1 -f- ntn

(6) We. now calibrate tin' scales in terms of the original vari-
ables by finding the values of the simple variables to which they
correspond and learning where these latter values would lie.
Naturally we choose those convenient values of the original vari-
ables which we wish to have appear on the chart.

huts-mm.1yr: l'aom.ENt (Fm. 13)

We wish to construct an alignment chart on a 19" x 24" sheet
with about it 2-inch border for the equation

(/1 + 2)" .. 11' 4.

The range of U is front 0 to 28. The lange of is (non 1 to 30.
Solution. Taking logarithms of both sides we have

(1) 1/3 lug (U 2) + .78 log l' . slug (11' + 4)
Let A .2:: 1/3 log 1,(/ + 2)

B .78 to V
C . log (II' .

1 hen \\ C hit Cd AiniPie fin in:

B C.
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AS --

10

FIVE INCHES
T

I I O

W V40 O

so
21

tO

10 --10

(11-0-2):/3Ve=14(1-4
Figure 13

,
(2) The range of the simile vqiiable A is from 1/3 log 2)

up to 1/3 log (30), or from .10 to The range of the simple
variable B is from .78 log (1) up to .78 log (30) or from 0 to 1.15.
The total range in A is .39. The total range in B' is 1.15.

20(3) Then m4 = := 51.02

ma = f20ri = 17.36.,

(4) The position of the C-scale is given br
S mA 15 (51.02)

hA.o mA + ma 51.02 -1- 17.36

11.19
(5) The multiplier me is given by

m0

Let us find, for example,
lie.

MA'MB
. _

m A m

(51.02)(17.36)
(51.02 + 17.36)

12.95.

where the graduation U 1 would
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When U = 1, A = 1/3 log (1 + 2) = .16. We sa v that the
lowest A reading is .10, and the diffeience between .this reading
and the lowest A reading is A. The distance between these read-
ings (or the. height above the base line of the A graduation cor-
responding to U =1) will equal the product of the multiplier inA
and the difference of these readings, or U 1 occurs at a height
of (51.02)(.06) = 106 above the base line. Other U-ghtduations
are computed in identical mann( r.

It is important to systematize computations._ Once a routine has
been set up the labor for a difficult chart will not be as great as it
at first seems. A measuring-scale graduated in decimals is helpful
but not indispensable for laying off the 'results.

It should be emphasized that the material in this articleis not
intend# to be a basis for teaching the subject of alignment charts
to the 'average high school student. It should, however, prove an
adequate guide to those able, ambitious, and aggressive young
people 11110 enjoy wrestling with new problems once they know
that a fair fight promises a liberal reward.



THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF HOMEMADE
INSTRUMENTS IN INDIRECT MEASUREMENT-

Virgil S. Mallory.

IT is probably true that teachers of mathematics in general and
those in the senior high school in particular are more inclitied to
emphasize abstract theory and manipulations than the practical
uses of mathmacics. There is considerable truth in the statement
that most teachers of mathematics consider that the only eqtrip-

.

merit necessary in the classi-oon a blackboard, a piece of chalk,
and a bit of string with which to draw circles. That this atti-

, tulle on the part of mathematics teachers is detrimental to effi-
cient teaching should be obvious to any intelligent person.

Knowledge of the transfer of training and how transfer takes
place through the conscious effort of the teacher to initiate real
life situations, or situations so closely related to those in real life
that the student cannot fail to see the application, must cause
many real mathematics teachers to realize the necessity or using
many practical applications of mathematics. The oft-repeated and
justifiable criticism that a student frequently cannot apply his
mathematics in a field as closely related to it as physics emphasizes
this need. Yet frequently one must go to the science laboratory in
order to find such obvious applications of mathematics as are
.afforded by studying the relative volumes of the cylinder, cone,
and sphere through actual measurement instead of only through
theoretically derived formulas, a comparison which should be
made in the mathematics classroom. Moreover, it is not unusual
to see a teacher present board measurement (where it is taught)
without a single piece of hoard in the classroom with which to
show a board foot and without any attempt to use the doors and
desk tops in the classroom actually to Measure and examine board
feet.

The icason for this apathy is not difficult to find. tIklany teach-
ers of mathematics have not had any engineering or shop training

182

It
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and di? not know the applications of mathematics that should
unite theoretical and piactical work. On the other hand, many
who do know about the possible applications fail to realize that
for the students book problems and book explanations cannot
take the place of laboratory demonstrations and field work. This
is a fact that science teachers understand full well. What
is more, laboratory and field work, with the necessary planning
and accumulating of material, is more difficult and time consum-
ing than assigning the "next ten problems in the book." Only a
real to 'cher is willing to expend the extra time and effort re.
quire&

Unless the teacher has definitely in mind the objectives he
hopes to attain in presenting field problems or laboratory work in
mathematics, the work will become aimless and lose much of its
educative worth. Although no attempt will be made here to cata-
logue all of them, there are definite values which this type of work
can contribute to the education of the child, and which can be
readily attained. Some of these are:

(1) An appreciation of the reality of mathematics and,of the
way it functions in everyday life.

(?) An appreciation of the approximate nature of all measure-
ment and of the need for the intelligent determination of
the number of significant .figures to be retained in a final
result.

(3) An appreciation of the omnipresence of the opportunity
for error, its possibility not only in calculat but in appli-
cation, and of ways to disc-over and avoid such errors.

Thus the child soon learns to look for error in the calibration
of protractors and yardsticks, in the use of lie' ible tapes, in fre-
quent applications of the unit (such as the use of a footrule vs. a'
100-foot tape in measuring a length) , in careless reading of meas-
ures, in kale drawing through use of a soft nencil, and in many
other ways.

(4) An appreciation of the function relation that is direct and
dramatic.

Thus the child who discovers that an error of less than a degree
in laying out an angle on his scale (hawing may cause a large
variation in the apparent height of the nee or flagpole has a real
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appreciation of the fa PI that in a triangle the side opposite varies
with the angle.

(5) An. 'acquaintance with and skill in using various simple
measuring instruments.

.(6) A liking for mathematics and a desire to learn more about
a subject that has such interesting applications.

When this type of work is properly oconducted, children gen-
erally enjoy it. Thus it provides an excellent device for motivating
the more theoretical or manipulative work.

Field work in measurement can be taught in every grade from
seven to twelve. Indirect measurement with solutions by scale
drawings provides a natural motivation for the general mathe-
matics of grades seven to ten; lair grades the trigonometric
functions can be used to solve' problems, although the value of
scale drawings in the actual solutions should not be minimized.
No class in trigonometry is complete without field work.

Entirely aside from the cost involved in providL*g expensive
equipment, there are both practical and pedagogical reasons why
inexpensive transits made in the school shop or at home are better
for classroom use than are the ready-made ones. The most im-
portant reason is that the protractors, the working part of the
measuring device, are seen by the child, and are not complicated
by adjusting devices, a knowledge of which he must master. Fur,
the.... are, costing less than seventy-five cents each and readily
made in the school shod or at home, the instruments can lie pro-

,vided in quantities sufficient for class use.
The class that looks at and admires the store-bought transit

while the teacher demonstrates it never attains that facility and
appreciation of measurement which can be obtained by having
every four members of a class- work as a crew with an instrument
itself. The use of cloth tapes will eliminate the expense of the
repair of tapes and instruments which is inevitable with more ex-
pen Five instruments. By working in crews of four, students cievelop
an cprit de corps and.,,a healthy sense of competition that have
most beneficia: results.

Teaching devices for any type of school, while informal, require
the maintenance of ordered discipline. Class instruction ,covering
every detail of the work, the assignment of pupils to crews, the
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measurements to be made, the scale to be used, and what each
crew is to do when its measurements are completed should he
given before the class leaves the classroom. The measurements to
be made should be confined to a limited area so that the teacher
can easily oversee the groups and give the necessary individual
instruction, There will he more of this instruction and correction
of procedures for separate crews the first time the class .gbes out
than later on.

As far as possible each crew should be composed entirely of boys
or entirely of girls. The teacher should make certain that everyone
has a chance, at some time or another, to experience all the tasks
from sighting the object to using the, tape. Each member of a
crew should have a notebook in which he makes a freehand draw-
ing of the problem before leaving the classroom and on which he
places the measurements as he obtains them.

'o be most successful the field work should be preceded by
lessons in scale drawing so that the students will acquire the
ability to transfer thleir notes to a carefully made scale drawing.
Practice should also be given in changing measurements to the

,scale agreed on. Thus if the scale is 1 : 20, how long a line on
the paper will he represented by apeasurement of 6"?

In making the scale drawings the most satisfactory method is
for each student to be provided with a sharp, hard pencil, a com-
pass, a ruler, a protractor, and an inexpensive drawing set. The
drawing set may consist of a drawing board (about 14" x 18" or
larger) , a T-square, a 45°-right triangle, and a 60°-righ., triangle.
Such equipment, made of wood, may be bought at little cost from
school supply houses or may be made of plywood in the school
workshop.

Each crew should have a homemade school transit provided
with both vertical and horizontal protractors, a 23-, 30, or 100 -
foot cloth tape (sometimes obtainable in 5 and 10 cent stores) ,
and half a dozen t/s" x 6" dowel sticks ;obtained in a hardware
store) for the head tape.man to mark the point tchere the end of
the tape comes and for the rear tape-mao ...) pick up. The num-
ber of these dowels that the rear tape-man has at the end of a
measurement will tell the number of times the full tape meisure-
ment is contained in the distance measured.
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Even if drawing (maid, T-square, and triangles cannot be ob-
tained, the project need not be given up. The next most satis
factory method is to use large sheets of graph paper. The, grid
lines will furnish perpendicular lines and measures to aid in the
construction. Graph paper ruled ten lim3s to the inch is also coct-
venient to use in making measurements to tenths of an inch and
estimates to hundredths of an inch, always a desideratum in cal.
ciliated results.

THE HOMEMADE TRANSIT

TTps of problems. The following five problems' show the
types that can be solved with the homemade transit. In each case
the st tulent should solve, by scale drawing, a similar problem so
that he may know how to proceed with his solution as soon as
he has obtained the field ineasurements.If the class has studied
the trigonometric functions, that method may be used as a check
on the drawing. The teacher should know the answers to the field
problems but obviously should not indicate them to any crew utt
iii all have completed their work.

1. Find the height of the school flagpole (or a tree or the school
building).

A --"...\a
A B

E C

The pr(dilem involves measuring, with the vertical transit (Fig.
I), angle a, and with the tape the distance AB, and the height GB
of the transit, and is solved by making a scale drawing of a right
triangle. In measuring 413 it should be noticed that the line AB

PI(thIIIIN Mid (11.116 'UM Ilathematics fur Everyday A ffails, used
t pettimcino of the plibilShet. BOIL H. Sanlinua and Co.
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is horizontal and does- not follow the contour of the ground. In
measuring the height_ of the transit, notice that this is not taken
at Al:, but that a pupil determines the point 13 at which the
horizontal line AB intersects the pole. The flagpole or tree should,
in this problem, be on horizontal ground and perpendicular to
the ground. Similar problems using the right triangle in either
the ertit at ot the but i/ontql--plane can be easily devised.

2. A surveyor wished to find all the dimensions of a triangular field
with It in( hided part of a swamp. tic also wished to know the per-
pendicidar distancehout to BC (..111). lie can measure angles B
and C Ivith his pcouactor and BC with his tape. (Sec hg. 2.)

D

Figuie 2

1 ht' inoidem imokes rile solution of au oblique triangle,
gitett ttvo .mile s and Hw included side. The horizontal protractor
on the tiansit is used in measuring the iwgles. A scale drawing
solves the problem.

'Naini al lei to the problem Ivould. of coutse, he a swamp,
a pond. (II a w,,,,ds tilt point A minked by a tall tree. Lacking

thjse, imat.tinat v Swamp or pond can be used or a point A .so

far away that its distant e is more easily found by measuring the
parts indicated ahoy(' than b1 a direct measurement.

Figure 3

VI
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3. Two boys swam from a point on one shore.of a lake to a point on
the opposite shore, and they wished to know how far they had
swum. they found it by measuring AC and BC nd angle C.

This problem involves the solution of an oblique triangle,
given two sides and the included angle. The horizontal protractor
on the transit is used and a scale drawing solves the problem.

Instead of measuring the distance AB across a-swamp- or lake
(Fig. '3), the distance AB through some school building

can
be

measured. The distance through a small hill or woods can also be
used instead to show how such distances may be measured.

4. Some Boy Scouts aad a camp (C) in the woods. They knew that
town A. was directly west of camp and 3 miles from camp, that
town B was 41,4 miles from camp, and that the distance between
A and 13 was 354 miles. They wished to find the compass bearing
in 9nler to go directly from C to B, knowing that the direction was
something east or west of north. (See Fig. 4.)

Figure 4

This problem involves the measurement of three sides of an
oblique triangle. Practical problems of this kind are not as easily
found as in the .other cases. The solution is, of course, by scale
drawing.

5. A surveyor wished to find the height above ground of a church
spire. He found it by measuring side AB and angles A and DBC.
(See Fig. 5.)

This problem involves an oblique triangle with two angles and
the included side to be measured and the solution by means of a
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scale drawing. Any situation' where a building has a tower or a
cupola set back from the edge of the roof is 'suitable. 'there. are

f.

Figure 5

many modifications. of this problem: (a) At the seashore or at a
lake (or on a level plane) to measure the height of a cliff or
tower from which observations are made by using the angle of
depression of two buoys or other objects'in the line of sigh'. and
'a known distance apart. (b) In (a), to find the distance apart of the
buoys or objects when the height of the cliff or tower is known.
(c) To find the height of a flagpole on a hill by measuring AB

and the angles of elevation of its top from points A and B and of
its foot from either point A or B.

HOW TO 11AKE A SINIPI.F. 1 RANS112

The table top. Figure 6 shows the
table top of the transitAt is a piece
of wood (three-ply wood is best)
1214 inches square and 3/8 inch
thick. Draw a circle with 5-inch ra-
dius on this. Drill a 3/ -inch hole
through the center and drill and
countersink six 6-inch holes
spaced as shown at C in the draw-
ing.

123c

Figure 6

'Taken from Nfa lion-, V. S. Mathematics for Everyday ;If-lairs, b) pc1-nrission of
the publisher. Ittiii. II. Sanborn and Co.
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The legs for the ttansit are tinee dowel sticks, inch in diam-
eter and 3 feet long. They can he obtained at any hardware, store.
Figure how one end of the dowel stick is shaped to he

i" *

attat hed to the (aide

Figuly

1-'4

up, figure 8 shows how the legs are attached
to the tahletop by means of 1-inch by 1-inch angle irons. Use

rinch by '';itrineli llat-head stove
Dolts to Listen the legs to the angle
nous and (able tot).

The hoii:.ontal piotractor. Glue
a paper lit otrator (Fig. 9) to a
Dice e of heavy cardboard or pressed
wood 1 _' -inc hes square. You can
make the pionactor front polar co-

dinate paper. Mark it from 0° to
1 tiff .- in cat It direction. Drill a hole
with 11 diameter in the center
as shown.

1 he pointet is d Li inch dowel sti( k Ili,. lib with one end

Figute 8

sharpened as shown. This fits in the
ti-inch hole drilled in the 3/rinch
dowel slick shown in Figure. 11. At

1 a screw L'V!' is plated t(3 attach a
lead sinker fru. a plinnh hob. The
completed tr;,nsit for measin ing
hot iiotltttl angles is shown it. Fig

e 1'.
Th.' rel./lea/ prOtrador. IlleaS-

111C the any of depiession or the
angle of elexation in finding the
height of an object a eel tical pH)

- 12'

9
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Figure 10

144-- 11
5041)\°NA

Figure 11

tractor, shown in Figure 13, replaces the horizontal protractor
and pointer. A semicircular protractor marked from 0° to 90° in
both directioRs is glued, to a semicircular piece of stiff cardboard
or pressed wood and a 3/10-inch hole (K) is drilled as shown in
Figure 14. At B are screw eyes to be used for sighting.

Figure 12 Figure 13

This protractor is fastened at K to the 3/4-inch dowel stick
shaped and drilled as shown in Figure 15. The drawing in Figure
16 shows the details of fastening the protractor to the dowel stick.
A sinker hung by a string at 12w
K (Figure 18) acts as a 1Par8

plumb bob to enable one
to read the angle of eleva-
tion. Figure 17 shows a IA-
inch dowel stick used to
support the uptight. (See
E, Figure 13.)

--_____--
Figure 14
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OTHER DEVICES FOR INDIRECT MEASUREMENT

Other homemade devices for making indirect measurement are
perhaps better known.

An isosceles right triangle of cardboard held so that one leg is
horizontal and so that the hypotenuse can be used as a sighting
edge will give the height of a nee when the observer stands at a
point w here the line of sight intei sects the tree top.

r

K B
Figure 16 Figure 17

The measurement of the shadow of a yardstick and of the
shadow of a tree at the same time will give the data necessary to
determine the height of the tree.

The use of the geometric square, cross-staff,
drumheads, a wooden right triangle, and other
historical devices,3 not as obvious in their ap-
plications, can also be used for indirect meas-
urements, as can the hypsometer and clinom-
eter.4

The plane table,5 merely a drawing board
mounted on a tiipod, and with some kind of
sighting arrangement (an alidacle; it may be
only a ruler with.two pins mounted for sight-
ing,), is an excellent device for making maps

inaccessible distances and angles. It is frequently

Figtne 18

and determining
used by the United States Army.

'8 See Mallory, V. S. New Plane Geomrt (New Edition), pp. 330336. Benj. II.
S:.nborn and Co., Chicago, 1943.

'See Schuster. C.' N. and Bedford, F. L. Fielf! Work in Mathematics. American
Book Co., New York. 1935.

'Ibid., pp. 59.61: or Mallory. V. S., New Plane Geometry (New Edition), pp. 372.-
373. Benj. H. Sanborn and Co., Chicago, 1943.
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:This type of work is probably more difficult to arrange in the
larger city high schools than in suburban or country schools where
outdoor facilities arc readily obtained. lint even in a city high
school the ingenious teacher, through the use of the classroom,
corridor, auditorium, playground, or park, can accomplish a great
deal.
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A 'CLASSIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SOURCES OF THEIR PICTURES

I

Henry TV. Syer

TEACHERS who wish to enliven their, mathematics instruction
and make it more practical will welcome mathematical instru-
ments which can be used for this purpose. HoWever, there are so
many hundreds of different machines that it is impossible to 'col-
lect them all. Moreover, many of the intertilting historical models
are available only in large cities or at great expense. Therefoie,
the following list of illustrations of mathematical machines has
been compiled.

ictures should not be considered a substitute for the machines
thet selves, which should be brought into the classroom and
given to the students to manipulate and examine at first-hand atT
as often as possible. Pictures should be considered a method to
increase the total number of instruments with which the class can
become f:uniliar. They can be used in everyday instruction as-the
sourc of problems in geometry and algebra, as correlative mate-
rial footitside projects, for club progranis, and for bulletin boafd
displays.'

The final classification of mathematical instruments given at
the end of this article is complete and elastic enough to include
any future instruments.which may creep into my file. The sources
of pictures listed, however, include only pictures 'arse enough to
be of use in the classroom. ti

PLANS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

There are two ways in which these pictures of instruments can_
he made available to high schools inexpensively. First, photo-
graphic, planographic, and photostatic reproductions could
easily be made large enough for schools to mount on Bristol board
and keep in the art collection or MathelllatiCS office to be circu-
lated to the teacheis. The second met hod is even less expensive

194
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and calls for photographing the pictures in convenient sets on film
strips which can he. projected. One set of these film strips has
already been completed and is now on sale.*-

The first of these methods has the advantage that the picures
can be arranged in any order, can he used by many students or
classes at the same time, hnd can be left on permanent display.
The second method, however, has the advantage of very inexpen-
sive duplication, easy control by thelteachers, and the possibility of
being seen by a large group at one time.

Concise, accurate descriptions of the history and use of the
machines, together with their. methods of operation, should ac-
company either the set of photographs Or the fillet' strip. Care
must be taken that, in an atteii,ipt to ht, complete, one does not
make these descriptions abstruse, They should be simply worded,
and should 1.6%e only essential information for quick understand-
ing by secondary school students:

LISTS 1)F SOURCES

There are two chief sources of pictures of mathematical instru-
ments: inst, museums, commercial instrument companies, and
private collet tin s: second. hooks on the histoly of mathetnatic
general or oil t:ilculating machines in particular. These he
'found in the bibliography that follows and in the list of abbre-
viations under the c lassification of instiuments.

r.
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CLASSIFICATION oF NIA rnEmATIcAL INSTRUNI ENTS, SOURCES*

In the following classiLation will' be found the name of the
insti tuncht, follower' by a few selected sources of pictures large
enough to be of use in the classroom.

SFCTION I. M ASCRENV NT INSTRUNINIS

Part A. Laboratory hstniments
1. Discrete Units

f land CounterCenco Cat.
!land 1111thiCotutter- (67:8.2, Mul. Counter 2)
Photo-Electric Counter
Test ScorerInternational Cat.

2. Length
Cambv Comp:it:um.- (2:2-15)

trolimit :nut 1,

C.clipers -0-11( 0 Cat.: It. & S. Cat.

mom.,
Book 2 of IiihIttigt.tph 1).1.2, 2 1",.

(67:8.2 Nittl. Conntt, 1). 2) 2.. Ruc,k 67, set Lion s.2. !mit entitlt:(1 Connter," page 2.
S. :IL: Ilitmne and Sharpe tn., l'imitlente, 14. I.

Cenci) Cat. rz C.itolov, of the Central Scientific . Chiazo. Ill.
(:.1111). VCCti in Gimp" to mean pictin supplied ht the nmttufacturet.
Inttnatinnal Cut. -_. (:11.1log, of the International Ilnsinesc NIathine Co.
K Keuttel Fser Nets Cit..
K (:.tialog. Kelt in \Vida..
m 1 T. Intimic of echntitii.4%, !sh.
I' 2:: N1' l't.ttt
Itiletlo 'St olus Cii..0111..ilti, ()inn.
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Micrometer crewCerro Cat.; B. 2.: S. Cat.
SpherometerCenco Cat.

3. Mass and Weight
Historic Sets of Weights

Money Changeri Weights (52:123)
Pile de Charlemagne (2:233)

Analytic Balances
Balance de precision (2:248)
Modern Analytic BalancesCenco Cat.

Commercial ScalesToledo
Retail Scales, Metal Chart, Postal Scales, Brine Solution Scales, Platform
Scales, Oil Barreling Scales, Counting Scales, Paper Ream and Box-board
Scale, Yardage Scale, Motor Truck Scale, Double Penduluta Principle

4. Time
Clepsydra (45:49)
Lamp Timekeeper (45:54)
Sun Dials

Ancient (66); Pillar Dial (66); Modern Cenco Cat.; On Gema Build.
ing, Graz; English; Cluster of Sun Dials at Bedales, Sussex, England;
Pocket Sun Dial (3); Brechte's Pendant Sun Dial (26:136)

Calendar, Coffin Lid of TefabiIsis, Vol. XVII.
Business Time PrintersInternational Cat. (67:8.1, Int. P.S. 1)Clock

Systems, International Cat.
Stop Watches Cenco and International Cat.

5. Speed and Velocity
Speed IndicatorCenco Cat.

Part B. Applied instruments
1. Surveying

GromaSo. Kensington Museum (52.236), (54:124)
Baculuin--(55:347), (52:237)
Range Finder (55:363), (2:71)
Setnicirt le (35:205)
Quadrant (52:234, 210), (55:352)
Plane Table-- (52:219). (2:57), K & E Cat., (34:208, 215)
Circumferentop (52:248)
TheodoliteSo. Kensingto

E.

1 ;Museum (2:52), (2:54)
&Transit (2:53), K C t.

Level (52:234 (8). (2:6:1). K k II Cat.
Leveling Rod -K & E Cat.
Surveying Contpass -K & E Cat.

2. Navigating
The "Bowe" (4:86)
Sextant-22:99), K & F Cat.
Ship LogK W Cat.
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Nautical Compass --K W Cat.
Sounding MachineK W Cat.
Artificial HorizonK W Cat.
Course Protractor
PelorusK W Cat.
Current. MeterK W Cat.
AnemometerK NV Cat.

3. Astronomy
Celestial Globe-- (52:17), (55:365), (2:77)
Nocturnal (26:276)
Vole lles '(or Aequatoria) (26:242)
Orrery (26:258)
AstrolabeChaacer's Time, (55:348), Italian 1558Front (23); Back;

Front, (52:242); Back, (52:243); Front, (55:349); Astrolabe de G. Ar
senius (2:80); Use in Mensuration (55:349); Use of (60)

Armillae (26:148)

SECTION II. CALCULATION INSTRUMENTS

Part A. Graphical Methods

I. Drawing Instruments
Proportional Dividers (8), K & E Cat.
Sector Compasses (52:338); (52:342); (24:frontis.); (35:207); (35:208)
Parallel Rules (8), K W sat,
Pantograph(8), K & E
Equal Division Instrumen :18)
Conographs-j(19); Ellipsograph (2:37); Parabolagraph (31:269); Circle

Divisor (2:39)
Co-ordinator (31:269)
Perspective Instrument(19:239)
TraceComputer (19:164)

2. Nomographs
Vernier Scale
Plain Scale(4:159); Gunter's Scale (8)
Oughtred's.Circles of Proportion (52:346)
Alignment Charts (10, 14, 17, 18, 40, 44)
Network Charts (same as Alignment Charts)

3. Lengths of Curves
Curve Measurer (22 :65)

.I. Areas
Planiincter- Disc PK & E Cat.: Corodi Precision Disc Planimeter

(6:70); Polar PlanimeterK & E Cat.; Amsler Polar Planimeter (6:64);
Boy's Polar Planimeter (6:66); Rolling PlanimeterK & E Cat.; Pla-
nimeter (16:72); (31:200, 203); Radial Planimeter, K & E Cat.

IntegraphAmsler Integraph (6:65); Amsler's IntegraphK & E Cat.;
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Corodi Integraph-K & E Cat.; Boy's Curve Drawing Integrator- (6:65):

I n tegraph- (46:146); Integraph- (82:66); Cine I n tegraph -M .I.T.

Integrometer-flele-Shaw (31:189,: (46:96); Integral Computer-,(19:199
or 200)

Part B. Slid.Rules

Linear Slide Rule- (52:348); K & E Cat.; Cursors on Rule- (31:170) .
Circular Slide Rule- (31:163); K & E Cat.; Pocket Slide Rule- (31:175)
Cylindrical Slide Rule ('hatchet)- (31:174); K & E Cat.
Continuous Slide Rule (Paisley)- (67:4.2 - Paisley, 1)

Part C. Solving Equations

With Balancer -- (32:132)
With Liquids- '3:::135)
Isograph-From Lien Laboratories Record, Vol. 16, No. 4, December, 1937,

pp. 130.110
Differential Anal)ser-Ertcyclopectlt:a Britannica, 14th Ed., Vol. 4, p. 548
Wilbur Analyser-rom M.I.T. News Service
Harmonic Analyser-Michelson and Stratton, (6:74); Michelson and Strat

eon, (22:149); Henrici, H. A.- (6:71); Henrici-Cuadi-(22:141); H. A.
(19:214); H. A. (46:166): H. A. (46:170); Tide Predicting Mach. -
(31:251)

Part D. Busines; Machines

1. Early Methods
Chinese Bamboo Rods- (51:96) (54:140)
Korean Bone Computing Rods (56:53)
Greek Wax Tablet- (56:50)
Finger Reckoning- (52:77)
Reglettes de Grenaille- (17:15); (32:8)
Tally Sticks- (52:26); (55:193)
Alm( us- Salmis ((;rk)- (55:164 Roman (Bronze)- (56:51); Use of Ro

man (67:1.0, Mult.Div. 2); Chinese (6:10); Modern Chinese- (56:54);
Modern Japanese (55:173); Modern Russian (S'Choty)- (55:176); Chi.
nese (57:26); Japanese (57:26): Roman- (57:25)

Knotted Curds -(11) N. S. American Quipu- (42)
Napier's Rods- (52:339); (6:11): (67, 4.01MultDiv.-5); C)lindrical Form

- (6:12)
Product Table-Ready Reckoner (67, 4.0, Mult.- Div. -18)

2. Adding Machines
Pascal (1642)-First Machine with "Carry Principle"- (52:351). (62:11),

(2:180). (67:4.0, Mult.-Div.-7)
Leibnitz (1671)- Stepped Drum Principle- (61:132), (67:4.0. Mult..Div,

7), (67:1.3, Cale. Mach.- 3) (67:4.3- Gale. Mach.-)
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1110mas de Coiner (1820)lirst Commercial Mfgr. Arithmometie (2:184),
Arithmometer (6:20)

Felt (1887):Touch NlachitiCs. Principal of Touch Machine: (13:11);
"Macaroni-Box" Model (62:52); First Comptometer- (62:56)1 Comp-.
tometer, Early Form (6:27); Comptometer Key-controlled; portion show-
ing mechanism (6:27, 28); Mod. OutsideFrom Comp.

Addition-Subtraction Models, Add-Sub (1842) (2:182); Underwood 10Key
MachineFrom Comp; -1-, X Calc. (Burroughs)Frotn Comp.; ,
Printer (Burroughs)From Comp.; Bur. Priming Adder (67:3.21, Simp.
Reg.-21)

Special "Plus" ModelTen register machine (67:3.12; Plus p. 4)
3. Calculating.Machines

Boll& (1887) First Direct Multiplier. Machine a Calculer (2:189); Plan
(62:186); Principle (67:4.3, Calc. Mach.-16); Principle (17:74), Princi-
pre (13:40)

Millionaire Machine (1893). Millionaire Calc. Mach. (6:28); Working
-------,piagrams (66:4.3, Calc. Mach.-17); Plates (67:4.3, Cab:. Mach.-17)

Active-and Inactive Pin Principle. Front Elevation (67:4.3, Cale. Mach.-
8); Brunsviga Mach. (67:4.3, Calc. Mach.-7); Brunsviga g: Interior (6:
22); Connection Power Machine (67:4.3, Calc. Mach.-12)

Proportional Gear Principle. Diagrams (67:4.3, Cale. Mach.-15); Mar-

chants (From Comp.)
Proportional Rod Principle. Diagram (67:1.3 Calc. Mach.-11); Meicedes-

Euklid Calc. Nlathines (19i0) (6:29)
Miscellaneous Calculating Machines

'Moreland (1666)(6:14, 15)
Stanhope (1775-1777). (6:18)
Arithmaurel (184-1). (2:18G)
Barbour (1872) (62:180)
Roth (c. 1888) (2:187)
Tclwbithef Multiplier (1893). (2:187)
Madras (1920). (6:30)
Monroe Galt. (1923) -- (6:30)
Unitas (1925). (6:21)

(*.alculating Machines. Em )ao prudia RI stun nica, 14th Ed., Vol. 4, p. 548
4. Advanced Machines

Recording and Listing Machines
Early Felt (1888) (62:119)
Burroughs Early (1897) (6:24)
Accounting Machines, UnderwoodFrom Comp.
Burroughs BookkeepingFrom Comp.
Burroughs Typewriter CalculatorFrom Comp.
Burroughs Multiple Form WriterFrom Comp.
Underwood Double Automatic Feed Billing Mach.From Comp.
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Statistital Ttpc 'Machines
Remington.Rand Plinth- From Comp:
Remington.Rand Sorter- From Comp.
Remington Rand Printer-how Comp.
Renting ton-Rand Alultiplying Punt From Comp.
Tabulator Cad :ill 1)111411'W- (20:7)
Suiting Blush lit Card Taliulator- (20:11)
Automatic. Plughoan (20:1A)

Difference Engine
Babbages (1812)- 11:32)
Stheutz (1858) and 'hee_lisork- (6:35)

Miscellaneous Advanced
Lightning Cashier- (67:9. , L. Cal.-1)
Burroughs Cash Register -From Comp.
Payroll Mat pe,-Internati nal Cat.
Pari-M tutu' Betting -Mat hines

"4
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GEOMETRICAL TOOLS

.Robert C. Yates

Tuk: RULES and tools of the plane geometry of Euclid are too fre-
quently misunderstood. After we grant the postulates and axioms
fixed upon by Euclid and Plaio, the general question of con.
structibility becomes important, a question which .concerns the
nature of the tools and the precise manner in which they are
used. Following the dictates of Euclid, we state the rules govern-
ing the straightedge and compasses (6, 7]:
..(1) The straightedge establishes the straight line of indefinite

length through two given distinct pohlts.
(2) The compassos establishes the circle passing through a given

point with center at a second given point distinct from the
first.

These operations are the only ones permitted. An illustration of
their lithiied nature is afforded by the problem of drawing the

ligute 1

6,

bisector of the given angle A0B. First select any arbitrary point
P thmugh which is drawn tho circle with cehter at 0.
This meets OR in Q. Now with center at Q draw the circle through
P, and with centet at P the circle thtough These meet in M.
and the line OA/ when drawn is thus the hjAector. (See Fig. 1.)

204 .?"
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The disagreement Here with the usual practice lies in the selection
of the circles P (Q) and Q (P).' The prevalent classroom custom
allows arbitrarily drawn circles involVing a process, of carrying a
fixed radius, a practice certainly not granted by the ordinary rules
for such work.

The point is again illustrated by the problem of drawing the
circle with center at 0 and given radius AB. Since we are not per-

Figure 2

mitted to carry the radius into position, we must establish a point_
X such that OX A13 = r. This is accomplished as follows. Draw
circles 0 (A) and A (0) meeting in C. Draw the equal line seg-
ments ()Gland AC. Now draw circle A (B) to meet AC in D;
then C (D) to meet OC in X, a point on the required circle. This
is evident since .413 Al) r; CD -_=..CX =.0C r. (See Fig. 2.)

Thuf, the nature of the Euclidean compasses prescribes col -
lapsibility. That is 171, since the compasses does not incorporate
the principle of the divide? s, it apparently folds up automatically
when its points are lifted from the plane. Once the demonstration
of Figure 2 is made, of course, the privilege of drawing circles
whose t adii are not given in position is to be assumed. Consider-
able added interest is attacned, however, to problems of construc-
tion when processes ate firmly restricted to the original rules [11].

Plane geometrical tvols other than the straightedge and com-
passes arc generally called non.Euvliclean. These include the
parallel and angle rulers, the carpenter's square, the compasses of
Hermes, and various linkage devices [11]. We shall discuss a few
of the more elementary of these.

' The, notation P(Q) signifies the circle tinough Q with (elite) P.
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The parallel ruler [2, 4, 11], an instrument of indefinite length,,
has two parallel straight edges. The width of the ruler may be
selected as the unit of length. It is used in a twofold fashion: first,
to establish the line through two given points, A and B, and its
parallel at a unit distance; second, to determine lines separated
by a unit distance passing through each of two given points, A and
B, (AB > 1) . These operations are illustrated in Figure 3. Note

Figure 3

that the posktiong in the right-hand drawing place in our posses-
sion a rhombus and thus two perpendicular lines, an item of con-
siderable importance.

It is not difficult to prove that the parallel ruler is equivalent to
the compasses and thus is sufficient equipment to make all plane
constructions of a Euclidean nature [11]. As an illustration, con-

Figure

sider the bisection of an angle AOB. Place the ruler first with one
edge along OA, then along OB. Lines internal to the angle de-
termined by the other sides of the ruler locate a point P on the
bisector, as,iu the drawing at the left. in Figine 1.
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The .perpendicular to a line L at a point P on L is erected as
follows. 'lace the ruler in an arbitrary position with one edge
through P. The other edge cuts L in X. Now turn the ruler over
to establish a third parallel line and another point Y on L. If the
ruler be placed with its edges through X and I' in its two positions,
a rhombus is formed with one diagonal as XI' and the other as
the required perpendicular.

The general-angle ruler [2, 4, 11, 12], of which the parallel ruler
is a special case, is also capable of effecting all constructions of
classical plane geometry. To illustrate its use. construct the parallel

Figure !

to a line L through a point P. Place the ruler with one edge along
L and the other through I'. Then replace the ruler parallel to its
original position so that the second edge passes through P.

The perpendicular from P to I. is obtained by placing the ruler
in two opposite positions on one side of L and then reflecting in
L., as in Figure 3. These four positions deterthine a rhombus. one
of whose diagonals is perpendicular to L.

An interesting construction, which we leave here as entertain-
ment, is the location of arbitrary points on a circle with center 0
and radius OA [11].

We have alluded sex eral times to the fact that all Euclidean
plane constructicms` may be accomplished by the onnpasses alone
[1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11]. This fact was established by Georg Mohr
and Nfascheroni in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

'With the exception of the form.ttion of a continuous sti.tight
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with a theorem that created considerable interest among geoMe-
ters. The proof of its equivalence to the straightedge-compasses
combination reaches its zenith in showing that the point of inter-
section of two lines, given. only by two pairs of points, can be
located by the compasses without recourse to the straightedge.
Unfortunately, 'space does not permit the demonstration here.

Figure 6

A beautiful construction illustrating this so-called geometry
of Mascheroni is the location of the mid-point of the segment AB
(Fig. 6). Construct the circle B (A). Now with the same radius, lo-
cate the hexagonal points AHKC, where C is collinear with A and
B and diagonally op osite A. Let C (A) cut A (B) in P and Q.
Finally, P (A) and (A) intersect in X, the mid-point of AB.
For, if AB' = PA = r, then AC = CP = CQ = 2r; and,
since PAX and CAP are imilar isosceles triangles,

AP/A = PC/AP = 2.
Accordingly,

AX = (AP) /2 = (AB) /2.

Almost all standard constructions ,offer special interest when
performed by the compasses alone. This tool, incidentally, is the
natural medium through which the geometry of inversion is
executed.

Although quite useful as an auxiliary instrument in general
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plane constructions, the straightedge certainly does nbt appear
very. Fowerful. Surprising, however, is the fact that it,if capable of
solving elaborate and complicated problems of construction. An
example of this is the remarkable construction of the tangents
to any given conic from an external point. As an illustration, the
tangents to a circle from an external point P are located by first

Figure 7

drawing three arbitrary secants from P. By cross-joining the points
of intersection of these secants with the circle as shown, the line
XY which cuts the circle in the points of tangency is determined,
as in Figure 7.

A field in which, the straightedge plays a natural role is that of
projective geometry. (The foregoing construction may be recog-
nized as a special application of Pascal's theorem on poles and
polars.) It is here that lines and their intersections are dominant
features, while such notions as distance, angle, area, parallelism,
and the like have no interpretation whatever.

The straightedge becomes considerably more effective if some-
where in the working plane there is given either a circle with
center, a square, a parallelogram, a conic, or some other identified
configuration. Such arran -ments produce systems known as the
geometry'of Poncelet-Steiner.

Fundamental in these systems is the construction through a
given point P of the line parallel to a bisected segment AOB.
Draw PB and AP, and upon the latter select an arbitrary point E.
Draw FO intersecting PB at 1. Then Al meets Bt in Q such
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that PQ is parallel to AB. This may be 'recognized as the quad-
rilateral construction of harmonic points or, in more elementary
fashion, as the construction of a diameter PQ of a circle homo-

Ow.

Figure 8

thetic to another with diameter A013 having centers of similitude
at I and E.

A few exercises may serve to awaken an interest in this type of
construction:

(1) Upon a fixed circle with center 0, draw the diameter that
is parallel to a given line L. (Establish a bisected segment
upon L by drawing three parallel lines of arbitrary dizec-
tion, one of which passes through 0.)

(2) Given a circle with center 0. From a poir&L P construct the
perpendicular to a given line L.

(3) Given a square. Draw the line through a corner parallel to
a diagonal. (The diagonals yield the center of the square
and Figure 8 applies.)

(4) .Bisect the sides of a given square.
The preceding discussion forms but the briefest introduction to

the general subject of mathematical tools. nut it is through the
study of the Mutire of these instruments that a working knowledge
of plane geometry and a sympathy with its structures are acquired.
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MATHEMATICAL APPARATUS

Phillip S. Jones

IN THE CLASSROOM, mathematics club, assembly program, or ex-
hibit, mathematical demoristrations which use moving apparatus
as well as visual diagrams and verbal explanations attract and
retain more attention and show relationships more clearly than
do static displays. This is particularly true if the apparatus calls
attention to the appearance or 'use of mathematics in daily life.

In Figure 1, for instance, the pin and string construction for an
ellipse, the setup for which is seen in the upper left-hand corner,
gives a mechanical construction for a curve which is continually
seen about us. This construction serves not only to visualize a
locus definition, namely, that the ellipse is the locus- of a point
moving so that the sum of its distances from two fixed pointi is
constant, but it also explains why the elliptic "gears"* at the bot-
torn of the board will mesh. For these congruent ellipses are piv-
oted at their foci with the distance between these foci equal to the
constant sum of the focal radii; hence the radii to the point of con-
tact may vary, but their sum remains constant. These gears con-
vert uniform rotary motion into variable rotary motion and are
useful, for example, in such machines as slotters and shapers where
a slow working stroke and a quick return stroke are desired.

In constructing these "gears" from.plywood, it was found neces
sary to glue felt to their edges to provide traction and to join the
two foci not used. as pivots with a link equal in length to the
major axis in order to prevent the gears from falling apart at some
points of their cycle. This same motion can be obtained with a
simple four-bar linkage, As shown in the upper right-hand corner
of Figure 1. This linkage offers many opportunities to show inter-
esting geometric relationships and to give practice in functional

The selected references at the end of.this section are classified to follow the
order of development in the hody of the paper and therefore will not be referred to
for each individual topic.

212
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Figure 1

thinking. If you let the long bars (one "bar" of the linkage is
supplied by the board on which it is mounted) become uncrossed,
you have a parallelogram-which can be used for transmitting uni-
form rotary motion; if you distort the parallelogram again, you
have an apparatus for changing rotary motion into reciprocal

'motion. If you generalize this foil, bar linkage a little more by
not requiring the opposite sides to be equal, the immediate prob-
lem (Given the relative lengths of the links, what kinds of motion
are possible?) leads to much real functional geometric thinking
in a situation that has many practical applications.

The property of the ellipse demonstrated by this pin and
string construct n readily explains witty naval pilots, flying out
from an aircraft arrier and planning to return to another base
or to the same carr r innother position, find, if there is no wind,
the territory over win tlty may fly hounded by an ellipse. This
is one of the so-called "radius of action" problems which a former
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student characterized in a letter as being most interesting because
the problem is to "find the carrier or you're a dead pigeon," V.,

Of course, ellipses are most commonly seen as the apparent
shape of circles viewed at an angle. The draftsmen meet them so
often that many drafting rooms have elliptic trammels or ellipso-
graphs more precise than that shown in Figure 2, but operating

b& -c

vs/4 4

Figure 2

on the same principle. This ellipsograph may be fastened to a
blackboard with suction cups; the knobs make it possible to draw
ellipses of various shapes by setting any desired semi-major and
seta i nor axes.

The student who made and demonstrated the elliptic gears
found a piece of old brass ,pipe, cut it at an angle, had it plated,
and then had a grand time at a public exhibit e7plaininy, to
passel s-by that (Nei yone knew that salami was alwac.g\cu.t.,4t an
ankle, thus g ik ing elliptic slices, because such slices wet e the shape
that best fitted into sandwiches--another application of the ellipse.
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. An elliptic "billiard board" is. pictured and described in an-
other article on "Mathematical Demonstrations and Exhibits"
(p. 90). as are also the paraboloid formed by .the surface of a
rotated fluid. models of parabolic and catenoidal cables, and the
demonstration of the catenary as the sail curve. The parabola and
the catenary look so much alike that persons first viewing them

I

le I II I

Fittut 3

0

will need convincing that they arc not the same; but a p.trabc
template (Fig. 3) with a hole drille'd at its focus for a piece o
chalk will enable one to draw a catenarv,.the center curve, by
rolling the parabola along the meter stick which is held by two
suctiun Cup,. .1 piece of suing can be held up and shown to fit
the cute of this catenary but not that (haws annual the pat a-
bolic template. l he ti tangle, string, and station cup shown at
the e\tienie tight in Figure 3 provide a method of introd.0
and (hawing ihe pat abola as the locus of points equidistant from

ii\d print the foe ns, teptesented by the ma turn cup) and a
fixed line (the dilectiix, !epresented by the meter stick). A piece
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of chalk held against the triangle is forced by the string, which
is fastened to the upper vertex of the triangle and .to the suction
cup, Yo slide upward along the triangle as the triangle isslid along
the straightedge. The chalk traces tly! parabola.

Possibly the most common locus seen today is that of a piece of
mud on the tire of an automobile. If the mud is on the extreme

Figure 4,

ld

outside edge of the tire, it traces the cycloid shown in Figure 4.
This cut ve has so many Intel esting properties, so many famous
names (Galileo, Newton, Lcil.nitt, Bernoulli) associated with it,
and. has featured in so many famous quarrels that it has been
called the Helen of Geometers, for Helen of Troy. The tracks
at the right in the picture demonstrate two of its most interesting
propel ties: namely, that it is, tinder the action of gravity, the path
of quickest descent, the brachistoclirone, from one given point to
another in a Nei tical plane, as shown by the fact that, when a ball
on the Ncloidal and one on the linear path are released at the
same time, the former an ivies at the b tom inst. It is also the
tautochrone or curve of equal time, as shown by the fact that, if

E.
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one ball be t eleased from the top of one cycloidal, track and one
from the middle of the other, they botll arrive at the bottom at the
same time. Scientists have tried to use this property in designing
clocks:

Plywood lot ms, such as those shown in Figuie 5, stuck to a black-
board with suction cups, and a piece of chalk faitened to a cereal

).
11 0;

t. A

t

Figure 5..

box w hich will roll on the pi\ w Hod linins facilitate the demonstra
tion cif the locus of a circle rolling on another circle; namely, the
epic which played its pint in the Ptolemaic theory of the

aml With the cycloid and hvpocycloid, forms the
cur\ es used in the design of cvcloidal gear teeth knd gear trains.
The cm e at the left is the two-cusped vpicycloid or nephroid and
that in the (-e ine) is the caidioid, named for its heart-like shape.
These two curves can also be demonstraied as caustics. The neph-
roid is the envelope of light rays reflected from a circular water
glass or napkin ring for a light source emitting parallel rays, while
the cat (lioid is the teflect ion pattem for a point source of light on
the circle.

The cycloid is the locus of a point on a circle -which rolls with-

or
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out slipping on a straight line. If a straight line rolls on a circle,
the curve is that seen at the extreme right in Figure 5, which was
traced by a piece of chalk on the end of a string as the string
was unwound from a cereal box held with its base against the
blackboard. This curve is the involute of .a circle, and is used com-
monly today in the design of gear...teeth, for which purpose it is
superseding the ocloids. It is also-used in desighiiig some cams.

A fly, represented by the upright. peg or pencil in Figure 6, walk-
ing out on the spoke of a uniformly rotating wheel, represented by
the slotted arm mounted on a fixed vertical axis, would, as seen
in the figure, trace a spiral of Archimedes. The movement of the
peg in the apparatus in Figure 6 is accomplished by fixing it to
a slider moving in the slotted arm. This slider is in turn fastened
one side of a suing belt running around a fixed pulley mounted
on the vertical axis of rotation and a second idler pulley at the
end of the rotating arm. This spiral has not only an interesting
history, as its name implies, but several modern uses. The cam at
the lower left in Figure 7, each side of which is shaped as an
Archimedean spiral, converts uniform rotary motion into uniform
reciprocating motion. The casings of centrifugal pumps, such as the
German supercharger shown in the photograph, follow this spiral
to allow the air which increases uniformly in volume with each
degree of rotation of the fan blades to be conducted to the outlet
without cleating back-pressure. H. T. Brown in his "507 Mechan-
ical Movements" suggests the use of this curve as a guide for the
feed motion in a drilling machine.

The apparatus in Figure 8 consists of a base circle, a point on
the circle represented by a suction cup, a straight. line represented
1w a stick which is constrained by a bracket on the suction cup
to pass always through the fixed point, and two nails representing
two points on the line a fixed distance apart. If the first nail fol-
lows the fixerl circle, the second nail, or a piece of chalk substi-
jtuted for it, traces out the lirnacon or snail curve of Pascal. This
curve. when used as the shape of a cam as shown at the left in
Figure , converts uniform rotary motion into simple harmonic

I mmion. The device at the right in Figure 9 can he thought of as
proof of this fact because the two followers can be seen to move
together, and the second device, which is a Scotch crosshead, is
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constructed according to the definition of simple harmonic motion
as the motion of the projection, represented by the crosshead,
of a point traveling at a uniform rate on a circle, represented by
a rotating arm which has a peg sliding in a slot on the back of the
crosshead. A pencil fastened to this follower would draw a sine
wave on a roll of paper drawn past it.

Incidentally, the cardioid, or heart-shaped curve, is also a spe-
cial ,case of the limacon and may then be demonstrated by the
method suggested.

Much interesting and simple trigonometry may be shown to
apply to models of screw threads and gears. The history and logic
of logarithms and the slide rule can be made more real by demon-
strations of Napier's bones and 'Gunter's scale, and trisection de-
vices always involve good geometry and have a never-ending
appeal. These items and calculating machines and planimeters
have been mentioned in a previous article (see pp. 94 to 96).
Many other interesting devices will be found suggested and de-
scribed in the general sources listed on i.age 223.

The equipment which is pictured here was made and demoti-
strated at the Edison Institute of Technology, Dearborn, Michi-
gan. in cAnnection with classwork and exhibits by freshman and
sophomore college students. However, the conic sections fit in well
with the work done in functions and graphical representation in
many second year high school algebra courses. Constructions, such
as those shown on the charts in Figures I() and I I, exist for all
the curves discussed and are so varied and simple, as \yell as useful
in the drafting room, that high school geometry students could
easily do them and could see real use made of constructions for
tangents, formulas for lengths of circular.arcc., and so on. rven
junior high school students could draw illtny of these curves in
connection with work done in learning the use of instruments.
Certainly it seems that quadratic equations sbould never be left
without a look at their graphical solution and some information
about the properties of the related parabola. The other simple loci
which were discussed earlier can add much that is practical and
attention getting, as well as thought-provoking and functional to
the study of loci. These loci arc more real in their use than and
as simple in their construction as those problems about buried
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treasure which are found in the few paragraphs on loci included
in many geometry textbooks.

Apparatus of all sorts is useful in the classroom in giving the
student added insight into and practice in seeing and thinking
about mathematical relationships, as well as in getting his interest
and attention. The students who design and make these "gadgets"
after studying their history and use are, of course, the ones who
get the most real .fun and profit from them. However, these devices
accompanied by charts and explanations wit' attract attention
and bring questions and interested, understanding comment not
only from students in the classroom and mathematics club, but
from passe's-by at school open-house exhibits or assemblies.
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MATERIALS FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELS:
THEIR SELECTION AND US

Joseph Hilsenrath

AN EXPERIENCED MODELMAKER, whether he be a builder of irplane
models, ship models; model railways, model racing yac ts, or
mathematical models, as long as he is an enthusiast, has ma y of
the following characteristics; he never throws anything away nd
so has an accumulation of junk around his house; he stops o
look at any and every window he passes and hence seldom arrive
home on time; hp is a flirty good conversationalist and thus gains
a lot of free. advice and information from others; he is a lover
of machinery -and is. forever buying some new gadgets and then
doing without lunch once or twice a week; and he is constantly
on the lookout for some ready-made article which he can with
little effort appropriate to his needs and which will result in a
decided economy in both time and money in the making of a
future model.

A lesson which every teacher can learn from this enthusiast
is to be on the alert for materials which can be employed in or
adapted to the production of models and equipment for the class-
room. Some of the raw materials which can be used for this pur-
pose may be waste- material in some industry. Ingenuity is the
teacher's best assistant. Articles manufactured for other purposes
or for general consumption may often be adapted to instructional
purposes. The most expensive material is that which has only a
special function and hence is in demand by only a limited num-
ber of users.

An examination of commercial catalogues and publications will
give many clues to available materials. These may include cata-
logues from modelmakers. supply houses, toy manufacturers, com
mercial steel dealers; hardware dealers, stationery houses, mail-
order lumber yards, scientific ins, rument companies, photogra
pliers' suppliers, automobile supply stores, wholesale radio sup-

226
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pliers, window trimmers' supply houses, as well as trade magazines
and hobby. publications.

A leisurely trip through a five-and-ten-cent store or a large
hardware house will give an idea of articles which can be .used or
easily adapted to model needs. Spheres may be found as croquet
balls, billiard balls; mat bles, rubber balls, tennis balls, spherical
balloons, beads, and N at ions other ornaments. Cylinders. cubes.
and prisms appear as candy boxes, tin cans, powder boxes, food
cartons, mailing tubes, and toys. Cardboard or metal discs may
appear as mats or may have be'en discarded as waste by stamping
industries. Wire circles are used by manufacturers of lamp shades.
Some of the small solids are made by toy manufacturers, and some
of the larger ones are often used by window display firms. Gears,
pulleys, circles, and links from such sets as Nleccano or Erector can
also be used to advantage.

Models can be made and used by student and teacher alike.
Some models should be constructed by every student in the class.
They need not he elaborate and may be restricted to those which
can be made fr(nn cardboard or string. They may be slipped into
an envelope-pocket in the student's notebook and can he used
effectively in developing intuitive and informal work. The teacher
may find it advantageous to produce some models in 1.1*0n11 of
the class with the aid of a few pieces of catdboard, some snips
of wood of various lengths, a raror blade mounted in a handle,
a paper punch. and s(nne bass paper fasteners. Other models can
be carefully made and kept a..ailable, leads lot class demonstra.
tions at a moment's notice.

As an example of a model which can he made 1w students or
teachers under various conditions we may consider the cube. A
cube may he made in all of the following sass:

(I) Twelve toothpicks glued together at the ends to foun the
edges.

(2) Twelve wooden applicatois glued as noted ;those, but
painted.

(3) TwcIkc of stiff wile soldeted at the Yet tices and
painted.

(l) .1. impel Or cardhoard template folded ;10(1 edges pasted
together.
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(5) Six squat es cut front stiff celluloid or transparent plastic
material and glued together at the edges.

(6) Solid cube cut Itoin soap.
(7) Solid cube cut from modeling .clay.
(8) Solid tube cut from a block of word.
(9) Solid cube cult fro'hi aluminum, brass, or plastic (opaque

or tt.insparent).
09) Sheet metal folded and soldet ed.

Numbers 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 are the simplest to make, require few
tools, and can be constructed by everyone in the class. The cost of
1 and 4 is nil. Numbers 6 and 7 may he transformed into a num-
ber of semi-regular solids b c luting off the proper corners.
Solids constructed of brass or other metals require little machining
and are excellent for display purposes.

The nature and num:wr of materials and tools required will
grow along with the ri'. and use made of models. The following
list may prove suggestive.

Materials Toul% Requirrd Twit, Berommended

1. Toothpicks None
2. Wooden applicators A
3. Venetian blind slats Small drill
.1. titer' snapping 11, I. J. 1.

5. Cardboard B. C D,

6. Bus-bar \vire C. K
7. Thin florist's wire (;
8. Steel wile circles G, K
9. Plywood

10. Sheet metal I I. R. I.
11. Brass strips and bats II. I, 0 Small drills
12. NIodelmaker's lumber F. M. N
13. Balsa wood A

H. Glass
15. Soap .1

16. Clay 1

17. Colored string None
18. Plaster of pans None
19, Plastic sheets A

20. Plastic tube, bar, and rod A. M, N

see the following p.ige tot !...e to litters
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A. Is.ator blade type
knife'

IL Paper punch
C.. Straightedge
I). Pair of scissors
E. Small hammer

a. Paper fasteners
b. Eyelets
c. Staples
d. Paste, glue, airplane

cement
e. Rubber bands
1. Elastic, round and

flat

Tools
F. Stapler
G. Pair of side-cutting

pliers
If. Scriber
I. Metal punch'
J. Eyelet punch

ccriwn it's

g. IN'ire brads
h. Suction (ups
i. Solder and soldering

paste
j. Tape, masking,

drafting, binding,
etc.

k. Violin D.string

K. Soldering iron
L. Metal shears

M. Coping saw
N. Crosscut saw
0. Hack saw
P. Glass cutter

1. Thumb tacks
m. Gummed letters and

figures
n. Paints, assorted

colors
o. Leather strips
p. Golf tees

Since sonic of the items listed above may appear to be out of
place, a feW of their advantages will be illustrated. Paper fasteners
are convenient pivots for hastily constituted models made of card-
board or wood strips. IF more durable and accurate pivots arc
required for cardboald or steel strips, eyelets should be used. An
accurate, inexpensive pivot may be made from a piece of gut or
D-string, as follows: (a) c the two pieces of cardboard with
a needle of suitable diameter and with a knife out a piece of gut
about an eighth of an inch longer than the thickness of the Iwo
pieces to be pivoted: (10 inset t the piece of gut into the holes and
touch a heated object to each end in succession in order to !Tread
the ends and form a perfect rivet which will resist the wear of
cardboard. fiber, or plastics.

Rubber bands and round elastics are ideal for setting up gro-
. metric figures on theorem boards and may be used in making a

variable much.' of ;t tided surface where it is necessary that the

'Thew ate mai:\ sue h Istii%es nn the nt.tart pored 10e to $till). The miter
lcommunds the "Sk% s.1% Knife," Sks was 7slodel Airciafc Supply Co, .1211
Sixth Me., Illooklsn, N. Y.; 10c, with a special double edt4ed blade. 'Tale blades are
MO for 10e.

'A calls( Ut1)/V pun( h c o.ts about 7-ie. It nais he obtaiocil in a nurnbei of sizes
from one sisie nth inch to ofir goal ter int h. If a number of sizes of holes is desired.
a Luger plinth titli replaceable dies sells for about $1.00 of Father of tliese
will cut a lode in .t piety of tin one eiyz,lith inch thick.
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alwas stiaight lines. Suction cups may be used to fasten
models to the blackboard; Spine CUPS are available with a bolt
which permits pi% oting.sTape is valuable in holding materials in
place during gluing. as a masking guide for painting, and as a
hinder for models made of glass. (The writer has found Kodak
Binding Tape to he most satisfactory; 10 yards of 3/3" width cost
20/..) I.eather sit ips may sersx as hinges for plywOod models illus-
n-ating,ateas. Golf tees are inserted in the holes of theorem boards
and the.elastic is attached to them. On the broad surface or head,
small letters may be pasted to identify various points. Gummed
lettei s and figures will add to the appearance of a model and. save
time in US cotlstruc tim11.3

A In i,,2,11i1V painted model has distinct pedagogical value, but it
is important that the painting be carefully done because a model
is of made or tinned by the way the paint is applied. Bright
colors should be selected. fast drying lacquer should be used;
it is twist coin stoical to parchase lacquer in tiny bottles often sold
in hobby stores For five or ten cents. (Evaporation makes the
Luger hotiles wasteful.)

Balsa 1%iiod is the maietial piaci led by sonic InOdellilakCI'S.
Fur st 1110(1(1.5 it is quite satisfactory; its disadvantage is its lack

stiength. hobby or neighborhood hardware store may carry
Nations ,ices pi is e(1 *horn 1(e to lfc each. The following sized
snips in 31i" lengths were found in a typical store: 1/32" x 2",
1/32" x 3", 1/1(i" x 1,/10", 1/16" x I/8", 1/1" 1/16" x

x t x 1;;" x IA", Vs" x 2", 1/8 x 3", 1/4" x 1/1".
Caidboald may he obtained from stationers, printers, book-

hindets. and pa pet supply holISCS in assorted colors, various thick-
nesses. and many degtees of rigidity. Some teachers have found
the .11(11)(1.11(1 used by humbles adaptable for models. The only
tools nucessat v wink this material are a straightedge, a sharp
raioi -Haile knife. and paste. To fold the cardboa'rd, score (cut
halfway illioughsi it along a .sitaight line with a sharp razor-blade
kiiih and fold ;11..0, Ii om the side scored. If the blade is quite
sh.irp. it iii.tv he dimn lightly along the line, for the weight of

.1 I I.' I ildtt .1nd I I.,t Chillp:Itiv, II-. I: 1,t st , ticw Vot k City. )(lakes
11:111:11, ,1 )). t, and 114111c, In mlois and in .10 sites fionl

, Huh 1, I Ili( III,.
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the knife alone may cut to 'the proper depth: A light touch will
score even the thinnest cardboard. Pliable cardboard thus cut
gives the template an excellent hinge. The writer has a set of col--'"'\
lapsible cardboard models with such cuts for hinges; these have
been subjected to a year's service ivithout, marked signs of wear.
Hinges may be.reinforced by appl-Ving binding tape along the. fold-
ing edges. If the size of the model necessitates the use of more
than one sheet or if one wishes to economize by using small pieces,
these parts should be cut to the proper shape, a hinged flap in-
cluded on every edge, and these flaps either pasted or stapled to
their adjoining pieces. Cutting a piece of cardboard requires mark-
ing a pencil line on it and cutting along this freehand rather than
by means of a guide, Models made from cardboard or paper have
included plane figures, planes in space, solids bounded by planes,
dev6lopablc surfaces, some ruled surfaces, solids built from a
section of plane curves, and surface linkages.4

Where it is necessary to emphasize lines rather titan surfaces,
sticks are used to great advantage. Wood applicators, which may
be put chased in any drug store, are the best source. They consist
of tound sticks about 1/16 in diameter and six and one-half
inches in length. They may be purchased in small quanLities or by
the box at approximately 7 cents for 72 dozen. They can he cut to
size with a razor blade or knife, ate uniform ill thickness, can be
joined with airplanecment or collodion, and when painted can-
not be distinguished front wire. A model made from applicators
is light, transparent, neat, and easily constructed. To provide a
own' rigid sti mauve diagonals may be placed in faces which at e
polygons.

Applicators should be painted before the tin is started. A
sing-le co:y of lacquer applied with a small camel's hair brush
will be quite satisfactory. No special skill is required and contrast-
ing colors will pros ide pleasing iesults. The stick should be held
between the fingertips and revolved until it is painted to within
one half inch of each end. One end may then be placed in a pit- e
of clay to a depth of VI inch and the upper pat t painted, leaving
a small unpainted portion whit II is seldom used. Applicators have

4Goltibeig, Nlichael, "P(611(.11131 I ii11,,v2,t .Alati.-matirs Afq.:azotv.
16, pp. 323 :132. 1912

L
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burn used to great a/leant:1;4e in making tegular or Platonic solids,
NC11111 (q..,,111a1 ()1 111111(1e:111 solid,, slat p(6.11(:(11 snIlle de% ClOp-
,11tha S111 1.1( CS111(1 S0111C I tiled S1114:1CCS.

111,ty be used in pia( e of applicators, particularly for those
eases 1 equii ing ular or it regular shapes, such as helices, surfaces
olleyolutionind quadri( surlat es. The best wire for models is
a 1111-C (IRA copper wire used in radio work and called bus-bar, It
is either lound Oi squale, and may he cut 'caddy with pliels, bent
into culttenient shapes, and C,111\ Mdd1Cd. WIWI(' wire circles are
needed, as in the 101151111(6(in of an eat th model for map projec-
tion, steel c 11( Ics used by ianulat 11u(15 of lamp shades are a good
source and may he put chased in y al imts sites in department stores.
-1These steel circ les arc not leadily soldered, but a little experience
makes one adept at this wolk.

\\(HK1 snips arc impottant in the construction of classroom
models. ith the aid of a set of snips of varied length, with holes
punched at the end, and a few paper fasteners as pivots, it is pos-
sible to make up triangles or quadiilaterals to illustrate the defi-
nitions and propositions Of Book I and Book III of Euclidean
geomenv. Snips should be idiom one-half inch wide and painted.
Venetian Hind 'rats, an excellent source of supply, are one-eighth
inch thick and either two or two and three-eighths inches wide,
and mite in lengths ex( ceding the usual need. .,A manufactiner
tit deqlet giYe at\ .tY tit sell ( licaph discanld slats if he
kums then intended put pose. A small manufacturer will p')b-
aldv rip them into onehalf h stiii)s. or the silool woodwork
shop an pilot in the same servit e. Ohl slats ale also satisfactory,

.1.tt t\ duce feet long costing about a nickel. Ten slats
should he twit(' than ample hn oulin.try requiletnents. A paper
punt 11 jilts hr used to make holes in the ends of the slat, and if
the slats Ale painted in iyoty, they slum up well when
held .P.4,iinst the lila( Ishoild. The slats niav also be used in con-
st t him kboaul linkage5 whi(11 may be attached to the board
by means of silt lion cups.

Steel so appitt2 is tecdtly bent into ( ular shapes and can be
iiyd in p1.1, ,00d ,ti it is used by- manufacturers' shipping

11 1 ; I 1,:' . I pi, '27 '2.1. Ch
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rooms to bind boxes and bales and is valuable in making models of
spheres for solid geometry, astronomy, and navigation. It may be
secured in either a galvanized or a black japanned fini01 and in a
number of thicknesses and widths. For small spheres and linkages,
3/8" x .015" and for larger spheres either I/2" or 5/" widths are
recommended." The strapping should be cut with small metal
shears, allowing enough room for the punching of holes with the
metal punch described in a previous footnote. Pieces of strapping
are joined together with eyelets fastened by means of an eyelet
punch. Before being punched, Bolts- should be marked with a
scriber. A little practice will make one adept 4t setting the punch
over exactly the required place.

Transparent models arc often desired for display purposes and
can be made of glass. It is best to determine the shapes and sizes
needed and to have these cut by a glazier. One can do his own
cutting, but it is .advisable not to try before observing a glazier at
his work. Some of the prices quoted for glass are: single thickness,
15y, per square foot; double thickness, 20(4 per square foot; opaque
(opal) , 35c, per square foot; colored (cathedral) , 50 to 60e per
square foot; I iinch plate, per squale loot: g hiding. 1( pei
inch; polishing, `.2c per inch.

Plastics are also useful for transparent models because they can
be readily handled, are unbreakable, and present a good appear-
ance. Their disadvantageA ;He that they scratch easily and arc
expensixe. I I S al Lume-
rith, and Plexiglas. The latter is a theimoplastic and. cater being
immersed in boiling water. tn:r be shaped into contours.
Sheets of plastics come in thicknesses varying ft oin .0h0" to- .500"
and in siics ranging front 2" x to x 18". Round bars come
ill di:mucts increasing by 1 from I i" to `..)1 :',". 1 11111 sheets may

cost SI.00 per squar loot and sheets I thick St; 'In per square
foot. Less expensive pie( es ale the thinner celluloid or acetate
sheets. Heavy sheets or bats must he cut with a sac and can be
mat hind just :is well as any metal. Thin sheets can be cut with
a knife. When making a stiaight (ut. guide the knife with a steel
or metal i tiler and make a cut in the mateii.d. This hist cut will

if Mlle% 1-,%(4,1fr 1.1111111cd '1c(.1 4%111,1,11)4 111.i% h. 1.10 1.(.111% 1I 11(1111 t(
11.(til% W(H1.6. 11111.1111. (.I1111
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seldom ever penetrate to the other side; after a slight cut has been
made, the piece can be bent back and will break evenly along the
cut, The best way to cement plastic material is to dissolve some of
it in a solvent, such as acetone, and use the mixture as a cement.
This cement is also supplird ready-made by the manufacturer
of plastics..

*Y.

iket,401voiv

6 411P110
44111111111111 illirremr

Figure 1

1. Regular l'ol)hedrons (ttansparent plastic)
2. Intraetted l'olhedrons (paper)

xtlasetted Polyhedrons (paper)
.1. Stellate(' hedruns (paper)

Intersecting Solids (transparent plastic)
(:1\s/al Models (paper)
Aulninedcan Solids (paper)
tiehttated Solids (row')

(1. Model lot Thcotern It t' 7:7 + 2) (glass and wire)

-011 mainc drsi(es a hairline is desited. It mar be obtained by guiding a knife asbelow. totting along the surface, and rubbing India ink into this cut. The result is
.1 pellitt hairline. 'I he cult pot non should be adjawnt to the scale on which it willtic oscd in older to asoid error caused by parallax.
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Figure 2

I. 2. Co.iphic 12.epitstitation of (:oinfile. Roots (glass)
3. NlotIels for (a (t% mai)

i. Ihtetladoici of IZetolohou (trio) anti Cone ,1)1.1.0.1
ti. Conic Sections (plas(el of Pails)

Solids of Resolution I %mod

R. Ruled Sul faces (tonna (list its)
9. C, Ion t CAshiiitt. num (I (vumd anti nail.)

S I C teogratn (wood)

oes

Smut: uF the techniques used in the construction of models may
he illustrated by a few eNamples which follow. However, a more
(uniplet tiatment in.ik h( tumid in sti(11 dis( ussiuns as those h%

Fehr and I lildebra)dt, and the Committee on Models and
Visual Aids 4,1 the Asso( iation of Math matics Teachers of New
York City:4

"Gichr!, K Math. marls, her It (, Telihtirt, lirtlat, 191',
Fell!, If I and (: 710 (.,,,;1.74( ::,1 rot,' to 'if Avii1irniall,.11

'c ',Hew.. riper MIaild.OT. N. I ;4 Mmla
mata s I lief% of New \wk. On Arodels and Visual li,l. Niw Volk. I90
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Model No. 1: Plane Geometry. For the proposition, if a > b
then A > B.

Materials: CardboardI- piece, white; 1 piece,, white on one
side and red on the other.

Construction. On a moderate-sized piece of white cardboard .

draw a scalene triangle with side CB greater than CA (see Fig 3) .

L
Fignie $

Bisect angle C and mark off CX equal to CA. Connect X with D,
the intersection of the bisector with AB. Cut out of the red Sand
white cardboard a figure congruent to CADX, and draw the line
CD on the white side. Score along CD so that the quadrilateral
hinges and folds back on the red side.

Fasten the triangle AC!) in place, white side down, with either
paste, staples, or both, leaving triangle CDX free to fold back and
forth. When CDX is folded back over ACD, we have a white tri-
angle ABC. When it is tinfolded, we have the figure for one of the
proofs of this theorem. The lines CD and DX should be accentu-
ated with black ink.

Model No. 2: Spherical Tligonometry. To show the relation.
ship: cos a 1= cos b cos c + sin b sin r, cos A.

Materials. One piece of cardboard, white on both sides.
Construction. LaV out a sector of central angle 150° for a circle of

6" radius, Divide this sector into three sectors whose central angles
are unequal: so that the sum of any two is greater than the
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third. Call the center 0 and the radii 0,4,0B, OC, and ()Ai. The
three central angles Avill be e, a, and b, in order. Extend the radii
OB and (),C (see Fig. .1) Draw the tangent to arc AB at A and
extend it to meet OB at B'. Draw the tangent to arc A1C at Al and
extend it. to meet OC in C'. Connect C' and B', and on this line as
base construct a triangle with AC' and AB' as the other two sides.

Figure I

This triangle should be made to fall outside the sector; its .1/4ertex
may be denoted as .1,. Cut away the figure bounded by the lines
0/1, AB', B',, .

Now draw the lines on the reverse side of the cardboard co.
responding to those on the !tont. Score along the lines 013',
and OC' on the back and fold forward along these lines. The result
will he a tetralic'i,on 0--- B'C' with a spherical triangle ABC
drawn on its faces and a fourth face perpendicular to the edge OA.

The relationship is proved in the following manner:
In triangle AB'C', by the law of cosines:

. tan2c 1.111 11 tau c «)s . 1.

Similarly in ti jangle OB'c'.

se( ::/) Sec 2: .) S(1 1, SCe

Subtracting the sec-mid equation from the first and combining:

0 2 sec b see c CO s a -L 2 tan b tan Ccos.-1.
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Multiplying by 1/2 cos c cos b we get:

0 cos 1) Los c -- cos a sin b sin c cos A .

. . cos a cos b cos sill b sill cos .1.

Mode/ Nu. 3: Solid Geometry. Cube with inscribed octahedron.
Materials. Red, white, and blue applicators, one dozen of each

color.
Construction. On a piece of cardboard draw a square 4 niches

on a side. Cut four blue applicators (hereafter called sticks) and
miter thc:ill to coincide faith the square. Drop some airplane glue
or collodion on the corners and allow to dry. The glue will seem
to disappear: in reality it flows around the sticks and makes a
smooth joint. It is better to apply small quantities of the glue at
intervals of a minute than to apply a large quantity at one time.
Repeat this process on another piece of cardboard so that it will
not be necessary to wait.until the first dries. Allow the two squares
to dry for about ten minutes.

Cut four blue sticks about one-eighth inch shorter than the side
of the square. Remove the two squares from the cardboard, cut-
ting them free if they stick, and prop them up so that they are
perpendicular to the cardboard. Place two sticks on the cardboard
between the two squares and glue them in place. Allow them
to dry and glue the remaining two edges. The cube is now defined
by its twelve edges.

Cut six white sticks the length of the diagonal or a face of the
cube. Starting from any vertex, place one diagonal in each face.
Place only six diagonals and make sure that there are three meeting
at each of the vertices A, C, F, 11 (see Fig. 5) . The six white sticks
determine a tetrahedron inscribed in the cube. The other diago-
nals determine another tetrahedron. They might be added in an-
other cot: if desired.

Mink the mid-points of the six white diagonals and call them
a, b, c, d, e, f. With cutting pliers make a slight nick at each of
these points. Cut the red sticks to fit between c and d, d and e, e
:111(1 f, and f and r. If these ale eta with pliers, the ends will be
wedge-shaped and can bc made to rest in the nicks mentioned
above. Glue in place and allow to dry. Place the cube so that b is
at the bottom: fit the pieces lac, lid, be, and bf and glue in place.
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Figure 5

This operation is rather delicate and will require some patience.
Ittepeat with the lines ac, ad, ae, and af, and the model is complete.

To make this model of glass, use six perfectly square pieces of
glass, joined as shown in Figure 6. The tetrahedron can be folded
from paper, and its vertices glued to the glass before the sixth
side is attached. The glass can be joined with any transparent
cement or airplane glue. Black binding tape, such as that used
for binding lantern slides, may also be used. The ordinary 2" x 2"
glass lantern-slide covers are superb for a small model. The ar-
rangement in Figure 6 shows two tiny cubes omitted in two

1

Figure 6
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corners. These may be ignored because their size is only the thick-
ness of the glass, or they may be filled with glue.

The following properties of the regular solids suggest other
models of this type: the diagonals of the faces of a cube determine
two inscribed tetrahedrons; the mid-points of the edges of a tetra-
hedron joined in succession form an octahedron; the mid-points
of the faces of an octahedron joined in succession form a cube;
the diagonals in the faces of a dodecahedron form five inscribed
cubes; the body diagonals of a dodecahedron form a stellated
icosahedron; and. the body diagonals of an icosahedron form a
stellated dodecahedron.

Model No. 4: Geometry of Space., hyperbolic paraboloid.
Materials. Applicators and a piece of wire (optional) .

Construction. Bend a piece of wire into the form of a rhombus
and bend two adjacent sides out of the plane of the other two, thus

Figure 7

forming a space quadrilateral. Mark off about ten equally spaced
points on each of the sides of the quadrilateral. Lay an applicator
between a point and its corresponding point on the opposite side
and glue in place. Repeat for each of the mat ks on the two sides.
The set of lines joining the two sides is one set of generators of
the hyperbolic paraboloid. By repeating this operation with the
remaining two sides, we get an overlapping set of reguli which
also determine the surface. Figure 7 shows a surface made in this
fashion.
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The joining of corresponding points of any [c10 skew links in
space will yield such a surface. The non - adjacent sides of a tetra-
hedron, being skew lines, will answer the purpose and provide a
very neat method of constructing such a surface. This construe-.
don, accomplished without the use of wire, is composed entirely
of applicators.
'Glue six applicators together to form a tetrahedron, Mark off

ten equally spaced marks on each of two opposite edges, Nick the
sticks at each of the marks with pliers and glue applicators between
(W responding points as noted above. 1 he result is very pleasing.

Still another cay to make this model is to build a hinged skewed
quadrilateral and string round elastics through screw eyes fastened
in the wood sides of the quadrilateral. This cyill provide a variable
model (see Fig. 2, model ei) %%hich is very effective.

Model No. Plane Geomeiry. Theorem board.
Materials. Plyhord, 20" x 20"; wire brads; elastic bands.
Construction. In the center of a piece of plywood paint a circle,

the Lit cumfet en(e of which is one-quarter inch %vide. and with
'diameter 1.) inches. The plywood need not be more than one-
quarter inch in thickness. Drive small wire brads around the
eircic at intervals of ;Omni one-half inch. Outside the circle drill
a few holes large enough.to accommodate a golf tee. These tees
are to be used for stringing tangents and -secants to the circle.

-

Fignte
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Drill a hole at the center of the circle and place a golf tee in it.
With this device it is possible to set up the figures for all the
propositions on circles and for many other theorems. The lines
arc formed by large elastic bands or round elastics (see Fig. 8) .

Model No. 6: Solid Geometry. A collapsible spherical frame.
Materials. Steel strapping, brass eyelets.
Construction. Cut four strips of strapping about three-quarters

of an inch longer than the circumference of the sphere desired.
Mark a point one-half inch from the center of the strip and punch
a hole to fit the eyelets available. From the center line mark off
on either side a distance equal to half the circumference. Punch
a hole at each of these marks and fasten with an eyelet. There will
be a piece which overlaps. Punch a hole in the double thickness
and fasten with an eyelet. Remove the first eyelet, providing two
diametrically opposite holes which will be used to pivot two more
circles. These are constructed in a similar fashion except that they
are made slightly smaller so that they fit inside the first. To make
these, punch a hole three-quarters of an inch from the end of a
strip and coil it inside the completed circle, punched hole inner-
most. With a scriber scratch a mark on the other end of the strip
to match the punched hole. Remove, punch a hole at the mark,
and fasten together to form a second circle. Punch a holeadjacent
to the eyelet in the double thickness and fasten again. The pur-
pose of the two fasteners is to provide a rigid joint which not
twist out of the plane.

It is not necessary to mark the two diametrically opposite holes
before forming. They can be punched when the ( ircles are placed
inside the first circle made, using the first holes as guides. Since
the overlapping parts are thicker than the rest of the circle, it will
not do to let them pile up in one place. They should be staggered,
as in Figure 9. Thus only on the first c:iycle will the diametrically
opposite pivotal holes coincide with a joint in trb.1e strip.

Pivot three circles to limn three meridians. Construct a fourth
to fit outside the first. Punch two diametrically opposite .holes in
it. Place the first inside the fourth, and turn the fourth so that its
holes are turned ninety degrees with respect to the pivotal points
of the first. Punch through these holes. thus providing an equa-
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torial axis. Fasten the first and fourth at this axis. The result is a
sphere defined by four great circles, three of which are pivoted
at a common pole; the fourth has its pole at right angles to the

other. This model is collapsible and can be used advantageously
in solid geometry, spherical trigonometry, navigation, or astron-
omy.

A successful teacher can also b, a bit of a showman. There is
nothing which impresses a student more than an exhibition of
craftsmanship at work. It is ever a source of surprise to find that
"teacher" can use his hands as well as his head. The success to be
met in the use of these models depends more on careful in epara-
tion and proper selection than on any special skill. Materials used
in class demonstrations should be within arm's length. news-
paper picked up deliberately and folded along a diagonal in a
sure and confident manner is far nu)re valuable in a demonstia-
tion than one put on after fumbling in a noar closet for a few
minutes for a readv-made model. no matter how perfect and
polished the latter may be. A raror blade in a handle, a paper
punch. some brass paper fasteners, a ,upplv of shirt cardboards,
and strips of wood of various length- these are the "stock in trade"
of the .,teat her-modelmaker." It is ad% isable to rehearse each
demonstration. or at least to have some practice in using the
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knife. Unforeseen complicaflons can arise in the execution of some
simple experiment, but these need not be serious; experience is
the best teacher Provision should, of course, be made to avoid
marring the desk; a couple of sheets of cardboard should be placed
over the top, or if more protection is desired, a piece of 1/4" fir
plywood one foot square.

The value of models lies in their availability to the teacher and
the class at the psychological moment. /. model locked in the
teacher's drawer or closet is of no use to anyone. Just as important
as the development of a permanent collection is the necessity
of providing adequate showcases or other facilities for housing it.
Demonstration models should be so located that the teacher need
only reach for them. This does not mean that all the models
should be stored around the teacher's desk. Provision may be made
to store those in current use within easy. reach.

Certain types of models lend theniselvts !..eadily to mounting on
the bulletin board, the wall, or an open ledge around the room.
Artistic distribution of posters and models about the room lends
a mathematical atmosphere which will serve to stimulate student
interest in the subject.9

We must not fail to mention the benefits derived by the stu-
dent in making models. The completion of a model gives a feeling
of satisfaction and accomplishment. The admiration shown by the
rest of the class pays for the time spent in its construction. Often
it is the weaker student who make3 the best model. Hen'e,
he should he encouraged, for it is he who most needs to "square
himself" in the eyes of his fellow students. The use and display of
a beautifully made student-model will result in increased appre-
ciation of the importance of good workmanship, neatness, and
accuracy, and will stimulate others to imptoye existing models
or to plan new ones. A good collection of models is not assembled
in a clay or a month or a year, but it is amazing how the collection
gi ()Ws and the di% idends it pas.'"

9( -,k. NlaIN Ruth. Intert-,t m N13111fmati(s h% Cleating %lathe
In:16r ;41 Atttmsphert. The .11,:thernattf c Tear her. Vol 2t, pp. 2182,-I. April, 1031.

r" \ivasnt:ut. 1..lnh \I.011 R..,111 I hot ',proks for Itq.11" ,/,ow/ .tiru nre and
.11 at hernaltr s. V(11 ii, Aptil 11113



BALSA AND CLAY AS TEACHING AIDS IN
HIGH SCHOOL NIATHEMATICS

Harrie

Two MA' RIALS, not in general
in clarifying geoMetry problen
used in making model airplan
used with balsa sticks or witl
Sticks" which may be purchase

B. Herbert

use, have been found most helpful
s. They are the light balsa sticks
s, and commercial modeling clay

the "Fiddlesticks" or "Pick-up
in toy stores.

,7

Figure 1. Allie Phifer and His Regular Solids

Most boys delight in makirq neat constructions with balsa. They
spend hours on a regular dodecahedron or icosahedron, mitering
the corners with the aid of a razor blade and patiently applying
a hit of an plane cement at every joint. They will also, read most
carefully the statement of a difficult problem, build a model ac-
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cording 'to its specifications, and gain new understanding for
themselves and for their classmates.

My most unusual experiment with a clags using balsa has been
building the tesseract, (a b) 4, an original problem in the fourth
dimension.

One day, in listing some twenty suggestions for individual
work in my plane geometry class I included on the mimeo-
graphed variety program: "Make a balsa model of (a b) 8 to
demonstrate the binomial theorem of algebra," the first steps
of which at e shown in Figure 2. In presenting this particular
suggestion, I reminded- the class that, when they 'learned that
(a + b) 2 := a ± 2ab b2, they had probably drawn a square
a + b on a side, and easily divided it into a2, a square with side a;
2ab, rectangles with sides a and b; and b2, a square with side -b. I
sketched this square on the board. Anyone who cared to do so was
to construct such a square, (a b) 2, of sticks; and on that square,
divided into a2, 2ab, and b2, to build a cube to show that (a b) 3
is composed of a3, 3a2b, 3ab2. and b3.

THE BINOMIAL THE

a+ c
cr+ Z

a+3ac+30

t 2

4iX 91iplelf

Evanston of the Binomial
"1 hem cm

P)

Next day a girl brought in the first cube, a good one except for
the fact that she had put it together with pins where a boy would
have used glue. Then a number of well-made cubes followed.
Among these was a large one built on a fourteen-inch edge, with /
the short a ends of the sticks painted brown and the long b ends /
green. The boy who made this one hinted that he liked such work /
with sticks and glue better than writing a paper on Thales, and
asked for another job like it. I told him I could think of nothing
better than to try to c any out this construction to the fourth
dimension.

The fourth dimension was a new idea to all of my classes. The
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figure I wished to introduce to ;hem was the tesseract, the name
given to the extension of a cube to fourth dimension. just as a
second dimension is added to a line to form a square and a third
to a square to form a cube, a fourth is added to a cube to repre-
sent a tesseract.

Because we had only three dimensions in which to lepresnt
a tesseract, we were in the position of a person wishing to draw a
cube on paper. Perspective had to be used. The two ace eptd wa\.s
of representing a tesseract follow exactly the two ,ays of_ drawing
a cube. The slightly sidewise '6ew of a cube consists of a fore-,.

ground square and a background square joined by. shortened
oblique parallel lines: The direct view of -a cube shows a square
within a square, as if one were looking directly into a box or down
a well. Similarly, the -first tesseract in_Figure 3 has a foregtound

Figure 3. The Two Views of the Single
Tesseract

cube and a background .cube joined by parallel oblique lines
slightly shorter than the other lines to 'ice the illusion of per-
spective, while the second figure is a cube within a cube.

Having learned what a tesseract would look like when repre-
sented in ree-dimensional space, the boys added the fourth
dimension to their large cube painted brown znd green. The
foundation cube being already divided into cubes and rectangular
prisms, it remained for us to divide all the newly added lines into
(a + b) lengths. To do this completely was leads complicated in

practice, but simple enough in theory. Soon, es et y square on
the whole model had become a2 -4- 2ab h ; every cube was
a3 3a2b 3ab2 IP: and it was yc.st to be shown that the
complete tesseract was a4 4a3b 6a2b2 + 4ab3 h4, The direct
view of (a + , at right in Figure 4, was made later.
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Figure 4. The Tesseract (a + 1))6

We easily identified a', a cube with side a being its fou
cube, with an added dimfnsion of length a. Some of our a s

dents made diagrams showing the other lot ins that would b-C.'
present in (a + b) 4 Figure 5 shows the effect of adding a di-
mension to a2b or to Since, at every vertex of (PI), three
lines meet, two short a's and one long b, the resulting figure, after

pr

a

(Vt.'

a't,

1.1guic .. Adding ill:: low th ihniettsion
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another dimension is added, will have at each vertex an added a
or b, and will thus be either a"b or a2b2. Time are, similarly, two
possibilities for ab2, which may become either a2b2 orab3. We
were able to identify and label, not only the two tesseracts, a' and
b, but also the fourteen additional hyperpristns correspon/ing
to the other terms of the expansion, namely, four (PG's, six a2b2's,
an -4,4wikr ab3's.

An interesting feature of this type of geometryadding dimen-
sionsis that still more algebra is involved. Seeing that in a
square two- lines meet in apoint, in a cube three, and in a tesser-
act four, we found. the number of sticks needed to make each
model, using the th'ory of combinations. Also, by counting ver-
tices, edges, faces, and so on, the students discovered that these

vErtt S -3QUA*15-HYPNCUSE
Cu

2 1

4 4 1 cut t3

8 11 6 1

3

16 32, 24 8 1 ULt;

I iguiv 6. Counting the Points and Lines

numbits ate the binomial «)effidents. Figine 6 demonstiates
the known them em for the series, line, square, cube, and tesseiact.
In counting the eight cubes of the simple tessetet (see Figure
3) , we find six of them distm ted, just as four of the six squat es in
the thawing of a cube ate distorted. In Figine 3 the six dis-
torted cubes of the first figure appear as parallelepipeds frith rec-
tangular bases, while in the second figure they ate truncated pyta-
mids with rectangular bases.

A high school boy easily eatried the simple tesseract on to
the fifth dimension (we Figure 7). I le also built a simplex, a
figure founded on the equilatet al triangle and regular tetrahedron,
and extended it to the sixth dimension (see Figure 8). These
two constructions, either of tvhich could have been carried to still
higher dimensions, led us into more geometry to be interpreted
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algebraically. The models shown as Figures 7 and 8 are entirely
original. Figure 8 is of colored sticks. It began with a single

-Noahitwor
disoM4 ite

Figure 7. The Fifth Dimensional
Analogue of a Cube

. 411191

Figure S. The Simplex of the Sixth
Dimension

stick of one color. Two, Of a new color, were added to make
the triangle. Three, of another color, meeting at an outside point,
formed the tetrahedron. It will be noted that the number 'of
sticks used to add each dimension is equal to the number of the
new dimension.

While .the mathematics classes were interested in the ,building
and study of fourth dimensional models including the regular
polvhedroids, the art instructor had her classes make original de-
signs suggested by our models of the regular polyhedroids. Some

1. iglu e 11, Di-a_,:i, Suggcsieil by Regular 1-1guie 10, Designs horn
Pcilliedloids Elaborated
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of theit designs are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The students
plan further to design wrought-iron gates and, possibly, stained
glass windows by modifying these designs and developing others..

Our use of clay, the other material we have brought into the
geometry class, involves no stretching of geometry beyond the
bounds set for that subject by Euclid; in fact, it demands no intri-
cate mathematics ,yhatever. On the contrary, to use a clay founda-
tion on which to build a figure of "fiddlesticks" or "pick-up sticks"
provides a simple and quick way to get a figure before the class
in solving problems for which a drawing seems insufficient.

We knead clay and flatten it into a hose, box. In the smooth
clay we can actually bisect angles or construct perpendiculars.
We use the clay box, however, chiefly as a foundation in which to
stand sticks forming a pyramid, a parallelepiped, or other figure.
The "pick-up sticks" purchased for a game of the same name are
very good for this purpose. When sticks are brought together at a
point, an extra bit of the clay serves to hold them there. After the
problem is solved, the sticks are removed, any drawing in the basal
clay is erased with the pressure of a finger, and the clay box is
ready for the next problem. There is no trouble with leftovers
as in the case of cat dboard and string models, too good to' be de-
stroyed before the eves of their creators, but not worth handing
down to posterity.

Figure 11. Clay Boxes with Fiddlesticks

'I he lust model in 1 igure 11 should give a clue to the solu-
tiun of the thew cm, the perpendicular from the intersection
of the diagonals of a parallelogram upon a plane that does not cut
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the parallelogram is equal to one-fourth of the sum of the perPen-
diculars from the vertices of the parallelogram upon the plant._

The second model in Figure 11 would help an amateur in
solid geometry to see the right triangles involved in the problem:
The altitude of a regular quadrangular pyramid is six inches. Each
side of the base is four inches long. Find the lateral area.

By the time we get to spherical geometry, the class is usually
more independent and less in need of props for its thinking. How-
ever, some find it hard to visualize spherical triangles. For these
the use of clay may again be helpful. The clay is removed from
the box and smoothed over a globular bowl. It is very convincing
to make the (hawing in the clay, with the help of compasses that
have been bent to reach a quadrant's distance and to demonstrate
that If one spherical triangle is the polar of a second, then the
second is also the polar of the first.

In these days, hundreds of boys and girls are studying mathe-
inatics not because they love it or are particularly good at it, but
because of the urgency of the demand for many to become expert
in some of its applications. Therefore, it seems more necessary
than ever that teachers find ways of making mathematics more
attractive for them. We may find inspiration almost equal to that
in teaching a brilliant student, in having these lesser ones say,
"Gee, it's interesting when you really see it!"

Et,



HISTORICAL MATERIAL ON MODELS AND
OTHER TEACHING AIDS IN 111,IsHEMATICS

Lao Genevra Simons

IN ALL WORKS on solid geometry and related subjects, a figure in
a plane is made to represent a figure in three-dimensional space.
One stumbling block at the beginning of solid geometry has al-

ways been the making of the solid emerge from the. plane figure,
the seeing of a solid in a plane. This was especially true before
laws of perspective were followed in the drawings in a book on
the subject. This stumbling block may not exist, but there may
be the problem of drawing a figure in a plane that shall represent
in two dimensions a solid in three. There are students and teach-
ers as well who can easily see a solid in the air, as it were, and can
follow the demonstration of a proposition connected with it, but
who cannot make a drawing of it. Both the difficulties suggested
tend to make the first lessons in solid geometry critical ones.

Since the solid must be seen either in the imagination or in ..he
actual object, the obvious means of smoothing the path is the
building up of models. This is a legitimate aid at the outset, al-

though it should be discarded as the course pi oceeds. As the stu-
dent advances in his studies, he should glow away from depend-
ence on the physical and grow into the purely mathematical ex
pression of all geomen ical figures.

The recognition of this need of models is found in the first
English translation of Euclid's Elements. This work is entitled:
The Elements of Geometric of Ow most auncient philosopher
Euclid(' of Mtwara faithfully (now first) translated into the Eng-
lishe toung. by 11. Billingsley, Citizen of London. London, 1570.

An excellent presentation of this work by Professor Walter F.
Shenton of Amelican University appeared in The American
Mathrutatiml ,11unthly for Decent her, 1928, under the title "The
First Fnglish Euclid." The article included the following state-
ment: flee second volume contains the tenth to fifteenth books

253
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of Euclid, with a sixteenth book added by Flussas. The wood-cuts
illustrating the solid figures are most beautiful, but one of the
most interesting features of the eleventh book is that many of
the figures are made of paper and so pasted in the book that they

'1

1

I 1. .
4.1444"-

Figure 1. Floin 11111.11.4...!;... .1-.7, .1/it /am/.

may be opened up to make at tual models of the space figures."
Then the article gives figures; one "NlIMVS the page of definitions
of pyramids, and illustrates with actual models, pyramids with
triangular, quadrilateral, and pentagonal bases" (see Figure 1):
another "shows similar figures to illustrate the proofs of such
theorems as 'From a point geuen on high, to draw tnto a ground
plaine superficies a perpendicular right line.'

Early in the eighteenth century, another English translation of
Euclid employed this same device but to a lesser degree. This
work was entitled: Euclid's Flements of Geometry from the Latin
translation of Commandine. 'To which is added a treatise of the
nature and arithmetic of logarithms; likewise another of the ele-
ments of plane and spherical trigonometry. By Doctor John Keil,
F. R. S. Now done into English. . . . By Mr. Samuel Gunn. Lon-
don, 1723.

The first Latin edition of John Keil's Fie/news was printed in
1715. He justifies the appealan(e of another edition in print on
the ground that attempts have been made to supersede Euclid's
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%col k because of the deft( tion of numerous faults. Ile maint ills
among other things that "his Demonstrations [are] elegant, er-
spicuous and concise, carrying with them such Evidence, and o
much Snength of Reason . . To the Elements, Keil ad s
some trigonometty with a reason that sounds very modern: "Fa
titer, for the Use of those who are desirous to apply the Elements
of Geometry to Uses in Life, we have added a Compendium of
Plain and Sphetical Trigonomen v, by means 1k-hereof Geo-
metrical Magnitudes arc measured and their Dimensions expressed
in Numbers."

The popularity' of the Keil work'is shown by the fact that it
was translated into English and that the English translation ran
through at least five editions, the fifth appearing in 1745. Mr.
Cunn claims that he has conc.cted some errors, particularly in
the solution of certain cases of 'Oblique Sphericks." The geo-
metrical part of the work follows the usual order of Euclid, Books
1 to 6, 11, and 12, but in a much abbreviated form. The diagrams
are found on one sheet at intervals throughout the book. But it is
the section on trigonometry which offers special interest from the
standpoint of models. At the end of the wolk, there is a sheet from
which figut es can be erected to be used in connection with certain
propositions, There are just three of these figures, but each one
servesto illustrate sf:%eral theorems.

The upper figur2 is a separate circle pasted onto the sheet. To
it at a diameter is pasted a circle, half of which can be lifted up.
The appropriate lines are drawn and letters attached for the sev-
eral theorems, seven in number. The middle model (see Figure 2)
consists of a circle (foreshortened in the figure) pasted to the
sheet. Along two radii 0.1 and 011 arc attached two plane right-
angled n ;angles ()AI and OJIG which can be made to stand up-
right for use in two propositions. These are: "Prop. 23. In spheri-
cal ti jangles BA C, 1311E, right angled at A and II, if the same
acute angle B be at the base 13A , or 1311, then the sines of the
hypotenuses shall be proportional to the sines of the perpen-
dicular an s; Prop. 24. The same things being supposed, AQ, HK,
the sines of the !rases, tre proportional to IA, C11, the tangents of
the prpendic ular :ors." The lower Ilndel serves for two theo-
rems. Its foundation is a circle pasted to the sheet. To this is at-
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iached a sector pasted along a radius but not on a diameter. This
sector can be made to stand up.

In the same year with the appearance of Cunn's translatio of
Keil's Luclid, Edmund Stone published. The constn and
principal uses of the mathematical instruments. Tianslated from
the French of 411. Rion. London, 1723. This work contains plates

--

(

I 1..onc 2. "Stant Nloilel from Ctinn's Translation of
KO 'I's /..trt

with the usual diagrams for making the regular solids and a draw-
ing of the appropriate solid itself to the left of each diagram.
While work purports to be a means of making mathematics
pt actical and useful in the affairs of life, it does give some sug-
gestions for making the theorems in solid geometry clear.

Fin titer evidence that these "stand-up" figures were finding
favor appears in the work: Geoinctry made easy; or, a new and
methodi«11 explanation of the elements of Geometry: to which is
added a new . method of exhibiting in miniature the various
kinds of solids . . by schcmci cut out of paste-board. By John
Lockv. (;:uwley. London, [1752].

A copy of this book is in the lititish Museum, as noted in cata-
logue of the sante. Onc has not vet been located in this country.
The contents of the work are outlined on page 3 of another work
by this author as follows: -The work here alluded to was com-

"\
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pleated in the year 1752, and contains a very easy and concise
commentary on the first 6, 11, 12 and 15 books of Euclid [books
14 and 15 were added later than the time of Euclid himself]; some
material propositions of Archimedes, concerning the cylinder,
cone, and sphere; the principles of algebra, with its application
in solving geometrical problems; and an introduction to conic
sections; together with a method of forming, in miniature, solids
and their sections, by schemes cut out of paste-board, which ren-
der it useful to those young students for whom it. was designed."

The same author published: An appendix t.o Euclid's Elements.
In seven books. Containing forty-two copper plates. In which the
doctrine of solids, delivered in the eleventh, twelfth, and fifteenth
books of Euclid, is illustrated and rendered easy by new- invented
schemes cut out of paste-board. London, 1758.

At the outset, the author refers to his earlier work and then
adds "I come now, according to the promise which I made in
the preface to that work, to lay before the public a new perform-
ance the chief scope of which is to produce mechanical represen-
tations of solids and their sections" and much more along this line.

A second edition of An appendix to the Elements of Euclid
appeared in [176?] with a slight variation in the title. "Contain-
ing forty-two copper-plates" has been replaced by "forty-two move-
able schemes." Cowley justifies his second printing in his preface
when he says: "The approbation shown to the first edition of this
work, and the many applications made for it while out of print,
are motives that have encouraged me not.only to issue this second
edition, imt also to make sundry additions and improvements to
it, . . . but as these things would augment the present work too
much, and that those who have the first edition hereof may have
an opportunity of obtaining these additions without detriment to
their former purchase, they are reserved for a second or supple-
mental volume to what is herein contained." Such a supplemental
volume has not been located in any library or catalogue and so
there seems to be no extant volume to show that it ever appeared
in print..

The "moveable scheme.' employed may be described by taking
an illustrat'fm from the hook. To make the Exoctoedron or
Canted Cube (see Fture 3) , the outline of the entire figure,
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tAt1:1)t two sides oi the ,hailed s(1i(,ite, i, t lit Urn. 111C secial
lines llicie twelve in n(tmber) which cioss the diagram are so
pressed that they can lie casil\ 1 huts the six equal squares
and eight equal equilateral triancgles can he placed in such a posi-
ti(m that the solid with the shaded squat as base can be formed
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(see Figure 4) . In the words of die author, .". . . nothing-remains
to hinder the reader from a clear sight of the true form of these
bodies but the little trouble of raising up the figure, and folding
its several parts arc and That particular one which is distinguished
from the others by shaded." This is the familiar means for
making a solid. I sere it is already at hand in the book. The dis-
advantage of the scheme appears at once. Only propositions wlich
relate to solids whose entire surface can be flattened into one-con
tinuousfigure can be represented. Such propositions'as have been
described in the Keil book are not possible by this scheme.

kg'.;!'"1,..

111r4.&.J.

I iguir t Model of Figure 3 in Upright Position
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Nevertheless, Cowley does piesent a number of interesting solids
and propositions. Book I e\liihits the five regular solids; Book II,
One tegular solid inscribed ill another, to be used with Euclid XV,
15; Book III. hue of the iiic gulat solids (these ale five out of
thirteen of the semi-regular polliedra which were investigated by
At( himedes. Keplei showed how these fit.ones tan be obtained),
also ,olid I hombus, solid ihoinhoids, dude( athombns; Book IV.

1,,tis suits of y)1 isms: llomk V, %al jolts Kinds of pyramids, and
!Mull Itustnms: Book VI. the tl C:1(1111'11( 'ICY(' is especially com-
'mended it the author in these words: "In the sixth, the propoqi-
tions of Fnclid's eft% until and twelfth hooks arc clearly explained,
and so illustrated, as renders them perfectly easy to be compre-
hended. without perplexing the mind to conceive lines as drawn
.through silt h and such points, as raised up and meeting together
at stu and such points above the plane, haying only an imaginary
eXistence in the mind that conceives them; for the reader has here
each solid really lot mud, amt is at the same time furnished with

(II ul,n view of the sections, justly made and laid open to his
sight: \diet clot e, by tin' peculiar contrivance here made use of,
thew is no longer any difficulty in perceiving in the most clot-
and «ininc ing manner . . ."; Book VII, the cone and the sev-
Cird lions which result in an isosceles triangle, a circle, an
ellipse. a parabola, and a hyperbola. (See Figure 5 for the very
nice (le\ lI e here employe(1.)

Jones. "Mathematical Instiument Maker, accidentally
purchased the plates" of the Cowley Appendix and published:
An illustration and mensuration of Solid Geometry; in seven
boolo: iontaining forty-two moveable copper-plate schC illeS for
forming the 'carious kinds of solids, and tneir sections; by which
the doctrine of solids v,-eneral,and those in the eleventh, twelfth,
and fifteenth hooks of 1...nclid are elucidated, and rendered more
rfoy to Icantei.% than on\ .roik hitherto published. By the late
john 1.0(1(4e Cowley. The third edition. London, 1787. In this
%ultune, Jones lahns to have rivised, corrected, and augmented
the Cowley \yolk, but the c panties do not affcct the models in it.

The Once editions of the Cowley Appendix indicate that it met
.1 teal nett: of the time. Junes inight have been writing a preface
for a modern educational work when he introduced the third edi-
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flare xi-1,
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1.14nte 5 hunt Cm%ItA's Apputtitrx ()intim. to MotIcl to lit Rat..a,td to Show an
Ellipse as a Scction of .t Right Citcul.at Cone

tiim by saving, "Probably in no branch of the mathematics does
the student mcctwith more embarrassment than in the study of
the geometry of solids; for most of the authors who have treated
thereon have adopted the usual method of copying the jabstruse
and perplexed linear schemes of the ancients, which for the
greater part are so inconsistently delineated in perspective as to
render it impossible, even to Euclid himself, to divine the bodies
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intended to be represented by them. It was, undoubtedly, from
a consideration of this kind, that Mr. Cowley was excited to any
attempt of exhibiting the various kinds of solids treated of Euclid,
and other geometricians, by moveable and folding paper schemes
or figures, by which a person of the most slender capacity should
at a small, or no expense of time have a clear and rational idea of
the several solids, and thereby be able to investigate their prop.erties with more perspicuity and precision."

A note in "A secoRd.list of books and pamphlets in the Libraryof the Mathematical Association," London, 1929, states that". . . F. C. M. Marie reproduced 2.1 of Cowles figures, with
acknowledgment, to form a volume Geometric Stereographique,
1835."

Before the appearance of the edition by William Jones, another
author adopted the device of "stand-up" figures, and entitled his
publication: A Royal Road to Geometry; or an easy and familiar
introduction to the mathematics. By Thomas ,Ma hon. London,
1774. An ti-xcellent and complete article, by L. Leland Locke, on
this book appeared in Scripta Mathematica for March, 1941. Mr.
Locke calls it "A Book Old Enough to Be Considered Nele and
points out a number of respects in which it anticipates the so-
called "new" approaches in geometry of recent years.

The interest in Malton's work for the subject of models lies in
its use of the scheme of Billingsley although on greatly improved
lines (for "Nlalton is the author of a large treatise (m perspective
in which the same type of figure is utilized.") It is an impn)ve-
ment on Cowley, for we have here only the base of the figure
pasted to the page instead of a part of the figure. Hence "several
pieces may be used which would overlap if they had to be cut
from the page." Ma lton may have been influenced by Keil as well
as by hillingsley. In his preface, he refers to this author when he
says, "Dr. Keil in his Preface to his Translation of Commandine
and also Mr. Cumin seems to think it an unpaulonable fault in
'racquet to omit the demonstrations of the 5th book. . . ."

No real study has been made of extant mathetraticalmodels in
wood and brass. In Early Science in Oxford Part II Mathematics
(R. T. Gunther, Oxford University Press. London;/1922, p: 3(i)
the author lists the mathematical models at Oxford. This list in-
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dudes the following: "Models for demonstrating Propositions in
Euclid: Before 1697. Formerly in Savile collection, now missing
[known ft um a manUSClipi of 1697r; -Two 4-inch Demonstration
Spheres, bisected on the ecliptic. c.1650. 'These two small spheres
of hcechwood are all thal remains of the elaborate instrumental
outfit of the Savilian Piofessors which was kept in the Cista Mathe-
rnatica [the great Mathematical Instrument Box of the Univer-
sit]"; "Thice Demonstration Soheres. c.1700 . . . Marked in
ink to illustrate propositions in spherical triangles. Two of the
spheres are supported in turned wooden pedestal cups." (See
Fi4in e 6.)

TplCk"..0"; 2'..

c-

tiguie O. From Uxtsord touecuott of NloOcts. Vetnitsston
aE Qxford University Press

1 here ale spheres in use today which resemble the last-named
These ale small 'slated globes (splunical blackboards)

which rest in a standard of iron and ,,vhich arc to be used by
the student in spherical geometry and trigonometry.

This brief historical sketch may serve to show that the use of
models as teaching aids in mathematics is not new. The periodic
revival of any aids and projects seems to indicate that methods
move in cycles and this is no criticism of the individual methods.

Further lines in which mechanical aids appear are color, paper-
cutting and folding, the Chinese putzle. and. doubtless, others.
The rust mathematics text. to use color, and that consistently, was
an English publication entitled: The First Six Books of the Ele-
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London, 1847. The-name of the printer, William Pickering, indi-
cates that it was regarded, as a work of importance, but no evi-
knee can be adduced to prove that it influenced later works. In

t color runs not and it must be regarded as a freak presentation.
the same time, it probably was the first work in print tosug-

gest t colored (hall or pencil can be really helpful in compli-
cated geometric diagrams.

The line of treatment will be indicated by reference to the dia-
gram for the Pythagol can Theorem (sec Figure 7). The colors are
employed as follows: In the right triangle, shorter side yellow,

4.. square on it black; longer side blue, square red; hypotenuse red,
square in two rectangles, to left blue, to right yellow; continuous
lines which cross n kingly black, dotted line red; angles at lower
right vertex of triangle, clockwise, blue, black, yellow. Only four
colors are used throughout and the color is solid. The proof pro-
ceeds by use of colored diagrams. Here, in words to name the
colors, blue angle equals yellow angle. To each add black angle
and so forth.

The only hooks that approach this one arc New Plane Geom-
etry Irs, Webster Wells (Boston, I9(18) and New Solid Geometry
(same author and' date). The fol mei contains tin ee plates in
which the sides of triangles arc outlined in color; the latter con-
titins two plates in which planes are shown in solid color. Plate V
is for the proposition The volume of an parallelepiped is equal
to the /n ()duct of its ham' and altitude.

It is not the intnt of this brief survey to recommend any of
these aids for Csellt day use. An evunination of the hooks them
selves, as opportunity presents itself, is recommended instead.
There can he no more enjoyable and uplifting expel icncc than
to see at litst hand the wot th 1%hile ello:ts of au ;dell teachet
Mr. Cowley to make the subject of mathematics 2 ital thing to
his students. This is the ambition of a teacher worthy of his call-
ing.

:.ifihnr v,ish,.., In MI- nt,sitd:e the «11111) (ti \to., .111!:( S iiI
ence 111,tatim of Yale I'll.Arsit in stndm a tip\ .f ilia lust Cd1114/11
C.ntsles,'s Appendix; also, of thy 1'11;1)111,1n (.nitnnhia 1.111\11,1(. in 111(1

ing a %CO,: editing 11,111 rlt s.ttil; hn.tlls. of thy law Mr. I.. I.c
land Lnrl.c, uhn lthmol his op\ of Ow third udit;,41. (me t,f tl.{: lu to ()NI (duffles in
the library of this cnIle(t,.1 of j..;()(1 In/11..c.



THE CONSTRUCTION OF PLAITED CRYSTAL
MODELS

Sumthary by Virgil S. Mallory

AN INTERESTING method of constructing models of various poly-
hedra is explained in a little book now long out of print. The
unique method used will undoubtedly have sufficient interest for
teachers of mathematics to justify the summary given here.

The title page describes the book as "A System for the Con-
struction of Plaited Crystal Models on the Type of an Ordinary
Plait; Exemplified by the Forms Belonging to the Six Axial Sys-
tems in Crystallography; by John Gorham, M.R.C.S. Eng., &c.,
Tonbridge, Kent; E. and F. N. Spon, London, 1888; IV + 28
with 56 Plates 24 pp. Adv."

The author states in the preface: "It is now some forty years
since I had the honour of demonstrating before the Royal So-
ciety in London A System for the Construction of Crystal Models
Projected on Plane Surfaces. These figures fold6c1 into the re-
quired form, and subsided into a level at pleaAurethey were
easily moulded into shape by bringing their edges into apposition
with the fingers, and were as easily transferred from place to place
when flattened in a portfoliothey constituted, in short, an ex-
tension of the plan used in modern mathematical treatises for
extemporising models of the five regular or Platonic solids. . . .

Each [of the six crystalline] systems consists of a skeleton model
of three or four rods of wood, wire, or glass; these rods are called
axes, round which the forms can be symmetrically built up. Upon
these axes it is proposed, in the first place, to find the faces of the
required model by direct measurement (or recourse may be had
to Spherical Trigonometry, as the case may be), and in the next
place, to build them up into a model by a process which it is be-

' lieved has not been hitherto attempted. It consists in taking an
ordinary plr. ,f three or four rushes, defining its intersections in
numerical oi,er, and thus eliminating the lypr on which every

266
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model is constauLtecl. By strictly adhering to the type it was
found, moreover, that those solids which were confessedly irreg-
ular and-most difficult to understand--those, for instance, belong-
ing to the doubly oblique system---iere made with the same fa
cility as the cube itself. . . . On a careful examination of one of
these crystals,its faces appeared to he arranged in narrow strips,
which could be traced round the form in four different directions,
and seemed to cut each other in their course as if they intersected.
It be( ame difficult nor to realize the practicability of using strips
of paper---of crossing them just as these zones appeared to be
crossed in a real crystal, and of intertwining them as in a plait.
Four narrow strips of paper were taken accordingly, eac!, being
composed of similar thumbs placed together at their Opposite
edges. after crossing and recrossing. repeatedly. a rough model of
the form was eventually obtained. . . . It Imam(' evident that
the definite arrangement of the pints in a plait could be at once
utilised by finding the unmet ical order in chich its intersections
o(41nred. This formed a clue to the \vhol.-

Sin( e the pi forms belonging to the Si% axial systentS in
(istallography May Al constructcd flow that for the cube.
thanthor emphasi/es that imp!, though plates and desciiptions
ate given for other folins. including crystals showing cleavage,
satiation, and pyramidal hollows in the faces, as in crystals of bis-
muth and of potassium Inomide and iodide.

( tit ip. 126s, slims thr foto plaits used in fmming the
model of a ( Iw numbt slit \\. the order of plaiting, the face
numbeted 1 coming Lind( t that marked 1, ctc. Faces nlatked * are
to gi stabilit io the model, while those marked 0 arc base
planes. Dottud lines indicate folding. -1 he resulting c uhe has each
Luc compo,c(1 c.1 tour isos(ls light ttiangles.

Modific,itions to pruritic e other intcrcNting- forms in crystallog-
raphy are fAidlicud by effecting changes in the angles of the
koscelus it ianglcs. When the vet tux angle is 90', the c uhe results:
chen it is pyr.ifilid of Tutu lateral faces is raked on each
fac e as in ',I'm(' it lics iii (111,11 ti: icdtuall to 70
3 II-, dic isultitiq modri is that of thc rhombic dodecahedron
like gainer (1.st.ds.

In f-rming the model Of a rhombic dodcalidtott, the plaits
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shown in the figiii e het e arc modified by replacing each square by
a rhombus, the shorter diagonal being parallel to the dotted
(folded) lines. If the faces are now numbered in the same way,
the pattern will plait into a firm model.

5

4

o

ri D

--T,,
1

4_

,3

D 0 '0

.7

is C

4 ,
71D

In a similar manner the author shows the modifications to the
( obit- model necessiry to produce the other five axial systems. In

eiy case the type of axes tells (I) the form and angles of the
Liccs and (2) the method of locating the sides. From the cubic
',hits the mode of adjusting the faces to form a plaited model is
obtained.

A hi,411 Fool niathematilN ( lid) Will find the «mstI urtion of
these plaited cistallinc forms an inteiesting and instinctive proj-
ect, viiticulail% if the «instill( lion of the lot is accompanied
by an elemental V study of c tstal axial sysiems.



COLOR IN GEONIETRY

L. Leland Locke

ONE OF first books on plane geometry to ise colors in identi-
fying parts of the Euclidean figures was The I first Six Books of the
Elements of Euclid in Which Coloured Diagrams and Symbols
Are Used Instead of Letters for the Greater Ease of Learners, by
Oliver Byrne, London 1817.

The extracts from the Introduction which follow may serve to
illustrate the principles set forth by Byrne in his book.

-The plan here adopted forcibly appeals to the eye, the most
sensitive and the most comprehensive of our external organs, and
its pre-'eminence to imprint it subject on the mind is supported
by the incontrovertible maxim expressed in the well known words
)f Horace:

A feebler impress through the car is made,
Than %diat is by the faithful eye conveyed."

"The letters annexed to points, lines, or other parts of a dia-
gram are in fact but arbitrary names, and represent them in the
demonsti at ion instead of these, the parts being differently col-
oured, are made to name themsek es, for their forms in corre
sponding colours represent them in the demonstration.-

"In oral dcmonsti itions we gain with colouts this important
advantage, the eve and the ear can he addressed at the same ma
mmt. so that for teaching geometry, and other linear arts and
sciences, in classes, the SNSten1 is the best ever proposed. Besides
the superior simplicity, this system is likewise conspicuous For
c(MCCntration, and wholly excludes the injurious though prevalent
practice of allowing the student to commit the demonstration to
memory: until reason, and fact, and proof only make impressions
on the understanding. Again. if we mention the colour of the
parts refer red to, as in saing, the red angle, the blue line, or lines,
the part or parts thus named will be immediately seen by all the

269
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Sounds which address the ear are lost and die
In one short hour, but these which strike the eve
Live long upon the mind, the faithful sight
Engraves the knowledge with a beam of light."

Figure 1 is an illustration of a typical page showing the proof
of a theorem of plane geometry. In the triangle shown, the right
side and its opposite angle are red; the base and the vertical angle
ire black; and the exterior angle is shown in yellow. The contrast
of these colins is partly emphasiied by the reproduced page shown.
in the figure.

The demonstration reads:

"The red angle plus the yellow angle equals two right angles.
But the yellow angle is greater than the blue angle (pr. 16)

Theiefore, the red angle plus the blue angle is less than two..
tight angles. Q.E.D."

Note that Byrne omits the customary pat ticularization of the
theorem in the form "Gisen" and "To prose.-

Both Mr. Monis Cohen of the mathematics department of the
Boys Technical I ligh School, Brooklyn, New York, and the writer
have found that a class in plane geometry will welcome with zest

1 c 2

**\

all occ asional tit slot into color, using c yloied chalk on the
blackboard and c (doled pent ils on paper. NIr. Cohen has devised
a valiant of the plan tot joining put poses to aoid the expense
of coloied plaits. Foi the foi in of FiQuic '2, the designations of
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lines and angles might be black, white, dotted, dashed, dot-dash,
double aot-dash, or other variations. Figure 3 shows a simplified
form, adapted to blackboard and paper use.

Figure 3

t

The Byrne volume is not only a beautiful addition to the anti/
quarian's collection, but it has some pedagogical value. A recent
book, "Introduction to Geometry," by A. NV. Siddons and K. S.

, Snell, Cambridge University Press, 1939, contains on one of its
pages four figures for proofs of the Pythagorean Theorem in color,
another figure for parallel lines, and two others on congruent
ti iangles. So the basic pedagogy of Byt ne, with its combined ap
peal to the ear and eye, may, under present-day Printing methods,
soon be used to a greater extent in our plane geometry texts.

xa



AN EARLY WORK ON MECHANICAL DEVICES
FOR DRAWING THE CONIC SECTIONS

Phillip S. Jones

ALTHOUGH mechanical devices for drawing curves date back at
least to Nicomedes (270 B.C.), who used one stall for drawing the
conchoid which he designed to trisect angles,' and although
devices tot drawing conic sections were first heard of not later than
Proclus (A.D. 410-485), who discussed an ellipsograph,2 never-
theless the book 'De Organica Conicarum Sectionum in Plano
Descriptione Tractatus (A Treatise on Devices for Drawing the
Conic Sections) by Franciscus van Schooten, primed at the Elzevir
Press in Leyden, Holland, in 1646, is of much interest both in
itself and in relation to the history of mathematics and of mechan-
ical devices in particular. (See Figure 1.)

The first chapter is of some historical importance because of its
description (,` a mechanical device for drawing a straight line by
means of a link and a triangular ruler. The existence of this
earlier work is little known\and, as a result, A. Peaucellier is usu-
ally given the credit of being the first to construct a straight-line
linkage with his inversor of 1864. In van Schooten's device shown
in Figure 2, AB = BC = 1W, with the result that as vertex D of
the rigid triangle BCD slid along line AE the other vertex, C, of
the ti jangle would trace the dotted line. For proof van Schouten
shows that angle CAD 1/2 angle GB!). He notes that if GB!) is
a straight line, CA ± to AE. Peaucellier's device, differing from
this, is a true linkage with no sliding parts and does not imulo a
previ(msly given straight line.

This book is of further interest because it treats all the conic
sections in a unified fashion, lists a variety of mechanical devices
for describing each, and gives several different solutions to many
of the construction problems that it sets up. For instance, in
Chapter VIII the problem of constructing an ellipse, given the

I to I Viet to riet CtICC1 at the end Of this at tick.
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iod and ,-et ti-es. is ticated. One solution given kr this problem
is the familiat pin and suing consult( tion which is based on the
fact that the sum of the focal radii is constant. In the following
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Figure 2

chapter the sante problem for thes.hyperbola ks treated by a similar
series or do ics, one or which, as shown in Figure 3, is a pin, ruler,
and string construction (the string is fastened at N and C) based
on the lac that for an hyperbola the difference of the focal radii
is constant.. sun-m(1 solution to this problem for the ellipse was
obtained by using the tour-bar linkage shown in Figure After

1 :,4t;le I I
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*************

Figure 5

discussing this solution, van Schootep added a scholium showing
how this same linkage could he used/to cletemine the tangent NE.

Other problems solved mechanically are these: to construct an
ellipse given the axes, given any }lair of conjugate diameters, given

1' 1,011 t 1,
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c;

r.)

Figuie

a lams rectum and the transverse axis; to construct an hyperbola
given its axes, given any pair of conjugate diameters, given a
laws rectum and transverse axis, or given a point and the asymp-
totes; to draw a parabola, given the axis, vertex, and latus rectum,
or given the focus and vertex. Several theorems on the areas of
parabolic segments are included at the end.

Figures 5, 6, 7 show what is essentially the same apparatus used
to describe ill turn an ellipse, an hyperbola, and a parabola, fur-
ther stressing the family relationship. An additional construction
for it parahoh is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

../
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This book was one of the earliest by an author whose works and
references span one of the most interesting periods in the history
of mathematics. His father, Frans van Schooten, also a mathe:
matician, in !627 published one of the earliest taigonometric
tables. The sources cited by van Schooten in this work are
chiefly Euclid and Appolonius, with a few references to that fore-
flintier of the calculus, the Method of Indivisibles of Cavilieri.
The treatment of the problepts.in,this book is non-analytic; never-'
theleSsfiA>n Schooten shows, through references in the introduc-
tion, familiaritywith the works of Descartes, Fermat, and Rober-
val, contemporaries who were working with the concepts %yhich

were soon to lead to the analytic geometry and calculus. That van
Schooten was also familiar with analytic methods is evidenced-by
his Latin translation (1649) of Descartes' La GAnnt!trie with the
notes of Florimond de Beaune. The-rapid spread of the method of
Descartes is -in large part due to this translation into the mini
versal language of scholarship of the day and the added explana-
tions accompanying the translation of the sometimes obscure
original text. Van Schooten himself applied analytic geometry to
the solution of many problems in his chief work Exercitationes
Mathematicae (1657)3. He also published a paper by Christian
Huygens on probability and in the seedul edition of the Descartes
Geometria papers by John Hudde on the solution of equations
and maxima and minima. Van &hoc ten recommended the use of
coordinates in three dimensional space and published treatises on
perspective, plane trigonometry, and surveyim.4...1

A final look at the title page, shown in Figure 1, of the work
under discussion here reveals a few items of inlet est. Van Schooten

advertises the conic sections as of use in geometry, optics,
gnomonics (the theory of the sun dial) . and mechanics. These
claims he amplifies somewhat in his preface. telling of the reflect-
ing or focal properties of the conics as studied in optics and of
their use in the architecture of vaulted roofs and bridges. The
appendix on the solution of die cubic equation is missing from
the copy in the author's possess:on. The printer's device i's one of
several used by the Flievirs. Finally. it may he of interest to note
that in the date are used the earlier foun of Roman numerals
with cf.) for 1000 and ID for WO,
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GEONIETRY WITH AN OPAQUE PROJECTOR

. J. IV. Colliton
il

FOR MORE _than ten years I have been using an opaque projector
in the teaching of my classes in plane geometry. The two classes,
numbering thirty-five tb fopty each, are composed of students who
have shown above-average ability in their elementary 'algebra.
Their reactions to the use of the projector show how valuable
other teachers may find this means of instruction.

This is the plan. I halie drawn on 7" x 10" cards the figures
for the textbook theorems and origins that I expect the dais
to study. These are thrown on a screen, at the front of a slightly
darkened room, by means of an opaque projector. This practice
saves the time required in having students draw the figures on the
board and also permits a study of many figures and originals not
found in the textbook in use.

On some cards the theorem is stated, and the students are asked
to apply the hypothesis and conclusion to the lettered figure shown
on the screen and then find way to prove the theorem. In some
cases, various members of the class will find several different meth-
ods of proof for one figure. On other cards di,: applied hypothesis

,,,),, (5 0 ,/ et,
(-, -., ( 9 L A i
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12 3 4
r. I)

/15P C 1. til) 1)t:

-, 4-)r
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Figure 1
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and conclusion are given; on still others only the hypothesis is
given, and the class is asked to discover Ivhai conclusions, if any,
can be drawn and proved. On some cards the figure is given, to-
gether with several different hypotheses and conclusions (Fig. 1)
which may or may not be provable with the information that the
class possesses at that point in its study of geometry.

Many .figures may be used to give the class experience in the
use of a theorem or a group of theorems. For instance, I have
over forty cards with figures requiring the proof that a certain
quadrilateral is a parallelogram, a rectangle, a rhombus, or a
square. Some of these are shown in Figures 2 to 10. Others use
the properties of these figures to prove lines equal or unequal
(Fig. 11) .

The simpler ideas of solid geometry can be easily introduced at
appropriate times (Figs. 12 and 131

Figure 14 shows hoV several numerical examples can be made
from the same figure. In triangle ABC, CI) bisects angle C. The

. ,

I

r Cub. is,
" ,

Figure 12

7
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card is cut along the lines XI' and holes are cut through it where
the squares arc shown. On another card shown in the lower figure,
numbers are placed so that some show through the holes when

ro)

the ,,,. .10 pi." 5

- ....,- . -. .... . _.

id] .11: l' :9; 1 ,u;//T4:i(.;/.-1/21L.....i!:,1 iil II.;
r J

L'-('4; .'?hl .i ..... i ..i

ii vii2:,....,01,_....., E:

thimi...01 %%huh Itmcr cod th slipped. T k gummed linen tab
(II will (.thi II) the kit.

I hc.c Mr (III' NI11)%5 111.4 11111111:411,IIIC 11()IC% ill 1111111.1 (Md.

Ig1111:

this (aid i.s slipped behind the upper card and through the slits
X Y. When the numbers for the two blank squares are found, the

tlower caid i.s pulled slightly to the so that a new set of num-
bets )Jn at sonic of the holes; the values are computed for
those blanksind the k 1e peAted for another problem.

5inlil +r aids can In consti titled for various figures showing
the ulatitrthhip of ary4les and arts in circles; products of lines
horn a point and interm ting a circle; the right triangle with
altitude di an 11 to tin r 11\ potelnise. and the relationship of the,
se-en line sg,tnents in it: figures for areas of plane figures, and
many others. 1 he utuitIn in\ irked shou:d he relatively small
but the 1111,, thud not be Ivhole numbers. \anipies requiring
the use of :.u2 e moulrl ,I nd (At CildCd COMI )11 a Cum should be
,4i, eft cod\ 11)1 lass Ivoik.

\\*hen tin 5.11111- theiiient. 5th 11 As he 11\ 11,1'4()1(%111 .1 hem em, eat,

he proved I.\ tt,i11 .nr\ ninid-sr of figures, many can be in-
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Figure 16

;..,///1 ,te

Figure 18 .

vestigated by a class if the figures arc on cards which have only
to he placed in the projector. I have about twenty different fig
tires from which this theorem can he proved, but I do not use all

,gfthern every year. The number used depends on the irterest the
class shows in investigating the various proofs. See Figures 15 to

17.
Vhen time permits, one can go a little beyond the usual theo-

remc found in the textbook and bring to the attention of the class
the Nine toint Circle, the .t he of Pappus, Ceva's Theorem,
Menelatt.'s Theotern, and others. See Figures 18 to 22.
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Figure 19
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Figure z.3
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Figure 24
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Construclions..are studied by placing a large number of figures
before the class with all construction lines shown (Fig. 23) and
having the class discuss the plan for the construction by a study
of the figure. Iii some casts the same figure is shown constructed
by various methods on different cards.,Algebra and geomeny are
related by such figures as 24727.

Figure 25

Skill in the use of the tools of eonsttut lion cannot be gained in
this way, but the ideas here gained can he dpplied to other con-

tions h the students should be required to do out of
lhosc tc ho c skill in construction or who have original

Figure .T7
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ideas are en( t)tivaged to make designs on cards suitable for pro-
jection. Some pupilmade designs ;ire slit) i,n Figures 28 to 32.
Some olor their desi,,,,tis and some make' tile or linoleum
pat tet

1 1.411! 124 211

I Ilt. bistoi% indibeni;itiis is hiottillit to the attention of die
1, 1111 [MC'S 11101111ta(1

I %I CHIC') (II 111(.11 II\ CS and «IntiiI)utims ine
\\I Hi( ti tip in a citicht 11(11('1)1)1 IL. 1)io4raphics arc aim)
11,(d spui .111(1 dt1(1 Ii) 111C ( U11111;11 allte tliC sui)jcc t.

1:,.;lite 30

i\ :II 11 incilind ('lia1)1(.... Its 11)

t I 1111( l\,1 It in 'Hi,' \\( i.\ icc iniihn knit

;,11 Him% 31....,111.1, 11111 II II II 111:% tiNt. III(

Anil I Ill 11: I( 1.11 ii11N Ill silk Ill I .111(1 15115 (ICS il1,1112,1('N Mid

nu! ;, \ ATI,1 111111 1.1 I,,,111!llil!'. 111.11.111:; (1)1111ill
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Sffine ilt)WCL I, .1VC IlL)t SIlitabk c.- this i)n)jection
method ot 1)1c,cnt.iii,111. considcuahie manipulltion of
equations is tie( essaiy, we sometimes set up the required equa-
tions on the. Hat kboaid and then complete the ploof %vithout
further use of the 11..otte on the Miceli: II the poo1 is long, some
students lose then way and 0( asionallv \VC hate to,retraee our
steps. Howe\ et. 111«' the loom is pat tiallv daikened, tl4cre is not

(i(s:1 It 1 Illt it .11Id [he\ '4I.1(111.111% 'CAM III till
\ t 1)1111)1s. II .1 slIltit lit filitis (,11111()I

1.11,101% the pituds .I1111 is llll.lhle Li) ( \t(ii i Ilis
lit it 1111\, lie Is ,111)\\ II) I I()111 II)

Iss )1(1 lle (1.)11( ill Illy 11,111itIII1.1I 1 \,i1,

I .1( 11 /IA L' I11,111( .1 It'1% Ile\V N(t1 I 11,1%e acctmiti-

i.lied ((\el (h) lit)! illit)f 111(111 (\ \ CAI, hut I
1,1\ laivic- \\ , ol to ph( helme the clas.

it iI i t.11(I, 11.1%e hl.ItL [Wei tlil \ \1111( ()11I1'IS

hil(' 1(1,1( k (.11(k. 1 he 101111('1 Av t() })tit

the 1.(He1 ((It the 1)1,1(k1)().tt(1.

11.11 the Hill ulks is SIIMVII st s (Ill SIM1(1.11'd.ited

It -,!s Ills \\ ill ',Jill(' ;WWI \ le\ els ill (-t.! and
In c(, , l 1,,c itThis t I 1111 Ye sIll(It'llts l()

t ,its Ii it s I 11'1111.1111(111 ICI ellt Iv and
it this loon 111( se I Liss( s ph( ed Ill it .111(1 tenth atimir2, the more
111 ..,,AL111% It .till, .1111)eli114 iii IhIN



THE NIAK1N(i AND L'S. .11)S LE

TrACII1N(v Nl.V1.11F.NIATICS

Kate Bell

Somr: Heti in the %-istialifation of ;qiy plohlem is necessary if the
average student is toy understand the subject presented. "Teachers

of Illatlicinafit s 11.1%e used aids to visitali/e absn act
ships, but they have not paid sufficient attention to picturing the
applications of mathematics in life situations and thus furnishing
the link between abstract principles and their function in the en-
vironment of the student.. small percentage of brilliant students
in mathematics classes really fmjoy theory unadoined; but the
majority, who are to be the wot kers of the ,woild, ask. with in-

sistence, "What use is it:" They have to he answered, if public
education is to reach its goals. Even the, slowest students experi-
ence sonic glimmer of understanding wlen they see pictured the
ways in which foresters, aviators, saihAs, weather I mean ob-
servers. SW 1C1(11'S, ;111(1 al tisans use pi inciples le.n it mathe-
matics.

Nfotio pictines and slides ate ideal media for illustra,ting in a
vivid, understandable way the practical applications of mathe-
matics. Motion pie Imes have their mission iii picturing any sit-
uation which involves the clement of continuous change. For
example, locus situations in geometry furnish a licit field. In these
cases nothing can demonstrate the idea as vividly-as a picture in
which the points move. Malty students who have failed to get the
slightest conception of locus, because they have not enough ahl
stract imagination to see the points move on rulttro jour-

,
neys, or because tem hers hat c failed to call to tlk,ikztiveiltion the
multitudinous and intensely interesting practical apftations of
the principles set forth in locus problems, have enthusiastically
understood after seeing a good expositor,: motion picture.

On the ()the' hand. when continuous 'motion is not an essential
factor, ne.teri,11 pro\ idd in the schoolroom itself, in the commu-
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nity, and in the immediar region will function better than any.
thing else can in helping pupils to realize the connection between
abstract principles and the win Id mound them. Visual aids of the

%ariuty---niodcls, pictures, pupil-drawn diagrams, and' slides
-have an important place lit the eIreCtie teaching of mathe-

matics.
Sets of slides may be developed as a cooperative project in

mathematics classes. hirty-five muiii Ilieter sljdes are desirable be-
cause the expense is small. Students often ha\ e cameras suitable
tor this k, 01 the st hool may have one as pat t Of its equipment.
f hr rheaper cameras 1)1MIllee some excellent results when pic-
tures can be taken at the propel' ranges, but for clo/se-up copy,
work more expensive equipment is necessary.

It is desirable to have a projector of sufficient strength to per-
mit shim nig CS in a room only partially darkened. This can
he dune 1\ ith a 2001%;itt projector if the screen is set 'with 411S
h.1( k to the source of the strongest light. A projector designed for
larger slides c-In he used hy building a slide holder masked in such

a a.s to thri"ny the 37) 111111. slide in ptoper position for projec-
tion.

ire two questions which alwa%s arise are, "1 low is it done ?''
and \\That does it cost:1," The first can be answered easily. The

depends on the kval , and pi it es ha\e nu-teased. Slides
in.t be made ill black and white or in color. The first step in
to tkin,..; a slide in black and white is to take a picture on a 3.1 min.
nt',ati\e, From this ne,2itke a positive film can be made by ex,u
the sami. pio(ess as 111,11 used in ill(' ronta(t 111 intin9,. of pi( totes..
'1 his posit i is put 111 a 111,11 and hound between two thin pieces

I .\n% incruher of ( he ube limn the one nc(4a.
lc.ifilincss in (1(%(10)piiP.2; and 01111111(4 1S essential:

.1 du ()- st LH( 1,11,11. lit'( rat h is

111111 tl ill a 1,11.0) ml LAN( fil)( tu i, the 11111(wellt piece Of
!int on the hlin of .41.1s, looks like nip,- when the pictine is }no-
it, icd. 1f hinis tit to ('olrillil l(i,iiI deccloped, thcv should he
Liken to some Miff \dm 2,11.11.ilitcys t le.tll film e\ ell 111011:2,11

li,i1-2,( i. 111,)11'. I .st a s4,li (miters hair luit.11 1.7 ( 1e.in the Idin he-
Hie 1,llillIll, pr )siti es and tot lean the po.itivs he foie tn(uniting

t .111(1 cuhon tell.to hhuide to (hail film.
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NVindex or-a similar solution may be used to clean the glass on
which the film is to be mounted.

Negatives should be kept in glazed paper envelopes and, if
positives are not inunediately bound in slides, they too should be
stored in these envelopes. Positive film is very sensitive and more
than usual care is necessary when printing it. Red light must not-
be used. Exposure to print a positiv 'milk be very brief, much
shorter than that needed to print pictures, and contact between
the positive and negative with emulsion surfaces together must be
perfect. Panatomic-X is a good Jilin for black and white work.
Many recommend a high contrast film for copy work. If a print-
ing box is used, the light must be weak. Cheap printing frames
are entirely adequate. The binding of slides can be done by
hand, but a binding machine is a great help. One could cut inns
for the slides, but it would be tedious. Because-the mats and glass
can be re-used when the slides are discarded the expense is slight
after the original supply is procured

Making color slides is a much simpler matter. Kodachrome -A
can be used-for indoor photo flood pictures and with roper
filter will also do for outdoor pictures, making it possible to shift
from one type of work to the other on the same roll of film. One
can often take nineteen or twenty exposures on a roll instead of
the guaranteed eighteen. These are put in "Ready Mounts at
the processing station. This work is part of the original price of
the film. Color slides can be used in this form, but it is better
protection to take Off the'-!',IZeady Mounts" and use glass.

Copy work can be done in both color and black and white.
Pictures may be copied from diagrams, photograirhs, pictures from
magazines, and c\ en from newspapers. The last ate not as good,
of course, because of the imperfections in the newspaper. For such
work, auxiliary lenses must be usanii careful measurements
made. Excellent tables for measurements and settings are fur-
nished with the lenses. A good quality of camera must be used
and great care must be exercised in following directions for set:
Hilo and distance.

For close op 'km, k. a ( op\ its, k,tand should be at iangeds and
propel ly in:111,c(1 h diNt.u ,tud 11(1(1". ,41(itttid glass being
used in the him k to secine focus. \\Then sit( It a stand k e

(
(
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calibrated, copy work will go rapidly and be correct all the time.
A homemade (ITN ing stand is adequate. The Eastman Kodak
Comjiany publishes ti, -o helpful booklets, "Copyiwg- and "Slides
-,1d Transparencies," which can be secured lot ne each. If sonic

make of camera is used, its manufacturers %%ill furuish you
,igmal information if you request. it.

I fere are some subjects which have been made into a series of
slides:

(a) The work.of the United States Weather Bureau, with em-
phasis on the uses of measurement and of 'right triangle
trigonometry.

(b) 'The work of the United States Forest Service in locating
forest fires and in fighting them.

(c) Geometric design as shown in various forms of art: Indian
basketry and beadwork, textile work, ornamental windows,
etc.

,..(c1) Geometric: forms illustrated by structures of local interest
and importance: bridges, buildings, dams, etc.

(e) The history of the development of the airplane, to be used
in the new pre.flight aeronautics courses. (Copy work sin
color.)

(f) The history of mathenmtics, compiled by copying pictures
or having original drawings made by students.

(g) Methods of triangulation and the markers used in survey-
ing. (C:opies of U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey pictures
and of student diagrams.)

(h) Application of geometry to problems arising in the con-
struction of tiNCoulee Dam. \

One great advantage in the use of slides is the amount of stu-
dent-participation possible.-Students can help make the slides,
arram2,e them, run the projector, and assist in giving the explana-
tions, and those who are proficient in mechanical drawing and
lettering can prepare plates showing diagrams, formulas, and rec-
ords. of which photographic copies can be nude in 35 nun. size.
Slides can be prepared flout these and interspersed in the proper
places in a series of pictures to make clear the applications of
mathemat ics used. Many students know far more about the actual
photogiaphic work than does the teacher, and have access to

3

SU-
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perior equipment. They can help' plan series of slides and do
the photographic work.

Any teacher can build a reserve of slide material. Students will
contribute a great deal, but the teacher should participate; just
secure the minimum equipment, read the manuals, 'question
friendly "p*totography fiends," and experiment. To make early
trials more profitable, a record of the range, focus, and exposure
for each film should be kept so that the work can be criticized
and improved.' Nothing surpasses experience guided by, reading
and advice horn those wiser in the art than the experimenter.
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INEXPENSIVE HOMEMADE SLIDES
FOR DAYLIGHT PROJECTION

Frieda S. Harrell

'SEEING" PE^RC NTAGE PROBLEMS

IF A COAT is reduced from $48 to $32, what is the rate of discount?
Time after time the pupil's answer, 65 2/3%, had to be marked
wroni. Why couldn't pupils be made to "see" a percentage prob-
lem? In desperation the problem was "drawn" on the board as
follows:

100%
$48

(1) Original
IFIrst)
Price

Net
(Second)

Price
}$32 R -.76). r- (3)

_$16 _i_ ()
(2) 448 3

331/3% (5)

Discount $16
P

1-;guie

./

At first this visualization was used only for tricky problems, but
later it became more and more useful for the initiation of the
percentage concept. Eventually simple slides were tried. An India
ink rec tangle was projected directly on to the hoard. Sections of it
were cut off in chalk to illustrate per cents. A fourth of it was

")(:; ; h t cc-fift hs of it was 60%. A rectangle divided into ten equal
wet icms was found to save time. Later an eight-section diagram
%v.'s used to teach per cents equal to fourths and eighths. A six-
section figure was used to show per cents equal to thirds and
sixths. Pupils had then learned the equal parts of 100. They vied
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.For
h Per Cents
t_. Equal

to
Fourths

and
Eighths

For

Per Cents
Equal
to

Thirds
an8

Sixths

Figure 2

`_'95

For
Per Cents
without
Simple

Fractional
Equivalents

and
Fifths&Tenths

with one another in "drawing" the per cents we talked about on
the three basic slides shown in Figure 2.

s SLIDES ARE EASY TO MAKE

A slide-making program can be started with a small package of
cellophane. Cut the cellophane into 3f4" x 4" slide mats on which
to draw the diagrams with India ink.I Graph paper, used as guide
lines under the cellophane mat, facilitates drawing and also print-
ing in straight lines. Next, cut some frames with half-inch borders
to fit the mats. Laundry cardboards are good for this purpose;
oaktag is too thin. Glue the mat between two frames, press the
slide under a heavy weight until the glue sets, and try it out. It

e projected in daylight dhectly on to the board. If the slide
proves useful, it can be strengthened with a binding of one-inch
glued brown paper available at fiveand-ten-cent stores. Figure 3
illustrates simple but complete labeling for rapid selection. The
operator's thumbmark at the left-hand side can be easily made
with a ;col n-docvn pencil et ;tier and a stain p pad.

If a slide proves to he of permanent value, it can be enclosed
between two (mei. glasses and 1)01111(1.2 This binding is narrow
and allows extra space fur cuntent. k slide !udder with an espe-

12.r.i(1% cut celloilli.ifi sells 1(.1- $1.7) a !Hindu (I. t, ith Te( f.ti (,11),,,t1 fru lye()

fig 5(1 ,Belt's cw,as 1 5 t (met e;ses «,t twt, uents eatli. J. C
17' 11111 tit N".111'. N J. 11' c,NonlIc i(!xille, and similar

films caul culnl,l rtr .issmillichis
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cially large aperture is good. Etched glass can be used for pencil
drawings, but it is expensive and unsuecesisful for daylight pro.
jection. All glass slides require separately applied labels.

0

[93

cn

4"

(Top of Content)

a)

.E

0

3 Y4"

If students ate making slides and the cost of cover glass is an
important consideration, a doten glasses can be hinged together in
pairs with binding along one side only. I wo or three operators,
woi king together, can slip the mats between the pairs of cover
glass, project the slides, and take the mats from between the
glasses before they are needed again. The mats to be projected
hit each ieport can be numbered in the order of inojection and
submitted to the operatms. 1 lie mators can be placed one on

side of the plojectoriki I c two behind it. The projector
can be focused before le speakers begin. *I he projection lamp
can then be extingui. i .(1 at the cord switch and the first six mats
(an be placed between the pairs of cover glass. Two slides can

iii the projector before the first speaker begins and the
Hind operator can pass the succeeding ones in numerical order to
the two side operators. The reporter, when-he is ready, can say,
"Next slide. plase.- I"o signal a pause in projection, he can say,
-Thank von,- and the projet tion lamp can be switched off until
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the next slick is called for. If projection is to he vary rapid, the
fourth operator can remove piojected mats so that he same few
pairs of cover glass can be used again. Students quickly learn this
operating procedure..

For beginners or for young pupils, slides with cardboard frames
may give less trouble. For them, it is wise to cut the cellophane
mats larger than 3 IA" x -1". Pupils can then fasten these larger
pieces to book pages, drawings, maps, and so on, with small
paper clips: If they fai: to center the drawing exactly op the cello-
phane, the slide.can be centered when it is framed. The edges can
be cut off after the glue sets and before the slide is hound. For
temporary purposes binding is uri-v., ssary.

A newer slide material is lull-tat-Eh, clear or 0,anslueent. The
diagram is drawn on this celluloid-Eke base, which can be used
without cover. For pet manent prigeetion, the slide can be cov-
ered with another piece of clear linnaa ith and . bound with 1/2"
Scotch tape. Being thin, these slides arc easy to operate quickly.

They are unbreakable and scratches which develop with use do
not show durir.g projection.

More elaborate colored pictures can be made on translucent
lumarith or on etched glass to be shown in a dark room, but

the advantages of daylight ptoject ion cannot be okrestimated.
Colored India inks or slide inks ran be used for small surfaces on
cellophane or for larger surfaces on clear lumarith. These will
show in daylight, even on the board. All colors used must be trans-
parent. Slides made from ut-paper silhouettes are very effective,
especially for auditor ium programs. Enclose them between luma-
rith covets washed tolfteil slide inks. St \ chi] thicknesses of
colored cellophane ( an also he used.

\ .. .fit NH IS V.kt

Slides at stip( t ior to iiiiinuortaplied (material because the
students' attention can be (Mit nn one' pat tit ular problem
or parato at a tittle. \\ It one small ;lied in Ihe room is
1)ri41ttiv liLtlited..atletition (.111 be lOcused there. Slides prevent
the lapse in ( I.t,s attention win( II usttall\ o« ens l%1111\' the' tea( het

tilltIS to (11..ilt` a WW1, tilt tai at c mate WA-41.am cell the !maul. (:oul-
plicate(' delllotist1;Itiolt WA:2,1.1111S (,111 be cb.tlett to SC,11(4. and then
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traced on slides. Construction's can be completed in chalk after the
diagram is projected on to the board. Board space can:be saved
where many classes or many subjects must be taught in the same
room. Almost any teaching material worth preserving for succes-
sive sections of students or for successive years of teaching justifies
the work of putting it on slides.

CONTENT MATERIAL FOR STUDENTS' SLIDES

Presentation of informational material- by students can be
motivated if slides are used. The reporter can print or type his
outline on a slide. Unusual or new words can be listed on another
slide. Both slides can he left in the slide holder and shown several
times dUring the report. The visual s nnulus. then supplements
the auditory one without the need of th reporter's writingmn the
board. Simple illustrations, graphs, maps or cartoons can be drawn
or traced on cellophane. Tracing pape can be used first when
material is being copied from valuable books. For this work
teacheir zuld students can collect and preserve slide-size material
from magazines and newspapers. Students will make these simple
black and white diagrams by the dozen; the difficult thsk,./iS to
encourage them to make fewer but better ones. Small irregularities
can he erased with dampened cotton twisted over a stick pointed
in the pencil sharpener. However, even a rough illustration fre-
quently di k es home a point. A student who has little artistic abil-
ity need not be held to a standard ny; high for hint. Auditorium
slides, since magnification is high, must be carefully made. These
slides rarely fail to supply the inarticulate student with plenty to
say. Historical topics take on new interest if the reporter uses
handmade slides. lie can mak.e simple pictures of Greek, Hindu,
Ift chines(' numerals. lie can show clocks for a report on the history
(d. tutu 1 le can explain Roman addition, adding chalked an-
, \% el N (I) prI)1(1.1Cd examples.. blank form, projected. can quickly
he nansfolmed into a magic square or circle if the i.ivestigator
adds chalked n withers. Any slide which can he completed quickly
in chalk is ixpularwith the audience. Mathematical riddles mean
no )te if the andicn«. can study them from'a slide. Mathematical
tii(ks and pd//lcs can often be explained more easily from slides

'than 1)\ other means.
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SLIDES FOR DRILL WORK

299

Slides are particularly useful for drill work, for summaries, or
for short, rapid reviews of facts. For example, lines, angles, tri-
-mgles, flat figures, and parts 'of circles can be quickly illustrated,
each on a separate slide and each in several positions. The students
can number their papers, and as each slide is-projected and its
number called, they can name the figure beside its number on
their papers. The slides can then be reprojected in the original
order as the students correct and discuss their errors in recognition
and.spelling.

Slides can supplant such traditional mimeographed,testing ma-
ul ia1 as title-false or completion exercises.

PRO jEcrEn GRAPH "PAPER"

Projected graph "paper" has several advantages over the familiar
',,squares hi:nted on one section of the blackboard. Board space is

released foi other work when graphs are not in use. Several types
and si.'es of square can he employed in the same lesson. Widely
differing %allies of a variable c.01 be shown in the same amount of
space. l,a ight yellow chalk on imojected black squares is mole

isible than any other color of chalk on painted squares.
Hie slides tan he made over graph Impel by hand. With a fine
pen. the hot i/ontal lit. s can he drawn on one side of the cello-
phane and the vertical hues on the othet. This method allows
small ei.,,u; es. Curling of the «llophane does not affect the pro-
jet tint]

Si int s IoR At.ni toRitNt 1)RoGRANis

Slid( s ale tpseltil tot atiditotitim pio,nants. The annoimcer can
gice pl is t. to a series of tc pc(' slides. Speakers' names are more

it ti:oti slides. a separate temporary slide for each.
1';11:11.11 cat 11 :,t) .1 tempotatv slide, can he projected for a
fee v ,e( onds v al c used ht speakcis. \laps can lie projected
as 10, o 71.1lHc Hit I Il hat k will of the stage can be
:1st !tt %,.tc 111 pi 1.,1111(.1N. A small seated can

:H si:dt s c til l ploict ted lit4tri-k
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PERNIANENT Si IDES FOR A UNIT ()I. TEACIIING

When a unit must be taught year after year, time can be saved
by developing it completely on perinanent slides. It can be kept
upto-date by the addition of a few 'slides each year. The topic
on percentae, mentioned at the beginning of this article, was so
t reated.

After practice on the thrle basic slides;Ni4 seemed advisable to
use the diagtam for almost all problems. It\vas particularly use-
ful to show distinoions like 25(y,, of a number, (.25(;-(i, 'more tl-zn a
numberand 2ir: less than a number, Litter, demonstration prob-
lems were typed or printed in India ink on the same slide as the
appropriatl sectioned diagram, as s!town in Figure 4.

it ycyr class won 30 games
i 1; ,,J cf 36, what per cent 1

f iha games p:ayed did
'hey ,..,,,ri )

t-

0
of

the hiraikl Icsulved diem into
It\ ,te;)s- ,tittinhetet1 in Figure I). Inter- and intra-

ow< ot..,,aiti/ed, oat 11 ,1 11111.111 all ii11.2: ()11 attotlu.r from

ill( .1111. and eat 11 mm1)1(.1111.2, 1)11( ()1 the thinking steps
.t !wile <1 t,tn be secured if

is, \

I ,tici uh.,1 (him"' t«1.11141( (J11 111(11* ()WI! pipers

!.1,, yni,;( 1)1,)1t:1 Ili, 11,011 11,1H1 l'\( It ',YS, It)11'4111 (NI lin:fling

1,hit LW. Hu iiiNt.tnie, they votild 10-
t:t pos.iti,)tt: \\Mit tMv "I lien 3 :I)

I.) ill< 1tl nut k, ,t ; line
iii(

lilt \11:1111' tll;ll;illl
.1 iiii.tninV that rple.
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SCiltC(1 I ()(P.;., the ill. HALM: 5. StliaCiltb 11(Jw trainc(1

to locate .1 line representing P,'51`..! out of Si:), 10 games 00t. of
1.) *tines, Ill points out of `...10 points. 1.ttly simple second-case
problems (0111(1 be answered immediately from the diagram.
Sample diagrams and solutions lollo;

1,1111 ,t,i1 led flock of pigeon, with it;
112.-)-; 11101. I 11()%cr (S U(' 1'1;4.. 5.)

bilds. Now Itc

100:, [ 0,,,,,..,
n

{
lb p;geos 1 Amount

t--..--- -7 .i25',13
1

,
. o

= ,\ 4
pigeons

11 ,Ili l() in()1,1( 1:1). 10.1.11 I, ) (1 II! (it %III!) HUI)
1(111 11,1%,' 11'4111.r ,;tit (- t1

1.1t 1 V otlter slides (an he used to avoid monotony. .k r((-tangle
«mttinin..; twele stp1.11CN ( MI I(1)l a dozen ontn;..),cs..k sixteen-
s(pine (11.r41.1111 (.111 leptc,ent p;,11,}.(1. .k cli%ided into sec.-
tot s (.111 icpiesnt a 11,( ()late (31,u. .\ hunched-se( lion square is
useful. .k pitall( he di hl(d into ;')Ot". tt(ms in four
tlifhrunt

"1.11(,,e le)! 01 2.111.0 ...,.11,lis 11,( I to pcrectirm_tc-

without ,d1(1(,. I o'. \,:. (1.1,, Cline to sti(li .111 \tent
;.11 1, .1( hy, h,l IiI 11..r. ,imi,!\ (1111111(11Ni lot till'

111\(111.cd.
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100%
20 problems

Richt

Wronci

R

19 ,.9.5_
20 319.00

180
TO 0
100

95 To

1.41.11.

19 problems

PRICE I .IS I. I. OR SLIDE NIAKINC; NIATC.R

Coter glahi

Clear $ .25 per doz.
Etched $1.25 per doz. 4?

Binding

Glued black paper fur 50 slides $ .15 per package
1/2" Scotch tape fur 86 slides .... $ .65 per roll

Cellophane slide mats

Plain read cut tellophrne with calhon $1.75 per 100
-Radio" Hilts (celh,phatte mat folded inside (.tilt n mind

masked) . . $1.50 for 50

1.innalith slide mats. culled and masked .. $6.(10 per 100

Sheets of Itinmi hit

x "

$ hi each
. $ k r each



Ilomen.zade

20" x

Clear. $2.00 each
Etched $2.50 each

25" x 40"

Clear only; .010" thickness.
Orders of 200 sheets or more are accepted by the Cel-
luloid Corporation, 290 Ferry St., Newark, N. J., at $.442
per sheet. (Add 25% to this price for smaller quantities.
Orders amounting to less than $10 not accepted.)

Separate slicks masks $1.00 per 100
Slide ckhons $ .90 for 7 colors
Slide inks $2:15 for 7 colors
Slide ink sohent $ .30 per can
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Ordinary colored writing inks or India inks may also be used if they are transparent.



A LANTERN -SLIDE PROJECTOR AS

A CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Gordon MacLeod Taylor

TILE AVERAGE classroom teacher has no time to go to distant parts
of the school building to obtain equipment. For that reason, un-
less a slide projector is tirovided for each classroom, ready for use
whenever it is needed's is the pencil sharpener, the chances are
that very little uselyill be made of slides as a teaching aid.

I I H I'mjcom

c)1, )st of the lanterns precludes the possibility of
obtaining a large number of machine;. If. 011 the other hand, a

s.tti4J( tot v de% i«. could he produced at a nominal
cost, thcie would lie Hull. laced lot an)- teacher to be deprived of
,t1(1,1 1001,

I tilcut thkm itquirniHs, this ;11title describes a projector
;see 1-ignie I I which he built l)\ .1 junicn or senior
hi,411 fit' 1,(1c f'd 11:112' been confined

obt,iinald. 111 am community, \vhile the design
!win simplified in older to a% yid complicated tm..asurements

use c)1 .IIIY (.«.pt the ino:t omionti. tools. :1s an educa-
Cion.11 ti%it\ done the consult( III n of sin device would
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easily justi c\pttditute of the less that' live dollars which
will plovide all needed materials.

This projection lantern \in give:9easonably satisfactory results
in a soni.datk room. In a kaally dark place the pictures will be
surprisingly clear and brilliant. The machine is planned to be
used with either opaque or translusent `N:reens and, by the sub-

; stitution of suitable atiachineuts, various types of films as well as
slides can be shown. The design is such that no extra carrying case
is needed when the machine is not in use, as the lens mount can
be pushed in far enough to close the operating openings in the
sides of the body and leave the focus chamber available for the
storage of slides and attachments. ,/

Affircii,ds Apprcx. COSI

I piC(e 1)1)%Witti. 3f;" x 21" 65?

I Pit"' t i" 11I'w"("18 1!,( 650
pic«' .1" Idlitc pint., 10" x H'' 10?

50 btads IN' a gross
50 1:i" hrads 10? a gross
18 round hr.ul blu(tl sticw, li5¢ a gross
2 a '1" #8 )ound brad Hurd mirs 1e

I WI tart, .1: It' 1,1 Itr i n I I, 111111p:i (
I till (.111. rmuld, g.(118111

1 11.1! hahe kelless port chin ,1)( 1,11 10?

yard; lalop cord ("piefeiablv bra\ (hit\ 101,1)( (me/r(I tit
Get length )ou !Iced) 40?

,1 (cud plug cap (rubhri 118R1 tpc pratrid) 10?

I ind0Or 1)11:11. 1.%%i(1, tt11r R 95

1 rradin28 i41.(,) "81. r II. P1 11i1111 "11116 25c
(. 8,48,81(1 (118.11:1\ :" 811. 1811, t! 51 75 1,111 ;8,t8.8 11;u811 hourt
le,ults)

-1118 1,018)\\ 01.2, in.1% 188 8.181881 81, If881

IN%() 11l(:4:0441)111i:111((' 11 11(! 1810111.1 '2044

frt 11u .11)111:1.111( ((lid h 254
h ft oi dl.11,81 pul! 8,1 tl:r 11.111811 \p(' 10?

/q8)1, r.p, 18.1r I:pp- .1 18.8-t 21)?

I,Ird,11(1,. (If 18.11811

Try sluat ,81 '881 %8,1-81 :r:
11111th
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°Coping saw frame and blade
Brace 'and 3/3" bit t.
Expansion bit, 1/4" to 3" (Note: If 'the lens to be used is over 31/4" in diame

ter, this bit will not be needed, as the hole in the lens .holder board will
have to be cut with the coping saw.)

Hand drill
1/4" Twist drill (Note: An 8 d. nail with the head cut off will serve as such a

drill, and if no hand drill is available, may be used in the brace.)
Plane
Hammer
Screw driver
Penknife
1/4" Sheet metal punch or 8 d. nail cut off flat
Can opener
Tin snips
#1/2 Medium sandpaper
1" Paint brush
Black enamel
Liquid glue

PREPARATION OF THE PARTS

Step 1. From 3,/8" plywood,'cut the following pieces:
1 piece 33i %" x 10" Base of Machine
2 91/1" x 81/2" Lamphouse Ends
1 85/8" x 77/8" Lens Holder Board

Lamphouse
End

91/4'

Larnikouse
, End

Lens Holder
71., hoard
ts

8cia"

BOSe. Of MOCkine

331/47

tut A

Figure 2. Parts to Bc Cut from s/A" Plywood

Figure 2 suggests a layout which will allow all pieces to be cut
from the smallest standard-size panel. Use the crosscut saw and
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start by making "Gut A." Instead of marking out the whole board.
measure and mark the line for each cut after you have made the
previous cut. When sawing, keep the saw blade on the outside of
the line so that. the saw cut will not take away from the size of the
piece you are preparing.

Step 2. Mark of one of the Lamphouse Ends as shown in
Figure 3. I 'se a !fs'" bit in the brace to drill a hole as shown. Insert

iwile a Det.iil of 1.031)t Lampiniti.t I. lid

the coping saw blade through this hole and attach it to its frame.
Saw out the 31," x 4" hole as marked out. This piece with the
hole in its center will be the Front Lamphouse End.

Step 3. Draw diagonal lines from corner to corner of the I.ens
holde Board. Adjust the expansion bit to drill a hole I 1" smaller
in diameter than the diameter of the lens you arc going to use in
your projector. Lay the plywood upon a piece of scrap lumber an
inch or more thick. Placing the point of the bit on the spot whet c
the diagonal lines cross, drill completely through the plywood. As
the center of the bit will go through before the extension cutter, it
will be necessary to hold the plywood to the scrap lonihur at all
times in order to have the large hole cut clean.

Step Flom I i" pl\ wood. cut the following pie( es ...e

1 pie( e

11,

I

33"
17"

11 i"
i'i'"

'..1"

Top of Nliichinc
I )110 11Se Sides

t s Chamber Sides
Lens Mount .Sides
Lens Nlotint. Top and hotHii
Slide I 1,)1der k

Slide Holdet Latches
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\ \ \ shqs.ntietr

N.' 1:5\
lens Moant , Lens Mount

7 u 10 s B en, ,,,
Lens Mayo?

it 5.da
4,, Lent neurir
i' Sxic

\ Ram./ Chern!..er
. 'Sid...\ " .

R,\,.,

10,4,0,,se S,de
4-'4,, "

1

17"

et
(-

-4
Larni2how4a Jide

or,:

17"

-0 Top QC Machine.
i'''--

k,s,
33-

\,,,,,,v.,
A:74

\\\
\,'l,...

ck.,b,?,
S,de

ii;.
Small ...named p.oces e2 5ticte Folder LAtches I V.s.x 4/4"

l'a"% to By Cdit fIL,II1 I i" Ph%(0,1

t'sin...; hr.0 e, I.," hit. And copintl, saw as in Step 2,
Ili the ;i" :i; i" hot(' in Ow Slide I Itchier Ba(1:, as shown in

! ,1 i h.! !: Itt.I,

;.n I, c- tin! !tit, !hi!!
-,!;i, II iI1 1.1,..t111('

/6 ': urC

I Hi(' i11 (*.tCh

!I.: in It hind (1.1 I 111.1k( 1lie SIX

Fr.;111 7 (nn
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Sow

Here

o *-14.1e

Il

e

Figure 7. Detail of Right Lamphonse Side

Step 8. From 3/4" white

-Nag

44,"

Pine, cut the following pieces:
1

I

I

2

piece

"
,,

"

8" x 2" scant. x
81/4"x 2" scant x
1358" x 3A, X 3A,

8" 'x /la
x

2

8" x vie/

3 / //
.1
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Upper Slide I folder Guide
Lower Slide Holder Guide
Lens Nlount I Iandlc
Slide Guides (see note)
Slide Guide Strips (see note).

o 1 e : If a pmer saw or rabbeting plane is the Slide Guides and their
Strips may be made as single pieces 8" x 9.16" x 1,;" with a x 3/16" tabbet.
Figure 10 indicates the pos;tion of the talthet.

In cutting these pieces, use the cross-cut saw when cutting across
the grain and the ripsaw when cutting with the grain. To have the
pieces exactly the right size, it would he well, when rasing the rip-
saw, to cut the pieces somewhat large and then plane them to size.

Step 9. Remo\ e both ends of the small tin can. With the snips
cut the ctned part of the can along the seam and flatten out the
resulting sheet of metal. Mark and (lit mit the tIvn Slide ituliler
(*tin& Plaies.11,iw.2,- the ii.ittern,; shown in Hotitc 8,

Alva

a

8 2-
1..

rt..,-, f....... 40' 0 J 4

(di ,1 (it (71 MAL
tl I CI! ( 1 h
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Turn the plates upside down and lightly tap the metal around
the holes to flatten the burred edges.

Now lay the Upper Slide Bolder Guide Plate on the 81/2" long
Lower Slide I folder Cillide made in Step 8. Put it in such a posi-
tion that the :4" wide portions of the plate project beyond the
ends of the wooden guide. Bend these metal tabs down at right
angles to the main part of the plate.

Step 10. From the remaining sheet metal, cut four pieces 3/4"
x 1/2". Punch a hole in each, 1/4" from the end. These pieces are
the Lens Clips which will t used to clamp the lens to the Lens
I folder Board.

Step 11. Remove one end of the gallon can and smooth the edges
so that there are no sharp parts to cut the hands. This can is to
form the Heat Baffle which keeps the hot rays of the bulb from
reaching the casing of the projector.

Mark a 3i/1" x 4" rectangle in the center of the bottom of the
can. Pierce the blade of a strong penknife through the metal in-
side of the rectangle. By pulling the blade nearly out of the hole
and then pushing it down again while the cutting edge is being
pressed against the metal, the rectangle may gradually be cut. out.
'Lite edges of the metal will be bent inward, but they can easily be
sttaightened nut by placing the can upside down over a piece of
wood long enough to reach up into the can and press against the
inside of the bottom while the outside is lightly tapped with a
hammer. While the can is in this position, punch. the two screw
holes shown in Figure 9, tapping the edges smooth afterward.

itpc .1
en earl ve.1

c , i 1 I li.1111t hi 1

tiro t, 12. \Vith .1 pit.cc c,1 s.111(11)31)cr fuldt(1 mer blo(k of wood,
titoo:11 of all the pie( ( s of cood 11,1e ptepared.

1),(, (.,1(f(11 Him %,,t, (1,, not tound the (1,2,-;s; met elv smooth therri,
Ir.lt 1111; thcir (fjl nets scilidic.

1) Cm; .111 (11;2.(-, of th 1).itts. xt.t.pt for the
11(. it li.ifil. rtt.c..t.t1 pat is siii)111,(1 .1k(r b piloted. Allow them
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to dry coiiipletely. If necessary for a good finish, a second coat of
paint may be applied.

ASSEMBLING THE PARTS

Step 13. The Slide Holder. Spread a thin coat of glue along one
5A6" wide side of the Slide Guide Strip (from Step 8) . Place the
glued side down on the 1/2" wide side of one of the Slide Guides
in such a position that one edge of the narrow stick is along the
edge Of the wide one. Be sure the ends are even; then nail down
with four 1/2" brads. In a similar manner, assemble the. other
Slide Guide Strip and Slide Guide. (See Fig. 10.)

Figie Id. The Slide holder

Now apply glue to the lie wide side of the Slide Guides and
place them along the edges of the Slide I Iolder lack (from Step
5) . Secure each by driving Four V2".brads igh the back into
the guide. This completes the Slide Holder.

Step 14. The Lamphouse Front Assembly. Apply glue to the 2"

Mere SI..k

bl.ok moldy,, ,AraXe.t

Meal 51.* 441,-.
'Lea uppo

Front tarn house 6.4

'ler. I 5. J. /Loki,. 6...
0.4414 1. .

rot Wilt: Low.. 5. AA 1404:1«

41;If' I 1 hr I ,:111,11,11,1. kc -1 1111.,! \
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sides of the Slide Holder Guides (from Step 8). Lay each with its
edge along one of the 91/4" edges of the Lamphouse Front (from
Step 2) and eiluaNy distant from the ends. (See Figure 11.) In this
position, the Slide Holder (from Step 13) should slip freely but
not loosely between them. Leave the holder in this position while
completing Step 14. Secure the Slide I Folder Guides in position
by driving feur 3A" brads through the Lamphouse End into each
of them.

Place the Lower Slide Ilolder Guide Plate (from Step 9) upon
the Lower (81.y) Slide Holder Guide with the ends of the plate
and the guide even. The\ypper edge of the plate must. extend IA"
beyond the guide to form a lip to hold the Slide !folder in place.
(See Figure 11.) Fasten the plate in position withothree 14" screws.

Fit one of he Slide Ilolder Latches (from Step 6) to the end of
the Upper (8") Slide !folder Guide. The hole should be in the
end of the latch nearest the Slide Holder. Adjust the latch so it
extends L'" below the edge on the Slide I folder Guide. In this
position, w.lien the assembl. is complete the latch will prevent the
removal of the-Slide Ilolder. N,Vith the latch thus placed, drive a
3 brad through the hole in the latch, keeping the brad as far
away from the Slide I folder as the hole will permit. Pound in the
brad until its head is level with the latch. Now the latch can he
slipped up until it cleats the edge of the Slide Ilolder, which may
then be pulled endwise from its position between the guides, or
the latch may be slipped down until it overlaps the end of the
Slide !folder by -1 he Upper Slide !folder Guide Plate will
hold the latch to the eed of the guide in the completed assembly.
Fit the other Liu h to the opposite end 01 the Upper Slide Holder
Guide in the manlier just described.

With Loth latches in place over their fracas, lav the Upper Slide
!Inkier (;aide Plate opium the Upper Slide I folder Guide as was
done with the hiwcr guide and plate. pile lowei edges of the
bent tabs of the )] C Nhmild he een with the bottom of the guide,
thus allowing- a lip of the plate to project downward 1..!1" to hold
the Slide I folder in plae c.. as was the case with the plate on the
lower guide.1 e,t to he stile the position of the plate is such as to
allow the Slide Ilolder hi be withdrawn endwise when the latch
is raised, but to hold it in its proper place when the latch is down.
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Scrapc.the insulation from IA" of these cut ends. Open the Feed-
through Cold Switch. Connect the two bared wire ends to the
tominals in the switch and lay the uncut wire in the chann' 1 pro-
vided to carry it thiough the switch. Reassemble the switch.

Step l(). The Lainphou.se. The lamp cord leaves the socket on
the lower side of the Eamphouse Rear Assembly. Apply glue along
this 91 /I" edge of (he plywood. By means of four ,t l" brads di iven
through the base of the machine (from Step 1) attach the Lamp.
house Rear Assembly to the base, placing it so that the base ex.
tends 1.;," behind it zind s '"'on eat h side of it. Obviously the
socket is on the side which \vill be inside the Limphouse.

. .....

5.de Yew Focus 01/ .17e, wt 5et .1t
Stred hot:. 3l.w ledut nW brut Itaffle .n la a..vit

I .1 he 1..impliow.c

1 ,1( tit(' teat ttl the hitiph(inse, ;ipply glue to within about
.111 inch ot the top and bottom of the left edge of the Rear Laini)-

house I 11,1 I;\ !mails thiough the Left Lamphouse
side one xvithout holes) Listen it to the glued edge of the
1..imphials, I lid. It should he pl,ued so that (11(1 e \in be a ..!'1"

t t en 11 t I et1'.4(' .old BANC of the .Nlachine.
:\ppb. ,::11c to tilt bottom and lett ed;es of the 1..11111)11(mm.. Pruitt

"ksst in a NII1111.il Manner. 1&enitnlllt'I the Slide Holder
I ... it the 9) of the ;,p0,(1111)IN:',1h(1 the I le,it extenfis

hit k 1111, 11C 1.1111phtifill.. Ill' 1)1,1(IS tint/11)411 ii Ott (1(1 of the
t e t t sidt i n ( I to se( O l e tilt' I HMI ,INell11111. iu 1)1,11e, Be Stitt' that

tilt lion; .14. ..1 III( side p.m. I does not pi Het t beyond the ply-
sio of the bolo assembly of it %%ill intetteie with the

IIlt (- l Hltief
t;i! s;\ I N( 1 (- IAN: 1m tilt. Ri:41it Lamphoust Side Ill

t.- t 0. ies,,ond Ii) I!)(' it It ',1:1(' idol hi IS ';'(it'll ,111(1 nailed on.

I II. .1t1.1. 11111 (,ill' 11 it s I /I 11/11 IN I t'111( )1.11 11)1 rile

111,1 ; I ,1 I ! 'W11_1)
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With both sides in place, the front is now held in true position
and ilay be fastened to tile base by means of foul 3/4" brads driven
up into it. Like the rear of the lamphouse, it is s/8" from the sides
of the base.

Apply glue to the tops of the lamphouse ends and secure the
.1.op of Machine (from Step 4) in place by means of eight 3/1"
brads. 1 he rear of the top is even with the rear of the lamphouse
end, but its sides extend 14" beyond the sides of the ends. The
3"1" spaces below and the 1/ ;" spaces :Wove the side panels are to
pioide ventilation for the bulb.

Step 17. The Lens Mount. Apply glue to both ends of the Lens
Niuunt. Bottom (hum Step 4) . By driving three 3/1" brads through
each of their ends attach the 1 ens Mount Sides to the glued edges
of the bottom to sill t forming a boxlike assembly. Since the sides
arc wider than the bottom, one of their edges will extend beyond
the edge of the button), but the other edges of all three should be
even. This side of the assembly will be the front of the finished
Len, Nlount, (See 1.4 11)

1: 11, 1 i,

3,Ies ellen ti
h' Olt tr

lit at.p
PI r,

Naar

5.de vcie

g!th. ti) (11(. t-(1gc .11)(1 Ow ,%%-() etIgi
Of tilt. I cll., M(01111 ( 1 11)111 11(1) :1). 1'I.1( C.' 11 in the box

1,1 lilt piled. in 11( h a 711.11111cl 111.11 its 1111.1« (11.1g

()mil 1111( 111.111- lir', i, I%%() 11(.) 11((t11 ;11(. (%( t) It11t11 of the
in %vith. si\ '1" 1,1,1(1;.

\pH\ L,;)11r 111111-1 (II III( I un, Nfnutit And ttl
di( 1,ip. (..pthph-t( thc

pp.:Hp III( :«;) It) p!..« t() tt-sp(tid tp 1111 1»tt()th.
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Apply glue to both elldS and olle ul the ,iideS the Letts MOUnt
11;t Mlle (Fro SR.? fit, 1)1,1.-e it in the mount along the front. bot-
tom edge and scone it in position by means 01 1:1" brads through/
the sides and bottom of the. mount.

Place the mount down on the workbench. Remove the
leading glass lens (Loin IA': the lutS on the Lens Mount
Board. Centel it over the hole and, using the four Lens Clips
tfroin Step lamp it in plate. The t lips should he bent so
that when the screws through them are tight, there will be
pfessure enough to keep the lens from rattling, but not enough to
clack it.

step thc Focus (: haill,fir ) . Apply glue to the lung edges of
the Focus Chamber Sides, ((ion Step 1) and !dace them between
the top and bottom QI the machine, Their outer sides should be
e% en with the edges of the top of the tiEn Mine, but 1/8"' in from
the edge of the sides of the base. .1 heir front edges set 1/1" in from
the front edge of thctop of the machine and 1.-;4" in from the front
of the base. Sectne them in place hv means of twelve brads through
the top and base. l heir position should be such that the lens
mount mal. freely, ee looSek, moe Ndtbin the chamber.

Remove the lamphouse side and put in
Illy bull). .\ttat 11 the (at ing handle to the top of the machine in

p,siii()I1 !bat its a tuws go down into the upper slide holder
ll lilt Stiew the tett to the lour corn.ets of the base, and the

;hilt is teadv for use.

UHF. l'it() ji:crolt

I i1e tn.11 ;Him- is ,inr.it«1 in the lINIt.t1 nl,tttue t. .\11y

!22.11 fl hiA he te,cti As A ptfilet th)n tic:teen. The
Litker thy loom and the si.i.tilr oil the screen, the
!:1 !gine: the lutTt Briti \Iii ke. I he sue of the nii.ege at any given
Thst int t w (I( Lyn(' Iii it the h 12! di.tiiu (Rifle store

1.;!Ass i %%-ttli t ti,( .t; Ah,olt 41 I" 2ivcs .1 picture
t.hrf. It t t Idt :It 11 Ht. Hill(' IN .11}Htli feet from the
.ict 1'. ;S S11( .1. 1 11S1. 1 Mal hint 1-1 i'1111t lion through a

lutie (11111,1 111(. \1 1 e(11.

s(-1"1111 \111111.11 1(.11\ 111.1V 111. 11.111111d 1,, the 11,m cif the lens
tilt .111....;11!1.w.tlimit three feet
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wide, although, because of the type of lens, its shape will be some-

what "pincushioned."
Because the projector is built without expensive condenser

lenses, the screen illumination is not even over the entire surface.

lowever, the dimming-out at the corners is not too objectionable

with photographic slides, while it is practically absent when
ground glass or frosted lumarith is used for homemade slides.



THE GEOMETRY TEACHER EXPERIMENTS
WITH MOTION PICTURES

Rachel P. Keniston and Jean Tully

TUREE YEARS AGO, Professor Eby of the College of the Pacific in
Stockton, California, developed a course in visual aids for the pur-
pose of inspiring classroom teachers to experiment with them and
to use them in practical ways. Thc! 'slims enrolled in this course
which was composed mainly of teachers. The group were enthusi
astic to find the variety of visual aids that could be inexpensively
made for all types of classes from the primary grades to college
level. Much of the time was spent in considering individual prob-
lems; consequently, members of the class were free to concentrate
on their own projects.

After considering various projects applicable to mathernatics,
such as slides for projection of special problems or tests and the
still fihnstrip, we decided to makL a geometric moving picture
as our project, although neither of us knew anything-about taking
pictures or developing them. In this at tide we shall relate our ex-
periences in making two films.

We chose as our first subject "Locus in Plane Geometry" because
the subject matter seemed particularly fitted for motion pictures.
Our second subject was "Concurrency in Triangles."

The locus film begins with six locus theorems, usually considered
fundamental. Each of these we showed first as geometrically con-
st ucted, and followed by applications taken for the most part from
sonic life situation and presented by means of an animated car-
toon. Then. to give a glimpse of mote complicated aspects of locus.
we pictured some compound loci, the cycloid, and the conic sec-
tions. Thus the film is one that can be used with success in a class
after their initial work, serving to humanize and clarify the sub-
ject, to present a unique review, and to give the students a desire
to know more about the topic.

The tilm on concur! develop( ti the foul cases of the (on-
18
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currency of lines in all types of triangles..Questions dealing with
the position of the point of concurrency were presented for the
student to consider and were intended to lead him to definite con-
clusions concerning concurrency and the influence upon it of the
type of triangle and lines involved.

These pictures were taken entirely indoors fi4ont drawings made
on paper 20" x 27". The drawings were attached to a drawing
board of about the same size, which in turn rested on a table that
was set in a groove in the floor to prevent change of position.
Stand lights may be used, but we used a rectangular frame of
photoflood lights around the edge of the table and controlled it
by a foot trip. If stand lights with four number 2 photofloods
are used, they can be placed farther away from the board.

The camera war: held in place by a frame attached to the wall
in such a way that the camera was directly above the drawing.
Professor Cox at Oregon State College had originally suggested
building such a stand out of an electric drill press, thus making
the camera highly adjustable, yet rigid with respect to the draw-
ing board.

When we were shooting titles, the camera was placed four feet
from the board. Figure 1 shows a title used in this picture. The
lines of the lettering should be about 3/16" in width. The title
shown measures about 7" x 13", and, when projected, fills the same
space-Ns the diagrams.

For shooting diagrams, the cameut was placed six feet from
the drawings. Thus huger drawings could be used and lines on
them could be thick enough to project well. Main lines on draw.
rocs \vete about I wide.

Various devices were used to make the animation and explain
the continuity. Titles and running comments were printed as
illustrated in Fignie I. We used blac k (hawing ink on white chaw
ing paper. having-.discovered after experimenting that NVIlite paper
gave 1)(11( results'than yellow. 1ot- both cartoon and construction
%cork. the basic lines of eat h setting were drawn first, and the
patty that inn% ed Wet(' added against this ha( kground,

Fivre `...! shows the cat toon used to at company the lot us de-
scrihcd in the title in Figute 1. Here the house and scenery were
first dtawn on pipet. We used a lallSh. thIN `, tilling a better elf« t
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A MAN IS AMR UP A

LAM WEN TUE LADDER

SUPS, VUAT LOCUS IS MADE

BY MIS TOE AS TUE LADDD

GALLS TO TIE GROUND?

Figure 1

. .

with suggested lines than we could have done by attempting an
accurate drawing. 'The Man and the ladder weT.P made on sepa-

rate pieces of paper. To obtain the motion of the ladder's falling

to the ground, the ladder was moved about an eighth of an inch

at a time, and about two fwies were snapped for each position.

The dots were pasted along the locus as the path was -made. Then a

compacs was used to trace the arc in order to point out the locus

theorem involved.
There were, we found, many pitfalls in working with anima-

Figure 2
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non. hot example. We wished to illustrate the simple circle locus
by show in,; the holltRial'y Of tin alca oer which a cow in y graze
if tied b a 1(Ipe to a stake. flaying painted the backg-ound, we
discoeied that it \v.s impossible to move a toy cow around the
locus. as ',tanned. for the caineta from above would snow the back
of the t.:ow as in an airplane view, and this would not coordinate
with the angle at which the scenery was drawn. This problem was
51)1% ed making several cardboard models of a cow and laying
them flat oil thedrawing in many of the progressive positions that
she would take on her trip around the stake. Then, as the locus
was traced by means of successiely added dots, one of these
cows was always present. 1The final effect was quite satisf,,,aory,
except for the slight leaps of the cow due to the too great distance
between the positions of the models.

.-1.not her illustration. of this circle locus was unsuccessful. We
,t'ie'd to show the locus made by the tip of the hour hand of a
clock. e an alarm clock placed on a piece of drawing paper.
We snapped two frames, moved the hayd an eighth of an inch,
snapped two more frames, and repeated the process until the hand
had moN eti completely atound the dial. It took a long time to make
the picture. Unfortunately, it was humanly impossible to set c'.
clock in exactly the saint' spot each tune the hands were moved; as
a result the picture showed a \cmy liely dancing clock, with the
hour hand In caking all speed recot ds on its journey around the
dial. It was an excellent illustration of the way not to show ani-
mation.

Our applic ations of locus wet/. not alwaNs outside the field of
geometry. example, to 11111st tate the theorem The locus of
points equidistant f ('lii taco points is the perpendicular bisector
(.,f the ,ceL:Itlat Join! thrm, see used two purely geometric Set.
tir1;2;. 11:1111Ck the locus of ter vet tices of isosceles triangles on the
saute base' and the peipendicular hisector of the chord of a tittle.
In the first. Ma( k and white caldhoat.1 ttiangles of various alti-
tudes wete mmd ...nadulk into the piL tine coming to rest on
tht ommon 1):1, which had !wen pie\ ionsly drawn n11 papC1.
In 111C (111(1. 1IIh l; 5% tic 11,c(1 n) 11)1,11C 111C pf)111IS equidistant
Flom the end. of the ( ;mid and dots wale made with a dn. to show
the lo,tions. Wo iollokNed the .innal \vv. to (onside' :1 lot us,
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locating several points to satisfy the condition and well drawing
the locus, which was shown by the motion of the point.

We included in our illustrations touches we hoped the student
would find humorous. For example, tojllustrate the locus of
points midway between two parallel lines,\we showed a fly wan-
dering around a room and finally taking a direct path across the
wall. The fly, the flit gun which ended his lifewhen it stealthily
appeared in the corner of the picture, and the footprints he
leftincidentally recording th" locus were cut \fl-om paper and
applied to the drawing. Here again, a sufficient number of frames
were taken of each position to make the final motion'slow enough
to follow.

In making purely geometric applications and in showing con-
structions, particularly in the film on concur Lency, more tnechan-
ical devices were needed. Figure 3 shows some of the objects uied.

0 T12,13,144,1

hNi13101011s000

Figure 3

The mpass was a metal one. The stamp N'its our most frequently
used implement, because it made a dot one-fourth inch in diam-
eter and all constI uction lines were shown by a succession of such
points added manually. All other articles, such as the protractor,
rule's, and tilangles, %vele made of catdboald and tuaiked with
bla( k iiil.. "I hc plotiat tot and thU t ttluts \cult thci to show meas.
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uretnents anti to give vat iety to the pictures. .1 he allows wsre very
convenient to point out things to be particularly noticed.

Figure -I

Figure 4 shows a simple construction as it is just being com-
pleted. he way a compass can be used is especially interesting.
The point. of the compass was removed, and the compass screwed
over a common pin which was driven into the board at the center
of the circle, The pin allowed the compass to be moved a little
at a time. Two flames were snapped of each position, and dots
were added to show the line hated. The effect in tie projected
picture is of a magic compass moving without the aid of human
;lands. course, the pin occasionally did not hold; consequently,
the difficulty of adjusting the compass again in exactly the saute
position accounted for strange wobbles.

For all our expel intents we used a positive film because it gives
a high cot-mast, thus making sharper titles and drawings. Speeds
range 1)0111 2 to 8, NVeston. We pt del red the faster film because
we could 11.e ley, illumination; when stand lights etc used, we'
could plat c them fat [het both the board. Althout.i,h all leadint;
manufac ((nets ha 141)(0 poNi( e filet, we used sonic hum GA\ act t
and Dupont hcedum !lic ha\ espet tally t2,o(1 peNiti\ e film at
8 speed.

As a deeloper. tic the(' DIX 70) becathe it had sidlit lent con
11.1 %a and c, t , tut tonttol. .t the HIM made' the
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V( 11: :11-,..; .111 ":11; 1( 1:11,()1.001')' and "diSIMITI" tie -

%('1) Pia( II( (( I\ 11,1111:4 1%,ts ( \1)c'i illic111;11, t'll flit (1C-
%(1,.,1,j11,4. .1 he Illms wtIt \mum1 al t)tltid hoffir Inatic wt.! 17"

Nv111( 11 k%,IS (111)i)( (1 111:() I111 CI' 11.11 1()W I rtical contain"rs
for the tine(' nt developing. and kV.1S11111g. \VC

Mull( 1(01 I Ills I() 111.11 ()Ile (Ii'. (Apt'l 11111111 t% 1111 1)1(1 lat'S 1.111(1C1'

0,11(111 1()11,i ()I 1111s 1.111(1 .111(1 01)1;1111 g(md les1111S, pluVitiCti he does

not mind few w..net. spirts (CI casinnal Wicket ings in the fin-
ishet1 pictInc.

.1.4 we hate shin% » in this ;11 title, we were ainatems, and of
t nurse the 'exults were not professional. IOWeVer, the experi-

11(1' ;111(1 Rill \V r, 1%01 t' %(11 ()I 1_11 L11C time 1)111 into
the experiment. In addition, ,, found the pit tines usable and
stimulating to nur c1as5es. Peiliaps more of such experiments by
antatt ins N% ill help hasten the time when prnfcssionals Nvill sec that
mathematics a good held ICCi cdtu at innal 1)11 tures.



, AND I. NIO PION PICTURES. FOR
III% T1 \CHING OF MATHEMATICS

Henn .Syer

1. CHOICE OF SUBJECT

EDUCA e increasing in number daily, but only a
few mathematics films are as yet available. The chief reason for
this lack is that the proper use of mathematical movies in the
classroom is not completely understood. ,Until more commercial
films are available, teachers must make their own. This article is
intended to show the kind of films that teachers can make for
themselves, and to explain the technique of making them. Many
of these films ha% c been completed by ihe iter, others haze been
partly finished.

The guiding principle in the choice of subject is that titne
should not lw wasted in making or showing movies when a black-
board demonstration or a set of printed illustrations will tell
the story just as well. In all the films listed, motion is an essential
part of the arguntent. It would be very easy to ignore this prin-
ciple, but such temptation should be in aside. flake films only
when motion is an essential part of the argument, For example,
one topic 00 the oliginal list 10r film production w.is -Geometry
in Ait. Nattlic, mid l%;1`) Lu bt :t 1)1(1 t' (11

someone taking a pill (with a closeup of the pill) to illustrate
the of revolution, another of a cook opening, a can of
peas to illustrate the cylinder, and still another of a snowstorm
and eniaitted snoIN flakes to illustrate the ixfrou. When put to-
gether this took too long, to give the simple message: "There
are 01,10. :zcninett ic shapes in art, nature. and industry about us
ever' day.- I iicrelnre (idor,cd projection slide's were substituted
and these made possible a flexible leettne that could he adjusted
to the audience and the time available. Tlw miginal justification
for iising motion pi( titres in this sitnAtion was the fart that the

325
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introduction 'of motion added life and interest and kept attention
constant by its novelty.

This aim is important to recognize and to use, but it is not the
object of this at title to discuss such movies. Their invention is
endlessany subject can be dramatized artificially. There is no
doubt that a motion picture showing three men (A, B, and. C)
digging a ditch, or a man rowing up and down a stream, or a
swimming pool with water iunning in and out of it, or piles of
money growing larger and smaller would pep up the solution
of problems in algebra. Bat this is too long and artificial a method
of presenting a problem in which motion is not part of the mathe-
matical argument. Films for mathematics teaching which inject
motion into situations only because motion adds interest are
explicitly excluded; most of this can be covered better by field
trips, printed illustrations, or collections of mathematical models.

There is another principle that should be kept in mind in
choosing a subject for a mathematics movie: These movies. should
teach, not merely illustrate. For example, a r . sure of a visit to a
bank with close-ups of commercial forms better than never
having the class see such forms. But it is usually possible to visit
the bank itself or to bring real checks, notes, stocks, and bonds into
the classroom. This latter method is much better than using films.

lIow shall we find suitable subjects if the negative rules above
are kept in mind? The teacher who is alert to such phrases as:
if point P approaches P'," "the area approaches a limit," "the

number of divisions becomes infinite," place AB on A'B'," "under
pressur the circle becomes an ellipse." or "the angle increase-s'
will ',axe no seal city of subjects. In short, by noting the thousand
.intl one places where change of position (motion), change of

anformat ion), correspondence, or limit is implied, topics
will be found.1 he secret is to use motion where it is implied in
theAl ithematical algurnent. and where the expert and gifted
Iii:Iihum,cician supplies it with his intuition and imagination.

11. 1:QUIPM EN r THAT is NEEDED

ID Ca( h of the following lists the Most important equipment
liccdc(1 to uitu films for classroom use is catalogued, with the
hest .t% ,',lc placed first on the list. Prices change, arid better
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buys may appear on the market at any time; but the following
are suggestions.

A. Cameras (16 mm.)

1. Eastman Special. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
($417.50). Ths camera has the advantage of being the most
easily adaptable of all the fine 16 mm. cameras, and of being
made by a company that is very helpful in solving adaptation-
problems. There is a definite disadvantage in the high price and
in the use of only two different lenses in the double-lens turret.
For other uses, where it is important to shift rapidly from one
lens to another, this limitation would be a handicap, but not for
carefully planned mathematics movies. The high cost of additional
equipment is more serious. When investigating this camera, ask
about the following features: matched diagonal masks ($11.50) ,
matched quarter masks ($23.00) , Model UA motor drive ($185) ,
electric. release control ($125) , and interval timer ($150). For
simple work in a small school with a meager budget these prices
may seem highand they are. They are presented first to tell the
whole sun y of the most adaptable 16 mm. camera sold today.
Simpler and less expensive equipment will be found in the other
cameras listed.

Do not try to eciniomize by buying and using 8 mm. equipment.
The film (being only half as wide) is much less expensive, but it
cannot he projected before as laige groups as the 1.6 mm.; the pro-
jictors for 8 nun. projectors a -e not so bright and need darker
rooms dim those for 16 min. and less technical equipment is
.o.ailahle for increasing the flexibility of the apparatus. For some
pit post s y nun. cameras, film, and projectors are excellent, but not
fro tc.n hint; films.

lir -Irx 11 /6. American Rolex Co., Inc., 155 Fast 44th St.,
New 1,1 k !S`..!!15. Dollar for dollar this is the best buy on the
hs.t. N !dared second because the camera and equipment are

St. Ctoix, Switierland, and there is constantly the danger
in tl.c ,our«! of supply arid major repairs discontinued.

iiiiinciu includes automatic threading, three objective
sinHe ft,inn exposinc, hand crank and audible font-
.101 f, 1/1.1fle shuts, t. I o those may be added
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s\,-lichrotions motors (24 flames per second) (5150), Cin6-fader
($17.50), (:ine.: Transits) ($32,50) , and behind -the-turret slot for
filters ($25) .

3. Film° 70-. Bell and Ilowell Co., 1801.15 Larchmont Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. ($243.50) . Good foundation camera that gets .into
the higher price class vlien the extra features are added, Standard
features include thice-a), turrethead; sevrn speeds; f 1.5 lens.
Possible additions. nand clank ($151, external 'magazines ($210) ,

is motor 1S85., , mask slot device with masks (5160), single
frame exp)stile ($15; , wipe-off attachment (542), rewinding
knob vecclei footage counter ($75).

1; am') 13...11 and I lo\%(.11 (1119:)()).
1. aim) 111. 13011 and Howell ISIti0.50).

h. Filmo 121. Bell and } Lowell (S121,50).
7, 1.,1Atinit .11(llirl K. I- kuditk ($87

1 7 (in t1!isli,t die :It-11111:H% c!i/iii(. Hie\ tat)
Hit they letittile III (.11e1ul tc(litiiiiity Ill w-olking out

the ('1k., 1..1(.11 pli( e quo:eii is MI ihe ,-.1111e1,1 equipped
iiit 1!;111(: e \l)('l t\e List 1(11'1. \ h his a (41e:iter tauge of

((set 011''H. 11 the (.11 mi.1 is used only ha animated
1.1!-&,.. (.\p, pii( es tan he

! fo!1,,c,%in..., h.:111(1 !:\ .1 ',I)\%( ti CHN: O. 1

:\! \,I. li "';I

/1, In
'i'r I;), /Hr.

.1: (1,(.t'-; I. H.(ii) 11:111 1.1))) 1(0' (It'

1I is H. Snic lighting
!Is ,hy, the movies, thcle. 111( s; 111iIIMird

And !' )1 :«t11:1,' Viii(111(51n:itiC Or

rt!, tiecdc(1 k a
; , !-!, 4: nst. I 'Nis ;1101 (-An

1.)% I,111

!: l

....140 1111 t1 .+1.111)

1, 1:- \ 1. HI;
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being a (.1 cal tical sitil,..) ilf Npi it lespiitcs gr('sItcr

camera lens fit'eti. leeiscs I viol- values- Ivhi:.e bet ()Ines black

and 1)1.11 k 1)cmiues white au adain,t.ge ,oinetiiiies in vi.lieving the

monotonv oi the appeal:in(e ()I aniin.ttecl. blackl)t)aid

ctr;iwings.
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veloping). .1. panchiciniatic film that should he w.heticvcr

.tnthing wow it,:npl.ii.ited iii ci)1()r v:t1ties 111:111
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.
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in one place. Even then, it will be found that the small reflectors
with rubber covere&ekwaips can very easily be adjusted onto chair
b,« ks and easels, To a\oid shadows at least two different light
sources should he used.

D. Miscellaneous Material

The following list includes other 111111.C1.1al 11'111(.11 will be needed
or might he added to increase the usefulness of the equipment.
The list will meet the tequirements of a teacher who is making
silent movies and show ing them to single classes. For example, the
projectors arc not the hest for sound projection or for auditoriums
that seat very large crowds.

1. Projector. Filmo Master ($139), Film Diplomat ($198),
Kodascope G es I 3.5) , and Bolex G-16 ($210)

2. Screen. For classroom use the best screens are the rear pro-
jection screen (S30) or the glass beaded screen (Model B; 30" x

..S9.50). (These quotations are from the Da-lite Screen Co.,
(:hicago, 111.) If the classroom teacher can obtain a projector with
an at Ladled sc reen that pulls out on extensible arms in front of
the lens. he will find it the most useful type of all, because it can
he used at a moment's notice in broad daylight.

3. l'iden. These are also useful for inexpensive. extremely
close up views.

equipment. Splicer, "Fdicaldnet. ieer, cement,
!eels, and humidor cans.

5. Masks. For trick effects,
Exira eltambeis, To make it easier to c hang(' heist one type

of film 0) another.
7. Iripeoff aita(hments. For professi,ful transitions horn

ete to sc enc.
Fitterc. Fot «moolling- light and (1)IniN.
TriPHil :\ tripod is ttccc,.s.ov for shots: ,1 dolly

used f()Ihr)1..0 toms 111 dramatic shots.
10. 1 ij.;/0 flirter Absolutely necessary. See lVeston and Uneral

Flee trio's.
11. /en,e,. 1-or Tut i,d purposes. 1 elblioto and wide

iti..41e should be the first additions.
12. Lens exielioun, I u mahe Ini110k, opi, pi, Hoes heaply.
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13. Electric ',tutu's. To make shots longer than 30 seconds

without stops.
14. Hectric time lapse outfit. For extremely "fast moti

photography. Most useful in biology.
15. Optical finder. For advanced work.

Drawing board, black and white cardboard, rator bLules,

scissors, black poster paint, paint brushes, thin wooden and metal
strips, thumb tacks, paper fasteners, black and white tin cad, etc.

III. TECHNIQUE

There are four useful techniques for homemade mathematics
movies: (1) moving charts, (2) cut-out pictures, (3) individual
drawings, and (4) direct photography of machines.

A. Moving Charts
Since stop-photography (i.e., using the individual exposure but-

ton) is slower and gives poorer results unless the photographer has
had a great deal of experience, the most satisfactory way to produce
moving drawings is to make cut-out cardboard figures that can be
pivoted to turn and change shape while they are being photo-
graphed.

"Why," may ask, "go to the trouble of making large, com-
plicated, and cumbersome animated models and then take motion
pictures of them? Why not use the models themselves?". The an
swer to this question sums up the advantages of movies over many
(not all) models for moving illustrations in mathematics teaching.
First, films are smaller and therefore easier to transport and store;
second. copies can hc reptoduced more cheaply and in unlimited
quantity, by using the same technique of reproduction regardless
of the model being reproduced; third, some experiments or Mils
ttations are diffii tilt to operate because the apparatus is tempera-
mental or needs long prelim at ion; tOorth. models 'my be changed
in ../e so that Inict wropic ac tiaras m hi' shown to many at once
or hiPt-e snit pines may he broutdit into the classroom to be
irily/v(1 pant by part: and fifth, scenes c.in he used that are distant
from the ( lasstoom or available only cettain times of the year.
.1 he teasons fot prodw ing the films emphasiie the supidemen.
t;11 11111111r Wm.- they .ne not intended to I (Thu'
fiat to enrich it.
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By placing C on 41 so that it pivots at point M, and attaching I)
to C so that it hangs from point K, and theil placing B over the
lower half of the figure, we get the following figure.

weIght

Tinning the handle hum left to right increases the angle
positively through the hist two quadrants. To make the figure

I( Jr the third and foul th quadrant, turn B over, covering the upper
the figure., let weight U' hang over the top of the drawing

1)0.0(1 Whit h the cat dboatil is attached so that it can draw the
dotted line upward.

(,r x. Lippe' Nit of B is sliced down one-half inch
,at points 1i', S. and so that a sliding hair (.111 be moved

ha, k fnt. rot th thlo..2,11 the points. Change piece 1) to a soliclly

,t 1"

=11 .nrr

Hi«. shin! n :0 cot.snui llt,ll. fill- the lust (In:ninon. let
CH!, . 1-12.,(11( 1. ,ihoc. .ks the

(1,,,ttcti showing

1. 1J, il:( cii1.1(11.1.ilt It %(1,('

I \ [V Ilo ATI(' {WIWI

I; thc

\I .J / !,, ot .o tot III

!it !, !!;

,:-',
1:1, of the by A

ii .c
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for the second and third quadrants extend the new dotted line
across the circle to make a new solidly colored initial side.

F A

Figine 2

(d) Tan x. Similar to the secant.
(e) Csc x. Make piece G, similar to piece F in Figure 2, for

a hmi/ontal tangent, thus:

(I) Cot x. Similar to the cosecant.

)2) Grrinirtiic Continuity illustrated by Angle Measurement

-11

B\ manipulating the W(ar)den handles of part 1, above, in front
()f p:trt II, N.:e gt the sequence:
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This shows that, with Molter regal d for the sign of the arc
length: all these theorems are covered by the single statement: Art
angle between two lines cutting a circle is measured by one-half
the rum of the intercepted ars s.

(31 Generalized Definition of Tangent

Point 'I' is free to turn and to allow the bar B to slide through
it. liy keeping the P' end of the bar on the curve, the secant PP'
(which rests on a pin projecting upward through bar B) ap-
proachs th limiting position of the tangent.

(4) Locus Problems
The cycloid, epicycloidind hypo( sc laid are fairly easy to show.

For the cycloid slide B front left to right across A, placing the circle
0 at the correct spot so that the circle appears to trace out the
cycloid, as in C.

A B

_t°777.77-7-Ne,

C

L

cl\ is c, tc()1 k i()1. other 10( us .\ ISO see SC( lion
3:Sti. 1()1 )1 hei l ic us hhur,.

B. cui uut

(I) The ITN of a Cocle (L's the 1.rinit of a Pol\gon
First make a heavy cat dboatd ( in be about 8" in diameter, and

two sets of regular polygons of the right size to be inserted and
circums( t Wed for the given sire le, the hist set being black and the
other Sc i btown. It w ill he tound mull( tent to make polygons in
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each set of 3 to 24, 32, 40, and 48 sides. The following sequences
are suggested to be photographed:

I. Inscribed: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 32, 40, 48

II. Circumscribed: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 32, 40,08

III. Inscribed and Circumscribed: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 32, 40, 48

IV. Inscribed: 3, 6, 12, 24, 48
V. Circumscribed: 3, 6, 12, 24, 48

VI. Inscribed and Circumscribed: 3, 6, 12, 24, 48
VII. Inscribed: 4, 8, 16, 32

VIII. Circumscribed: 4, 8, 16, 32
IX. Inscribed and Circumscribed: ^, 8, 16, 32
X. Inscribed: 5, 10, 20, 40

XI. Circumscribed: 5, 10, 20, 40
XII. Inscribed and Circumscribed: 5, 10, 20, 40

(2) Line Parallel to One Side of a Triangle
To illustrate the theorem A line parallel to one sia a triangle

divides the other two sides into proportional segments when the
"other two sides" are incommensurable, the following series of cut-
outs is used:

'Ile darkened part of the triangle shows the amount of inaccu-
racy in the approximation; the inaccuracy decreases as the unit
of measurement is made smaller.

(3) Cones, Cylinders, and Spheres as Limits
By making plaster models of cones, cylinders, and spheres and
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by gluing together sheets of it anspat cut plastics to make pyramids.
prisms, and polyhedra which will fit over the plaster models, and
then proceeding as in the pictures of polygons circumscribed about
a circle (B 1, page 335), we approach the solid figures as litnits

of circumscribed polyhedra. Reversing the process and making
cones, C'N lindels, and spite' es of tiansparent plastic mateiial, and
plaster models of inscribed pyramids, prisms, and polyhedra, we
get the curvilinear solids as limits of inscribed polyhedra.

(4) ,4rea under (7 CUrVe

I

et c

On Figui e 1 place the set ies of cut.outs shown above, to illus
trate the fundamental reasoning of the integral calculus. Be sure
to allow enough time in showing each figure so that it can he
comprehended. Do not _ny to make the picture a gliding progres-
sion from one area to the next. The same type of selections
should be photographed as suggested in B I, page 335.

C. Ind/rid/tit/ Ibilieing.\

If the large amount of clyQge in a diagram makes moving
models impossible, thy'st.inttaidllollywood tec.linique of making
many similar drawi=ngs and photographing them consecutivel) to
give the effect of ininion may he used.

(1) Dimen.vions- Point to I./u' to Mane to Sohd

This film is intended for elemental v geometry to show the three
dimension.ilitv of ',eometi v. or as a beginning of a disctu,sion of
non-Fin geinuliti, geometiy of more than three (Innen
sions..I he sequence look, something like this:
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(2) Conic SectionsRatio Definitions
Start with a point and a line thus:

Eighteenth Yearbook

4

hnd the 10( Oi point 1110%111g SO th't the ratio of its distance
(min the !mint to its, flISI.In«' n) the line is 1, and 2, tespec-
ttyclv: ticttiwz the hdhlwin!...!, results:
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(3) Wave bornis
Arrange cut-out letters on a sheet of cardboard with faint ver-

tical and horizontal lines for guidance. By moving the letters up
and down,, transverse wave motion is shown; by moving them
sideways, longitudinal wave motion is shown,

(1) Conic SeCtiOn5--- Clay COM's

With a knife cut four clay cones in this manlier:

A A
and show the results as the four conic sections.

(2) Conic Sections. -Flashlight

The conic sections are illustrated by shining a photoflood bulb
With a reflectir on the wall and taking nioN ies of the pattern as
it changes from one angle to another.

(3) Conic SectionsAleThaniral Cmotruction

Actual scenes of the slring, .1. "inane, and triangle conNuuctions
for the click., ellipse, paiabola, and bpcibota arc easy to photo-
graph.

(1) TiiL;(,);(oncou flint. .11,1,iuritiwis Tiiconwatry
Take photogiaphs of the oscillos(ope analvting sound waves and

of the it( lion (it pendulums ittiple and «impound) tracing. out
CILINCS.

(fij .Statistic 11 Con( epic

"1)i,trihtititot i, illt1.11,11( (1 1./ (A.IIIII)1C, 1),.Ics

tVil0 lifIC'd Up, III .til)11.11)t tit .11 ()Idyl .1 1111 L,..01(111 he

hittcl Si'411S tttli(Ii St.lIC Ills it 11(1'jlIs 1)". etc . . lie 1/14,2,CSt

gifilip steps t() illtlsti llC "110 Ric. 1114 t t.li lest

with the Shut test l'lck ;t1()I1;_.; the hilt' lilt 111c'.111.111...; ()I "me
than tan seen. ( )11/u/ illds, tlrtin sl,t1/NIII .11 It till. tollol,
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E. Colo 7rd Slides

A series of projection slides illustrating "Geometric Shapes in
Art, Nature, and Industry" on Kodacht wire film has been started.
Although this topic was first treated in a motion-picture film, it
was found that tacheis place the emphasis on a difteient place
in the subject and so resent the automatic control of the tir
ing that a film demands. As more and more examples are cc..
leered, the presentation of tIke subject can be adapted to the time
of year, and to the age and interests of the class much better than
if a standardized film is used. The chief difference between this
and the preceding topics is that the stereopticon slides are in-
tended to increase appreciation of mathematics, the films to in-
cnase understanding and insight.

'r -lie solid shapestriangular prisms (both equilateral and right
angled), squat e prisms (parallelepiped, square plinth, and cubes],
hexagonal and octagonal prisms, triangular and square pyramids,
complete spheres and hemispheres, regular ellipsoids and ovoids,
cylinders and circular plinths, and cones: and the plane figures
cit de and its parts, semicircle, sector, segment, arc and chord,
the ellipse, the oval, the parabola, and hyperbola, and finally the
polygons, the triangle (right-angled scalene, right-angled isosceles,
acute.angled isosceles with no tight angle, obtuse-angled isosceles,
obtuse-angled scalene) , the quadrilateral (rectangle, square, and
rhornhus) the pentagon, the hexagon and the octagon- -are
illustrated by hundreds of examples of shapes in the world about
us. Think of seeing elliptic cogwheels in a machine, enlargements
of hexagonal snowflakes, square pi ismatie c ism als of pyrite being
mined. an ovoid disappearing into a cake as the familiar egg, the
spit al patterr of sunflower seeds on the plant. or of sea shells, the
parabolic flight of tenni.s ball, or cal twits of the planets moving
in elliptic otllit, tll in coloied pictures. Min\ whey examples
have beet) collected Flom questionnaires sent out to sc !tools.

hwic...., 1Am 1:1/

I. (wonlcuic ConI:nou
.1 1111zI, io!, 1 ( lil 1 i) 1(21

2 Limit ThorPtu, m
Art%1 of (lilt It, knit of III, '. ;on, ,cc. III li 1)
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(:!!( .1`t Limit of (.irciiins(iiheil Polsgons (see III B 1)
C. .11(.1 (4 limit of lnsc.ribecl and Circumscribed Polygons

111 B 1)
11 "1 kite 1..o.(!!, l tt, otit sidu 14 a triangle divides the other tsvo sides

frf Ill B 2)
.1'c' .1 1 mu) (see 111 B 3)

I t I ut:;,, of B

ti I itnit of rol)hecim (see III B 3)
,,, ?. lit (:nit (,f T,IIPACTIf SI)11.11 (see III A 3)

1 (-:. ! I): .1.iir_41111 I :Hut ut rcuirtit Quotient
.1 (t,ts ,,t, III R

( .r.
( .1 (:ont- (,(c III I) 1)

I ..1.1.!...!!! o,l ti:t t,III ,(( III I)
1.: c;., (see III 2)

NI, (:ouNttu, tioni i,ce III I) 3)

I

I P..eolution
1 O. ( tio..int', c t, Ole (o.11,1''

\ I ':.*:!'i.i!f!I V.1%, III (:
I. \1

c t -.::; V:nes
II ;i!),1 1.:a-..:1;:!:,,n (CI tv.tvt,

1 !:- .. 1 !in,

: \ ,::. III A 1.
I.)

,. III 1)-1.
.

1) - 111 1) 5-
i !.I III I)

`.I I)

I i \ :11 -1 l
III (
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13'. Map Projections
14. Principle of Duality
15. Symmetry (Axes and Points)
16. 'Flan 401-mations of Coordinates

V. PROPHFCIFS FOR '11 FUITIRE

(A) Developments in Sound
L

just as eve' y illustration in a book should have its title, so each
of these films should have its own sound track carrying the simplest
and shortest explanation. Just as we often look at an illustration
and see more than is called to our attention by the sub-title, so
these films should be shown again and again with the sound track
disconnected, and with the instructor giving newer and deeper
interpretations of the illustrations in keeping with the increasing
mathematical maturity of the class.

Further developments in sound may lead to increased interpreta-
tion of the figure by the accompanying sound. For example, asa
figure increases in sire, the volume of the voice describing the
action might increase with it to suggest its growth. Again, if two
figures are being compared alternately, it will hi helpful to have a
man's voice and a woman's ()ice give the alternate descriptions
successively to furthet contrast the properties.

A nius;t ill at «impanitocnt IM a (IN nantie tnadictnatical film may
serve to sttengthen the relationships between its parts and prop-
erties, but these is so much mom for argument over the proper
music for interpreting geometric ?actions that such experiments
will be cotnidetuly arc .ptcd coils by thosc who make them. Never-
theless, I should like t:) sec made a mathematical movie that has
its ;tppropl late score wt num to develop in music the relationships
that are shown in lines and planes. There have been some attempts
to use the -prettiness- of geometric: forms to accompany standard
musical compositions, but this present appeal is for music w..ich
shall be suhtadinate to the mathematics of the figures and yet
shall stren4then them.

Dez,elopmenIs in Co/or

1.\(!y mathematics teacher knows the advantage of tracing in
y:Int pat t of a figure to make it stand out as a unit without
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dstio}iiq; its ielationship to the test of the diagiam, Imagine the
ads,antages of ha% hip, the «doled lines appear, disapi)ear, and
(flange coloi instantly Icithout intedei ing hands, /and as quickly
as the (lest ription of the ligine pioccetls, Nvitli as little effort as
(halving a point on the blackboai (I. .1gain, imagine the advantages
of a rainhov c)f colors fading Hitt) one another to shok (hanging
relations; allmcing tpes of lilies, direction of !notion, description
by voitc, ciesLiiptitm by print lahels, and color to suppleinent
each other in the deseliption. l he greatest danger in the use
of color is that it Ivill be used to excess for the pitiely beautiful
effects of colored, movable ,(2,conicti it fit.i,tires. lieautv ill i2,-co111etry

is desirable until it attliu tS Intl( 11 attention that it detracts
from the teat Iting of facts and tulations that the him set out to clo.

(C) Three-ditnen,Sional

.1 here are two chief tvitys of making three dimensional inovics
at the present tizne: the colorfiltet method ,(11(1 the 'midi i/ed
light method, Tit the fitst, it led pit tine and a blue pu lure Of the
saute subject ate matle Oil the saute 111111. .1 11..S(' views ,k1V 1.11.(1
\\i4 11 two lenses as far apart as a petson's two eyes, lir slighti
fat (her, \A'hoeer ws the H1)\ ies looks thiom2,It tidoied glasses
that allo emit cc to see onl one of the iiii,p4es (111 the 5i:teen.
thetelo,. giitig- the impression of thiee dim( sions. 1 he !oh( t
111ctliod uses 11(11,11 1/rd light to slIITIV u.lc 11 (Ac: '.\1111 iile 1t%1) (111

1111.0,4t'S. I 1R.' two flit tl11 ()My horn thc sc ( 11 oll 11:4111

pol.ir1/1.c.1 in pet pundit tll,n ;din( this tint( tht
that the te uses .11c: Po1.11oid. \\;11; 11;ic : (Jo! 111( It lillc s 111

the S.1111C mintier its the (oloi Mika\ did
.\II tin( c mit\ .!t s III ft!, iinis fin t

sttai'2,infolwaid pi( sntations 1,f Mitt dimensional (Oil( belia
iti,r in the usual . .1v It \\ttllftl lir ',Hid ill ni.ike .1 st in'. of films
slio the !wines of sobil .4( tom ioti;111112 Hicmscl\cs Ill) 1111111

disinte2, land p,,ints, 'I Mrs, ,11,1w UV.; t s

tlicinsch( s Apart. For ( \mind! II pi ism sep.nate
itself into thiee it\ imnitls. .1 he\.e...vnial (mild
sett:nate its( it olio f(ati tii,tiiiiii.11 p of the knot neotems
,see Ill 1, 3: 1 ould 1f(.1nolisil.od t:o(;
sit
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In addition to title-to-life denionst ations of solid geometry,
it would be imcirsting to make gi eater use of the peculiar ad-
vautaAus cif !no\ ing pictures mer oldinary models. In plane
:women y films we used liguics In( li (hanged shape, position, and
( oloi without distiacting pauses of outside ,tic}. I his continuous
and swift succession of illustiations CIIMV.411 to keep up with
a spoken description. Or even as fast ,is the thourtht processes that
ate doeloping the -1 hits no time is lost ('lasing pictures
fiom the blackboard, changing lantern slides. or holding up illus-
trations. be( ause the illustiations and thought mu%
ouslv. keep these ad% antages in duce dimensional films and also
let them develop iiii;n2,inat ion in their own medium, For example,
try to suggest four dimensional figures (sti(.li as the hyper-cube)
by ing thick dimensional figures; or use movies to show
inteise( tions of solids moving right before }.our evesthe solids
passing tlitough one another and the intersection standing out

ightly like a halo.

V1. IN lily. (..I.AsSR(I(151

1.11 NO/ a la Sillolc for (I Proof

1 he teacher slit)111(1 tint eNspeLt the Will to do the teaching for
hint. Thp p1(1210' I, ())11 1111111ralifin, N11(11111(1 1)e used ex-
it in ilk. 5,11222.' Iv.iv as a pi( lute in a book or a (cooden model
held tip hehot' the lass; the only liely featine is its property of

SIN( e lie' 1111111.1111c111.11 1,1(1111,u is Hill 1,1 %%Ask. ti111(. 1)11

11111h I1)(11 Illmii1)11 11111 ;111 (-,Nt litl.ti pill 111 ills .11,2,11111(41W WC

flat(' ill tht.5e pi( 1111cS ( tit .11(.1 lict" lpc 111 1111111131 1Ve 11M-

111 1.1! 11111 1(1)1.t«' N.1(11111'2, 1)11t ill 1)11).1(1c11 ;0111 SLII)-

111('111 it.
.1 tic 11111! t all 1)(' HNC(' 1111 mint 1}111 10)cs: .111111)11W 111)11 of a

-ICH« u\li1,111,111)n, 1 c\ I(\\ Ill I1 sli111.!. 1-111 (A.11111)1(, 111 ussing
Iiti, the tt al hl r s,1%. -II lit the taditis rotate,
iut (au si due of the i11t itu 21) 1, then clec tease
thpiii411 (1 to I, .11111 1111.11k , iilt in( te.ise to (1. I c t show you
\\11.11 1 1111.111.- 1 tic II lily film 1.11,111.4 ,11)()Ilt ;1\ 11111Itlid) iS run
off Arid tilt c \ pl. 111.111,111 ;mai ,Is tuoie than
the h,i1,1,1112, op 11I pit (lit t 112 1.11 11I.1\ Irl, 111 .2 diagiatn.
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as review this time, the instructor might say, "You remember how
the line -,dues of the si!: functions look," and then run off all
parts. (about 8 minutes) as a quick review. Ngain, the pal N can be
used as a test, the class being asked to \\ite the values of the func-
tions of 0', (.)0 180°, 270', 360" as they ocitu for ea, h

Each film illustration should he pi esented with as II!
tailed tel (ilium as possible. heie should be no appeatan) e )1 a

show or entertainment; it is just another, new way of getting across
a point that is difficult for some to see. Ideally each classroom
should have a permanent projector and screen and tibial v of
the films that are to be used more than once. It is too much to
expect a teacher to send away for films for teaching weeks ahead
and then not to look upon their use as something of a novelty. To
speed up the actual projection during the period, a student should
be trained in the use of the projector so that the teacher can ask
for a certain film, have it shown, and then go on with the class with
little interruption. Naturally this ideal plan must be modified as
the budget demands, but it should remain the ultimate goal in
planning for the classroom use of films.

(B) Not Try to Tell a Story

Too often films arc made pretty by using I lollywood techniques
of closeups, symbolic pictures of gears, hands holding money, or
meaninglc.ss rotating triangles where these have no plaujDo riot
attempt to replace all former mathematical illustrations with
nw.tion pictures. Unless it is impossilde to do St), movies should
not replac t. ac mai models in solid geometry, real trips to the hank
to See how 0111. '11!1;111( i.il sy,telll WOlkS, ;ILIUM ViCWS through a
telescope to See 1)1111e15 !I:111'2,111'4 their pmNiliOnS in their orbits,
the om ill:)scope and p.11(11111111l hainionic motion, patteins of
uwwilake, thzon llniThsempc. (iv !,/ of the lc\ cr :111(1 similar

,11? 111t,\ It'N them' realliAtiOnS When
little 11111s he 1.1 ounnliird ot \\11(11 the ac tual ohjeos :lie too ex-

!,,, tium tohdl flit'!;
new .11111 H 11i1,1 ,e! ontlibittin2; tnotHn t()
01,0 -! it! t, ,d 1 W It i1e.1E1 !!I the

pa.:eN ni b 1)e\c'Hi' :!ii, III \V t\ 11t' ()I ii!IINtr,Iti% 111.1!1'11.11 :111(1

!!// Ott 111 \ (0)ti ifo \lilt 1i()111111liicS,



GEOMETRIC STEREOGRAMS AND
HOW TO MAKE THEM

Walter F. Shenton

'DIE COINED expression "geometric stereograms" is used as a name
for plane drawings of a space figure produced in two colors and so
executed that when iewed through a pair of bi-colored viewing
glasses, they gi.e a ' ivid pr esentation of a real space figure.

It is rather common knowledge--subject to very simple checking
--that the appearance of a near-by object in three-dimensional
space depends on the fact that each of our two eyes sees a different
picture of this object. One can easily verify this fact by setting
a pin vertically in a drawing board and marking on the board
the places where the pinhead seems to be when viewed by the
right eye with the left eye closed, and vice versa. The aggregate of
points, lines, and planes in a space figure forms with the optical
center of each eye a rather wmplex pencil of rays. The plane
figure formed by the lines and points of the intersection of such
a pencil with any plane, not too greatly inclined to the general
direction of the pencil. will replace the entire pencil formed by
the space figure with respect to the viewing eye. If we can now con-
trive to get on a single backga mind plane the sections of the two
pencils of rays formed at the optical centers of our two eyes and
so regulate the drawings that each eye shall see only the section

blongs to it, the effect will really bc the same on the eyes
as that caused by viewing the cm iginal solid figure. Of the many
methods of accomplishing this separation, one of the oldest and
simplest produces such excellent results when used to reproduce

is figures in space that we explain it lather fully in this
artic le. For the readers who may care to follow the historical de-
velopment of this type of sterens«)pi tepiesentation referenc is
made he low to a pt % ions at tic le the author [1].

If you look through a red glass at a red drawing on a white
sli'e'r, ticc led ciimplckIv disappear in a red back-

346
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ground, "This same figme, when viewed through a blue glass, will
appear as a vivid black drawing on a blue ground. Similarly, a
blue (alving (the shade 1611 have to he ( hosen carefully to match
the blue glass) will disappear when viewed through the blue glass,
but will appear densely black througl. the red glass. A plain white
sheet, when viewed through the two almost complementary col-
ored glasses, one over each eye, will assume a light. neutral color.
This simple color principle makes it possible to draw the sections
of the point-projections of a space figure from each of the two
eyes in a color complementary to the glass used over that eye for
viewing the stcreogram. As a result, the eyes accept a sharp black
space figure instead of the conglomerate red and blue drawing.

For the past thirty years the author has been drawing three-
dimensional figures h using some very simple applications of
ordinary orthographic projections. In the past five years he has
been working on the idea that these figures could be produced
by high school students in connection with their study of solid
geometry. Recently a number of tests have been made with such
students, and in each instance, after less than an hour's instruc-
tion, satisfatoi figures have been drawn to the accompani-
ment of the greatest enthusiasm of the young artists themselves.

m(lei to make these methods available to other teachers and
students we shall present them het e in this order: (I) a résumé of
the prim iples of 01 thoLuaphic projection --with apologies to the
tea( het s of inethanit al (hawing; C2.) the solid geometry Valida-
tion of the methods used in tnakinl the stereograms; and (3) a
simple hut detdiled planAllon of the methods actually ustd in
nidkhr_; the pi( toles, includi1T(4 tiu lasout of tin (halving boaid
:Ind the (dots net ess.111, foi the best iesults.

i NI \II (11 IIII PRI \( IN I ()I 01( I

1 ht. lit th,),..2.1.1iihi( Inoicti ions of a solid consist of the three pro-
le( [Ions of 111.11 solid on mutually 1)lancs.*
Tht oininoti fli 111(. ill t HAW'S is (); thy

pci IIIli(Itl it hilt, its which the pl toes rote'],('( t
ITt p frxf-N ().V. HY, 0/. 1 he vices %%hi( It k

; ; , /. t,h1 1,)i,1l.1.,11:,/ 10, 1)1.1Ill and solid
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the projection of the solid on its base-plane, designated as P or 7',
or on any plane parallel to it, is called the plan or top view; the
projection on the plane between the observer and the solid is
called the front view (we shall call its plane 1..): the pioje(ition
on the other plane, called S, is the side view. The actual relation-
ships of this method of projection are shown in an isometric draw-
ing of a regular tetrahedron and its Once orthographic projections
(Fig. 1) ..The plane X0 }' is the "top" of the "box" on which the

Figure I

tetrahedron is projected. Plane YOZ lies between the observer and
the object, and plane X07 is to the left of the observer. To save
confusion in the figure, the projecting planes of the single point
B have been drawn in plainly. while the other projecting planes
are only faintly marked. The plane B Br B a, Bs passes through B
perpendicular to the planes NOY and X0Z, parallel to }'OZ,
therefoie perpendicular to the line OX; B Br By Bb' iN similarly
perpendicular to X0 and l'07 parallel to XOZ, therefore
per pendicular to M.: while B Bp B7 B is per pendicular to XOZ
and Y07 parallel to NO}', therefore perpendicular to 07.
It will be noted that each of those plaices contains the actual point
B of the snlid and the piojet bons of B on two of the coordinate
planes and that the six traces of these planes (shown in dot-dash
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lines) in the coordinateplanes are perpendicular to the coordinate
axes in pairs.

If now we were to dispose of the tetrahedron, cut this figure
along the line 01 and lay it out in one plane as in Figure 2, we
would have the layout of an ordinary orthographic projection in
3 single plane. Of course, the line 0/ which we have cut apart
will occupy two positions 90° apart; but if we join the intersec-
tions on one of these 01 lines with those on the other by means

Y

SIDE FRDNT

Figure 2

of quadrants of tildes with thut ((liters at 0, we show how the
three se; tions are tlated when drawn in one plane.

Let us suppose, now, that we wish to make these projections
without the intermediary of such a spacedrawing as we have in
Figure 1. For simplicity, let us place one base of the tetrahedron
in a plane parallel to NOY, the projection in that plane will then
be the undistorted view of a single face of the ten ahedron together
with the Once lines which join the vet tices of this equilateral tri-
angle with its centroid. The hunt view and side view will then
have the base plane tepresented as a line parallel to ON and
located at a (onvenient height; the vet sex will he located on a
line patallel to this base line and at a distan«. equal to the alti-
tude of the tettalledion above it. CI he teat ier will appreciate
the typiiivinion clii111 ilk lictdr,1 (mulmt,,ti(Al will offer to the
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student) Let us now trace the route of the projection of a single
point B7. in the top view. Its projections will lie on B7 By B1,, 011
Br Bs Bs, and on Bs Bz B1. and the pojections in the side and
front views %%ill be Bs BF respectively. The other three points are
similarly projected by means of lines perpendicular to the three
axes; their projections and the lines joining them form the side
and front views, You will note that these lines correspond to the
similarly marked dot-dash lines in Figure I. We have arranged
our projections so that the top view and side view are placed ver-
tically on the sheet, with the top view above the side view. This
plan conserves space in making our commonest stereoscopic pro-)jections, as we shall see later.

Drawing a few of these orthographic projections to illustrate
the earlier theorems in solid geq fry will, in itself, foster a cor-
rect idea of the meaning of le space relations and will shortly
diive the student into volt 'nary conference with his teacher of
mathematics or mechanic:: drawing to find out how to make
various oblique sections f his figures anti similar problems of
descriptke geometry. /1)

ME:I lions OF DRAWINt. VALIDAFED BY S01.11) GEOMETRY

Now that we have learned to make the top and side views of a
figure, let us examine and validate the projections necessary to
make its stereograins. In Figure 3 we have a sketch of a set of
thiee planes used to explain this projection. It shows how we
make a stereogram of a figure which is to appear as though it
were a model standing on our desk. In planes S and 1' you will
see the side view and plan (pla)t is an easier tea to use than top
view) of a square-based light pyramid in(ri)-1*. .1 he observer
is supposed to he behind the plane to the right. with his eyes
actually in the posititions li (right) and 1. (left) in a line
parallel to plane 1)- and hence to line ()X and perpendicular
to plane S F. lie would that look down on the projections or
n the -model.- If we could join the points 1; ;111(1 1. with the

point 1. of the ,u model. the two lines thus obtained would
cut the plane Pin the two points l'n and rt. whit ale the desired
proj,:t (ions of r for the two eyes.

Obviou.s,1% it is too tio:(11 111.11 h,ie .1( NIA physical
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model for each picture we wish to make, so we shall have to inter-
pret this space projection in the light of a corresponding plane
proi.ction of some sort. The line which joins V with its projec-
tion V' in P is obviously perpendicular to plane P ; so also are the
lines which join L and R to their projections L' and R'. These
three lines are then parallel to each other. A single plane will pass

1.14111e 3

thlt,u.'h ti Intl I. .111(1 their pi()icctimiN (,11 1', ,111(1 it %till :R. 1)(1-

1)(1)(lii 111,11. (I) P 111.11 Its 1.11111 tql till ht. it, Wilt' 'VI.'
in that 1/1.111, .111(1 Vi; /VP; 5111111:U1V 1 /.

k% Ill (ill 1.'1 '. .1 4.titt. the hitt.. 1./1..111(1 heit1:4
pet pewit! Itlar Hine .to e i pl.tiw passinc_;

thlottu,11 1i. 1 , :Intl 1 t' (Ill Ill pl.itte .' in the str,ti.4111 lilt 1:1*"
.111(1 the 1,1.1111 P ill 14.. I. pelren(H111.11 ()Y At the point

. tthi(h 1,11), p1ui,(10111 (}1 1. (ill HY ill the 1.1.Ine
trsco Hole, molts 1 .111,1 1'... 11111.1 hem e they must
IR' ll)t d ht is the tt.1( e of this pill in 1' meets the two lines

1 1 1 :1: s 11-11 tilt' 1,1:;if lion, of ;Inv point'
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not in plane P, from the two eve positions L and R onto the plane
P may be found by (I) drawing lines R'V' and L'V' in plane P
or (2) finding where these two lines are cut by a line perpen-
dicular to 01' through the point l'p where EV" cuts OY. All
points which lie in the plane P will be projected into themselves;
that is, A, B, C, and I) will remain A, B, C, and 1) under the
projection. If now the points A, B, C, 0, and VI, are properly
joined Virra blue pencil, and .4, B, C, 1), and VL are similarly
joined in red, we have made a stereogram of. the square-based
right pyramid which, when viewed through a pair of glasses, red
over the right eye and blue over the left, will give a single black
pyramid in space \+heir the spectacled eyes are in positions R and
L. This is the t% pe of projection which Vuibert [2] calls horizontal
and marks H in his' beautiful brochure.

'I he other Look( twit is that which is made opinst a vertical
hacf,..2)(hind, gut h would be needed if the pimlies are to be
thrown onto .1 s(1:1-11 ,ind viewed by a (lass. Figure .1 is a sketch
of the Hi( planes set up for the dcmonstiation of the validity
of this pit.je( tion. In this model the actual positions of I. and R,
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the eyes of the observer, are shown vertically above the marks R'
and L' and in a line passing through E perpendicular to the plane
S and therefore parallel to the plane P. The discussion here dif-
fers from that of the pieious paragraph only to the extent That
the plane on which we are projecting is not one of the planes of
the orthographic piojecti(m and the traces of the projecting planes
are therefore a network of lines at right angles to each other in
the plane of the screen which is perpendicular to the planes con-
taining the plan and the side view. 'File figure used for demon-
stration is that of a regular tetrahedron and the projection for
the right eye is shown in dot-dash while that for the left eve
is shown in solid lines. In this projection the observer is facing
the screen and the image will usually lie between him and the
screen.

PRACTICAL DE:FAILS FOR DRAWING GOMFIRIC STEREOGRAMS

Before we give the actual dimensions and layouts which have
been found convenient in making stereogranis, let us face a few
practical facts. The blue and red glasses of which we speak are
made by deing the gelatine film on lantern-slide plates after the
silver has been removed. The dyes used are those of the Eastman
Kudak Company marketed tinder the names "cyan A'' and "ma-
genta B." These (lies ale also used in making transparent ies for
lantern slides and imbibition prints of stereograms. Those inter-
ested in this phase of the work are referred to the proper Kodak
manual ;31. A set of pictines for fifteen solid georneti% theotems
have been (4atheied together by Dr. Breslich of the University of
(:hicago. .1 hey arc ftunished with viewing glasses called "01-Oto-
s( opus." tta glasses ,ne ad% et INC(1 for sale IA the publishers Illy
Thest. Q1.1s%( RTCFsc the (idols we have used arid that fact must
be taken intO acmiint iii making the drawing;s. Making stereo-
gram: piesupposes the aaiLibilus of a (hawing board, -square,
ti jangles. ain thumbta(ks Stilt( 11 (11,11H114 tape. Faber's Mon-

ked ,111(1 M(11! 'id Blur (II 11,11c hcn 1()11Ild NAIINLit 1M%

VII( is 11)1

pnij( t;111 wc '1.1 \c Imitt:11 lot
is (,l1C ill %%Ili( II III(' t1411/C is ,Is thO11.;11 it stands in or
is NUNi t ride d ii(m1,11 plallf; that is, as though it were

1
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a model standing on a desk or suspended above the desk. Figure 5
shows a convenient layout for the upper right-hand corner of -a
drawing board laid out for drawing on ordinary 81/2" x 1.1" type-
writer paper, which is less expensive than drawing paper and serves
almost as well. Along the right-hand side about a half inch in from
the edge is the eye line. At the very top of the board, drive in a
small brad or a phonograph needle at the point marked E. About
7 inches further down on this line, drive in another brad for R
and at a pupil-distance (about 2.4 inches) another for L. At about
15 inches below E draw a horizontal base line across the board. A
line parallel to ERL and about 8 inches to its left makes a good
guide line for the front. of the drawings. The sheet of paper may
now he placed in a position about an inch over the guide line and
about an inch lower than the base line, The T-square should be
long enough to cover the sheet, but it will be more convenient if
it is short enough to clear all the brads. With the board laid out
in this fashion we commence to draw a stereogram.

t,;

FJA'nl

E

j

iii 1.1..2,nie we ha% host n io ( sunt a le2,111.n hex,w,onal
tight ptistit and have pla«.(1 the plan with its front points on or
n,ir the \ -c Tit .;l11(1( liar, 1 he snie view sIyaws--six-puirtts, /1, B,
(7,1), 1 . Ind r. h hi. 1,1,1c, " ,1 ,1!..u.,11-,..jitc(loc_..the,i'.square.
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turned over will serveTressed against '. as a pivot, draw lines
toward the left flom tacit of the points of the plan which are to
he piojected, like the solid line AA. Repeat, using It for a pivot,
getting lines like the dotted AA. Now use /', for a piVot and project

1 the similark walked points in the side view onto the base line.
\-4.)raw veitical lines from 'these intersections \vith the base line.

)
like the dotdash ..1.-I, ..uld the intersections of the three lines de-
termined by the same point will give the two projections for that
point. Proper Hi11111:2, of these points will complete the stereo-
gran:. In this skew h. the right-eve figtue is dotted in and the left-
e\ e figure is solid. ll \o1.1 kh to have your stereogram lettered,
%oil will hive i,, look( I the little ree tangles in which you wish to
have the lettets a tedious but not impossible job. In this type of
plojc( tion, the figure in the ba:;e platte forms apart of earl' pro-
je( tion, and should thet clot e be traced with both colors. If you
follol\' these dile( tioths and then «)lor your two figures to match
the. 10.t..,,.s, ,ou will see a fine right prism when you place your
di.egtain on \ow desk about eight incites from the edge and fif-
teen in( ht s below your eves. These dimen.,ions are somewhat ar-
biti.0 v ;Ind ru.iv be changed to suit your cot.ve-uen,:e, but they,

ill p!odu, e 111' t' 112,111(',. \Ve letommend pricking .-e iniersee
tiorts thion-.. it on a ( Ican sheet of paper or card sir : ming the
, oi.i::11 IHi, on this sheet witn a sheet of [mess hi Id c.r a sheet
::1 I,! ife i, otniet neat!) to avoid the depressions which pencils
,W to tie it ,1 sillet h.n k i,, used, l'huse depress:ons will show as
sl: 1.ow wit (s (-\t ; if the (,this and glasses arc perfectly matchi:d.

i , :1) ,,( 1 t-.1(1,1, wh,, v. kh. t,) InAke ( hart , lnr vertical viewing,
.,,i- 11: sf in .. 1.1 \ out tot this method in l'i,.4tne ft To check this
fi y17, tIi V. 1 0.(' I. WP)\ (.. !hi r\e' lint' W Hie !Hill I Wi( (' the

1' !?-'11! (1 lilt' !( ii'!(', for it w.is impossiHe to in( hide it in the
It ,iii, ill! I l',( ' '1 k. (It t.11 ;') thr (1!.11VITI.4. I he ee Ina: should in
i: i.,..;. t- ' :hi() n ;iii his ,m.e. II Itl tilt' At ?C(11 line'. The

:: 1 ! ,`; is 11!.!I (11 .1 1( 2,11!.11 tcti.iitrh()11 With (lily edge in
:,. IC i!I 1.:II! tt I :sr h,'i 1/(11H.11, \irk% e(l /1()In .1 })t)int

:1C. I !It N:111' '6. it'S% IN .11! 1n...lt kf .1h()%(' rile
, '.1i.1.1.,!:11i-11 . :I .1II silt ii!,11,-:!!nlls l'.11}! 1', 1_, arid 1?

o , h , , it oh , h , -, ocii hue md !h me.isinements 111)111

,; ti ih,iefird
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around one quadrant so as to be on the right edge of the screen.
foritontal and vertical lines are drawn from these projection

marks on. the two edges of the screen, and the intersections of

? SIDE

. _

FIASE LINE

Figure ti

R

L

, ot,..,.spoilding lines give the points of the stereograni. The line
/3(: is a part of each colored fi.,.2,-ttre with el' and 1)' the two pro-
jet tech points 'or the tiAlit eve and :I and 1) for the left eve. Of
course, this Iigue %; ill htie to he set up vertically to appeal'
properiv.

It woiCal most unfair to the re,idets not to ;vain Wen] that
tl:ev start to cliakk; IL stet they ,i1.

ifir ;I 0,-k, , (icm 1, lust ,tN .1 11'.11 t
HMI %Al .I()LN 11111-11.01IS 1') ohtain the hest view of it, we

inuNt ht content III snil t .1 111.11e 11.111'e

nnr: n10.1111 )10' St 1.1t1)1.1b;( It the .111111111.S pl in
Ni:t ,r; 1,) ir.n. lit .1 p()I'itulif) (Ii !,;(.1(1,41.tilis of 1:1c most itc.t.c:cd

,11( III ,lbIII 11,1( itti .1111)11 of these
fine( lions and .1 set ies III pn,hleins to he projected. *I he sponsors

;hole ;at!)ok ;, ill he infoinied ;Alen. when', and if it ai)pars.
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SEREOGRAPH AS A TEACHING TOOL*

John . Rule

I ituta;11 POW Ht of the three-dimensional photograph as a
teaching tool has long been known, its full utilization has awaited
an adequate method of projection. Such a method became avail-
able with the deselopment of inexpensive materials fur polarizing
light. 'Flue full possibilities of the medium, however, are riot yet
realized by many teachers who will be eager to use stereographs
when they realize that the three-dimensional picture is a great
deal mote than a flat ',him e with a pleasing- sense of depth
added.

It is in11)01 [alit, 01C:1i:101, to IeViCW the (hid advantages of
such pictures.

First, the fiat pi( tore is fixed (011V in dile( Lion, whereas its
three dimensional countcyart is fixed in Ni/C, shape, and direc-
tion. It is (het in tillee dnlellsiMIS. The
56)11 of is le.11 ,I11(1 OhVi011S, and need not he inferred
tium perspec tise. 1 his is a great adsantage in teaching such sub-
jcts sulid geometry. analtical geometry, astronomy, naviga

tystal arid atumie strUctlird. probleni of seeing a
diasing in pit tine solidly is immediate's. eliminated. hree-

dimensional diawings tor solid gonictly and photographs of ma-
chines arid machine pail, lot piattieal tnec hanics illustrate this
acisanig. Fin diet Inure, the accurate' measurement of depth is

alisulutel; essential In such SCICIRCS ;IS ae1i,11
'second, the sticoscopic pictlize has much P;reater separation

pok%ct than the flat pn lure. In the ordinal's, fillotograph of corn-
ate(' appal atus NVIth 1)3.1H pat tiallv obscuring

other at cliffs ielit depths, it ficctircmic, ori1,o-0,ifile to dis
:111.2,111s11 1)1Wtll the pans. "I he 'Mee dimensional ounterpart of

WIC Will the entiIt' I think of two
4und of this (111,11it V. Oro is .1 sitic,,,(,,pi di.twIng of an

r: .1 , :. ! /:..
358
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icosithedion. i:tutti the flat picttne the student is unable to count
the nunthci. ()I til(t's, but III' (.III (I() S(1 fl(tll tllt suit(' pi('
ttlre 1 ilt ()OW! IS a 1,lkell in a c Itemii al labotatiov
where it is ittip()rtant to know the number of glass tubes used in
an expel intent. The numl)er of tubes can be easel counted in the
solid tore and not at all in the flat. one.

Third. the !is\ k hological appeal of the steleogiapli i; inn! i;i,
tremendous and lias an unusual pcsistenc. It captures the nifti-
est of c \ one. .1 licit is an aesthetic satisfaction in the int.ilit
of depth whit It is ditit( tilt to t \plain but ?level theless (Atli ises an
(mot notes pi) vi attention. .1 his is a \ I c,11 .1111I 1111pul 1,1111

1)111110111(11(111. I(n)k (.11111c116)11;11 t's

h)ng alter their inlet est %you'd othetcisc Inte flagged. Fut thei
more, \dill (',1( net' \ IIIIS \% Ill ith its
OlIq'111.11 CsIllItSS.

1 (111.1III ()I the il1Ipt)11.tIl«. in It ;( 11111,2, aucll L;(11

CIal SlIbleCIS ;IS (2,t1)'2,1,11)11 ;WIT ill' &pill
Steryqraphs stihi t itialtur flesh and real. rhis is \i%
stereogiaplis nF ti ips mound the ol l(! have 11.i\s 11.1(1 a good
market.

These ad% ant.ige; ni.4ethet xvith aocintate means ion

\yin 111,1ke the stit.o.4t.tidi e\tiettielv tre( Ike 111(1 popular Is

Ica( }ling tt)(d.
It sitt)ttld ht. ?Hunt Httni that. sc ictit ill( ally, ti(' Once (Innen

;Iona' ahad\ t tulle into it; mvii, lain .; stalidaid
%.liete\ el depth ine.istii einem, ate iti,tde. 1 1111; III i 11 plionr_i,

taph, tatr...; hitihn 111.11, !iking. .11til 1.1\ many ompliated
that hints ate in for IIIIII)Ii5H114 nit .1s11111114' depths in

thlet dintension.11
Can the tem no: niki,tiy i tield I,

do so ir) .1(1\at11.1,4C.



AVAILABLE EQUIPNIENT AND PRINCIPLES
OF USE OF VISUAL, AIDS

M. Richard Dickler

THE PURPOSE of this article is to indicate briefly the various types
of visual aids in current use, the apparatus necessary for using
each one, and a working technique for teaching with visual aids.
It will concern itself with visual aids that are cotnparat'vely
new to mathematics in the sense that few of them deal di-
rectly with this subject. The development of content material
for each of these several aids offers a new and valuable field of
endeavor to teachers of mathematics. Once the content is estabN
lishedand appropriate content for each of three purposes is
needed: to motivate interest in mathematics, to enrich the sub-
ject matte' of mathematics, and provide specific instructional
materials-- it becomes necessary to decide what type of visual aid
is het adapted to the particular material. This description of
available isual aids will be helpfal in clarifying the problem of
choice.

OPAQUE PICTORIAL MATERIALS

DeSCriptiOn. Opaque pictorial materials, such as photographs
and illustrations on post cards, from books, magazines, and simi-
lar sources, are numerous, easily obtained, and relatively inex-
pensive. A single picture is frequently more effective than a
lengthy. desciiption. The main limitation of these pictures is that
they can be seen by only one student, or a small group of students,
at one time, unless aline is a sufficient number for the whole class.
I 'Lowey er, this diflicti..t)- can be overcome by using an opaque pro-
jector to throw tbe pictines, if not too large, onto a screen.

.-Idt,antac;es and Dimdrantages. The opaque projev-tor has cer-
tain advantages. It will project, by reflect .d light, any opaque flat
or nearly flat material, suelt as drawings, graphs, or diagrams, and
my written or typed material, sue h as lists of examples and Fob-

360
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IeIIIS. it will reproduce color on the screen. It is extremely simple
to operate.

It is possible to buy a combination projector for opaque mate-
rials and 31 N .1" standard glass slides. 7.1te change ft om one
io the otli,1- type of ptojection can be made inst-intly. By means
of suitable accessories, this combination projector can also be
adapted for the loojection of (.2," s 2" glass slides And 3) mitt. Iiliil
strips.

Be t 111S1' lip,i(111C ptojet tor, however, projects by Il4lcutcd
rather than tianstnitted light, much of the light is lost. It is

therefore, ricessaty to haNe the room thoroughly darkened.
Another disadvantage is thdt the opaque plojet tot is tathei

bulky- in shape. -1 his is not a set ions consideration so far as porta-
bilk% is Com et ted bet mist. the nel%er models ale li-hter in %%eight
iiI III the ()Mel t)ilcs.

I iii GI A>ti SLIDE.

)t. %rriptifw. 1 he 4l.iss slidt. is %ieved of projct tett by tians-
witted 1(2,11t.

1 he outside dimensions ol the stand.nd American gl tss ate 31
X 1". 1 he substan(I od 2" 'glass slide is also 1)ei11g- used he

cause it Is some%%hat less expetiste to pi ()duce and requites less
spat e lttl \tot.12(.. I he N111.111C1 11(1VC1CI., (4(.1 S less Slllf.i(t'
()II whit h ttt 10.1k ,111t1 I1111\1 Ate 111.1(It' he 2" 2"
gl.tss slide twist ht. in.i.;ifilluti mote di.tinetcts Ilt.tn rne 1.trgrr one
Ill oidrt It t ohl.ini .1 St let d1(. ihticlotc
let K in !ht. siltk hit {WIC illtHt .11)1/.11.C111. ( WIC] II1111;.;\

1)(1112 c(III.11. It % Iic 'It \t ,1 Mutt' litnt Hui lamp
lit Ili'' It 1111 I.'" slide to ob!.litt .t teen int ti!(' of

NATIly 51/1 !IL! I'M 11 I1111.1111( II is III! Ills' 1 "

lie 141.i., ,!;de «ifisKts of thy follo\vitt.! III

gliNs otIn i.tl otn.nintrg- stthit ct to he putt
it'cled: It. t tit ti ttt Ithisk off .1 pi( tine no 1:1! ger th.tri the
,tin.t tine :2,lly of the ittojet tot it o s tit plotec t the
pit ;In(' wilt( 'if 1)1 11(1111I; fo hind tog( them tit(' sev,:ral

ol the sihle: And .1 thunthin ilk it indit Th, prup,1
fiosit ion of the lli(1(' ht.() 1)1.11 Cti hi projec no.
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Sources. "I he slides may be made by the individual who wishes
to use them, or may be obtained tin ough loan or sale from mullet--
oils distributing agencies.

The Photographic Glass Slide. Photographic glass slides are
made from negatives by contact printing or enlarging. 'The photo -

gt slide is merely a positive iniagL on a piece of glass coated
with a light-sensitive eifiulsion, just as a print is a positiveimage
on a piece of paper coated with a light-sensitive emulsion. The
necessary materials for making photographic slides, with instruc-
tions, may be purchased from any of the several companies pro-
ducing photogiaphic materials. It is possible to tint these photo-
Loaphic slides by means of kvater colors.

(=lass slides arc also made front positives on film of the nega-
tives. The positive is mounted between two pieces of cover glass
for pioje( lion,. .1 he lef nique is the same in both cases: it is

on l\ the tk pe of material used for making the positive that is-
diffcrent.

The Handmade Glass Slide. By a handmade glass slide is meant
A nonphotogiAphic slide. 1,Viiting or drawings for projection may
be },laced on std h media as clear glass coated with clear shellac,
etc hud ghss. c,r 111111,0 kb. Lead pencil, colored pencil, India ink,
or color eel ink may he used.] hese slides may he !trimmed in the
usti,d manner, of if they in lot tempormy use only, they may be
do United tel ily or not at all.

Cellophane will take India ink and can also he used for mak-
ing handmaCie slides. It is Hull( satislm tot y iii making type

ittl place a sheet of cellophane of the i}roper
bile' into a folded sheet of cat bon paper and then type onto the
cellophane tInotn.2,1! the carbon. Remo\ ink the ribbon will pro-
do( e A be ttel 11111)1CsSiMI. 111C ( e llophane slides can he mounted
petnimently (il tempotrilv.

Slides wade by pasting c tit outs of of,.tclne papet onto oidinary
e rater gliss ()tier i mei est ing When i/Herted onto the
ct teen, a .silhouette' e,Iec t is ohtdincd.

MIlwd (If I 'I he ghtss can be kiewed by transmitted
light for individind use or pioik led tiansmitted light onto a
s( !ern for Standaid 11 1" x .1" slides at, jnoi( led by
means of 31 i" x 1'' slide inojec lois and die stindli `...)." slides
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by 2" x 2" projectots. It is poSsible to adapt the 31/4" x 4" pro-
jectors ho projecting 2" x 2" slides.

Advantages and Limitations. Glass slides offer maximum bril-
liance on the screen. They may be left in the projector for any
length of time and may he used in a room not completely dark-
ened. They may be comeniently arranged for use in any desired
order.

Glass sliTes are easily made by the individual who wishes to use
them.

I bete ale. how cAer, ( ertain limitations. The slides requite con-
side] able st(oa,...,e space, and they are easily broken. They are

expenske. although not unduly so in relation to their value.

33 MM. Fti.MSTRIP

nrm iiption. The filmstrip consists of a sequence of pictures on
a snip of 3; MM. 111111. HOW! HMI-andWhite Or color, made in
an% miniature camera using 33 111111. film. The pictures may he
either of singlerame site, :1 x 1". or double-frame si'.c, 11,2"

x I".
Pi( tines made 011 natural-color film ate leturned processed as

positi% es oil 111111. ready for Nit:W.111g or pi (ijct tion. Pictures made
(01 the 11N11.11 plat k-.111(1-w hIte 111111 deVelupc(kaS negatives, from
whic Ii as many positive copies on film as desired may he made by
coma( t het e is now available a lilac k-andwhite reversal
hlnt tvhik 11, when tom essed, results in positive images on the film
and thus eliminates the inlet mediate step of making negatives.

Method of Use. Be( Ails(' these 33 111111. 1)1(1111-CS are small, it is

ustnithtiv to ptuick t then'. Any projector for 2'' x 2" slides may
he it.ed tot the purpose it it is equipped with a 3.'") 111111. filmstrip

atim hifiettl. 1 he statul,m1 1" glass slide projector call also
he u.rd by fin my; it With 011e 01 these ai.1.1(11111C111S.

.1H/p/r1 [iirivq/ii,N. 111111s1Iips h p1e1L11 cd bV
si lcs id still pi( t ut es 011 .r) 111111. 111111 And of the neces

\planton. ohne! ial otl records. If te«oded :111(1 run at 7
r.1 M.. 111C 1C1(11.(1 111:IV 11',d on ati 1.111(1.ild phonogt aph as
Illy pi( ones jooje(

.-1(L7/0/4:,. hos filmstt ips are easily made.
1 he ale it o.onk al to mike (o buy or ship front place to place.
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They are light in cveight, and require very little storage space. A
roll of eighteen to seventy-five pictures may he kept in a small can.

There is no danger of getting the pictures out of order, arid
there is no danger of breakage.

On the other hand, the film is easily damaged because it is un-
protected, Furtheintore. it is impossible to vary the order of pres-
entation of the individual iiictures except by skipping back and
forth. These two limitations can be overcome. however, by cut-
ting apart the several frames and mounting the individual trans
parencies as 2" x 2" glass slides.

"IliREE-DIMENSIONAL, PICTURES

Description. The three-dimensional picture, known as a stereo-
graph, has the desirable feature of depth, thus adding reality to
the visualization, This advantage is of importance in any situation,
but particularly in solid geometry, where many students find it
hard to visitant(' three dimensions nom two-dimensional drawings.

Method of Production. There are special two-lens cameras for
producing three-dimensional pictures. However, these pictures can
also be made on regular blackand-white or color film, in the same
way and just as easily as. two-dimensional pictures, with any still
canitua hued with a stereo attachment over the lens to give the
net essary two images on the same piece of film. The film is proc-
essed in the usual manner. The 35 inn]. miniature still camera is
pai tit ulatly cvell adapted for ponliu ing stet-cot:2,1;11)h,, inexpen-
sk els- in this way.

Afthod of 1 .s . 'c'or imlk.idual use, the resulting stereographs
ni,tc h viewed as positives on films (either in filmstrip form or
mounted slides.) or as positives on glass or paper (either contact

nlaiged through suitable stereo %jewels.
I ntl p , stereographs, either in filmstrip fen in or

mounted :is x 2" slides, may Ir piojected omo a screen by
means of piojt uns made or adapted fill the purpose and viewed
thl,,u,411 suitable spectacles.

Niouto PIC FURES

I H motion pi( tine, silent and sound, is so familiar that little
need in' s.oti thout it, xt ept that it should not he used foi in-
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structional purposes unless motion is essential. Otherwise, the
still picture will serve better and is cheaper,

The question of silent versus sound pictures is still a contro-
versial one. Economy and case of production would seem to indi-
cate that the silent film, either with titles or with spoken comment
by the teacher, should be used in preference to sound film where
the dialogue on the sound track offers no distinct advantages. I'
should be kept in mind that the comments on the sound track
cannot be adapted to particular teaching situations, should such
adaptation be advisable.

FECHNIQUE OF TEACHING WITH VISUAL NIDS

The technique of teaching with visual aids divides itself natu-
rally into three stages: the teacher's preparation, the presentation,
and the follow-up.

The T eacher'.s Preparation. The teacher must consider these
steps in pt epaiing to use visual aids: (a) Familiarize himself with
thocontent of the visual material. (b) Decide upon the purpose or
purposes in using the aidintroducing the unit, direct teaching,
summarizing or reviewing, enrichment, or appreciation. (c) De-
cide at what point or points in the unit to use the aid. (d) Deter-
mine what the students should look for during the showing of
the material.

The Presentation. Fhe presentation may be motivated by one
or inure de\ ices such as these: (a) by developing the need for it;
(b) by taking advantage of the interest or previous experiences of
the students; (c) by advance assignmentsindividual, group, or
classbased upon what is to be seen.

elhe students must undersuind clearly exactly what they are
to look for during the presentation. Whether the points on Which
they are to cone enti ate then attention be general or detailed, these
points should he specific:Wy stated in sentence form on the black-
boaid or in notebooks. It is ads isable to drill upon diffic tilt and
new words that TIER. be found in the mate' ial to proented. It. is
also wise' n()1 IOU InailV point~ for observation dut any
one showing.

If at all possihle. th( lil.ltcii.li should he prs, ntcd immediately
after developing the points to ')e obsci c(1 during the showing.
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(a) All apparatus should be teddy heroie the presentation, and
arrangements made for opetating it. (b) If the material is to be
shown more than Once, it is wise not to interrupt by calling at-
tention to special items during the first showing.. (c) It is advis-
able, if it can be arranged, to preserve normal conditions by
having the class meet as usual in the le_gulai c lassroom for the

esentation.
The billwr-up. The discussion of the him shmild he started

as soon as possible after the presentation is completed, preferably
the same day, and should be based upon the points on which the
students were to (onccutrate their attention. At the same time it
will he possible to answer other questions at ising from the discus-
sion and to) eliminate any en oneous impressions created during
the presentation.

The teacher should (apitaliic upon interests aroused bk. the
isual material and the disc ussion to stimulate the students to

further activity associated with the unit under consideration.
If the matclial is presented lot the pm pose of imparting infor-

mation, the students should be held t esponsible for the informa-
tion gained.

All the material. tit only pot lions of it. he shown se oral
times. dcpendino2, upon the needs of the group. Mach such subse-
quent showing should hake For its purpose the settling of special
ptohlems ()I the Hat ikin2, «ul«ptiot, these rases it is

not Ile( essary to show all of the material.
The tc(!iniquu here picscuttli is simple attct c.isv to fidiuw, hut

it m.o. mean the diffeien«s hetween sto«.ess While. It really
111 )t
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APPENDIX I

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL MODELS
AND DEVICES

ARITHMETIC

Addition combinations. Slots ate cut into paper pasted on cardboald. Numbers
Appear aboire slots. Colined slips ale inserted as soon as the pupil has had the C0111-
hination. If he fails one in di ill, the «doled slip is reeised and the notched end
inserted.

El Uri. 1% El

Judi; idiud ,??,,A to ba3i( IHMII/WiS. 11 h1 u a child makes an error in addition,
subtiaction, multiplication, or diisam, a label with the combination written on it
is pasted on a «floied piece of paper about the size of a regulation notebook. The
thild-keeps the card in !lei notebook until someone else misses a combination. A
child must gi: all the combinations on the Laid before handing it to another child.

Al ICE M. HACIi

and , ,Mtprllind Mir) e Thiti model, made iu the manual training depart-
ment, shows the difference in the %aim ! of mon invested at simple interest as corn
flared to compound interest. -1 he first column at the extreme left represents $10
deposited in a bank. The front ra v shows the inclease at simple interest: the back

3 19,7
1911" r

061
t it

sa

s-

J'

1972

OAS Lr

°

row, tompound interest. Flom left :o riglu each column shows the amount at five
eriods As time passes, the diffetente which was not great at fist bcwines ill

cre.tstilgis. signitic.ii:t I ,,,Initntis of mom.% out lie made on a shop lthe.)
K STHAKINF. 'MUM:

369
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vorainva/y. Suw unclttanding in mathematics depcolds to a great extent on
understanding vecabulars, we ha%r attempted to focas attention on word meaning
in sevetal ways. We hase found the following to be the most effective ones:

(a) using pictures to show the meaning of words. These arc selected from
satious'sonie's and can be arranged as a bulletin boaid exhibit or on posters for
classroom display.

(b) By using posters designed to show the rootaneaning of the word and its wide
use as part of other words in the English language. The accompanying illustrations
show two such poste's.

(c) By printing the vocabulary of each chapter or subject on a roll of paper at
.tached to a window slude roller. This is hung on the wall of the classt toot and can-
he rotted up out of sight when not -in use. Such a list is Oseful for quick renews.

F.NI IONE YOUNG

GENERA,L. MATHEA1ATICS

Picture fraines. Frames for pictures. of mathematicians ate made in 'the shape of
. triangles or other geometric figures.

KONNIE E. CONE

Tile designs. A bagful of assorted tiles is kept in the classroom. 'File designs are
made by plane geometry pupils and fastened to the cardboard with otdinary glue,

wit.t.vos e. ssirtt

The circle in airplane rnarkings. The wing markings of the airplanes of various
nations art' paniteci on three-inch squares of balsa wood. The circle appeals to be
basic to most of these designs.

wtt L'Ast P.

Aleasure: visualizing rods, \Aids, feet, and inches. Pieces of heav dothc.sline, cut
in lengths of the inch, foot, said, and rod, are hung on the wall at the front of the
classroom, F.ach piece is loiLthtly painted and labeled.

51. 4.14.Acti

Afeastoe: peyleteeer of g,.00!,.tric (,lures. Each child is supplied with a packet of
toothpicks fastened together t.th an elastic hand. These sticks ate used to illustrate
the perimeter of various plam figns. Surn figures as the thomhus, square, penta
Spm. he's:twin, and otheis may 1w readily foimed.

4t Ic't \t. IL 1(.11

Area. .1 squaw foot. till fioni ealdhoattl and matked off into square incltes, is
placed in theflont of the loom fur teletenCe %Olen discussing ;Ilea problems. lath
child is t;ken an enclope containing !no stymie inches rut trout paper. hese are
placed lc thin the Qrtati.41e. as a means of (Itetl.ing, the calculations pcItottned to
determine the atea.

AM( I. ki IIACIt

17(,muia Ow a), a )i !be ttia.tglr. ;see pat.:e
(.11 "Area equak t th. piodint of the base and the Altitlide ,1.1),!. 1, ulit out of

Impel two mow nem ti ianglus and place together in such .1 sas as to ((qui a paiallel
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.A /pendix 1 873

°grim ABCD: The area of this frarallelogram is the product of the base and

the altitude. The triangle is 1/2 the parallelograin, and can be expressed as--
2 .

or V2 A B.
(b) Area equals the product of the base and 1/2 the altitude." (Fig. 2) Cut out

of paper a triangle CtD. Cut along line All, which bisects the altitude and runs
parallel to the base CI). Pace ABC in positron BFD, making a .trallelogram AEDF
with base equal to the base of the triangle and the altitude equal to 1/2 the. altitude
of the triingle.

(c) "Area equals the product of the attitude and 1/2 the base." (Fig. 3) Cut out of
paper a triangle EDD. Cut along line AC which bisects ,the base and runs parallel
io ED. Place GRA in position F&1, Making parallelogram CfED with latitude equal
to the altitude of the triangle and base equal to 1/2 the base of the triangle,

KATHARINE YOUNG

Formula for the area of the trapezoid. (See page 772.)
(a) "Area equals the product of the' altitude and t/2 the sum of the two bases."

(Fig. 1)%th:ut trapezoid MATH out of paper. Cut along the line AC which runs
through the center point of LB and parallel to MN. Place triangle ACB in position
DOE. 'I he. NMAD is formed, whose area is the product of MA and
the altitude of the trapezoid. But MA is 1,4 the sum of MB :ma NE.

(b) Area equals the pro(luct of the sum of the two bases and 1/2 of the altitude."
(Fig. 21 Cut trapezoid ABCD out of paper. Fold so that the -two bases and BC
comcide. Cut aloug line, MN. Place upper part adjacent '1 lower part forming the
parallelogram M APO. The area of this parallelogram equals the sum of the two
bases multiplied by 1,2 the altitude.

(c) "Area equals 1,2 the product of the altitude and the sum of the two bases."
(Fig. 3) Cut two congruent trjtpezoids out of paper. Place them adjacent in such a
wav-tas to form a parallelogram ABM The area of this parallelogram equals the
product of the altitude and the sum of the two bases, which makes the trapezoid
!2 this parallelogram.

KATHARINE YOING

Meaning of the formula for the area of a circle. A wooden box 2" deep is covered
with glass. A raised partition divides the bottom of the box through the center. In
one side is a depressed circle (Exhibit A, page 374); in the other n depressed area
composed of 3 1/7 squares with length of the radius as the side of each square (see
Exhibit 111. The surface of the circle (see'Exhibit B) is completely covered with
shot which can be poured over to the other side and shaken down so that it exa(.1s.
(fuels the cur face of '3 1/7 squares (see Exhibit A) This shows that the actual sur
face covered by the circle is equivalent to, that covered by the squares.

KATHARINE. YOUNG

Volume. A cube whose edges :lie foot rulers or cut from yardsticks is kept before
the class for reference in solving problems and as a means of visualizing a cubic
foot..

ALICE. M. HACH

Geornetn project. Each year we have a patents' night at which time we exhibit
work of the pupils One sea, instead of thKitsual projects for the geometry exhibit
I asked pupils to bring from home articles in is hich (hes- (mild see any geometry.
The experiment proved to)e successful beyond my expectations. My walls were
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lined with dresses, neckties, shirts, sweaters, and all kinds of wearing apparel; under
lock and key in my cupboard were cut glass dishes, silverware, china, jewelry, and
many other valuable articles. Some pupils preferred to make scrapbooks. From these
they discoveredstometry in advertising, in architecture, in the home, in house plans
and household appliances, in the arrangement of foods, in linoleum, silverware,
jewelry, bedspreads, clothing, in flags and. mapmaking, in tractors, transportation,
and in nature.'

MAE HOWELL

Use of lines and angles in evernlay life. After a study of "Geometry in Nature,"
my classes enjoy seyeraldays,with the topic "how Lines Are Used in Everyday Life,"
In a recent class these suggestions were made: (a) Use of line in car design to give
appearance of length. (b) Use of concentric circles on hub caps to give appearance
of motion. (c) Use of stripes in clothing design to give illusion of height. (d) Use of
thick glass or false bottoms in bottles of toilet preparations to give the appearance
or, large volume.' (e) Use of lines. and angles to provide optical illusions.

RALPH A. AUSTERS ILLER

Polygonal forms. The ninety c vex and concave polygons are made of black
plastic. The figures are fastened in a plywood frame about 3' x 4' and tangs on the
wall of the classroom. They are referred to frequently throughout the course in

ill 111 # ..... il, * . * 11
4 4 V. 4

04"46 4
vi a IA a ' 14
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M 41 11 14 V0

11111 IRV X ti."
M to OD Is 44)et 0
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11 11 06 -

a". WO * *AA,,... ao 6.. ...

ftif it 11 " "

plane geomett y. The order of the tigittes is that assigned by the formula for aes-
thetic measure of Professor Geotge D. Bilkholf (see Sixth Yearbook, National
Council of Teacheis of Mathematics, pp. 190-195).

WILLIAM P. Willi
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el mathematical Christmas tree. An annual project of the solid geometry classes
in the Rapid City, South Dakota, high school has been to make better and more
unique solids than those created by previous classes. 'fliese inclutled three penetrat-
ing cubes, two penetrating pyramids, 11 star at the top of the tree, a cross, a starred
dodecahedron and icosahedron, a snub tube, a truncated icosahedron and fourteen
crystal solids.

FLORENCE KRIECER

The spiral. 'l he mathematical "sea shell" is etched on black plastic. One side of
each right ti jangle is of unit length. Starting with an isosceles right triangle, whose
'hypotenuse is VZ the hilccessi v e hypotenuses become 0, Or, etc.

WILLIAM P. SMITH

ALGEBRA

Signed numbersaddition. Each pupil makes his own scales of signed numbers
and uses them to learn the rules of additiou. For example to add +'5 and 6,

A 1 1 11111111111111111111
-II -10 .9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4.+5 +6 *7 *8 +9 *10 *I!

1 1 1I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 L.

81 1 1 1-,1 1 1 1 1 1 11M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1TTT-
If -10 9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 +2 4 +5 6 +7 +8 9 +10 +11

;1 I 1 1 I L1 I 1 1 1 1 1-

)lace 0 of scale B below 5 of the A scale. 1 he answer will be for nd immediately
thou. 6 of the B sca' . - 1.

KATHARINE YOUNG

Model for tmching algebraic multiplication. On page 377 is a device which illus-
trates the rules for the sign of the product in algebraic multiplication. The apps'
atus consists of a light wooden bar or lever, balanced at M. Small screw hooks

r2, , . . . . . .I C . ) .) are placed at equal distances to the right and left of
M. One end of the string over the pulley has a hook (H) attached, and the other
end of the string is left free to be attached to the proper scri hook when a weight
is attached at H.

If a weight is hung on a right hook (r,, )-t, etc.), the bar will turn in the same
direction as the hands of a clock, that is, clockwise; a weight hung on a left hook

4. etc) causes the bar to turn counterclockwise.
1k-fore making ,the c'periments there must be agreement on three minters:
I. Distances on )the bar 'to the right of M are positive: distances to the left of /14

ate negati%.
2. Weights attached to the screw hooks (that is. downward polling weights) are
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negative; weights attached to the pulley string at H (that Is, upward-pulling weighs)
are positive.

3. Counterclockwise rotation of the bar is considered positive; clockwise rotation
of the bar is negative.

The following experiments will show how the apparatus works.
I. To find the product (if + 2 and 4, hang 4 equal weights on r,. Since the bar,

turns clockwise, the product is negative; that is, (4- 2) ( 4) = 8.
2. To find the product of 2 and 4. hang 4 equal weights on 4. Since the bar

turns counterclockwise ( 2) ( 4) = 8.
3. To find the product of +- 2 and + 4, fasten tne free end of the pulley string

at r, and hang 4 equal weights on the hook If. Since the bar turns counterclockwise,
(4. 2) (+ 4) + 8.

4. To find the product of 2 and + 4, fasten the free end of the string at 1, and
hang 4 equal weights on the hook H, as in Ex. 3. Since the bar turns clockwise,

(+ 4) = 8.
These experimints show that the rules for the sign of the product in multiplica-

tion, stated below, are reasonable; that is,
If two factors nave like signs, their product is positive; if they have unlike ;signs,

their product is negative.
W. D. REEVE

Graph blackboard. A squared area is drawn on a piece of yellow cellophane, 314"
x 4", with black and red India ink. If placed between two regular size lantern
glasses and hinged with passe.partout, the cross section lines may he projected on a
lilar%board with the ordinary slide projector. Curves may )e sketched readily on
the board. In this way, a graph board may be providal for any classroom.

HENRIETTA TERRY

Graph board. A graph board 5' x 5' is useful when made of wall board which
has been painted black and placed in a wooden frame. The squares for the grlph
are painted with yellow paint. This board is fastened to the wall with wooden pins
so that it may put up when needed and taken down wiien not in use.

KATHARINE YOUNG

Graph board. One slate of the blackbez.iii is ruled into two inch squires with
the aid of a child's yellow coloring crayon. Tin. cost is relatively little. The lines
can be removed at any time, but an eraser does not take them off. If the lines be-
come dim with WC, they can easily be retraced.

MARY L. IVEBSTER
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g-aph board-110w to ',ulace one in "Barren Bfulget Land." With the aid of a

leather punch, holes are perforated at one,:1.11 intervals on a piece of black oiscloth.
The wrung side of the cloth is printed with a crisscross pattern which serves as a
gain..: in keeping the holes equally spaced.. dowel stick added to the top and bot-
tom, or two old curtain rollers, complete the device. When'it is placed against the
blackboard and a dusty eraser is passel quickly over it, it easily stencils a rectangula.
system of points.

JAMES R. HAI N

Classroom blackboard equipment. The figure here shows a number of instru-
merits and measuring des ices that are useful in teaching nfathematics.

W A L.11- R ti RC/.1- VSK
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Graphs. Hooke's experiment on elasticity is performed Kith the aid of a large
spring and some weights. A committee of students performs'the experiment while
the rest of the class records the data. The results are graphed, and the line studied,
interpreted, and tested for accuracy of prediction.

Following work on straight line graph, a pan of boiling water is brought into
class. At regular intervals a large thermometer is thrust into the cooling water. The
temperature drop is recorded and the results are graphed, interpreted, and corn,
pared with other records.

LAVERN TRIPP

0

PLANE GEOMETRY

Use of colored chalk. Relationships in families of theorems may be shown by the
use of colured chalk or Ditto ink in marking corresponding parts.

ANICE SEYBOLD

Congruence theorems' using co/or.,Colored paper parts may be use for the
s,:perposition of congruence theorems. For s.a.s. two equal green strips, two equal
selow strips, and two red angles are first exhibited. One triangle is completed by
attaching it to the board with transparent tape. The second is completed on top of
the first in the order in which the steps of proof are written out.

ANICE SEYBOLD

Cwigrueiice of triangles. In discussing congruence and inequality theorems a
model is used consisting of a black rigid triangle to which is fastened a light col -
ored flexible triangle. The base of the flexible triangle is equal to that of the rigid
triangle and is fastened to it. The left side of the flexible triangle equals that of
the black one. The flexible triangle, hinged at two vertices, may be used to illus-
trate congruence when three sides arc equal respectively, as well as when two sides
and the included angle are equal. Inequality theOrems may also be illustrated.

11FUIIRNIANN

Congruent triangles (ambiguous case). Two triangles are not always congruent if

two sides and an angle of one are equal to the corresponding }rts of the other.
The model shown here is constructed of painted /plywood and colored cardboard.

RANCLS M. BURNS

*The trend now is to postulate these theoreto,,,, r1310k.
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Triangles. Three strips of wood are fastened together by small metal hinges. Theo.
sum of the t' 3 shorter strips equals the longest strip. The wooden angld piece is
held in place by the weight of the two upper strips. The following may be demon.

strafed; (a) The ambiguous case in trigonometry. (b) The sum of the two shorter
sides of a triangle must be greater than thelongeSritide. (c) The various kinds of
triangles.

WILLIAM P. SMITH

Exterior angle of a triangle. An exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either
opposite interior angle. ,

t.

Two 8" protractors are fastened at each end of the base of a triangle which has
been drawn on painted plywood 16" x 27". Or elastic cord leading from holes at
each end of this base can be looped over pegs which locate the vertices of an equi
lateral triangle, two right triangles, and three obtuse triangles. Readings on (the pro-
tractors when the vertex is in tiieze various positions show the constant relation be-
tween an exterior angle of a triangle and one of its non-adjacent interior angles,
and the changing relation between the exterior angle and its adjacent interior angle.

FRANCES M. BURNS
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SUM of the angles of a triangle. The sum of the,,angles of a triangle is equal
to 150°.

'Tl:e two base angles of a plywood triangle having a base 17" and art altitude 11"
are cut with a jig saw and fastenedwith Scotch tape, in their original position, or
at the vertex of the triangle where their exterior sides form a straight angle.

FRANCF-Ji at. BURNS

Inequalities. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the angles opposite are un
equal in the sane order.

B o
lake a paper triangle .113C with tinctqull sides. Fold one side on another from

the common' vertex 4. The crease will be the angle bisector AD. The- side AB is

made td fall along AC, /3 falling on B', LB on LB', and since LB' is an exterior
angle of GB'CD, it is gre:,ter than angle C.

C

HARRY S1TOMLR

The general quadrilateral. Four sticks not equal in length are joined to form a
*quadrilateral. The resulting figure is4lot rigid. The diagonals are not equal, and

do not bisect each other. The angles are not bisected. However, an dant:: cord join.

tug the midpoints of the successive sides foyms a parallelogram. The sides of the
parallelogram etitial-"Onehalf the lengths of the diagonals.,The quadrilateral may
be de-formed inr two ia)s to make a triangle in which the elastic cord remains
parallel to the b ise. The model may also be used to illustrate a skew quadrilateral.

H. FUHRMANN

Parallelogtariis.1he following theorems ate illustrated by,the models shown here:
(I) The, dt gonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. '.
(2) If the diagonals of 'a quadrilateral bisect each other, the figure is a parallelo-

.gt am.
(3) The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular to and bisect each other.
(4) The Lines joining the successite mid-points of a quadrilateral form a parallelo.

gram.
(5) Two points each equidistant {tom the extremities of a line determine the

yerpentlicular bisector of the line.
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For each of the preceding theorems the hypothesis is executed by means of
wooden strips 1/4" wide joined with roundhead stove bolts In such.a way that they
pivot at ,the corners. Small elastic cord tied to screw eyes forms the lines for the
conclusion.

In addition to the parallelogram theorems, principles such as these can be demon
strated with these models: "Parallelograms with equal pelimeters do not always
have equal areas," and "The line of centers of two intersecting circles is" the per-
pendicular bisectorcof their conunon Chord."

FRANct S M. BURNS

Parallel ruler. This parallel ruler for blackboard work is made from the two
halves of a yardstick connected by links fastened to the sticks by hollow rivets. It is
constructed on the principle, and is a constant reminder of the theorem: If both
pairs of opposite sides °Ca quadrilateral are equal, then it is a parallelogram.

FRANCES M. MAINS

The gyroscopic top. If the top is passed around the'clacs while spinning, pupils
(eel its reactions to turning. It illustrates the parallelogram of forces.

A N ICE SF. BOLU
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raranetsigiams. It the diagonals tit a quadrilattual bisect each mho, the figure is
a parallelogram.

Two sticks ate ci(mt4.1 and fastened at their midpoint. An elastic curd stretched
mound the ends assumes the gosition of a patallelogrant. As the angle between the
diagonals changes its position, the lignite remains a parallelogram. When the diago-
nals art; peipendicular, a ihombus is 14rnied, and the angles of the rhombus are
bisected by the diagonals.

H. FUHRMANN

Parallelograms. A flexible parallelogram is constructed front sticks. This illustrates
the theorem: If the/opposite sides of a quadrilateral ate equal, the figure is' a
parallelogram. Elastic cords joining opposite vertices show that the diagonals bisect
each other but that the angles ate not bisected. When the diagonals ate equal, the
patallelogram -becomes a rectangle. If another elastic cord is made to pass through
successive multi-points of the parallelogram, another parallelogram is formed. This
second parallelogram becomes a rhombus when the original parallelogram becomes

rectangle.
it. FUHKAIANN

Parallelogram: rigidity. The parallelogram is not a rigid figure. It can change its
shape without changing the length of a side. %%ien nails in a crossbar are made to

7er---7,-.... F-147:-

k.

4

Pttir "W. . std

fit intn holes in opposite sides of a parallelogram, the bar remains parallel to the
whet two sides but the figure is not light. When the liar is attached to adjacent
sides ro form a nianyle or a nape/old with two of the sides, the parallelogram be-
anies rigid anti can supputt ;t height.

H. I t'llIIMANN

Re( langles. It the diagonal of a qoadidateral are equal and bisect each other.
the tiguie is a 'et tangle

Two equal socks are fastened at their midpoints. An elastic cord stretched
through tic ends forms a rectangle.t1When the sticks are at right angles, the rec
tangle becntnes a sqn.tt e.

H. UHRMANN
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Rectangle. If a rectangle varies so as to assume the shape of a square, the diagonals
become perpendicular to each other and tesolve into bisectors of the angles of the
rectangle.

H. FUHRMANN

Median. The medians of a triangle meet at its "center of gravity." The. model
'here shows how the triangle is in balance.

rIk
t ;

FRANCES M. BURNS

Median. Medians'of a variable triangle with fixed base.

The base of a mangle is painted on a pide of pl)wood 13" x 14". Holes ate
holed at the extremities of the base and the ends of an elastic "curd are knotted at
the back. This elastic cord is strung through a screw ee fastened to a peg. A sec.
mid comes from the midpoint of .the base; this is threaded and then knotted
thiough a hole in the peg very close to the sc tew eke. When the peg is fitted into
holes representing the rtlics of tight, acute. iso,ccles, and obtuse triangles, the
position of a median in these (Mingles is shown.

IRANciS M. ISURNS

Medians and perpendicular bisectms. Medians and perpendicular bisectors can be

shown in a fieible nialigle. 'I he peiprndicular bisectors of two of the sides may
iii represented b. tise4 sticks. The medians to these same two sides consist of elastic
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cords fastened to the respective vertices and midpoints. The stick representing N
perpendicular bisector to the base and the elastic cord joining the midpoint of the
base to the vertex of the triangle arc shifted to the necessary positions by means
of a pulle ; l cal tiage amangement built into the base. 1 his keeps the perpen
dicular bisector in the center as the base changes in length. As tv triangle assumes
5,11ions sires, the thedians and perpendicular bisectors may- be shown to remain
conculient lespectiely.

II. FliiiltMANN

Triangle; altitude, nlidian, pipendicular bisector of side, and angle biseCtor.
In genet:II. the bisector of -an angle of a tria.pgle, ,the altitude drawn from ,this

same vertex, the median to the opposite side, and the perpendicular bisector of that

L

side ate not the same line. The illustrations show a triangle with a constant base,
the perpendicular bisector of that base, a rnmable stick which joins the midoint
of the base to the opposite vet tex, an altitude rept esented by a plumb line, and a
bisector of the %ertex angle, assuming various or constant positions as the triangle
changes from scalene to isosceles, At least six theorems relating to the isosceles tri
angle may be demonstrated with this model.

II. 1 L'IlltMANN

Important Lines. Model showing the positions of the altitude, inedia0 and angle
bisector of a scalene triangle., base 18'', altitude 11 ". The dowels reptrsenting these
lines are painted in contrasting

t' taP -e

FP. 1 \t.1 S M. IllittN3

la

4,
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Altitude of a triangle. An altitinle of a mangle may fall inside the base, coincide
kith one side, ur fall outside the triangle, depending on Whether the angle at the
tight end of the base is acute, tight, ur obtuse.\, . ti ii. FUHRM ANN

Altitude. Positions of the altitude of a satiable trialigle having ,a fixed base.
The base of a triangle is painted on a piece of plywood 12" x 17". Narrow round

elastic forming the other two sides reads front holes at the ends of the base and can
be looped over pegs located at the vertices of a right triangle, an isosceles triangle,

1

A

1

No acute ti laughs, and two obtuse Mangles. 1Vhett the model is held uptight, a
plumb bob suspended hum the vertex shows the position of the altitude of that
triangle w th tuspect to the base.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Angles ins( 'died iu a cal( Ie. A chile has ing a 10" diameter is painked on plywood.
The center and a timid ate mat Led. A tow elastic leads hum the extremities of
the chool to pegs at the %ettices of a light Mangle, two acute triangles, and two
obtuse triangles. When the elastic is stretched user the pegs, the position of the

center of the cliche in the different kituis`of triangles is shoan.'llos model mil also
demonstrate (a) an angle inscribed in a segment whose arc is less than a semicircle
is obtuse; (b) an angle insctibcd in a segment whose ate is mole than a semicircle
Is acute; (el the median to the hypotenuse of a right Mangle is one-half the hy-
potenuse; and (d) inscribed in the same segment ate equal.

FRANCES M. ISUR:,4
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Right tingles inscribed in a semicircle. A -12" chcle and its diameter arc painted
ou plywood. Nattow round elastic leading from the back through holes at the

le--%cr.

i
, ,1.'11(11 of the (lanIrter can be sttetched around any of the man) pegs fastened on tilt

dole.. Au ogle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle. The locus of the sertice>

o4/41e rig( angles of right triangles having a given line segment as hvotenuse
a cocle whose diameter is the given hypotenuse. 1

FRANCES M. litIRN-1
S

Measurement of angles. 'fottels showing the relation between certain kinds o
angles in angle degrees and their arcs in arc degrees are reproduced below and a
the top of p. 38g.

Corn fete 360' Bristol board protractors 1.1" in diameter are bound to pl)woot
with Sc tch tape. Small tencent protractors al e attached at the vertex of the anglt
one side of which is a fixed line drawn on the figure and the other an elastic .whid
Call he held at any desired position by a push pin through a small loop at the en,
of the elastic.

1.

S M. ISI,SIN
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Measurement of angles: circle. A circle with its diameter equal to that of a board.
protractor is cut from plywood. Its edge is marked at five degree intervals. Thin
steel or copper rods may be placed in such a way as to form central angles, angles
formed by two chords of a circle, inscribed angles, and exterior angles. These cases
may be shown to merge into one another and hence illustrate continuity. The

-necessity of adding ma or subtracting them hum each other is also noted.
H. FUHRMANN

Continuity: angle formed by two 'straight lines intersecting a circle. Use a piece
of cardboo d, 20" x !O ". Cut a slot from point P to the center of the circle and

iv.

rivet two narrow bars at 0. The'..: bars slide back and forth in the slot from P to
the center and illustrate the seven cases in succession.

EMMA HESSE
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Theorems relating to f hords, arts. central angles, and inscribed angles of a circle.
In model A, a semich etc is made of a chromium strip taken from the side of a

'wrecked automobile. full circle in model B is made from a piece of metal

389

41 :1

A B

molding. The edges of the metal molding are bent in such a way as to form a slot
in which slides a nail hear'. as shown in the black cardboard cross section in the
pierukz for model A. Dotted construction lines are shown by means of red rubber
bands and the usual sides of the figure with black bands. About fifteen theorems
'elating to ch:irds, :tics, and central and inscribed angles of a circlt can be demon-
strated with the aid of these models.

WILLIAM I'. SMITH

Tangents to a circle. A circle is drawn on a piece of plywood 15" x 20". At the
center of the circle is fastened a wire which is bent at a right angle at the outer
extremity of the radius to form a tangent. By pioting the wire through the center

1"2,1M6:AI.' , ,'
,i1
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this tangent can have Its point of contact at any point on the circle. The movable
tangent and a fixed tangent which is painted on the plywood are scaled in bands
of contrasting color oneinch wide. The model is -used for demonstrating the follow-
ing relations: (a) Tangents to a circle from the saint external p6int are equal. (h)
Tangents at the extremities of a diameter are parallel. (c) If a line is perpendicular
to a radius at its outer extremity, it is a tangent.

FRANCIS M. BURNS

Centel...square, 15" long, for finding the center of a circle. This is used to help
apply the following theorems: (a) Tangents to a circle from the same external point

are equal. .(b) The bisector of the vertex angle 'of an isosceles trangle is the pel
pendicular bisector .of the base. (c) The perpendicular bisector of a chord passes
through the center of the circle. The upper edge of the bisector always bisects the
angle.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Tangent secant relation. A large circle is drawn on bristol board backed with ply-
wood. The tangent is fixed, while the secant, marked in 3/4" units, pivots from an
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extetital point. If care is taken in choosing the dimensions, several illustrations of
the tangent-secant propqrtion using whole numbers can be obtained.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Secant and external segment. A large circle is drawls on colored showcard board
-mounted on plywood. A 21" secant marked in inches pivots from an external point.
If care is used in chothing the dimensions, several illustrations, involving only
integers, of the constant relation between the secant and its4 external segment can
be shown.

FRANCES M. BURNS

ilrea of a segment of a circle. Colored cardboard with the, chord of the segment
scored and taped with Scotch tape so alai the triangle will bend out of sight :11us
trates the principle that the area of the segment equals the area of the sector.minus
the area of the triangle.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Similar triangles (blackboard device). A triangle having a base 11" and an altitude
10" is cut from ply wood. A seceid triangle whose sides are parallel to and 1 IA"
from the larger one is remoed, giing a tool for quickly drawing similar triangles
on the blackboard.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Equal segments. A series of parallel lines yJftich cut equal segments on a trans.
versa' is painted on a piece of plywood 16" x 20". The "any othe; transversal" is
represented by a dowel which pivots. This call also be used to illustrate the theffiem:
If a line bisects one side of a triangle and is parallel to a second side, it bisects the
third side.

If rtmslleIs cut tins! sag-
mants on one trittsverssi they
will out equal secirnents on

A I. any tre3vtt-461 R

FRANCES 7.1. BURNS

Triangles. The line segment joining the mid - paints of two sidesof a triangle is
parallel to the third side and equal to one-half of it.

0
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A flexible wooden triangle is used. The base is marked off in equal divisions. A
stick attached to the mid-point of the second side has the same divisions. Wire, the
triangle changes positions the stick is rotated so that it passes over the mid-point
of the third side. It then remains parallel to the third side and equal to onehalf
of it. (Strips of graph paper may be fastened to the base and stick if mire accurate
readings are desired.)

H. FUHRMANN

Similar triangles and proportion. A triangle having two of its sides 16" and 12"
is painted on plywood. Half inch units are marked on huth sides. These are num-
bered at intervals of 4" do the 16" side and at intervals of on the 12" side.
Elastic cords attached to push pins can be fastened at any desired points. This
model has been used to demonstrate the theorem: If a line divides two sides of a
triangle proportionally, it is parallel to the third side. It will also show the converse
of this theorem.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Area of triangles. Two parallel lines 71A" apart are painted on a piece of ply-
wood 12" x 24". A triangle with its vertex ,in one of the parallels and its hue in the
other is drawn. Elastic cord leading from holes at each end of the base can
hooked over any of the six pegs in the parallel through the vertex. The positions,
of the pegs show right triangles, acute triangles, and obtuse triangles, al) of which
are equal in area to the fixed triangle.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Right triangle proportions. These three plywood triangles help to demonstrate
the "right triangle proposition." Dimensions of the largest are: base 20", altitudequ.
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FRANCES 14. BURNS

Mid-points of triangles. The line joining the midpoints of the sides of a triangle
is parallel to the third side and equal to one-half of it.

A nahow snip of wood to represent the base of a triangle is tacked to painted
plywood 11" x 16". A second strip of wood, half the length of the first, is fastened
at the mid-points of two,amequal pieces of tIPt elastic cord which form the other
two sides of the triangle. A push pin through the Vertex places the vertex at any
desired point. The line joining the midpoints.of the two sides remains parallel to

,the base, Iliatever the site or kind of triangle.
FRANCES M. BURNS

Pythagorean Theorem. The square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle equals
the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

.1

FRANCES NI. BURNS

(
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Pythagorean Theorem. An old method of building a right angle by "rope stretch-

ing." using the 3 -4 -s combination, is illustrated here.

1

,./

0
1RANCIS 51. BURNS

Areas of pill g,,,tc. lite areas of similar polygons and circles are to each other as
the squares of their corresponding lines.

"- )7.0474iT,0.9,

RANGF.S St. BURN!,
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Interior and exterior angles of potygoo. On a piece of plc%nod 22" x a base
line segment 10" long is drawn, hoing an 8" protractor attached at one end.
Vertice, of the equilateral triangle, square, tegular pentagon, and regular hexagon

11.1%111'2, III" hilt. ./41114 nt .1 I, iNt! .111 I. (It folk ;mated and toatke(1. lioles arc
hotil it ihr tAtictip.t.t..; t t tli 11,0e .I';.1 .n:.III HUM(' .11/46. (1)Ill is knotted at the
l,atk. tthtu this lan : he Id in plate pod, pin., the %at ions polgons ate coin-

leted. PI la. ',pith.' %%.!1 ,t()%\ .t. the (It lath (Wet 1()I .11111 ea( h exterior angle
of tlic,.e pol:400, ,onl It. liti\% eat It Intel tot al4le int tea.,t. %chile each cx-
Ectito the ,Ides (,f ;(-.2.(Ilat poll-got' lilt /(:lw.:.

. I k \ \t:t S M. Itt'llNs

Limit irr, Hril .:. t I I' (tit pain(f 1,11 \%(),)(i. ale formed
at the CI tit I Iht'd 11. I ("2,II! II it t.14(1 and I (.411:.11 ,1\tcrtl sided
polgon. \Viten .tteithed mei the pt the them ctn. 11 the tilittihr uE
,tilt's of h it .4tilar 111,1;11 pol%.4on pi ail pt And

approach nem et ;tint !wattsl tit thoe of tht t !Ilie.11

I I Its.,

tiOLID G LOME T Y

'01a 114'. Nt ririQ 111)e 'him A if ()%c1

11141111'S III gt4r111(1% gi\t' +^:Ifl ittipt(si(ol lif depth iii
.1(1(fiti(in t() that pt()(h1(.(1 It the ottimart peputtie i.f the cltau, ()( piet
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Models for the l000ls plopositiolts in splid geometiy. Clear celluloid 1/16"
thick is -used for the planes, painted applicatots for the lines in space, atulf narrow
colored Scotch cellulose tape fit the litCi Oil the planes. Duco "colon joins the
planes; sealing wax ,holds line to h,tie ut Hue an plane.

Balsa wood models md) also he used for proofs of impositions in solid geometry.
FRANCIS M. BURNS

Lines and planes. Lines pett:milt nlar to the sante plane are parallel.

(.)11(1sIINI

1
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6

Lbws and Marlys. If a line is peipendiLidat to eaLli of 1%.o inicisecting lines at
their point of intersection, it is perpentiiiiilar to the plane determined by these
lines.

t

t
0101161P1117911

Cillt1S1INE I-1SCLII 14

Mmes. If two paiallt:1 planes are cut In a third plane, the inteiscctions are

5 .1,
^ `o'

."
-

CIMISTINE FISt:Iti It

Pahair bin (er!. 1)1tvooti titoticiS 111.0 ht.' tluti lc) 111011.1te an) right,

le( toncjil.o. icgulat patallulcpiped,

I It Mi S M. 1.1"10..
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Locus. The locus of. pointh within a jlihedi al angle and equidistant from the faces
is the plane bisecting the dihedral angle.

sruimis. The intersection of a plane and a surface is a section.

1.

testnit 4

aik
;$e*

I

CHRISTINE FlsCIIt.I

C I I R .s I \ fIsCHER

id? stay A siar 10/ 111C11. 11011 all it 1P,Ille(111/11. NitIde [ruin
r1.111N11:( (111 111,1((11;i1 1101 clot in, 11,4111 %% 'thin, it is tisc(1 a, it (Icitnat ion in Nfora

1:,1rult, al r qtr i,ltllil, time.

1111R MA %'ATSON

It ed rons. ititct sr' um; .11 II cuter (,isti tc(1 in .1 (lilletern coin,
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Some composite polyhedrons. The solids shown in the accompanying figures ap
pear in the following order;

A

- .`.
*6 A.,

A

.4111141.._

Top row: tetrahedron, tenahedr Oils 011 eakh face of a tetrahedron, octahedrons
on each face of a tetrahedron. icosahedzons on each face of a tetrahedron, tetra-
hedrons on each face of the tetrahedrons on each face of a tetrahedron.

Middle row: cube, cubes on each face of a cube, octahedron, tetrahedrons on
each fake of an ocrahedion. octahedrons on each face of an octahedron.

But rpm tow: dodecahedron, dodecahedrons on each face of a dodecahedron.
icosalu.'dinn. tetrahedrons on each face of an icocahedron, o,:taltedourc on eath face
of an icosahrffion.

1 ( . 1 1 1 F . In %111

.ir(tooti .t glass (one is sealed at the lop. 'I he lekel of the Iltliutl chow,
the toms cations as the tone re%olved.

111i 11%.%1
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The sections of a cone. '1 hese tonic sections were hand turned on a lathe by a
student.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Volume of a sphere, using Cavalieri's loinerple. The sphere in this model is made
of P)tex glass and the cylinder of celluloid. The diameter of the base of the cylin
der and of the cone equals that of the sphere. The altitude of the cylinder equals
the diameter of the sphere. The section of a sphere Orallel to the basic plane
equals the set tion of the cylinder minus the section of the cane. The boy kho made
this worked on it for two months during his spare time.

WILLIAM SSW li
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Spherical angles. Model for proof "A spherical angle is equal in 'degrees
to -----."

,,t ,

A:1

A qua' ter circle of 10" diameter :s glued to a complete 10" circle. A second quar-
ter circle is hinged to the first in siren a way that it turns freely through 180°. The
circles are 1); wuod painted in different colors. Applicators at the vertex of the
angle are used for tangents.

FRANCES M. BURNS

Sides and angles of a spherical triangle. The sides of a spherical polygon have the
same measure as the face angles, and the angles of the polygon have the same meas-
ures as the dihedral angles of the corresponding polyhedral angle at- the canter. A
.pherical.quadrilatet al is cut from a rubber ball 7" in diameter. Small wires leading
front the vertices are soldered together at the center of the sphere. Applicators are
used for the tangents at one vet tex and for the perpendiculars to the radius.

FRANCES M. RIIRNs
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Spherical triangles. Location of the pole of a great circlePolar triangles. Con.
gruent and symmetric spherical triangles.

r.
Eighteenth Yearbook

--\

UN.AN(.1-S M. BURNS

Model of spherical triangle. A is the it Aplete base circle, radius 21/2". The slotted
bar through which B turns is funned o two strips of brass, separated, at the rinds
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by short pins to whiLh they ate suldeted. The tight-hand beating is the saddle
shown in the plan in A (p. 402). This bearing is soldered to A. The left bearirig
is a pair of clips, one on each side of el an soldered to it. Allow just enough space
at each end of the hat for play between bearings. For clarity, the cut shows more.
B is the second (half) circle, same radius as A, turning about a pin in the slotted
bar. of A, at the center of circle 4. B cartics a slotted bar, exactly like that of A,
on a radial line of B. Bearings as shown are soldered to B. C .s the third (half)
circle sliding in the slotted bar of B. To holil the parts in any chosen position a
small button rivet may be placed on the inside of the bar slot, or.the bar slot may
be bent together at the middle to provide friction.

The device may be improved by providing means for measuring arcs and angles.
This may he done in any one of three ways: (a) Graduations on edges of circles.
(b) Semicircular scale, radius 21/2", graduations on inner edge of semicircle. (c)

Triquadrantal triangle, with graduations on inner edges of quadrants. D is made
up of.three sections, like E, each soldered to the next by the tab, slioicri.on E, which
has been bent tat right angles to E.

The circles should be of tin of suificie.rly heavy guager,to prevent bending.
I.. LELAND LOCKE

TRIGONOMETRY

Variation of trigonometric ratios. Three la" colored dowls which pivot illustrate
the changes in the trigonometric ratios for angles from 0° to 90°.

I R AMA. SI. 'WRNS

Trtgonometric fun( toms of Ole ani;1(.. it 0, sawed from a piece of
mahogany board. A mosable gthet t ing tint h.t. a %%righted piece of string
fastened ti) the end of it. A. Ow .11111 'watts, ihr ruin ruins of angles in the various
quadrants are demonstrated. Ariel the arm ha, passed ISO', the weighted string
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must be held up, or a slit must be made along the horizontal diame4e2* of the circle
through which the string may be passed.

WILLIAM P. SMITH

Variation of trigonometric functions. On bristol board, bound to plywood by
Scotch tape, a 10" circle is drawn, At the 0° and 900 points tangents scaled in half
units are cormtructed. A metal strip bound with black adhesive pivots at the center.

0

I() this inelal snip, at the nutul es, ttemit of the radius, a second movable strip is
att.0 htd huh of thusc is also kell in half units. Special angles are marked on
he ((Ric. I he h.).11(1 helps to demonsttate the line values of the trigonometric

funcinns, %allies (A these for sp.( ial angles, and changes in the functions as the
angle itutedws horn to 3601. When negathe values of the secant and cosecant
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are needed, an elastic cord is pulled flout the back through a hole at the center

of the circle.
FRANCES M. BUNS

Solution of tri:mglesambiguous case. Painted dowels of the desired lengths fit

into a hole at the upper end of line segment b. Material used is bristol board
backed with plywood. Size 16" x 26".

FRANCI-S ht. BURNS

Sun dial. Sun dial for tuuth latitude 10° 6'. flout lines ate located on a copper
base. Gnomon is aluminum.

a

HANCI-S M. IMRNS
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Angle mirror. pilvond and ten-cent-store mirrors. Used to establish a right angleand to lay out a large circle.

r-

Sextant made of plywood.
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ARITHMETIC
A Method of Finger Multiplication. E. J. Rendtorit. School Science and Mathematics,

Vol. 8, pp. 580-581, October, 1908.
A method applicable to the products of any numbers, when these, less 1, on

being divided by 5 give the same whole number as the quotient.
Resourcefulness in Teaching the New Arithmetic. Harriet E. Glazier. School Science

and Mathematics, Vol. 0, pp. 777-779, October, 1940.
Why are our cans made ioupd and so much the same shape? Assignment to

make a simple paper model to hold a gallon, Various results are listed, leading
to the cylinder whose height equals diameter of the base.

The Rhombic Dodecahedron for the Young. W. HopeJones. Mathematical Gazette,
Vol. 20, pR. 254-257, October, 1936.

Junior high school students may construct a rhombic dodecahedron as related
to beecell. Diagrams aml directions.

.1 Device as an Aid Teaching the Idea of Tens. Herbert F. Spitzer. School
Science and Mathematics. Vol. 42, pp. firi-68, January, 1912.

Uses unit blocks and bundles of ten to introduce the child to numbers and
their representation.

Construction of a Ilimelcomh. Louis Vogel. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.
37, pp. 386-387, April, 1937.

Directions and diagram for making cat d boa rd bee cell to he used at third or
fourth grade level.

Methods in Arithmetic and Algebra. R. L. Short. School Science and Mathematics,
. Vol. 39, pp. 239-20, March, 1939.

Suggestions for helps in arithmetic and algebra from second grade through
ninth. Multiplication tables for the tens stern and for fractions, pure decimal
fractions, easy proportion, understanding easy quadratic methods, easy squares
and square roots.

GENERAL MATHEMATICS
Introducing Mathematical Cfmepts in the Junior High School. David W. Russell.

School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp. 6-19. January. 1938.
How pictures were used to introduce mathematical concepts of perspective,

architecture, and applications engineering, insurance, mining, oil industry.
and safety.
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Objective Materials in Junior High School Mathematics. Joy Mahachek. Mathe-
matics Teacher, Vol. 32. trp. 274-275, October, 1939.

Devices for measuring angles and distances.
Classrdom Practice in the Teaching of Everyday Mathematics I. Raymond J. Mejdak.

Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 31, pp. 368-369, December, 1941.

Models are used to find areas of solids, to illustrate theory behind equations,
and in the study of addition and subtraction of signed numbers.

Suggestions as to a Course. in Mathematics for the Entering Class of a High School.
J. C. Packard. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 6, pp. 292-293, April, 1906.

Outlines activities to be carried on in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry
experiments which aid in further study of the subject.

The .Supplementary Project in Mathematics. Charles A. Storie. School Science and
Mathematics, Vol. 24, pp. 905-912, December, 1924.

Includes a list of twenty topics which may be used as bails for reports. Also
bibliography on history, mathematical recreations, famous mathematical prob
lents, fatuous mathematicians, books of general interest, surveying, journals.

Correlation of Mathematics with Biography, History, and Literature. Joseph V.
Collins. School Science and .Mathematics, Vol. 5, pp. 640-615, November, 1905;

Vol. 5. pp. 726-730, December, 1905
References to books dealing with livei of Longfellow, Washington, Lincoln,

Napoleon, Grant, Jefferson, Gladstone, Beecher, Franklin, Edison, Wordsworth,
Macaulay, and their interest in mathematics. Gives anecdotes which add to class

interest.
Mathematics and General Science Cooperate in Junior High School. Jules H. Fraden

and Paul M. Tull). School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 40, pp. 511-544, June,

1940.
A sample unit plan on the metric system is shown. Other units suggested are:

Now fast does sound travel? Measurements of temperature. Science saves health.
.4pparatus for Measurement of the Growth of a Plant. George W. Low. Schcol

Science and Mathematics, Vol. 5, pp. 2728, January, 1905.

A simple instrument based on the protractor.
Correlation of the Mathematical Subjects Develops Mathematical Power. Charles

A. Stone. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 16, pp. 302-310, May. 1923.
A graphical solution of a purile problem of two candles as solved by a seventh

grade student is described and illustrated.
ALGEBR.4
,4n Algebraic Balanre. F. C. Donecker. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 5,

pp. 411-415, June, 1905,
Desctibes a piece of apparatus fordemonsttating laws of positive and negative

nu.nbers, including laws of signs; comma:10%e, associative, and distributive laws;
the transformations of simple equations; laws oP the simple and compound
levels; law of eqoitnium %%ith forces tending to rotate a body; law of parallel

forcks.
Another Algebraic Balance. N. J. ',eltes. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 5,

pp. 602-)5, Nmemher, 1905.
A demonstration model which (.111 he set ,tip with the aid of stands, metal

rod. meter stick. pulleys, and %%eights.
Geometric Aids for Elementary Algebra. Alberta S. Warmemacher. Mathematics

Teacher, Vol. 22, pp. 9 57, January, 1929.
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. Todthpicks, string, and squared paper are used to study perimeter of regular
polygons. draw circles, disco%er area and volume formulas.

Pictorial Representation of a2 = (a + b) (a b). Franz Denk. School Science
and Mathematics, Vol. 38, p. 686, June, 1938.

Draw square side a. In one corner cut out square with side b. A diagonal cut
of remaining piece results in two equal trapewoids which may .be rearranged to
gi%e rectangle (a h) (a o).

Graphical Algeora. Frances E. Nipher. School Science am'. Mathematics, Vol. 19,
pp. 417-440, May, 1919.

Diagrams .show how to represent (y xr and y3 x3..

Socrates Teaches AlatItmatits. Norman. Alining. School Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 23. pp. 581-585, June, 1923.

How wooden blocks are used to represent (x y)3, x3 + y3, x3 y$, (x y z)s.

Grabhic Methods in Elementary Algebra. William Betz. School Science and Mathe-
matics, Vol. 6, pp. 683-687, November, 1906.

Lists sequence of topics for introducing graphs and extending their application
to algebra and geometry. Bibliography.

Graph It'ork in Elementary Algebra. F. C. Touton. School Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 5, pp. 5:i7-562, October, 1905.

.1 Graphical colution of the Quadratic Equation. Albertus Darnell. School Science
and Mathematics. Vol. 11. pp. .16-17, January, 1911.

Graphutt/ .Solution of Quadratic with Complex Roots. T. M. Blak3lee. School
Science and Nfatheinatics, Vol. II, p. 270, March, 1911.

Enrichment Materials for Fir. t }car Algebra. David W. S'.arr, Mathematics Teacher,
Vol. 32. pp. 68-77, Felirtiai, ;939.

Pictures. (harts. gt aphs, motion picture films, periodicals, and list of books
for the mathematics library.

High Si/1.ot Algebra. Hiram li. Loomis School Science'and Mathematics, Vol. 7,
pp. 59n 591, October, 1907.

.1 Project in. Mathematics-7'4o Algebra Classes Build a Railroad. Donald P. Smith.
M.tthematits Traclicr. Vol. Is, pp. 07 101. February, 1925.

A claAc of be)c and one of gills consideid the problems related to building
And opelatinv, a radwa% %%stunt. A tumuli of the New Jetse Central was used
and information on eerN '1,1,,e of its sock collected.

f'ne:/,/o),(1 Poc<i t ic< hot? u( ra Graphic Methods. NVilliam L. Schaaf.
School Science and Nfathntatics. al, pp. 160-170, Februalv, 1911.

StIL:4rsti that gtuatet «ml(I ht male of cettain tpes of curves which
rock appear in cec,iidatv inathrmatics te.tbooks. of calculating charts or
nonine,raplis. and o. pit totial graphs and that a critical attitude toward graphs
and their int6tpltation ,hoold colthated.

1;110.1o.9.1pliv !kis or .1. ry and iiimiovjapli% (In graphical methods, and
pet iod,c..! I it.fei s i, }r,1 as. .follom- pic tot id ,,tatictics; graphic inethoth;
ai,i,1:(.0 aloc, on think; lu. oltllttlic shall ntno.2.1

Visual 1.4, Ma% National \fathcinaics Nfaga-
/inc., Vol. 11. ! DiLuinher. 1931.

Some str.Nts:tons u c of (llot cd chalk in helping, itie pupil isualize
colispondnc in «Ingrocnt 5iin;lar figures: a small collction of colored
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cardboard polygons and circles and methoils of filing these materials: four
rulers bolted together to form a loosejointed patallelogratn; reducing the solar
system to scale by drawings, a cardboard model of an old Egyptian level, angle
mitt-tn. pantograph, cioss.stalf, slide itile, stititlials. Includes references.

'the L'se of Enrichment .Itairrials to Se«oulan. Mathematics. Joseph C. Shuttles-
worth. Secondary Education, Vol. G, pp. 210 21-2. Decembet, 1937.

Students construct regular polyg.ons that fill the plane space around a point and
also discover arrangenients for iegular polygons to fit together to make regular
and semi-regular polyhedions. :1:11ey a' leaf n to work with surveying instru-
ment and other apPatotus. 1 he tistia: isstoom experience is reversed by pro-
ceedin front a conctete and specific plublem to the more general geometric
theorems which explain such pioblems."

Teaching of "Iluxible" (iconicity. 1)anil B. Lloyd. Mathematics Teacher, \'ol.
32, pp. 321-323. Nocember, 1939.

Using the pantograph, parallel ruleis, transit, and linkages in plane geometry.
l'italizini4 Geometry bN the Use of Pictures. Donovan A. Johnson. School Science

and Mathematics. Vol. 38, pp. ,t)32 103-1, December, 1938.
Topics which can be athantagemisly illustrated by pictures; geometry ':n art,

mathematics lip nature, theose of 0 Lingle,. optical 'illusions, geometric church
windows. maki; multiplication easy, citcles, geometry in the home, bridge
buildi.is as mathematicians, parallel lines, symmetty, mathematics in photog-
rapIR, cocations tequ -ing a background 'of mathematics, objectives of niathe
static,. Bulletin boat, display.

l'o(fizing ( ;o/nett). tett,/ l'uomi 12i,-11.tril Drake and I)otiocan Johnson.
Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 33, pp. 5t1 .r)9, I:elm-limy, 19-10,

Lists projects lot tihrlietnatics classes. objectits for using visual material, and
equipment for thy mathematics classroom; picones. lantern slides, motion pic
noes, film slides, stereopticon pictures, and thieeclimensional pictures. Bibliog.
aphy,

Vitaltznig (.e.rotletiy littmiL:11 1111olralive Mateml. IciriLt Vatei S. Mathematics
Teacher, Vol. 28, pp. 101 110, Felnuarv, 19:1r).

A unit in plane grottiIty on geometry in nature, at', and. industry.
Bibliography-.

Uses of (:arilbilatil Ruth Lane. Matlicinati(s "[cachet, Vol. IS, pp. 239-2.11,
Aptil, 1925.

Problems for hoard tmik ate pttnIctl on Loge (hints of manila cardboard.
Iwo piloting sets aic: in making the charts. 11 are numbered and filed.

In gromeny snidents \dtaw medians of ti jangle, and check the center of
gratify by balancing tiiangle on a pencil point. Prispectis-e figures ate drawn
in solid geometry for eat li thetn-iii and models made. Flash cants used for review.

The Teat ltt,t of (;corn-!, Chia A. 11.tit tic MUI ',Mem e and Nfatheinatics, Vol. 5.
pp. 109 h52. Novcnihrt. 19W); pp. 717-721, Di-cumber, 190i.

stork m.o. be giki n as tinting a plopei paiallelograin along a diagonal
and slum nig supctpn.ition ill1t tilt' (11.i4)II.11 1)1 a parallelogram (divides it
into ttO (Apia] ttianr...lei: .- h.tnie made of four wiles jointed at the ends to
mime easil% %%ill impicss the fait that foot sides du not determine a quadrilateral.
Three wiles "'nitwit still show the case of the triangle. The ideas gained
by this kind of stork twist iiceci to enlarge experience. 'The mind must be
alert to apply facts as soon as at-W.1115,d."

'V1
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Popularizing Plane and Solid Geometry. Gertrude V. Pratt. Mathematics Teacher,
ol. 21, pp. 412-121, Nosember, 1928,
Use of the bulletin board, pictures in the classroom, a field trip, style show,

slide wk.:, art and atchitectnre, models.
You Can Make Them. Clata 0. Larson. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 35, pp. 182-183,

April, 1942.
Rigidity of getimnic fI ales, the isosceles triangle as a device for bisecting an

angle, parallel rulers and a simple transit ate described, with accompanying illus-
trations.

Use of Models in Teaching Plane Geometry. Martins Charosch. High Points, Vol.
11. pp. 2 .44, Fbruary, 1932.

Little "'Tinkering" in Geometry. V. Knapp. High Points, Vol. 17, pp. 16-20,
.April, 1935.

Mathematical Principles Applied to Mechanical Drawing. Emil E. Shattow. School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. 36, pp. 890-896, November, 1936.

On centering a drawin.;: (1) graphical method, (2) computativ! method,
(3) mechanical method which makes use of a proportional trianglea mechanical
deice consisting of a 45° celluloid right triangle, the inside edge of the base
of width has graduations of 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/11. The
Hiangle is provided with a celluloid handle whit', is pivoted by mcans of a
riset C.

Optional Topics in Plane Geometry. Clara 0. Larson. Mathematics Teacher, Vol.
30, pp. 188-189, April, 1937.

Mentions using pieces from an erector set to illustrate plane geometry; also
student applications of geometry to art, musk, mechanical drawing, and ad-
vertising (geometlic trade-marki).

our oinriie Environment. E. 17- Watson. Sciool Science and Mathematics, Vol.
39. pp. 27)..Z 259, March, 1939.

Illustrations from astronomy, light, perspective, art, radial symmetry in flowers,,
fish, and snow crystals, and nautilus shell, cyclone, suspensiot bridge, mineral
cr)stals.

Gruniutry for FreDone. Kenneth S. Davis. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 35, pp. 64-
67, Felnuars, 1942.

A list of fifty illustrations in student's environment shows applications of
fundamental fat ts of geoineti y.
N ion bur of Things for Beginners in Geometry. Vesta A. Richmond. Mathematics
'Feather. Vol. 2n, pp. 142 149, March, 1927.

Student juiciest focused on various actisities each week: examples of mathe
inai;ts in nature. construction of regular polyhedrons, siople transit instruments,
measuring irregular pieces of land and drawing to scale, alum and salt crystals,
cisstallography, geometric designs, p.ilygons from puzzles such as the tangram,
models of locus theorems, proportion. and the pantogTaph, dynamic symmetry.

Some- SI4g, aim's for 'Aing Amateur Photography in Mathematics Courses. T. L.
School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 33, pp. 506-510, May, 1933.

51e4,;csts student with a camera can obtain pictures illustrating symmetry,
Ionia] and Gothic windows, compound curses, ecentric and concentric circles,

plopo)rion, similarity, triangular bracing, parabolas formed by suspended cables.
For loins problems. time exposures may he taken at night of a point represented
by a piety of lunnii4; magnesium or flashlight traseling around a wheel, a cycloid
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from a moving wheel, concentric circles shown by stars around north pole star.
Students may make slides for classroom use and, using an ordinary camera, make
stereoscopic pictures for threedimensional impressions by snapping pictures of
the same object in two positions, three inches apart.

Colored Crayons as an Aid in Teaching Mathematics. Ada M. Parsons. School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. 14, pp. 33-35, January, 1914.

Only a few colored crayons are needed in proving the theorems on congruence of
triangles, the proposition that angles opposite the equal sides of an isosceles tri
angle are equal, in locus problems, etc. 4

A Device to Aid in Generalizing Geometrical Idea. Henry Ketninerling. School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. 27, pp. 606409, June, 1927.

A board, 21r feet square and 1/4 inch thick, is perforated with i/8 inch holes,
2 inches apart. No. 14 casing nails fit hoses. Elastic bands are stretched between
nails for straight lines.

A circle of variable size is made from an 8foot saw with the teeth ground
off. This strip bends into a nearly perfect circle awl is held in place by small
blocks.

Developing a Concept of Proportion before Presenting the Formal Work. T. L.
Engle. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 32, 'pp. 268-271, March, 1932.

Cartoons anti pictures are enlarged with the aid of graph paper. Illustrated.
.4 Geometry Pupil's Brilliant !Fork. George IV. Evans. School Science and Nfathe

matics, Vol. 6. pp. 595-597, October, 1906.
A mediocre student can he led to do his own thinking in geometry to discover

interesting geometric properties,
A Suggestion for Review in Geometry, C. A. Petterson. School Science and Nfathe

matics, 'ol. 7, p. 701, November, 1907.
Illustrates a composite figure to be mimeographed and used to discover geo-

metric properties for review work, Other similar figures will suggest themselves.
111;r1e-made or Inexpensive Mathematical Appatatus. Joseph V. Collins. School

Science and Nlathmatirs, N'ol. 7, pp. 521-528, June, 1907.
Discusses and illustrates an algebraical balance, solid geometry modeling frame.

plane table, pantagtaph, blatkboard rtmlpass ploti;tctor, slide rules.
Terminolop. of flemnifiry Gi.omory. Louis C. Karpinclei and Adelaide M.

Fiedlcr. School Sclera( e and Mathematics, 1'01. 21, pp. 162 167, February, 1924.
A tilde shows the origin. from Greek or Latin, of terns aced III geometry and

the fir,t Ltwo h tuthor to tr,e the word. MA enal t an he presented in a chart
for clasmotan ti or for school c

1 D,Fic for jea,hiniz Margaret C. :lung_ thema t ics Teat her, Vol, 34,
1:79. octoher, 1911.

Stakes 0 Plea. 11. M( 1,e0(1. M.nlitni.itics I richer, Vol. 27, pp. 316 339.
No\ mber, 1934.

/ its caris.-c and Cnre. Gcor4e Scheel:. Mathematics Tcat bet, Vol. 22,
Nulsemlwr, 1929.

of IN ptan ;rod solid ,;comer{,,- "A !cils a 'Ix, 1,eps phobia arras."
1,10/1/.! C,-r,'11 1n rbvir- try. 1 It Watford, Ntatnernarics

Te.it her. Vol. 2,1. pp 1o; 106, Filarial.. lo.'et
Dr Title s nrirria .Iced studenls tit ,..,!.thiolit 1;re hut riot in cour

itrog tiog it. Dist nc...es a tormher of t iments %%hie h (an he carried Out ssi th
e..i tcri.dc.
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50LID 61.0.111.7
ttThe lean /not; ht .solot t,eontetry at the University of l'etmun". G. II. Nicholson.

Mathematics 'leather, Vol. 30, pp. 32t1 330, Nos ember, 1937.
most of the inToltant solids in solid geometry were constructed and models

%vele made of the main impositions. Desatgue's Theorem and other theorems
from mde' n pule solid geometry weir: also included. Two illustrations show

models made of cartons, string, electric hire, knitting needles, umbrella stays,_
small thin pieces of wood, colored paper, toothpicks, cardboard, airplane toys,
(tippet tires, tin, screening, a boy's building set, a salt container, and so/tiering
wile. fifteen objectises ate discussed and fifteen references listed.

.1 CH/or .Srlieme for Figures in Solid Geemielt. M. C. Spencer. School Science and
Mathematics, VA 10, p. 519, (910.

"1I) A (oho is used to outline the portion of cacti plane'used; (2) all lines in
a plane, ponidd the) ale not intersections of the plane with another, are drawn
in the color chosen fur outlining that plane; (3) all lines common to two or more
planes are thaw n Yhite on the blackboard pod black on paper."

lime You Tried (daN7 liartiet II. Herbert. School Science and Nfathetuatics, Vol. 42.

pp. 218 220, March, 1912,
Clay and sticks ate used in flat boxes, 6r on spheres to help illustrate many of

the thetnems of solid geometry.
edid Geometry ,Yodeling time. C. E, C:ornstock. Sclic 1 Science and Mathematics,

A Vol. 4, p. 171, 1904.
AfodrIs in Sidol Gin, try. Miles C. liat they. Mathematics Teacher, Vol, 35, pp.

5 7, Jaintaiv, 1912.
models ale made to help isaalize theorems.

.1 llrlf,fn1 Tf chnoitte in Tea( lung Solid (;eoote'lry. Janws \'. Bernardo. Mathematics

Terchet, 33, pp. :19 40, Jammis-, 191n.
\toil( Is made of. inexpensi%e materials --paper, sticks, suing, taldboatd, etc.

Stir( tot .11/ fio,(1 let Men.stoat000d (;conotry. Sister Mitt Getaid. School Science
inAtlis, Vol. 31. pp. 9 7 988, Ninmbr, I431.

ti-i"H"40 lilimetit in +111.ili students used (1.1%, pluttatCur, Mid

stl.nghtr,Lic to midi' a pti,in whose bss ate sipiales and to find tot,ll me,i;

then. %1111 .11H1111111 of (1.0.. II) 111(1(1 .1 I/1 thin %%hose base was a ilionibus.
1 hit,11);oirticool. J. E, Russell. Nation's Schools, Vol. 27, p. 29,

Apid, 1'111.
1.o 1 dioation. C. I.. Ct)illinr. of Ow NI.Itilcitlati(s

I (.(dot.i(1() I..(Iti( ANot 1)en% rt, Vni 3, pp. 5-6,

11:1 rued 1 iii.11 \fii .1( het :11. pp.

Fela 11.11 v, H is

51, .11. 1;41. ,1 I11 1 l:t1 olio( II((' :111111:1 .1, tt, II ,1, un,hr
,1,,,, ,,,,, (ii ,(1,1,11%c

I", 1 4.( 11(1.1 `st r And! N1.011( in It :t ()I. 13,

p :11o, \Loth. 1413. Ri.pi.end (1,n, I he School
!It i..t s of lit k, 55 C. ('l'i'ef t it II III( 1,c, (hunt

!goal III) HI 1,,11(1 Iht' 111:11,1,11' %% Hi A.1,111 11:11 tol:;\ of \V G.

r(1,1,( wri. .,111 b ;Ili, 11.111 , 1111.:1 (ut 1:11i) 1%,.)

luili.;111, Bel 1.11.,,, ihu i1 th. ,11 1'1,1+

of V!: 1,Ift IC pc.t,
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-how Mk toy shops or ironmongers, tound wooden toils about 5/16 inch in
diameter can be obtained, Which are sold in 4foot lengths. Cut them up into
lengths varying by 1 inch, the largest 15 inches, the smallest 10 inches, and with a
twist drill rather smaller than 16 S.W.G. make a hole at each end axially.

"By inserting the legs of the tripods, etc., into these boles any framework can
quickly he built up.

"By rolling a piece of thin brass round one of the rods a. split tube can be
made with which rods can be joined telescopically and any length obtained:"

The Tesseract, + b)', a Demonstration of the Binomial Theorem in Fourth
Dimensional Geometry. liartiet B. Herbert. National° Mathematics Magazine,
Vol. 15, pp. 97.99, November, 1910.
Study of the Cultivation of Space Imagery in Solid Geometry through the Use

of Models. Edwin W. Schreiber, Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 16, pp. 102-111,
February, 1923.

Discusses arguments against using models. Points out need for developing
space imagery in student. Illustrates furtyone models. and patterns for twelve
of these. Bibliography.

Solid Geometry Made Afore Interesting. Marvin C. Volpe!. School Science and
, Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp. 740-742, October, 1938.

A model of the 'raj Mahal made of cardboard and ten boxes of matches;
domes of plaster of Paris gilded.

The Regular Star Solids. Gertrude V. Pratt. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.
28, pp. 15-.467, May, 1928.

A discussion of regular polyhedra, Archimedean solids, and four regular star
polyhedra: the small stellated dodecahedron, the great dodecahedron, the great
stellated dodecahedron, and the great icosahedron, Illustrated.

Construction Work in Solid Geometry. Edwin W. Schreiber. School Science and
Nlathematics, Vol. 19, pp. 407-413, ltfay, 1919.

Based on Kepler's ''l'o measure is to know." Students in solid geometry cal-
culate d inumions for poly hedrons whose volume is ten cubic inches. Thirty
models are Most:med. requirements for fifteen of these are listed.

The Rotuma and (;oniostat: .4 Teacher's Classroom Device for Instruction in Pro
jr, !bay I lcr in.in Ilanstem. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 9, pp. 868.870,
Deccudit. lot n.

.A set of ni,dels for skeleton form with which the regular and an endless num.
tier of 11114111.0 surfaces. ,I)larls, and their penetrations ate mounted before the
'as.; '1 ht inude-1. etas he rritatd in vertical and horiiontal revolutions.

.,,k1114 f (;rtnIleirN Ott ough Perspective. Ethel Spearman. Mathematics
e.,(11( ot -1., pp. 147-1W, :kind, 1910.
Fu floor solid geometry, including spherical figures, ate drawn, using the

I asic print iples of per spectis e.
Hailz,,ital Cylinder. William F. Riggs. School Science and Mathematics,
pp. 31 -34, January. 1916.

I' \plains a cliagram which may be used to obtain a vertical scale for the
nn,unt of lnond present at any time in a horizontal cylindric-al tank.

C;cometry. Ii. F. Hart. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 15, pp. 239 -240,
.kpi.1, 1922.

t's(s of a -dead- tnn:s ball illustrated in the solution of ten problems of solid
gometi y.
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The Dundelin Spheres. I.ee Erneisou Boyel. Mathematics reacher, Vol. 31, pp.
124-125, March, 1938.----

Theorem: section elf a cone of revolution made b!, plane which does not pass
through the cone's %et tex is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, The foci of the
sections ale the points of contact of the intersecting plane with the spheres in.
scribed in the cone; the ditecnises of these sections lie in the plane determined
by the circles of contact of the spheres with the cones in which they are in-
scribed', Biblioglaphy.

Polar Triangles. William r Riggs. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 6, pp.
663 t366, NoNenther, 1906

Suggests making a spherical triangle from cardboard and fitting a corresponding
polar triangle into it. Another substitute is a cheap six-inch tet testi ial globe with
pins stuck into it and connected by colored

.1 Model of Aupplmenlary Trihedral Angles. R. M. Mathews. School Science and
NIathematics, Vol. 18, pp. 846-848, December, 1918.

The model consists of two main parts, one for each of the triliedial angles.

PLANE .4.%.1.) SPHERICAL TRIGONOMET1?
Visualizing rigononwiry. I.. E. NIcAllister, School Science and NIatheniatics, Vol.

31. pp. 827.828, October. 1931; Vol. 32, pp. 89:i (.1(40, November, 1932.
Di assn on a piece of White cardboard 1' hs 2' tacked to a flat %model' board

are a circle of " ladins, the .\ and h axes, perpendicular gorge its to the circle
at the nat.:1st:owns of OW tittle %%itli the positin: .\ and axes. A 1,. .ivy stiff
wile 2 long. i,;," in diameter rotates at the center of circle; another wire hangs
heels limn this wile at the radius distance hom Center. By rotating the first wire,
values of sines and cosines may be determined. Satiation of the trigonometric
functions in the four quadrants etas also he shown.
or,ht. fur Tutici,s 7.,igwronn.bv. Norman Arming. School Science and

Mathematics. Vul. 25, pp. 739 710, October, 1925.
Device. consists of three bats which most: in paiallelogtam fashion for noting

5.11iation of tligolionienic functions of the genet at angle. Negative values are
suggested in led. Scales graduated in tenths or hundredths may be pasted, at
necessar locations. 1 he author queries: "Would diet e be ans advantage in having
each pupil make one for himself? How would he graduate the circles? Is this
or some Si11111;11 tiler 11.111k111 (dieted his the suppls houses to assist plisics teachers
in treating simple hainumic motion?"

. Met/toci of 11rmoip,tutimi4 avid Trarliing Tlignnonwilir Fourlion.s. S. C.

Mitchell. sclioul Scion e and Mathematics. Vol. 17, pp. 211 217, \larch. 1917.
'I he "trigonometric function indicator- consists of a plant- stuface upon which

is laid out a quadrant nl a tittle of unit radios. '1 he cosine scale measured in
tenths and trundidtlis is the hot:mm.11 scale .1 he tangent scale appears as it

tangent to the tittle 10110'1111111LO to the !nil ipint.11. .1 lie sine. secant, and (o .
tangnt malc`c itte .t:so

.4,1 botrumehi 1,01 I)/(t.i 012, it (:,ter r. A. St.inh% N1.14 kenrie. Phsical Review,
Vol. I). pp. :ttiti :117. 19nq.

Describ,s coustitiction of instrument, together with illuctrations.
.snit too tro, iii .Vaturr. Abt:111.1f11 (..itish1111.1. 1111411 l'oOltS. Vol. 19. pp.

69-70, Nuiiiilier. 1937. Re\iewil iti Nlathern.dics Frachem, Vol. 31, p. 35.
Jaritiar, 1938.
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Discusses simple epetiments horn sound, mechanics, and electritlity. Describes a
CI tide device for (hawing a pat t c f a sine cw. e on paper or on the blackbuald.

Cartographical Projections for Geographical Maps. Alexis M. Utefovich, School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp. 378-390, April, 1938.

Oudot mal, equal .area, perspectii e, arirnuthal, conical, and other projections
ate classified. Among the projections discussed and illustrated are Niollweide's,
Met calm's, Lambei t's, Goode's, and Bonne's.

Graphical Determination of the Distame between Too Gi.ien Points on or near
the Surface of the Faith. Alexis M. Urefovich. Sellout Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 28, pp. '951 December, 1928.

Using two cards, the %%titer slums how the distance between two points on the
earth's silt face can he approximated. Also discusses use of an "airline-distance
me" which is illustrated.

.-1 .Straight Line Chap( for the Solution of spherical Triangles. Journal of the
Washington Academy of Sciences, No. 17, October 19, 1921.

The Guiphual Solution of Sphero al Tiiiim;ls. !S1 on 0. Ft ipp. School St ience and
Nlathematits, Vol. 20, pp. 731 712, Nosembet, 1920.

llesen diagrams show how stale draisings may be used to solse tight spherical
triangles.

JU.V1()1? Cl)1.1..GE
A Ifonienade Plaiiimeter for Classroom Use. Ernest NV. Pottier. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol. II, pp. 212 -215, Match, 1911.
Although *sugt..;ested for students in the calculus, the planimtr Wed

could he used is hetes er cong: tient, Nuts:dent, ptupottionaI, or Irregular at eas
ate studied. Illtisn,ttd.

ifou. a Polar plan: ;:eter 11mks. Allan \V. 1.alson. School Science and Nlathmatics,
3i. pp. 9.12 911, 1)ntrinher, 1935.

Discusses 2eneial characteristics of the planimeter, theory of the motion of
timing aim. polar atm toetliec %vitt the tracing atm, and an application of the
polar pIaitimtr in calculating the indicated hotseposccr of a steam engine.

The //at( t Iletbet t 1. Cobb. '.,cflool Scietite and Mathematics, Vol.
p. 802, Ihtember, 1915.

Gives directions for making the instrument front wile one eighth inch in
diameter. (An be !caddy made and used In ;ins p.t otilc(1%.

(;,,,"If oil al I?; presentationA of tile Tei ins of f.eitilin seizes aml Their %urns. Adrian
Struck school Science and Mathematics, Vol. 37. pp 202 20-. ri-Itay, 1937.

Using %%widen blocks, the following ate illustiated: the stun of the litst 0 num
bets, the sent of the lust rt odd numbers, the sum of products of 0 0 --:- IL the
slim of the squaivs of the litst n numbets, the stun of the squaws of the first It

odd numbers, the sum of the clawsa of the hist 0 numbers. 1 hese bloc ks aid in
de loping the formulas for these simple sei

(,rap/la ii'r fue.,ientith,m of a Groat/Jiro a/ .Series. 11. II It :diet t. School Science
and NS.ithtnatics, Vol. 15. pp 21 22. 1915.

.1 ,11.f of iJi, (rifle. Rohe' t C.. s. Maihrtiaita s 1 no het,
p 21"), Nino., 19'n

.\ (aiillward snip .Ile oiled to the p;.in is used to deictinine solutions of the
tob,t etiliation
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The Use of Models While Teaching Triple integration. E. A. Whitman. American
Mathematical Monthly,- N'ol. 48, pp. 45-4'3, January, 1941.

Integraphs. Conrad K. Kizer. School SCience and Mathematics, Vol. 43, pp. 1003-

1005, December, 1933.
A brief description of eight integraphs. Reviews the literature on integraphs

That, have not been placed in the hands of manufacturers to market. In the
United States there are integraphs at Cornell University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. )grahy.

GR.4PH PAPER.
The Cross-Section Paw as a Mathematical Instrument. Eliakim Hastings Moore.

'School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 6. pp. 429-450, June, 1906.
Discusses the systematic use of crosssection paper as a unifying element in

mathematics. Illustrates double entry tablesnumerical and graphical-and sets
up devices or linkages for graphical computations.

Graphic Railroad Time-Tables. Florian Cajori. School Science and Mathematics,
N'ol. 10, pp. 204-205, March, 1910.

The course of esery train is plotted by oblique lines. "The diagram shows at
a glance when a train actives at each station, also where the trains meet and pass
each other. In railroad offices, the graphic time charts are prepared first and the
timetables in ordinary use ate copied from them,"

Graph Tracing. F. C. Bonn. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 5, pp. 398-401,
June; 1905:

Encourages tracing or curses rather than plotting of points.
.4n Experiment in the Graph Papers. Norma Sleight. Mathematics Teacher,

Vol. 35, pp. 84-87, February, 1942.
Uses ITU& of sit iotis t!,pes of paper studied as part of chss wink.

To:card Better Gtaphi. Edwin Eagle. Mathematics 'Teacher, Vol. 35, pp. 127-131,
March. 1912. -

Nine unpin tint proper ties which graphs should possess.
4 Bractial Three Dimensional Graph. Franklin Miller, Jr. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol. 31, pp. 919-922, Decetnber, 1931.
-Contour sheets'' ate cut out of stitf cardoomil sheets and interlocked wit,

others. Slits should be wide enough, cuts staggered. Eat!) sheet clumlil he labeled
and x and y co-ordinates marked along lower edge. Compleo.i graph may he
filled with plaster of Paris or p.oaffm, if a permanent model de,ired.
Use for the Graph in Elementary Chemistry. Chat es II. St( die. School Science

and Mathematics. Vol. 36, pp_ 291-283, March, 1936.
Twi chemistry problems soked graphically. Lists eight problems for

graphical solution.
Ste ako mroxs:

NIu TKathing of Molltrumni.S. NI Worldling and V. Sinforil Pp ri2 53.

'4 ut,I.F.
A S'iltlent .1V:de !.'tile \1.1them.lt., Ten her, ot 27.

1,1). -Sol 1)e« tilt r, loll.
s 01;111 1".i d (.,tit

!r,! strips a!t onto it r.11(;! ri) ,;1( Fr. tit .1 t old

Picky of photogr.iphi( film. zle i5 sitfficient1), awl/Jr(' It goa!ar!re rise clig.ts
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The Slide Rule Constructed without Logarithms. A. H. Fensholt. School Science

and Mathematics, Vol. 15, pp. 417-421, May, 1915.
Using a unit for the length of the slide rule D scale front 1 to 2, the points

4, 8, 16 are laid off. By means of a graph units for 1 to 3, 1 to 5, 1 to 7, etc., are
\determined. This helps students to understand the subdivisions of the slide

rule but doe's not give an accurate scale.
A Slide Rule for Classroom Use. Ernest W. Pottier. School Science and Mathematics,

Vol. 10, pp. 776-779, December, 1910.
Directions for making a classroom slide rule are given. "In utis day we do not

hesitate to use, in fact it is our duty to use, all those aids which will help round
out any cours-e in mathematics from arithmetic up." Illustrated.

Construction of a, Demonstration Slide Rule. Earl C. Rex. School Science' and
Mathematics, Vol. 40. pp. 161-164, February, 1940,

Using student assistance, a 7' x 9" x 2" ruler for the classroom is made at a
cost of about a dollar.

The Slide Rule as a Subject of Regular Class Instruction in Mathematics. William
E. Breckenridge. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 14, pp. 312-313, October, 1921,

Advocates teaching the use of slide rule early in the mathematics course.
The Slide Rule in Junior High -S,hool. Charles A. Stone. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol. 30, pp. 645:650, June, 1930.
Lists topics for eighteen meetings of junior high school slide rule class.

Slide Rule in Junior awl Senior High School. John F. Barnhill. Mathematics
Teacher, Vol. 17, pp. 359-364, October, 1924.

Advocates the use of the slide rule in seventh and eighth grade, especially in
chrs.king calculations. References,

.The Slide Rule in Plane Geometry. W. W. Gorsline. Mathematics Teacher, Vol.
17, pp. 385-403, November, 1924.

A detailed account of how the slide rule can be used in solving fifty seven
T problems relating to twenty-two theorems of plane geometry.Ti, Slide R -te as a Cher It in Trigonometry. William E. Breckenridge. Mathematics
Teacher, 'ol. 23, ,pp. 52.59, January, 1930.

Multiplication and division; proportion ind simple square root; checking right
and oblique triangles using the law of sines.

The Slide Rule in the Junior College. W. W. Gorsline. Mathematics Teacher,
Vol. 26, pp. 292 295, May, 1933.

Outline for P.venty lessons: reading of the slide rule, otaltiplication using C
anti D scales. division using C and 1) scales, proportion, combined multiplication
and division. and additional topics.

.4dapting the Slide Rule to School Chemistry.. Hoyt C. Graham and John
Huff. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 30, pp. 525-528, June, 1930.

Outlines procedures to he followed in te.iching slide !tile to a high schoo;
chemistry class.

The Slide Rule iii Buswess S. I.. Shelly. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 14.pp. '61
263.. May, 1921.

"If 1 %vete to interpret fin you the mitotie of the avei age business man to-
waids mathematics today, 1 believe that it would he something as follo;: 'Teach
as much mathematics as you can; the note the better. Get the following practical
things into your course as early as you possibly can, certainly before the student
has finished high school: (1) teach him to ad. i2) teach him to subtract; (3)
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teach him to multiply, (1) teach him to dii,ide; (5\teach him simple equations;
(6) teach him meavurement of all !situ's; (7) teach him chatting, so that he can
both undetstand aid make chart.; (8) teach him the slide rule, that he may
same his own time andmine in the numberless calculatins that come up in the
transaction of business'."

Helping the student Choose a Slide Rule. B. Cecil. Bulletin 4f the Kansas Associa
tion ut Tathers of Mathematits, mil. 15, p. 68, April, 1941

Time Is MeniCV. E. Biqa:cm idg. Mathematics Teacher Vol. 16, pp. 332 -
:331, October, 1923.

A storm for Iii411 school and college students and for all wh ale interested
in sa ing time." One boy tells another of uses and method of usiiI slide rule.

.-1 Com., went Rule fur Lotaiing the Decimal Point in Slide; Rule- Calculations.
1.1o)a C. Elliott. N(hool ince.and Mathematics, Vol. 26, pp. 957-959, December,
1926.

Noe Afethoil Nr Dr( brut! Point on the Slide Rule. F. IL Wade. School Sci6ice and
Mathematics, Vol. 32, p. 381, April, 1932.

The Slide ;We !rah h. Robert I.. Bing and Walter V. Burg. School Science\and
Mathematics, Vol. 2. pp. 72-74, Jauary, 1942.

A (let ice ,onsistim; of a dial and a pointer which may lie used for locatbg
decimal point in slide rule calculations.

Talk on Logarithms and Slide Rules. Florian Cajori, School Science an'! Mathe\
'flacks, Vol. 20, pp. 527-530, June, 1920.

Illustrates title page of the earliest book published on the slide rule.
Solution of Quadratic and Cubic Equations on the Slide Rule, R C. Colwell.

Mathem.uics Teacher, Vol. .9. pp. 162-165, March, 1926.
Slide Rote .Solutions of Quadratic and Cubic Equations. T. J. lEggins. nerican

Nfathematical Monthly. Vol. 41, pp. 646-647, December, 1937.
The Mole Rule in the solution of Cubic Equations. L. E. Cur fman. Bulletin of the

hansas Assot in ion of Teachers c.f Mathematics. Vol. 11. pp. 4 5, Octoher, 1936.
Paper based on article by R. A. Whiteman in Civil Engineering, October, 1934.

The Rightingle slide Rule. Oscar G. Filer. School Science and Matl matics, Vol.
36, pp, 12:: 125, Apt il. 193ti.

Specifications of a tight-angle slide rule for finding all trigonomenic functions
and for colt Mg ;trim problem invciking the relation of the sides of a triangle.
Also apphcat ions to college plisics. Dimensions, materials, etc. ate
Slide Itne for Quadratic Equations. t. C. Barker. School Science and Mathe-

m tins. 35. pp. 811-813, No ember, 1935.
Shows host the scales for such a slide rule may he constructed and used to

find the roots of a quadratic equation, whether it is facte.ahle or not.
Sec also nooKs:

En it Teas long of Mathvmatie s. M. Wo(Hhing ami V, Saii,old pp. 50

L47-1.\-(; Lys 1- luAti....s-Ts

Sri ['flint); c,1 Jim( Stil.' NI%cas. School Science and Nfatlictuatics, Vol. 7,
pp. tinl 1iO3, ()c tobc.c, Pin7.

1)ust cibt s (41Ni111114; ()11 t llltiJii Klr(c.
Smite % (lie CAI; nbitm him I.. i tI Intl Linke. Mathonatics

Teat het, 1"1. po 42 t 428. NocInhcr, P122.
An intioduction io the opelation and understandiw4 of this machine.
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Mathematics of the Calculating Machine. L. Leland Locke. Mathematics Teacher,
Vol. 17, pp. 78-860 February, 1924.

Discusses automatic operations on the calculating machine.
The Use of Calculating Machines in Teaching Arithmetic. W. S. Schlauch. Mathe

manes Teacher, Vol. 33, pp. 35-38, January, 1940.
Calculating Machines and the Mathematics Teachers. Evelyn M. Horton. Mathe,.

matics Teacher, Vol. 30, pp. 271-276, October, 1937.
Discusses the listing machine, bookkeeping machine, keypunch and tabulating

machine, and keykiven and nonkey-driven calculating machine.
Abacus. David Eugene Smith. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th Edition, 1939, Vol, 1,

pp. 603-607.
Calculating Machines. David Baxandall. Encyclopadia Britannica, 14th Edition,

1939, Vol. , pp. 5i8-553.

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS
Constructing a Transit as a Project in Geometry. T. L. Engle. Mathematics Teacher,

Vol. 24, pp. 444-447, November, 1931.
The only materials that need to be purchased are two protractors, a pocket

compass, and three small unmounted spirit levels." Dimensions and directions
for constructing a transit for approximately two dollars. Illustrateo.

.4 Few Live Projects in High School Atathernatics. Frank M. Rich. School Science
and Mathematics, Vol. 20, pp. 31.-15, January, 1920.

Directions for makltga chromatic zither from a box of thin wood or from
tin, a samisen or type of banjo from a cigar box, a Nylophone from bars of wood
or lengths of pipe, a homemade transit (of interest to boys and girls) and home.
nettle stadia. All materials are listed.

A Project in Navigation. Edna Carlson. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 3t5,
pp. 580.584, June, 1936.

undamentals of the use of the sextant whit four simple drvica, for illustration.
(Construction of actual se,ant giarn in Popular Science Monthly, p. 34, Septem-
ber, 1933.) Use of the .,,extant; sample ol:ser cations. An old umbrella is made
into a doice for showing. the relationship of the sun to the celestial equator.
References.
Dezre the Tratloog of Mr Opriatton r.f a .extnrit. John 1i. 1.eake. School

Suence and Marluandins. !15, pp. 91:1 December, (935.
instructiors and diagrams for constlucting and ''sing a sextant.

/ CarCt Sre (;,-,w1ctrv. George A. lio.e. Edritational Screen. Vol. 12, pp. 10 41, Feb
ruan,

a dent, muiti,,,A, and modern surw.ing insttuments arc studir.1 and used by
stlide!itc Ile, also make model scenes to ill ii,(13(r fc thuOk 1)101)1(111C. of
to!ored chalk, student s (alto, :oratIng li:atkimard, and a mathematic: labora
too. ;ire also cli,c IINS(

1.xperiotrot Afat;lemalos. S.ea iirilr \\..icr. Bulletin of the 1 rm,ds As
hut,. of M.trIlin.,11,, pp. 7 S, 10)111,1r., 1939.

Ip.,pn:, hr:u1;:s fool coins.
tl. tit hoot s(.11:te M.,thcinatiis. Vol. 5. pp.

1):(.,c's 1.11'f1.1t(o !. walk n m.11, ronearuction.
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Instruments for Topographic Surveying. Wil laid S. Bass. School Science and Mathe-
matics, Vol. 5, pp. 167 172, March, 1905.

Discusses tripod, plane table, alidatle, flagpoles, meastning tape, pins, level,
leseling rvd, and stadia and stadia toil needed fur group work.

Early Forms of a Few Common instruments. 'William E. Stalk. fich"ol Science and
Mathtmatics, Vol. 9, pp. 871-874, December, 1909; Vol. 10, pp. 43.67, 12G-199,
January, 1910.

Illustiates inlets dated 1686 and 1723, a pantogiaph used in coining
pictures in 1615, and a semi dicular slide rule of 169(1, instruments for measur-
ing distances and angles, the geomen ic squat e, the ci oss-staff, sector compasses,

map making insnuments, lcscling instruments, and autilleiist's instruments.
Thiu)eight figmes, many of which could be reproduced b) snide:us.

The Cross-Staff. \V. E. Sthimp11. Nlathematics Teacher, 21, pp. 320-321, Nosem-

her, 1911.
Describes its constructi.m anti discusses pioblems %%hid' it helps to solve. Ref-

erences.
Plane Table and ArrOmpanying Apparatus. Willard S. Bass. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol. 4. p. 207, March, 19U4.
A Simple Ibpsometr, E. N. Tuausau. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 7, pp.

111-117, February, 1907.
Directi,ns for constructing a simple li)psometer and its use in finding heights

of trees a td in topographic sure)ing.
See also nooks:

*FteId in Mathemati/s. Call N. Shuster and Fred L. Bedford.
Mathematics of /..versday Life, Geometry Unit. Gouge A. Bti)ce and W. W. Beau).

Pp. 4-7 (the rangefintlet), 37-41 (the transit), 19 52 (the' crossstaff), 60 63
(drumhead surse)ing and map making). 1111 116 (stalf and tinge finder and
isosceles triangle), 118 156 quadrant and sun dial).

Surving for Schools and .Stunts. W. A. Rithaidson. Pp. 31-38, 47-49. 89 91.

Enriched eculung of Mathematics. M. \Vomiting and V. Sanfoid. Pp. 46-50.

Cli.dliT.c
Alignment Charts. Joseph Lipka. Mathematics athei, Vol. 11. pp. 171 .178, Apt il,

1921.
Solutions of problems taken front inthistis , pen en tas.;t: pi oldtins, finding

graphiraIrs the toots of an) quadratic equation_ Building a glaphit (halt for
multiplication and disision. References.

glow to Figure Averages with the Top of a Shoe Box, or the ('se of an Alignment
Chart in Ace:raging. J. A. Robots. \i;tthant.itits Teat het , 17, pp. 471 -171,

1)ecember, 1921.
Noningraph. J. S. Gouges and \V. \V. Goislinc. St Imo! St lulu. and Mathenl.itics,

Vol '36, pp 267 272. \faith, 1936.
Oil the graphit solution of equation, Norno

giant of x I2, nx J.; {11 x y 4 W; (5)

Z xy; (6) a
tm"

value of Nool,,,tvaphic Charts in flip Teaching of l'hsics. Al bet t Cos tie. School

Science and Mathematics, Vol. 37, pp. 720.7'21. June, 1937.
Nomography. M d'Octigne. Enrsclopaedia firitannica, I ith Edition, 19'.01, Vol. 16, pp

483-484.
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VIE SUN DIAL
The Mathematics of the Sun Dial. LaVeigne Wood and Frances Mack Lewis. Mathe

matics Teacher, Vol. 29, pp. 295-303. October, 1935.
A unit on the sun dial based on solid geometry and spherical trigonometry.

Theory andconsttuction of the horizontal sun dial, and setting the dial, are in-
Clotted. References.

The SunPath Dial. Joseph F. Morse. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 8. p. 561,October, 1908.
An adjustable device for demonstrating the course of the sun above and below

the horizon of different latitudes at different times of the )car.
A Method of Finding the Meridian by Shadows and Mechanically Graduating aSun Dial. Edison l'ettit. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 10, pp. 483-486,

June, 1910.
Five figures show how to mark the sun dial.,

An Adjustable Sun Dial. J. F. Morse. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 15, pp.
740-741, November, 1915.
. Describes an invention of Mr. Leinert on which necessary adjustments are made
for latitudes 30° to 45° N.

HOMEMADE INSTRUMENTS FOR DR.1 117,VG CURVES
BlackboaM Compass. Perry Ross. School Science and Mathematics. 1'ol. 25, p. 542,May, 1925.

On one side of a wooden slat, V" thick anti I 1/4" wide, are cut a series of V
notches. A crayon is held in place b% a tubber band. The device may be madein a few minutes and is serviceable where an inexpensive compass is wanted forblackboard use.

The Conic Compass. John L. C. LOf. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp.
842846, November, 1938.

Idea of this compass based on that of the elliptic compass (Mathematical Dictionary, Davies and Pen, 1875, p. 112). Point moves on the intersection of a rightcircular cone and a plane. Mechanical construction, theory, and operation areexplained.
.4 Simple Blackboard Ellipsograph. Iia}m Kruglak. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 33,p. 179, April, 1940.

Two diagrams and directions for construction of instrument which requires
inexpensive suction cups mounted e r a sheet metal frame.

ern Ellipsograpb. Robert. C. Yates. National Mathematics Magazine, Vol. 12, pp. 213-21"). February, 1938.
A linkage for drawing ellipse is explained and illustrated.

.4 Nero Flhpcograph. J. A. VanGroos. Sch: )1 Science and Mathematics, Vol, 22, tap.
471 47:2, Slav, 1922.
- '1 %,,i) arms arc made to rotate about a poim. he middle point of the line join.Mg the ends of the arms will genciate an ellipse. Suggested by watching theopening and closing of gales at a railroad crossing a city street,

1-11'/'"'CH'Phs. I1.rsi51
113`,"1311.1.."0c1"1"utl:1 11r113nl'i( a, 11t11 Edition, 1939, Vol. 8,pp. 37u 371.

1.t.VA".4(4-.S

!lour to Draw a straight Line. F. E Tod. t, and Mathematics. Vol. 21,
pp. 554-558. June, 1921.
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Ten linrages are dem-lilted. Thrst. models are very suggestive scientific toys for
mechanically minded hots. )

Linkages. Joseph Hi Isenrath. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 30, pp. 277 284, October,
1937.

Watt's approximate stt aight dine motion; Tschebichcil's and Ro.oet Cs approxi-
mate straightlinenotion linkages; Peaucelliet's cell and Bticard's exact straight.
line motion; !seance llier's and Robe' t's conicographs; and Kempe's angle tri
sector, discussed and illustrated.

The Slurs of the Pdrallelogram. R. C. Yates. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 33, pp. 301-
310, Noember, 1910.

Patallelogtants ate dissected with straight lines to faint a triangle and a squat e.
If thC triangles folioed by joining the mid-points of the sides of any quadrilateral
are rearranged, they will coincide with the temaining parallelogram. Parallelo
grants in motion are illustrated' with various linkage sstems. The pantograph
and lazy tongs are shown to be illustrations. Other linkages are also explained.

Linkages. R: I.. Hipp sley. Enc}clopaedia Britannica, 14th Edition, 1939, Vol. 14, pp.
IV -164.

TELESCOPLS
Telesope-Afaking in the West Allis High St h(41. Harold R. Stamm. School Science

and Mathematics. Vol. 37, pp, 1,13-650. June, 1937.
Directions ate gien,on how to phut. the disk and to make a telescope mount-

ing. Inexpeusie materials.
Amateur TelescopeMaking. Willatd Geer. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 34,

,pri. . nuary, 1931.
el Skeleton !eseope. E. C. Woodiulf. School Science and Nfatliemazics, Vol. 2, pp,

340 341, 1902.
Desccibes 4ind illipmates a simple working model.

.4ietteur Telescope Ma kin4. lames I.. Russell. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.
41. pp. 63 6R. Janu:ivv. 191,1.

Recommends that beginnei hate an inexpensise telescopemaking kit. Discusses
the mirror, grinding, polishing. the Foucault test, patabolizing. aluminizing, th'e
diagonal, the tt II. the tithe. the ere piece, int: mounting and adjusting. Refers tti
.Amateur elswpc lakit2,, tit ientific Amelican Publishing Company, New York,
as the telescope maker's -Bible."

Practical Adi.ice and Aid in Telett opt, Making. Henry L. Yeagley. Sky Magazine,
Vol. 2. pp. IA If.. Nlatth. I9:1!4; pp. 1938; pp. I I ff., June, 1938; pp. I0
If.. Mat. 1918.

Homemade Telen,1 Open the Heavens to Amateurs. Clitfotd L. Butcher. Sky
Magazine, Vol. 2. pp. 12 If., Julie. 1935.

e and to Hold. Robe, t C. yaws. National mathematics Vol. II, pp.
2-4. ()cif diet. 19:19.

Discusses projects. dsif es, and construe. lions to inotkate lilgh school mathe
mints instill( Hon

The Lifirtent, of Certain Shapes in .Vature and Tr( linoloiz-v A suggested unit of
in,uuctiou on inhlititr solid gromtiiy. Ma% Itoket. NLithematits Ieacher, Vol.
32. pp. 129 133. ti, 1939
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Expel intents %shit!, Lan he canied out in finding the triaxitnuni area for a given
Len Ctel, shape of clindi al tin can (if onequatt capacit) with least amount of
tin, minimal snit-aces of cations soap films, and other activities for an eighth grade
course. Tinned' icfetences.
T lo ead of .f t hc malt( al I I istmN anti .some. 1.esswis tot' telguson. School Science
.1101 Malhelnatn. V01. 21, pp. 37-15. jatitiai. 11.121

Discusses expel Midas found in C. V, Bo )'s Soap Bubbles and the l'oices Viaaicti
Mold 'thrill, %%huh result in 11%peiholoids of one Paiabolas are Marmite('

(apillai% action. Ele%en
Coat) 1.11n, /' into/Ir./is Ti Snritti I'S. /kit 1131t1 Cninant. Anlet,Can

111,111tAl Vol. .17. pp. 167 171, Nfalch, 1910.
l's.pentuctits %Nall trite flames and soap solution. tin holes formula for making

a atisfat hilt soap flltll solution.
s,inrc of ,Vatioe'A Clot is (. ''or Cr( twris. Sue .k% is Blake. School Science and Ntathe

111.11,1s. 111. :1(i. pp. 1:1-) 2111. Maich. 19:111
,\ thitiion of tonics as ielatuil to astionorm.

NatwC. J'e-! .11nir0n. Slits A' is Blake. School Science
and Mathematics. Vol. 36, pp. -11's 1F19. Ma%. 111311.

S mph. petioihc motion produced falling bodies and a fleel swinging
I ass %it k% ed hom %arions angles and at ;ill upon 1.o. %atoms fillies. Mier reference
to asnotion1%.

,,f Motes. She Ais Blake S0lo,u1 icnie and NIatliernatics, Vol. 36,
pp. 717 721, ()clohci, 1936.

The and spheie Tii nature; palaholas funned hy projectiles; phinogiaphs
of a stir .111 fioni .1 bosh' f, paiahola. Can:moles tteateil

.1/1 (1,0t!,,r1 /'!i/c:.n ot Set rlims. t; aleti 1Vo()(1 Ewing. School Science and
\Latin-mai:is, 3A, pp 2711 7. \Ludt, 1938.

of a ilaNfili4lit on Ow %%all to different positions results in
t :1(!c, :1;pso. paranoid. ,n111. I-% pet bola. Illustiatrd

,/,rrit:i h, .s,),//,, tirrrwrits of (1 17/(2/t'Ir . \.n011 Bakst. Mathe
p.,,,t;(s, ,(ii,,, 31, )anttai%. 1931.

t",%cli .1 1:: thr illt. of l%111( 11. 0 11\ rd. in In.r.,411:111(It' p(Nitinn and the
.1 .1k() till on 111.11 11.1',1' .61 111.111,41('S 11:0 111'4 ilIC then

t::1 Ili( ill the points of intcrsichion prtpendit tilais constructed at
1,,,:11:, of ;he N;i1,;. 1),,,( pits 1,1 ,.tit! .,111tudts of all hi tangles ha% ing

II' the S .11e .1 .11.11;411t I!!ic, .1 NIT .1!ght title, an
and .1 !I% flt111111,1.

\ :7?:: , 111,1,1,711.: li.r 1'011 -1 jd:!1. N(111.(if ,,t ICiICe
I,. 111.:

! 1:,!n .it 11%c III( 11

;, ;, thic.,,1 IL,- 1 11, hl., .,, I 4 e tr,

i 11 ;.: !:i ' ,(1,1 de. 11! 1,1,1.,.ii .1! Icing, in Ili!'
"1 ,1 :f

. I .f I II 1

\1 t...! I ... _21 \i.cf I'd 1,

;';,. ot.n .1 121,,m( (1
11.11 :1 .1 1111 1111:7/1.

11 111% %111,1 11.1(.1 1 11,1111 11.11

.1 1!,N !CDC r
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1 hop.> the Experiment. thin 1.. Stall. tiihoul Sot...v2 and Mathematics, Vol, 33,
pp. 956958, December, 1933.

An experiment using a StIU111. r.f water to show plojectile's path.
.4 Short Foucault l'endulum. I.. S. NVeltv and I.. I). Strong. School Scierice and

Mathematics, Vol. 28, pp. 215-2113, Maid', 1928.
Discusses :nem) of this pendulum anti gists (lilecrions on how tc) make a work-

ing model %vitt' a suspension wire a little riser nine feet in length and a- forty'
pound cannon halt for a bob. Eight figures.

Compound 1101111mo,- :thaw,' Apparatus. Ituhlwann. School Science and
Mathematics, Vol. 12, pp. 767 771, Deeember, 1912.

1)escirlies a simple apparatus for ler ,ruin}( Lissajous' figures.
Spurk 1{croldin of 1 t.ssaloul.)' 1.igute in the Elementary Plasiis 1.0)(w:tor. R. I..

Edwards. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 30, pp. 9u9 910, No%enther, 1930.
Shows adsantages of spark recorded figures user those usually traced with sand.

.4 Demonstratton .1plwratus for the C;omposttum of 'Etc() Simple Harmonic Curio's.
E. G. I'lasterer. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 34, pp. 421 4211, April, 193-1

Pictures a lior"erna:le piece of .11)1).11attiS to demonstrate the composition or.
nu) simple harmonic limtions two sass -..0 right angles and at parallels. Tv.°
pictures show the apparatus and the ClIttcti ab!,11ilt:(1 fitnil .%':111(111ti experiments.

At/Thar/Hai Efrrire.s p)r 1ba:1 1.1,,a;ous' 1-rgurrs. R. (2.. SChnot Science
antl Marliernatks, Vol 311, pp. 101r, 1111111, December, 19311.

Descriptions and di:L.41.11ns of niacllines for hl:ickboatti %yolk fur obtaining the
sine and tusinc t tirr.

IS'alhin,. an I Climbinz. R. C.. 06%HE School Science and Mathew:lifts,
Vol. :27 pp. 117 130. 1.i lail.11%,

Simple expetinicids ssitii the gs.los,o-pii
1/1 ()I,/ ty?; .,f ; :1. ch.olus "I Knipp. ti,,co« ;lilt :11;11)1cm:it:is,

Vtd. 1.!(1, pp. 113 116. I chi ti.lt%. 1().10.

1)(...(111,ps .1 0.1) 111.1,!t ihiti( 111 1111` IIilleteetll }l l'l'il(lll %.
Of 111,,,, 111.5(v11:11 Ti! OIL' ht,uks Sp111111114 Tops by

l'eri) and Spiiitio,..; Tops and (;%lo,Li,pii \lotion y lfarold Ciabtlue (1,taig
(,1(q11 and (:onipari! Nes.% York,.

\
1 I, .J, .1 I) r \I Itlifni \ lot)

!-'1, I ti,i 1i%, ,

Iii'ttil,r ,21, thumk, artr!
It its 1' 1, /:! t, to, ;, :. Pi ,f

, !tit I:1;%, r :./ ( ..)1;.i! ii I):, k,.11 \I .II.t II, !It

\ ; {, t,
F., / ,:1 I :itt 1,1 .1 S, :f :1. \I !:I

pp PlUh. :O) 1,11 p (1 I;

(."2' , it I ',Hi !II I, ht-

'; '; 1 R (, \I :II.... t. 3.

pp 2:,1 EH;

wrip. 1%
O.:- 2: CI:t it:10.;.!
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The Trrsei tool of an An,41. W. B. Gisens. American Mathematical Monthly, Vol. 44.
pp. 459.461Angust- September, 1937.

Trisection hs means of an auxiliar curve: the "Fokale." References.
Trisecting Any Angle by Minims of a Illperbola. W. A. Knight. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol, 10. pp. 5s2 5S3, October, 1910,
Another Trisection I rlllo, 1 Robert,E. Moritz. School Science and Mathematics,

6, pp. 1121 622, October-. 19116.
Discusses errors in article by C. S. Flod, see above.

The Trisection of an Angle by Means of a Graduated Ruler and Compasses. Clan
cure Ohlendorf. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 13, p. 516, June, 1913.

Graphical Trisection of an' Angle. E. 1). Pickering. School Science and Nlathematics,
Vol. 22, p. 518, June, 1922.

.4 Afachine for Trisecting Angles. Alfred 11. Thiessen. School Science and Nlath
ematics, Vol. 11, p. 2311, March, 1911,

Line Motion arid Tri.sec lion. Robert C. Yates. National MathernaticS Magazine, Vol,
13, pp. 63 66, November, 1938.

A linkage for trisection of angle as well as bibliography and three diagrams.
The Trisection Problem. Robert C, Yates. National Mathematics Magazine, I: Vol.

15, pp. 129-112. December, 1910; 11: Vol. 15, pp. 191-202, January, 1941; III. Vol.
IS, pp. 278-293, March, 1911; IV. Vol. 16, pp. 20-28, October, 1911; V. Vol. 16, pp.
171-182, January, 1912,

I and II: Triseitiim using the following curves: the quadrat! ix, the conchoid,
the hsperbola, and the cycloid of Ceva. III: Fifteen mechanical trisectors are
deso ibed.

. Rose Linkage, Trisertion, and the Relzular llepta4on. Robert C. Yates. School
Science and Mathernatics,Nol, 39, pp. 870 872. December, 193.

1 he linkage traces :t fourleacd rose and acts as au angle trisector.
The Trisertion Problem. lames 11. 1,eaer. School 51 'era e and Mathematics, Vol.

pp. 590595, October, 1915.
Discusses the solution of Archimedes alai one of l'appus.

See also !songs:
Plane Crornetr. Mirick, Nc...11, and limper. P1> 112 113.
riceetion, Robert C. Yates.

f()1.1)1N(;
l'apr ,drioig i i l'bine Sarah I.. Britton. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 32.

pp 2'27 May, 1939.
. flow to (4'11'1 Mint' the 1'41 tolik tilar he:circa of a segillnt :111(1 the center of a

r;ir he i0,110.e arc is troen.
7 tern 4 a soii of l'ar t: Is r,1 to 1,rrrut .1 itfN.)71. hihnul Science and Math

etnatirs, Vol. 26, p. 651. lui.e. 1926.
Pro( that r he ic.2111.11 pen %I...,,orr form( d

oasica, i:a (too.> 1,ilt12.1z. Aliird 1 wk.> 11()(11 S(ifnce and
Marherriar'cs. Vol. 7, pp. -;11-, -,97. ()thaw!. 1'n,7

see also tira:
(,r0:,1,,;(-,11 Pi;, ' ,I,L? 's

7,-,is R. C. lairs. Pp. 7,1 o",.

11 i':1Pr R 11.1 t':!II I';, N
/ Pap, r I. I eni;ne.,,.
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Ifoudini's l'aper Afncte. 1'1t. 117- 1-10.

Originaux de Conshuttions Gt'ontl:trigurs. E. Fourrcy. Pp. 115139.

427

C VON
Add/tin?' /iv Dr Awctiori. Robin t C. Yates. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 40,

PP 801-S07, December, 1910.
Suggests constructing cardboard models (colored poster hoardabout 11.ply.

is recommended) to dissect geotnettic figures and rearrange parts into others:
transfo.mation of a given tliangle to one having a specified shape; transformation
of a gkr:n parallelogram to another hating; a specified shape; transformation of a
quadrilateral to a triangle. Refer cnces.

See also uooks:
Mathernatieat Recreations and Essays. Ball and Coxeter. Pp. f47-91,106.
A Companion In Elementary School Mathematics. Boon, Pp. 100-111.
The Pythagorean Proposition. Loomis. Many figures used in the geometric proofs

may be shown readily by dissection.
introduction to Geometry. Siddons and Snell. Appendix. Shows Pthagotean

Theorem in colored sections.

1)E*1'1.1CATII).V OF TIIE C('IS
An .4 p(,ro tmai Solulton of the Prohlcm of the Iluldicatwn of the Cube. A. A.

1)mitrosslo. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 13, pp. 311-312, April, 1913.
1)est lilies a construction %%hid) goes the ed,..,e of a double cube vith 1 '12500 as

the degice of Jut tiracy.
711 r' 1)r'trr 1112,),I and A pplo atoms of tier Com Etnd of iconirdes tool the Ctssoid of

s. 11.irie Ithser. Si !tool Sainte and Mathemmits, Vol. 11. pp. 79(1 -796, 1)e-
cvnibel. 1(.11 1.

A transl.iii,11 int()C tincs in the Ilistni% of NI,Ithema(ie.s. Vol. I.
sthitt",' the 1)olootom d-lcm. 1.1ws It. NVeaer. Sthool Science and

Mathm nos, Vol. 13. pp. 2111 217. Man h. 1913.
A cio It' dr..0,11 on .1 round t.ible is lised the b.isk for the solution

OF (.1-tult1.11:1(. II. THHI
C.n7Wri,(!1,/tS di/ if R Alnt't till \f.1thcm"tic-'11

Moirilde. via 2-). 1), 1(11,4.(;,/,,, ,,,,,/,,,, kv. W. R. in in. "1(1101,1 4.41,11(c ,11),1

lies 1, lour. 191u.
late ton,tlnritotl, W101 I.11 NWT

l%1111 !WWI. .11(;11. Ilr %%101 .1.1111'.

(..,TTP:ivi,C ,7/1,'Hl (lien (..1111,11: 111. S(11,1111 ,(:t11,1' Vol. 32.
pp 3,1 -'11,11h. 19'12.

t'stn- «.1)11).1,,CN .0(111(.. 111 «11,1t1 II( thr itt,ints of it traight
liar ri:d .1 t i`i 111.W to t (11:st: 1 Ihr 1),:111 if ! ,t1.1ight

Aim, !he 1,1,1.0% of 11.1(' liliadt 111.

,./qT tit //wig ..,"/ ..1t; hit' (.,)//// ;,y .111e1 II ( 1111.11i.111.

St !tilt C' .111,I WHITT-111 ifs( pi) 1,2 1,11. it in iris.
( %%lin 11 Ils.11. (WI\ `11.11.:}Ito,12,0 and

se, t lriNiaid..11.4 Its .Iii' 11, ihititt. tire

Nt1.1101IPtt.4t. ,tip
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Construr to,ns trine 1.1mited Means. Mar jun E. .Scat k. American Mathematical

Monthly, Vol. 48, pp. 473 -;1711, August-September, 1911.
the Angle Ruler, the ,liarked Ruler, and the Carpenter's Square. Robert C. Yates.

National Mathematics Nlagatine, Vol. 13, pp. 61 7'.3, Noember, 1940.
'them of these insituments is considled. Thu angle tiller and 'mike(' square

Ire slimvit to ht. 'elated b% the plinciple of dualits, Refetentes.
.111 t;cometrir Corotrur tion May Be Made with Compasses. Michael Goldberg.

Schout.Science and \lath:maths, Vol. 23, pp. 961 963, lkcember, 1925.
see .clso isootis:

Ruler and C.oripase..1111d.t 1'. "tuition. Longman?, (;he'll and C:unipany.
1916.

. in owl Tel 11101 (;r1 ileen. I , s. Sllitrlt. New yffik, John 11'iley anti
1939. 1:i2 13-t.

Rolm( pp Ii 31, 12 7,:t, i6 SI. 1112 117.
Cdr.\ (1?"1:://1(1111: (:,,f1St? tic HOW FUIIIC. Pp. 74-94

111(:.S
Tea,- ,,, the !Atm? titen1 .11ctlrotl. C:liailes W. NovItall. School

anti Nfatlietnatics, 3, pp. 1n.1,. j.1.1111.11 y, Pin).
-(Aften the student tan tt,e lu atl:ttitage a tootle of attatk sinitlar to that were

ill Ihr solution of tut.tittt (tun pitildrni, In ..2,cuntett.-. imagine the 1,1t)bleni
stilted, :toll IIt to thNittcr \\ hat Ntt.ps t vie t',,,11 to attain that cut'. . . .

)11.11.e a mutt twititlt.to altplit.ttion of tht int.thutl, tit the' laht)tattw, to the
of :11,2,(/1.1, 111.11,C IINC the tit.% itt.; and at 1:ingtInt.utti he

hoc it.fentuti to as c.tetnal,, %yin( h alt' It« ultat it) the 1.thutato1 studies/.! 1,11),1111V.r} .11(1111i I, s 111"11 11,.1,1(. 11;1111,1111 .1111 MCI

111111' SI ttt,nl s( :rate .lilt! 111 11111 1111, limy. 1911i.
li,s(11,( r pt of Ott' in( It And 1111-

11)( (cr. 1.o, (.1 tc11t1 !Lim it tiftr ttf 1;r.ltltt of ,t It tatr..t1r, 1,1\% iii tuirat nun, the
J.11% 1;.11.tlll' fu Illtl,ll,Ilr itutput Hutt twi. Schutt! 'ttirlllr and Ni.iliitInati(s,
711.11( 111(11"

I slit tr.tutthit Hutt of Otr soltitt ttint.:1t I!,( ntuilitt.1 of uhstatitm
,111,1 c.i.t.itint tit t tit, and 1 1.1.11cr. [Alt 11,1' I. In pill tuff its ill.
l,, h., H1.11 't Ii. .I1 ..1 si I.I1

I. r 11:1

;; 1 ,), 1..111 1 s, .t \I oh,
. 7%7, 1 ,,, 7111,1'1, 1.11,4

I \ '"'" 1:1 "1 1' 1: 11.11 !hi 1,11( HI ii us, '.,11,! hr Ilr;;tltt in Illt.
I, 11.,1.1 1111

'1,i! i, I,( i, 1,.!,..! !IR. 1,11,Its .0,-1
p! I n :11,! t;l1 , ,!u 1, .111,1 ,11)1111.til1, 111'1,1

in, .1,1111:1 i):I, Inuit t 1.1, III( 1,11111IN (.111

?hi 11.. lot. t: 1,
.1 but uu,Itur,1 !!!. !!I I 111.1 Ht.: N1.111,11( 1.

tt ! (. 1. ::11..111'. !,,

I III Illy 1,,:, I!,, wci,e! i I (.,10 t 11.1(

111111,,i'lt lilt' 111.I1,1t.11 tonimt it 111 t'.1, 1111'Itll:lll
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anti obsenatio:1 in mechanics, physics, chemistry, meteorology,. Surveying, and
astronomy. .

"5. 'Elie accurate constitution of graphs might be considered an important
piohlem of the mathematical laboratuty. . . ,

"t"). pep:nation of geotnenical models is impottant. .

"7. 111 the ft.:Owls' libialy special attention should be given to the literature
of applied mathematics. . . ,"

Experimental Geometry. II. J. Chase. School Scituce and 1'lathematics, Vol. 8, pp
577-579, October, 1908.

Abztiteo,itthis. NVilliam T. Campbell. School Science and Nftheinaiics, Vol. 9, pp.
3:5 -387, Apt il, 1909.

"Indications seem to point to the need of a more practical basis for both algebra
and geoinetty than we ;ire now attemptingperhaps to a kind of mathematical
labor toll. . . . If, howecet, the mathematical labotatury collies, let it come, not

11as an addition to what we ate now doing, but as a s..:.-.titute for pacts of it.. .

.%lathernatir al Laboratoy. School Science and :4-deniatics, Vol. 13, pp. 544-545,
June, 1913.

In October, 1913, Itnicersitv of Edinburgh opened a laboratory for practical
insttuction in titimelical, gtaphical, and mechanical calculation and analysis, as
intuited in the applied mathematical sciences, and for research in connection with
the mathematical cl:).titment. "I he practical wink in the laboratory involves
such oirics as curse fitting; consttuction of tin %es and stofaces; linkages; rou-
lettes pt»;itions; phologtatninen; .map making; use of instruments employed

spy, iallc slide toles. arithinotnetets. planinicters, integraphs, and
hal mimic ancksis. etaphic solution 1111111(1(.11 equations; graphic and rne-
4 111(0)1(.111S in sphel It al (I tgonliniet I nomography; applica
HUHN "I 111.111.41c\ lIf %11(I1 s; of tables it tily functions and functions
iiiit pl l t Iicits tahidatvil.

.1 .1),, r rue. . \u.1111. tiehuui Scitine and Ntathettiatics, Vol. 21,
vi'..11 ter:, oitoliet. 1921.

Desi Wes classioottis tthilh has e been equipped as laboratories for plane geom.
Its, the lahintoic used, and the quantity of work accomplished. Illus-

Hated
/ xf. (,)/i,t, (1. A 11.11:it Atathinatiis 'leather, Vol. Ni, pp. 157. MI,

ia III Ills( (1% CI Hi( (drill., ill (ItIllitl1.
()I5' I:114 1')1' . MA(11(111.01(.5

7' 1. 19'23

![:,,; AI, I, uulhocl I f /cm ,Incr! with the use of manuals. No
!ii and tat. the initiative

i s. 11 r And Mathit
!" it p.11. 11.21

:hi. I !,,,/ ,511 ill Ili ibis 1.11iir,
,;-, I . Ill . -II, "'.1 ' I .ot Ski/

I.: l r I rir:Ile-: the wink (,1
t.

I ...h t : I Is I I!,.:.1)111.; .1 .111,1t r. a straightedge and strife,
Hot iai and a I.) t!:i

-Two 1: : period.
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the diteet'ons in the manual anti pet form geointtic experiments and write up
the notes on \hat :tie tailed plates. Single petiods tlitee tias pet week arm used
fun teLitation work." Illustiatitms of wotk.

.4 1 alio; ator If et hod of l'ea( long Alai !Irma t i( 3 in t ( own. Chades A. Stone.
Nlathetuatits 'Feather. Vol. 17, pp. 2u9 222. Aim!. 1921.

Obsenation. (ptinientatien, and manipulation fa\ toed hither !haft just
the (\thImis MC(1111111. PluhictIls 1,l this IlIrthuit ate iks/

(,(Metn as [ 0,M/thin Witt Sc h"ni and "'111"Hatics.
Vol. 21. pp. 111,; 1.1ett.inbei. 1,121.

A Criticism of 11.1111ani A. Austin's impel in School St ience and Nfathetnatics.
Vol. 21. pp. 5s I. ).!matt, 1921.

(I\ a 1ai1 ,(101(11 S(1,1111'. F. 11. Sutton. St huul 55 ieitte and M.ItheltIatics.
IT. 9-, I (tit.). 1)/1 , 192 1.

Dst lissus 111111,1111 :t.AllstiIi's 1)1)11 1,11Ce and MAthllIatiCS, Vol. 24.

l'1' 71. 1.intlat. 1921.
( ;# 1)1. a I 0.1,, atm) Si 11,1111 O. le, 5/ 111,1,1 Science and Nlathrnatics, Vol.

121 pi, '1 iii 1.1-)7 , December. 1921.
d1'..11 don of A. Aii.t I's Italie! In St haul Science and Mathematics,
21. t'11- 71..1.1111(1)1), 19.21.

/ 11!n111 iiit(11111 a 'Ir. (book . I hrnim Strong. Ntathernatics

11- I". PP. l l i 119. !dull.)!", 1(1.2.11
,., '% Trm Ifir,; 1,1 l;cointin. (:. A. Austin. NIathcinatics

I t n 'Au! \ id 2'!. pp. 271 279. Nia. 1927.
k. plmtlittie, and teatime. let Moque in the labmatoi plan.

/./1.mabo.. it-,,t/i t;, 1i', 1 MI D111. Niatt.ematit., leather, 21, pp.
11 21. jantiai, 19:11.

1.11,,,i,iint 14(,,niet;. the pupil %%/.1 11111( beiir.z. at least) as all
1,1it 1f %%1,1 I. %%itli his hand,. at .1 I.11111, tismg ptninttior, tom-

,:,1(...in.1 s(1. cxpetiffieht is a iiticslimi put In 11.11111C. The St:1(111111e
sl, lit 6111.11ids (ha( \cc 1,1 1,u 1111' ;11(1i(l) pH( illIt's11(111, 11, 14.11(11(' .111(1 111:11. \Nu he

hnl.c,t in 1(1111(1111 the it...lilts RAP:, gct, nu! nut II\ %%hal we think we
1,112,11 t III

The .1 /f;./ 71./1/1/ 5 I 0,',/,/!,,N a I), :;(5. Mall, S. f a t. 1,11115CCl
Iler, Vol 2,, pp. 22.,

III' Its (.411111)111(11(. hlllittltl 1)(..1111, 11,1 ON/al:MIS
J. ( ,f Pk\ III 5 (11(1 .11/1! 1., 11111(:( t 1 I. 11;,11,,I). `( hued SlII1Ct.'

MAO!' 111.1111,, \()I. NT.I1(11, 19(1.1

(111(1...Ill Cs II Iii Is (.11111 ,Isised .11111 CLIP( is (111.1:1Ih 111101 it) rile
pi, is 1)11 Ilisc sflii!ents 1.1M% pll!C 111.111:(111.11:t s .1, lril stlidriltS 5111(1
I 151 I: Id ,11.1 I I:( .1!isi I:1( t 111.101(.111,11:1s, Th:s I. of roio.t..1 5115 difficult (pis
Hoi; 111 .Ill "1.11 I 11.1e at;cinpt to find an ans%et in this \var.

11.111 In Ills (lass' s net 'his Slil it lltS 1s111 ralse11 this \Voile, but also
551.11 h (51 (1111(1 (,) Us flr,nl fityl clan high sdio6IS tvhte I know that

III 1"11"1 I "''" III 1"1" '1'c-1"nm:is is "'is i41"11- 1 11,151. asked ft"'
p1.,11 s( 2,c,allit AI IlletI(11 111.11 11(' 12.151 1Wril ft)! inS(Ance

11,0 PS ,t I!!1 I(IIl I 11.11( III %(T 5(1 bolint a quilt nt Witt hills the alPittaCt
lnrpal.11i ,ti '.. %%,,i11/1. ,it ()ti of them. offhand. While I
1; 5,- 21111 1.11;;(' tillflihct (If he st11(10111. %dm has,. had the concrete
!.('"invirs 11('11 Ald 10 gist' 1111' ilemniisilatitiii I)t velY aptly
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expresses it, 'you can teach all all physics you want iii.algebra and geometry
and then there will be plenty left for us'."

An Atte1.1i.n to Correlate Algebra and Physics. Willard S. Bass. School Science and
Mathematics, Vol. 6, pp. 495-500, June, 1906.

Gibes a proposed outline of course in physics and algebra.
A General Science Course of Elementary Physics and Mathematics Combined, J. C.

Gray. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 12, p, 377, May, 1912.
, Work in physics and mathematics combined in experiments dnd problems.

THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM AND ITS EQUIPMENT
A Mathematical Atmosphere. W. D. Reeve. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 31, p. 387,

December, 1938.
Editorial discusses pioures anil equipment for every mathematics classroom.

Planning the Mathematics Classram. Fred L. Bedford. The School Executive, pp.
290-292, April, 1936.

List of suggested equipment includes chart files, shelves and table drawers,
bulletin board, blackboard tools, teacher's file, museum case and show case, models,
instruments, and other equipment. Architects' sketches for a mathematics labora-
tory are indud-d.

A Mathematics Room That Speaks for Itself. Edith L. Mossman. School Science and
Mathematics, Vol, 33, pp. 423-130, April, 1933.

Wall charts made by students include one listing seven requirements for "An
Excellent Paper," nine "Desirable Habits to Be Formed or Strengthened in a
Mathematics Course," another on "Earliest Mathematics, ?.-1700 BC." List of 24
other studentmade posters is included,

Stimulating Interest in Mathematics by Creating a Mathematic:al Atmosphere. Mary
Ruth Cook. Mathematics Teacher, N'ol. 24, pp. 248-254, April, 1931.

This article gives suggestions on how a mathematical attnosph,:re can he created.
Some means are the use of mathematical models, pictures, proverbs, reading
room, posters, exhibits.

The Bulletin Board as a Teaching Aid. G. P. Cahoon. School Science and Mathe
matics, Vol. 28, pp. 867-873, November, 1928.

Checking and dipping at tides, filing clippings, the filing boxes, folders, back-
ground for mounting, attaching clippings to background, titles, a "wire" bulletin
hoard, pot table bulletin hoards, time between changes, using the bulletin board,
type of questions, periodicals and sources of material, outcomes.

Fugitive Materials. Frances A. Mullen. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 31, pp. 205.208,
May, 1938.

Establishing a sertical file with major headings: biographies, other historical
notes, punks, other I &Tic a dons, pictut es, plans, club programs, humor, impor
tance--general, mel,,rion to other fields, miscellaneous, to be filed. Sources given.
Students contribute and maintain file.

Mathematical Equ,pnent and Its Uses. II. C. Wright. School Sdcrue and Madre.
matics, Vol. 15. pp. 500-504, June, 1915.

At Unis,:r7:ty of Chicago High School each mathematics room contained two
large wooden protractors, two wooden 30°--603right triangles, two isosceles right
triangles, Ilse wooden straightedges, nine blackboard compasses, fourteen foot
rulers. ten lead pencils, two small brass protractors, a spherical blackboard, a
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five foot slide lulu, a cork bulletin board. (ilass domed cases for storing of
mechanical de%ices and models. A case containing twenty-five revolving panels,
a section of squared blackboard, and a supply of crayons; scissors and string
also aailable. Sur%using equipment included two transits, level, leveling rod,
steel chain, scleral steel tapes, wire pins, red and white sight rods, and engineer's
notebooks for field work.

Tire Primary Purpose of Training in MathematicsNot a Kit of Tools but a Way of
Thinking. Ediur L. Nlossman. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 38, pp.
992-1002, December, 1938:

Discusses well equipped classroom: plenty of blackboard space, a library, pic-
tures of mathematicians, slide rules, transit, models, charts and posters, etc.

.4 Method of Making Wall Char 4.s N A Harvey. School Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 11, p. 516,jitne, 1911.

A negatke is made of picture or chart desired, and enlarged to a convenient
siiee.g., 20" x 26"; this is attached to a mounting board 22" x

Sec also Bums:
Enriched Teaching of Mathernaties. NI. %Vomiting and V. Sanford. Pp. 104-112.

01.11115

lligh Scico.,f .Mathernatir.s Club. Chat lus NV. Newhall. School Science and Mathe
matics, 1'01. 5, pp. 323 :330, Mn ., 1905.

Describes actiiities of one of the first sec.ontlaiy school clubs in the United
States; that at Shattuck School, Fatibau lt, Minn. Contains outline of several
topics and suggestions for meetings.

Sources of Program Material and Some Npes of l'rogram Work Which Might Ile
l'irdertaken hy High .Sr hoof Afotitrinntics Ruth Hoag. Mathematics
Teacher, A'ol. 21, pp. 92 502, December. 1931.

hojects include «ifirpilation of ilutionni of terms and samhols used in hign
school mathematics. mathematics miaphook, constitution of instruments for
field %sink, %swim.; of a hisioly of mathematics for high school students, con.
struction of a set of models for solid geotticti classes. preparation of mathe
!italics papet monsttations and Npiiinents include soap bubbles and mathe
inatics, finding of pi I,s (flame, Impel folding and plane geometry, slide rule
(timtlstlalit111, the steel Also includes a list of plas, skits, and dialogues,
mathmatical games, topics for group or indr% kind presqtation.

,tfathernaties Club Hair% 1VhcrIct. NErthetnatirs Teacher, Vol. 16,
pp. 385 390. No', ember. 19;!..1.

Lists hitecir topics used lie club pre.;ranis. .1Iso gists sits eight titles and ref
cremes for topics ritimlic r and Ill.1,111 s% slums. tine Men lc system, history of
arithmetic, old some remarkable ciniotis properties and
beliefs. and ttumillt-.

Afaiting Matitf 111,tly s hiteresttlig. lies t 11c111;11irs 'reacher, Vol. 17,
pp. 4n1 110, Nos ember, 1921.

Informal club MCC( itIgS ,{11(1 contests as part of class work.
fumor Iligh School Afathenzattcs Ruth Person. Mathernatic_s Teacher-, Vol.

pp. 228 229, May, 1911.
Matlicuratreal recreations and games ate used as basis for club meetings. Ref

erenc es.
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mathpnzatus Club. Mary Caroline Hatton. !Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 20, pp.
39-45, January, 1927.

Actiities include a slide rule project, a surveying study, celebration of Mathe
mattes Week, transit operation, and films 'elating to mathematics and its appli-
cations.

High school Mathematics Clubs. Zulu Reed. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 18, pp.
341-362, October, 1925.

Discusses a plogiain on the slide rule, including instructions for constructing a
rule; tricks and puzzle problems such as ti ie ks with cants and numbers; eight
number th)nics; songs, contests, and games including puns flow geometry; a
stunt phi), "The Math Qurst-; a hike into the %%00dS to study mathematics in
name; a debate on the menic sicin. Annotated bibliography.

Afathematics Clubs. Helen Russell, Minra Duncan, Rebecca Smes, and Mary
Delb Mathematics eachei, Vol. 17, pp. 283285, May, 1924; pp. 350 -358,
October, 1921.

How to organize a club; such committees as entertainment, library, history,
vocational, problem, "student help," cc atest, prize. SeverS1 piugrams are out
lined. Bibliography.

Mathematics Clubs in the High School. Sophia Refior, Mathematics Teacher, Vol.
15, pp. 431-435 Nownber 1922.

Discusses a few t)piral programs.
Mathematics Clubs. Louisa M. Webster. Mathematii.s Teacher, Vol. 10, pp. 203-208,

June, 1917.
Acthitics of Huffier College club ate repotted. Topics include anagyphs,

Lincolns debt tmnathniatics, the watch as a compass, alligatiun, use of imagina-
tion in Ruthenia- mathematicians fatuous inn other fields, the meaning of a
billion, matheman, tr nature.

Mathematics Clubs in the High St C. A. Snell. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 8,
pp. 73-78, December, 1915.

Mathematics Clubs. Frank C. Gegenheimer. St hoot Science and Mathematics, Vol.
16, pp. 791-792, December, 19113.

Weekly meetings at which members proposed problems fur solution and read
articles in magazines relating to mathematics. Answers the question, "What shall
we do for the bright pupil?

Afathentattcs Clubs. 11. Vet Pike. Mathematics Teat he', Vol. 32, p. 324.
NoNember, 1939.

Acti t ies table for a club with linn tett membership based on honor
grades.

Matitmatirs C/ubs in .scrtuidaty Si //Ho/v. ltcul,tlt Slluestnt tit. St hoof cience and
!slatheinatits, Vol. II,, pp. 10n 113, ebritaic, 1916.

Describes pity4i,mis and [(Tits discussed at meetings.
The Enrichment of the Alaihrmaties Cours. 11. F.. Riti. Mathinaties Teacher.

Vol. 31. pp. 3 d, faintais. 1938.
Actisities %%Inch tan be (awed (in d.hs %.,01k to in the mathematics club:

sutsrsing, maps and stilt (11,m Rcit.1 unt us.
he Mathematic 5 Hub at Gin fis High ! bt& Esther SWUViner.. Milt:M.16GS
1.CIther,, 29. pp. 391 395. Due unther. 1936: also in High Points, Vol. 19, pp.

rh! 1-cht um , 1937.
Studs mg stir%cHn2 .ti ail artistry of the mailicinatits
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The Mathematiel ClubStreamlined. Max F. Weiss High Points. Vol. 21,.pp, 74-77,
October. 1939.

Students sponsored -a Math Information Please program, math scavenger hunt,
a program on logical analysis, mathematical guggenheim (a parlor game called
20 questions of "guggenheim"), math bingo, topolunacies, mathematical charades,
mathematical Professor Quiz.

High School Mathematics Club. Radio talk by Norman Anning. Mathematics
Teacher, Vol. 26, pp. 70-76, February, 1933.

Hints alout organization: Start a club library.- Put on an assembly program.
Try problems in problem departments of mathematics magazines. Models for the
school display cabinet.

Monroe Surveyors' Club. Morris Kaplan. High Points, Vol. 22, pp. 55-56, June,
1940.

Recreational Values Achieved through Mathematics Clubs in Secondary Schools.
Marie Gugle. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 19, pp. 214-218, April, 1926.

Recreations for the Mathematics Club. Bryon Bentley. Mathematics Teacher, Vol.
23, pp. 95-103, February, 1930.

Diy-usses several which can be used as stimulus to class discussion or at club
meetin6s. Thirty recreations chosen from algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

.4 Christmas Project. Muriel Batz. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 30, pp. 376-377,
December, 1937.

A Christmas tree was decorated with geometrical figures and solids as orna-
ments. Suggests a tree which is entit ely geometrical: the base a cylinder, the
stem a very narrow rectangular parallelepiped. the main part of the tree consist-
ing of several tiers of graduated trapezoids surmounted at the top by an isosceles
triangle.

The Christmas Party. Phyllis A. liolroyd. Mathematics Teacher. Vol. 32, pp. 352-
353, December, 1939.

Includes picture of a mathematical Christmas tree decorated with various star-
polyhedrons.

.4 Mathematical Christmas Treea Picture. The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 33,
p. 337, December, 1940.

The Math Star. Frances A. Mullen. Chicago Schools Journal. Vol. 19, pp. 169-172,
March-April. 1938.

Describes math magazine published by students, methods of organization, types
of articles and problems, and other topics.

Sec also Booxs:
Mathematical Clubs and Recreations. S. 1. Jones.
Enriched Teaching of Mathematics. M. Woodring and V. Sanford. Pp. 85-100.

TII MATHEMATICS LIBRARY
The Mathematics Library and Recreational Programs. Helen Taylor. School Science

and Mathematics, Vol. 30, pp. 626.634, June, 1930.
Contains list of thirty titles of books with short description of each, a descrip-

tion of three high school assembly programs, including an assembly sketch and
song.

1 I i,t of Reference Books and Magazines for Teachers of Mathematics. IV. D. Reeve,
Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 11, pp. 31)3-307, September, 1922.

Reference hooks and magazines listed by topics: hooks of a pedagogical nature:
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Hook, ()it teaching of mathematics; books relating to mathematical topics; hook.
containing lectuational material; hooks of a historical nature.

litithography of Popular Mathematits. I). B. Lloyd. School Science and Mathe
matics, Vol. 38, pp. 186-193, Felnuary, 1938.

Books on history, biography, recreations, cot ichment, and source material.
Periodicals on appreciation of mathematics, relation of mathematics to other
fields, history, mathematicians, arithmetic, numbers, algebra, geometry, trigonom-
etry., probability, measurement, physics and astronomy and the fourth dimen-
sion, recreations and problems, devices and equipment, programs and contests,
plays.

Neu. Materials and Equipment in the Teaching of Mathematics. B. R. 1111svik,
School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 39, pp. 432-112, May, 1939.

Discusses and lists hooks and magazine articles, motion pictures, posters, puzzles,
equipment, evaluation instruments, records, and commission reports.
Seletted List of Mathematics Books for Colleges. Elton J. Moulton, American
Mathematical Monthly, Vol. 4I3. pp. 600 -609, November, 1941.

FILMS, SLIDES, AND PROJECTION EQUIP,VENT
u.sts

The Play of Imagination in Geometry. Filin produced by. David Eugene Smith and
Aaron Bakst Resiew by W. S. Schlauch. Mathematics *reacher, Vol. 21, pp. 55-56,
January, 1931.

Mathematics Films. Niargale. l'unnett. The Mathematical Gazette, Vol. 21, pp. 149-
1:11, NI:iv, 1937.

Exhibition of Afatheritatnal Films. The Mathematical Gazette, Vol. 20, pp. 110-111,
Mar, 1936,

Descrihes mathematical films exhibited at a meeting in England in 1936.
Matherinernatics. Grace M. Hopper. American Mathematical Monthly, Vol. 47, Pp.

567; .168, October, 1910.
Animated cartoon technique is used to produce film showing limac,ons.

Mathematics Films. E. II. C. Hildebrandt. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 31, pp. 26 .31,
January, 1911.

Films are listed under headings: geometry, advat mathematics, teaching
of mathematics, mathematics and art. mathematics anti architecture, mathe-
matics and nature, weights and mcasines, money, mathematics and physics.
optical instruments, engineering and industry, mathematics and astronomy.

.4 Silence Teacher Looks at the Classroom Film. Ii Enunett Brown. School Science
an 1 Mathematics, Vol. 39, pp. 312 April, 1930.

(:rincisms: that edmatoi; tend to claim too :mull front the use of the motion
pictures in tile 1la.sroonl and embracr the new ill sisual education too eagerl.
Too many films fad to recognize that the unique' function of film is to show
motion; they corer too much ground, are too incluske, moo general, and often
dowmight the air too inaccurate and do not balance the amount of

TI.,-re sire ()full small but irritating technical curie or omissions and the
photography is often poor (11:1tV111;4C are not emploed to best ad
vantage. Atm-Irking in some films is objectionable: titles of filets arc often
misleading and the editing por. Projectors ale too \ pew.; ;111(1 t(R) (111111/Cr

some.
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The Classroom Film. R. E.
627-630, October, 1939.

Replies by a chemistry
Science and Mathematics,
please (net). teacher, Film
tabs

Davis. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 39, pp.

teacher to criticisms of 11. Enu Att Brown in School
1939. Impossible to produce a picture that will

cannot take the place of a teacher. Film can show cer-
t)pes of experiments which the bus) teacher cannot prepare. Visits to in.

dustrial plants ate sometimes impossible because of large classes. The classroom
use of films will not lessen the teacher's load.lilrn has its limitations, The

slanEs
Lantern Slides. Fred L. Holtz. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 6, pp. 262-267,

April, 1906.
.1 Small S'ze Lantern Clarence It. Smith. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.

29, pp. 530-532. June, 1929.
Sugestiris for Making 2 x 2 Inch Lantern .glides with Inexpensive Fquipment.

Victor E. Schmidt. School Science and Nlatheinaties, Vol. 40, pp. 165-169,
Fcbntaty, 1940.

Lists equipment and materials needed, discusses method of making slides and
construction of the camera and holder.

Homemade Lantern Slides in the Teaching of Plane GeLmetry. N. L. Martin. Edu-
cational Screen, \'ol. 13, janwry, 1931.

Sixty slides on congineney of triangles, patallel lines, and other straightline
figures were made, together with sixty on clicks and loci. Some slides were cello-
phane and others were etched on glass. Slides were used to introduce a new unit,
as well as to show its development and to can v on the seview, Author's con-
clusion front studs: "1. A set k's of cottlated lantern slides will increase the
elfectkeness of the presentation of plane geometty. 2. The %aloe of lanterns slides
appears to vary invessely with the. native capacitv of the individual child. 3.

These is a high degree of coirelation between achioement and the use of the
slides."

The Stereopticon as ail to Ph\si-s Teaching. Charles F. Valentine. School
Science and Mathematics, Vol. 28, pp. 78-80, Januas) 1928.

"Onl) two or tin et: slides aie selected for an) class discussion period. The
slides must be selected paiticulat attention to their use in the lesson plan:
T'se slides must lase a hilOit focus and (him, .t blilliant image on a blackboard.
"..he stereopticon insist h.ne a shot t focus and throw a In illiant image on a black.
',oard; it must be satisfai tots noder oidinary lighting «mditions, aril should he
located on die instl uc tin's desk and be hist:inch :ha.1.11,1e at all times l,v merely
piessing a !Jinni's. 1 lie blackhood as se:s: nine ...: :n is clai -

cued. qiirsii(i is n, r Imw its is slides in 1 (lass hoist, hilt how they are
pr esented.-

sti Ht ni.R %Nis

CoMeirIC fit 0- one/ ry Ta yigi hie to the
.-frerage Student. 1V.thel MAW, malus rthr, Vol. 8\1p. 124-131,
Match, 1916,

Disci tioo- fol ti.;olus r,t geomenic solids acids Ted and blue
pencils. 1 terse Hoe sticosiopic spectacles. Can

he modified hs students.
Ilain;our 1 R:2.45 Si h(MI Scat:ce .and MatheillatiCS.

V.,1 21, pp 2(1 ir. Hitt.m, I 92 1.
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Scientific Ucefor the Stereoscope. Aid to the Imagination in Picturing Spatz Models.
Scientific American Supplement, Vol. 72, p, 117, August, 1911,

See also Boom: r

Excursion in Mathematics, E. R. Breslich
Basic Principles of Analytic ecnetry. W. A. Spencer.
Diagiams in Three Dimensions for Solid Geometry. E. R. Breslich.
Mathematical Snapshots. II. Steinhaus. Pp. 42. 44, 68, 72, 73, 77, 79, 84, 85, 89-92,

94, 100, 102, 105.
Les dnaglyphes Geometriques. H. Vtlihert.

IQUIPMENT

A Universal Projection Lantern. v J. RendtottT, School, Science and Mathematics,
Vol. 9, pp. 293-298, March, 1909

Directions for constructing a lawernwhich projects photographic slides, micro
scopic slides, apparatus both transparent and opaque by either horizontal or
vertical projection, and printed diagrams.

.1 Reader for Microfilm. Herman Manson. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.
40, pr. 411-412, April, 1910.

A visual magnifier made from a commercial binocular sit'Wet for 35 mm.
film strips at a total cost of about eights cents. Photograph shows viewer in use.

Microfilm Equipment for the individual Worker. Herman Branson. School Science
and Mathematics. Vol. 41, pp. 140-143, February-, 1911.

A microfilm camera apparatus is assembled from a 35 nom. camera and an en.
larger stand. Focusing, choice of speeds, and film stock needed are discussed. Twlo
illustrations show the completed microfilm ca nici a and the projector ready for
use. Picturols are being made at a cost of about tie a frame. "

.4 Pupil Operator Service for the Projection of Visual,Alds. Walter W. Bennett and
Lewis S. Edgarton. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 3ti, pp. 3?)6 -363, April,
1936.

Description of a visual aid s)stemof a Rochester, New York. high school which
Makes Ilse of student seri ice in operating the projection machine and keeping it
in repair, and emplos students for the clerical work of assigning the machine
to teachers and procuring films requested. A chart shows relationships of the
Visual Aids Corps to other groups when eh% it becomes a co irelated extra -cur
ricular activity.

See also BooKs:
Enriched Teaching of Mathematics. M. NVoodring and V. Sanford. Pp. 89-95.

CONTF.!:TS
.4 I(athernaltes Contest Its Relation to the Cieneral Problem of Individual Differ-

ences. Raleigh Schorling. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 15. pp. 791-797,
December, 1915.

Rules agreed upon for a contest between two high school teams of six students
each chosen ft our firstyear classes. A written and an oral contest were held.

Maihrmati(s Rcfa\c for fligh Schools. I rest H. Koch. Jr. and Thomas H. McCor
nick. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 8, itp. 116-123, March. 1916; also in School
Science and Mathematics. Vol. 16, pp. 530-516, June, 1916.

Ciacs derided into teams of four members each. All teams work simultaneously.
Practice is given in the four arithmetic proces\es. 1n addition. for example, the
teacher will dictate two fi%e digit numbers. The first member finds their sum,

a.
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the Second TTletTlber adds Cie sum And the SeCOnd number. the third member
adds the first and second sums, the fourth member adds the second and (hind
sum, the first meinhei adds the third and fourth sum, etc., for ten cases or so.
Similar problems are worked in subtraction, multiplication, and division. -All-
school teams are chosen and these may compete in inteISCI1001 Contests.
Mgthematical Contest. Edgar T. Boughs. School Science and Mathematics, Vol.
17, pp. 329-330, April, 1917.

Rules and type problems used in a contest between Nlanuid Arts High School
in Los Angeles and the Pasadena High School.

A New Form of School Contest. J. T. Rorer. Educational Resiew, Vol. 57. pp. 339 -
345, April, 1919.

A track meet in mathematics.
Afathentatirs Teams to Motivate Drill Work in Junior High &iron/5. R. V. Kessler.

Mathematics Teacher, N'o1. 27, pp. 25-29. January, 193
Includes a list of contest rules for a tournament and suggestions for inducting

competitions.
.4 Computing Club. School Science and Mathematics. Vol. 31, p. 1037, December,

1931.
Editorial suggests organising a rapid calculating club in schools. "It mac- pre-

.vent a 'Ailtirc in college mathematics or science."
Afathernattrs Contests. Ernest II. Koch, Jr. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 9. pp. 179-186.

June, 1917.
Discusses nature of contests and describes a relay competition in algebra and a

"crisscross" relay in addition.
.4 Geometric Recreation. Isabel Harris. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 20,

pp. 731-733, Nosember, 1920.
Rules set up for six contests in a class in geometry.

.4 Mathematical Contest. Helen M. Walker. Mathematics 'reacher, Vol. 2n,
274-279, Mar, 1927.

At a meeting of mathematics teacheri,, for ts two aith les were placed on 0.1111)11
and those present were requited to identifs a term from elemental% mathematics.
Cart be used by a high school or college mathematics club. for a .(hoot exhibit
or a meeting of teachers.

An .1lgrbra Baseball Came. Mathematics Te:tchcl ol 23, pp. 317 320. \las. 1930
Rules are given for a "classwoin" game

see also Books:
Fnriched Teaching of Mathematics. M. VomIliog and V. ti.mfool. 1'.

EV111111.1..5

Fxhibil of flight School .1cathentaliis- -Its Iii and Mutational ['alit" W. I).
Reese. Schoeil and Sin iets, Vol. 2. pp. 191 197, .\iic;iist 7. 1(11-,.

A .1falltmatical .-Itmopluoe ()Ik .1k Kee. he -11:11(1 1 um hool, ot th,. Nacimul
Council of 'Teachers of NI,tifient.tric., Pp. 2t1-4 27t

Mathematiral lion, Georg Worn. 1hr Eigli"i ralhook of the N.ttiomil
Council of 'Feathers of Ni.itlicittatits, 1911. Pp. 211i _13.

Model.; illo.tr itinv.4 the p.trallola and p.H.tholoul:. .Ipph(.1(p.o
and 1ifh -thice fi...;tues

liciping ;Matta status a ills an Exhibit. 11 illi,ut (' Ki.ittiv,o111 \l 11111 tildli(s l v,ithei.
Vol 31. pp Os 69, 1-ehrum.

A
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oi ( II ils ;\ Platictaciiim base as their
objet "to liocs the tetlial and esellasting character of mathematics
1,001 t,nnr The piaguratic %sell as the aesthetic points of view. Exhibit articles
ale made hs students; the exhibit is changed usely quarter and is built around
a central ilieme. Publicity given through daily [minas and other mediums, List
of themes such as applications of high school mathematics to games of chance,
multiplication cvithout thinking. using mathematics to deceive, how mathe-
tnatic s is used in chinches, how the designer of dresses uses mathematics,

I'stug and (Truing It .11allirtnalit c Exhibit. 11: illiam C..Krathwohl. School Science
and Mathematics, Vol. 39, pp. 702 71)6. Nosember, 1939.

Discitses mathematics exhibits pipared by Chicago high schools and held
it the .V1ler Planetarium. Model In idp,CS were made by students showing how
'1%mPa:walks %,:ts used in their consrtuition. Interest in making models can be
;noosed thimigh spirit of competition. Reading material in exhibit should he

in letters Loge enough to he read ten feet away by person wearing bifocal
glasses. Models should be plainly mat ked and, its far as possible. in words of one

Generous use should be made of colors. "Gorgeous reds, mailgs, blues
and gloms, if they do not clash, ladiate happiness and cheerfulness... Ire kek
notes of a sitccessful exhibit are simplicity, case of 01"el latiOn anti attractc.etress."

.Ifitq.emati(s Exhibit at ..Idler Planetarium. II. McCartney. Junior College Journal,
9. pp. 2'51 27r3, Febrimis, 1939. .

.tfaticern,,ti lair, Chicago. Lillian Moore. Mathematics Teacher,
Vol. 26. pp. 1s2.ISG, December, 1933.

Lists exhil,ds in arithmetic and algebra; applied mathematics; aaalssis; geom-
ens; Johaesson's gauges; mathematical recreations, including the Msst:.c

Numbet NI.Idnue which obtained an unknown number through the application
Of 111.1'411 squaws: Pollock's Models siring figures on..fratnes; skew curse projec
nen; centripetal folic; applied centtipetal force; Galfon quincunx; computation
of pi: el! sogiaph; mathematical machines, such as the harmonic motion appa-
ratus, N11( belson's hal mimic alla 11 /('T and s)nthesitcr, Conella's planimeter,
chi.s tnailone illusttating the factolitation of a trurnbet; gsic compass re

praiet. ai-rocIsiranms, pantogiapher.
Alamein/an, i..sh/htt at the (.r11111,1' of I'logress 1...xromtion. B. Brasetinan. High

Vol. Ii,, pp. 31)-31. December, 11131.
Jima/ .1cds at the (Toile, -..1 l(o)af Road to Kriouletige. C. Fordney. Nations

Schools, Vol. 13, pp. '19-7)7. May, 1931.
Motto in of .s( not industry, Jackson Park, Ch'cago,

hints a matIltnatics exhibit consisting of Galton'r quincunx, a device for evalit
atitig pi. ell.psograph, a slide rule exhibit, a Michelson hattnonic analyzer of
00,eots %cans. an e\11:1)if using a photionic (ell for the summation of a series
%%hos +elms are lc-presented lc equalls spaced lights, a in:ether of inoiltls of
ruled surfa'cus, a rotating cone in a plane beam of light to show the conic sec-

tions. .1 des ice for es .11;1.1'w-4 pi I,% oissioi..: a coin on a thcc kerboaccl, and a
Inert of Blackbitin pendulums bit the production of Lissajous' ligines with sand.

Dr. Darn! 1 7,4,-nr .Stintirs aft of Allah, ;Hata InAtrunonts. Gdamlna Univer
sit. Suhool awl Si o ictv, 13. pp. 31:1 :111, Match, piic).

Pinter of at flu. Jowl for (a,1.5. Mathe-

ticuus 1eathet, p. 3r, (amen) 1930.
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1 Matitmat:(% NI. Cone 11 Giegoi). Mathematics 'Teacher, Vul. 23, pp.
382-381. October 193u.

Graphs ins oh ing local statistics; designs for linoleum, wallpaper, doors, and
nindows; pohliedions; a solid geometry thioch with hexagonal pyramid tower
and triangular pistil tool: women y in the houses of pi Unitive people.

.4 Unique Mathematics LxInInt. Ruth Wilson. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 30, pp.
(28-129, March, 1937.

(*inlet the title -The ()tactical .Npplications of Mathematics in Various Occu
pations and Industries," the mathematics dkpat uncut held an exhibit based
on, local uses. '1 he (demur and panel omnpatty cooperated in making several
(halts. as did the telephone wolfram, life insurance company. city engineering
&pal tmenk, lailload, and local rtichitect.

I1,)?n, made Mat/a-nu:fa Lxhibit. William Sell. American Mathematical Monthly,
ol. 40, pp. 551 5513, Nouniber, 1933.

Juba our Math( matt( s. L. M. NImmis. Iligh Points, Voi. 16, pp. 22 25, December,
1931.

,V,ithetnattis Doptin at a srhat,1 I.siubittutt. School, Vol. 28, pp. 136.137, October,
1939.

The LxItilat in a SuNi/i me titat) Ai/Won/. Crptallogiaphy. Harold J. Abrahams.
N( Iwo' 5ctcucc and Mat/W[11.16o, \ DI. 36. pp. 910 950, December, 1936.

Exhibit in which chenrital and minetal crstals ale grouped, according to for-
m:won. with celluloid models. Desurptiim of the six main groups into which
all ii)stals inn he dis 'dud. Ithections for making the models and preparing the
crstals.

pwje,t--Tr,hniqucA lt, lui e' to 1.0111ations. Maitland P. Simmons. School Science
and Nlatheinatits, Vol. 1m, pp. 131 138, Mar, 1911).

Wi.itien fora science exhibit. there ate \ SliggeStiffilti nlrich can be used
in the inat-liemattis exhibit. sulluient time must he allowed. Creation of desire
for this win k is essential. Projects should he win Kahle, unusual, and varied.
;stand:tit' sric iccommended is two feet I e and not over three feet high.
Definite cheek -imps of porgies% most be made. Projects jh011id he submitted weeks
hufute the esdnhit. 1-xpl'ainator) posrms should scree as guide.

Mathernattral bust) unwrits_. his rd Bavindall. Ettc)clop.cdia Britannica, 14th Edi
tion, 1939, Vol. 15, pp. 69 72.

Afathentatual Models. G. W. Olsson, 11ncclop.udia Iiritannica, Ilth Edition, 1939,
ol. 15, pp. 72-75.

See also Books:
ratihuil of .11,c; o:.11.1,. NI. Voorhing and V. &idol& Pp. 50, 101-103.

108, 110-111.

1'1 .11.5
1,imr(les, Acatlirplia 1, al Nroir I Pearl Reid. School Science and Mathe-

matics. Vol, 41, pp. 211 219, Maid), 1911.
A pi r, dccc loped .11 .1 (11111te :1(ti1111 in a mathematics class.

-Lice 1.t77.01 A pla,let. Gct,t1(1 Raftr Niatliernatics Teacher, Vol. 26,
PP 1933.

ftit-,tnan's ("tot to the Laid of the .111110 1).,in< OPTS. I'.<!ttlt RI 16 Patersim. Ntathe
matics Vol 31. I'!' 7 pint 10, 193.
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itc it; die alailik tit Ng of Wt. go..,t matlictit.u;cl.ms." Itt
t Miles plotlut Lion non., tt....t.utlioLt tll('t hes. .11111 costumes. The

ept.otles .11e flout 0.(1,11)(11, iumitem.ttit, ieut times, at ith.
/nut if. .11.4t.1):.}. m.uht s the N110111r and the i ouml.itious of modern
tit.ttlittn.ttiks.

Ea/init.; in 1 tn, toincily in ttvo acts. (-11(11111r II.tt ton JD()

1)ot is 1.1. ',milli '11.1111t titatit, het, V41. '20, pp. ;im9 111.2, Nutcilibei, 1927.

!mimics 1;,t ti pti.purto s and i111rtliins fit (hour: and musit..11 ntonhers.
i'litt:and It .11.aiirmato }tool irtm. and Vol. 11,

()thila., 11111.

A ilt...ctiptiott tit .1 }ILI II/1.1(rd III the (..1/Clte. It is based

the (11.11.11 .111* h,tctl ,ltd Ill':(111a1finS giteit for file
m ttutt, horn du- 1).ituttilt itt the auditorium.

Geconf !,y 111,711 au:zr,l. A school pl.it itt tine alt 1-.1111:1 Nkott, TeacItet.

Vol. 21, 1)I), 92 1111, 1.clnitair, 191.1s.

it I hi rpr,I 11r1r. A 111.11}11111.11it..1 1111i,a1 AI tutu. . \. 1.11 11.11.111. :N. Mel it.lp

N1.11111;111.111( Vol 15. pp. 1;17
I ittle' 1,,tv'ti\ to the Laud Alm., I,. ('.i.tsvfoot N1.1thentatics

l tat hut. Vol. 17, pp. 3:to-11..1. tit tuber, 1921.
A plat. in Our(' act: h.tcil NI.ttli Rith the

.1fii:/ti /attlim. 1..11/alictli It. ( ottlyt tit \Litlit.ntatics,
113, pp. N1,1t, 1933.

. .11,i:htntntit,i1 t'u /Ho_ .\ pia act;. ii()()I `1( itnct .111(1 M.Ithcmatics,

17, pp. 17-, 1s2. June. 11117.

.11r. tit (;,..inct):v. John J. Shc.t. ltlnu,l tiiitnit anll \1.1thrto.itics, Vol.
lo. pp 721/ 72ti. Octoher, 10111,

A 10.A ott lilt II: ..-

.11o1 k .f li : .3, or ,)11.zut l', vozat boatzou i-\ ti,, lzoltr ial Preu est.
K.1011 \Tow, it., hhi'nl i,.,,,,. ,.t NI.,[1,,.m.,t.(.,. id. 11 l)21. October.

1111si

Adopt( `th.plien ..A,

..1 .Vttritih-r 11!ut in iurt. ;loc. Schlicilittlr. \IA:11(111AR: Tem lit'r, Vol. 17, pp.
1-",1 101. M.11(11, 1921,

li.ised 0 1 1 -Nolobtr S;hits 1 : ), 1) t:k1 ligri". Stillth
On( (if 1itr I',1 1 'All t;!it 01,,, k.A(11(.1. (0. 30. Pp. ,till

370, I)ut cwt.( :
.\ /0.0.. in t4.,1) tit,I :ii 'i ii,i .1 ttitith wade'

.i.lopoi.nt wittil It.i. torthanical
ci.; ttil «.topittatsio.

I
.\ P. ',"1 ft:N.1's I

\I I ,11;,1

1.1. :1). 27,1 1:(1;.

X .tt \l uht-P.1 ti'l I I I., V..' III, '2.1111 111. \ e:ICoet

; lt 'Yte. .\ tzz itlum ,!as p. is in t., st in!! \

\T-i'L !I' r `` I r 101'1. \
it a.ol I ( in 1! 1.r 1,'1!, 11):;11"

\T 1: is. V.I. "di)

1 A 11);.!) s,!1(,,,1 (11.11.110 inr 3 ( }nit

tit!

sit it Itt r ;11.111
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See also liocuss;

Enriched Teaching of Arathematics in the Junior and Senior High School.
M. Wooching and V. Sanfotd. Pp. 87--89.

ItEGREATIONS
Recreational Aspects of Mathematics in the Junior High Schou/. Aiwa R. Meeks.

Mmhentatics Teacher. Vol. 29, pp. 202, Jantiai), 1936.
The use of mathematical puules and games in the class petiod, mathematics

club, the mathematics newspaper.
Mathematical Recreations. Martha Pierce. Mathettiatics Teacher, Vol, 19, pp. 13-

2.1, January, 1926.
Recreations in Seconciaiy Mathematics. Challs \V. Newhall. School Science and

Mathematics, Vol. 15, pp. 277-293, Apt il, 1915.
Methods of using recreations in mathematics clubs; in informal meetings de

voted to games, putties, nicks; in assU2,necl teadings; in debates; in the class,
roont. Refetences include o'er fifts hooks ,incrsixts magaiine at tides.

Misplaced ltlathematical Recreations. NI. C. lieten. School Science and NIathematics,
Vol. 39. pp. 766-763, NoNember, 1939.

Conclusion: "Practice in pilule sohing makes for piolideney in puttic solving,
but in nothing else."

From Interest to Interest. M. Weiner. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 30, pp: 23.-26,
January, )937.

Mathematical rcieations hooks accakened interest in a bov and he became
one of the outstanding students in the school,
ralonetic i2tzzies for _tumor Grades. E. W. Montgonicis St hool (Elemental)
Edition), Vol. 29, pp. 809, Ma),- 1911.

Proving a Geometrical Fallacy by Trigonometry. William W. Johnson. School Sci
once and Mathematics, Vol, 19, pp. :127-528, June, 1919.

The famous dissection puirle that (i1 . 6", i a spline 8 units on a side ina)
be cut into foul pieces which will bum an appaient le( tangle 5 s: 13. The (filler-
ence may be slitmn to be a parallelogtam of area our square twit.

Mathernatiml [nitwit,. Cecil R. Read. School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 33, pp.
586-589. Julie, 1933.

Discusses seeral common algebraic and geometric fallacies.
Mote .1fathmati( Vallar:rs, Cut d li. fn,tatl S(Imol Science aml Mathematics, Vol.

33. pp. 977-9:13, December, 1933.
Mote inteteNting fallacies which can hr used in mathematics classes, References.

Set' also BO( thS:
/Jilt/ bud Ter/OMi of Mathematics. NI. oodring and V. Sanford. Pp. 96-99.

(;.l
//mt. Valter \'. than. Srhnol tic Ivo«. and Nlatlirtnatits, V01. 28, pp. 601-fi08,

lime, 192';
.' 1.;arti pl.t%tal on a ( he( krilwaHl awl n%in ; f,,I fini(1%. cubes. hexagonal I)tisnis

s(,heies, iti.tu less mplais. and t u t les fun figuir. NIoNes ul
11.2,1ous ale hascd ott WI.. WC( t IC slt.tfItslit R i It P I Vt es tail 111.111e

If little (if little
/ /),i7/1,/ It t ilfrithf wi/trr a/ Cri/tI (.,line. Ili tie Plitt' .c\n;eriean ;k1.1theillitiltMolithh. vut p 117, 1.elnilaiN.
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Mathematical Games. Alfreda Raster. Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 17, pp. 422-425,

November, 1924.
Describes a version of "Old Maid in Algeora," a blackboard relay, crossed

words, Li/1p, -Simon says, Buzz," and the game of math shark,
.-1 Mathematii al Crossword Puzzle. H. C. Contd. School Science and Mathematics,

Vol. 26, pp. 316, 318, March, 1926.

Imok es such mathematical terms as sum, limit, number, problem, theorem,

degree, circles, log, factor, sphere, polygon. Solution included.

BOOKS

MODELS
Anfertigung Mathematischer Modelle. K. Giebel. Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1925. 52

pages,
Elementary surveying instruments, model for bisecting an angle, variation of

parts of right triangle, measurement of angles related to circles, pantographs,

similar triangle figures, binomial theorem cube, polyhedrons, slide rules. Also

discussions on how to use wood, paper, cardboard, glass, celluloid, clay, lead.

and brass.
Early Science in Oxford. Part II: Mathematics. R. T. Gunther. New York: Oxford

University Press", 1922. 101 pages.
Descriptions of early scales and protractors, spherical blackboards, mathemati

cal models, geometric solids, calculating apparatus, drawing instruments, propor-

tional compasses, parallel rulers, parabolic compasses, elliptical trammels, sectors,

slide (odes, standard measures, gauging instruments, weights, quadrants, trans

vets:as. and micionietet s. NVell illustrated.
General Plastics. Raymond Cherry. Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight and McKnight,

1911. 128 pages.
Use of plastics in making models.

Katalog Mothernatist her mud Mathernatisch-PhysikaliscIer Modelle, Apparate and

instruments. Walther Dyck. Munich, 1892. Vol. I, 430 pages: Vol. II, 135 pages.

Slide rules, calculating machines, devices for drawing various curves, quin-

cunx of Calton, instruments fur harmonic analysis and advanced mathematics,

Mathematical Models. Arnold Enich. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. Four

pamphlets.
Siring models of surfaces of higher mathematics.

it fat /lomat( a/ Snapshots_ II. Steinhatis. New Volk: C. E. Stechert and Company,

19`i9. 135 pages.
1.iiiisages, dissection figures, polyhedrons, perspective, paper folding, stereo

gt.1111, soap film,. string surfaces. Moblits surfaces, knots, quincunx, and graphs.

rbistu s tlt Ow and Iimu; Workshop. A. J. Lockrey. New York: D. Van Nos.

sit.intl and Company, 1910. 233 pages.
Puzzb.s F.. M. Watt. Br uc e Publishing Cunipany, 1928. fit

lb,%t< rtc,rr figules, shun' punks, Tower of Hanoi puzzle, cross and wedge

punks.
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Solid Geometry. I.. Lines. London: Macmillan and Company, 1935. 292 pages.Chapters on poiliedions. senliregular and star polyhedrons, and crystal forms.The Fiftvnitie liosali.ndra. II. S. M. Coxetr, P. Du Val, H. T. Mather, dud J. F.Petrie. Toronto: Cnkersitv of Fotonto Press, 191s. 26 pages, 20 plates.
neleche one! t tuldache. M. Br.nelsilVr. Leipzig: Tenimer, 1900. 227 pages, 12 tables.A classic on all forms of pokhedrons, including semitegular and star polyhe-drons. 14(; illustiations and. numerous diagrams.

TOOLS A.'s'D LVSTRI'MFA"TS
Adler Phmetarinin and Astronomical Museuni. Philip Fox. Chicago: Adler Plane.tannin). 63 pages.

Describes the optical planetarium installed in Chicago. Also discusses and pic-tures various historical urecharLical planetariums, astolahes, nocturnals, quadrants,(mains sextants. sundials, calendars, circumfernter, graphometer, mathe-matical and drawing inch (intents, and telescopes.
Ruler and Compasses. Hilda P. Hudson. London: Longtnans, Green and Company.1916. 143 pages.

Possible construcions, ruler constructions, ruler and compals constructions.standard methods, one fixed circle, and compasses only. Bibliography.The Steel Square. How to Use Its Scales, How to Make Braces, Roof Construction,
and Other Uses. C. Townsend. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1940. 96page,

Tools - -A Mathematical Skrtcli and Model nook. Robert C. Yates. Baton Rouge:Louisiana State l'nirsitv l'a'ss, 1941. 194 pages. 79 plates.
Sections on the straightedge and modern compasses, dissection of plane poly.gnus, paper folding. linkages, parallel and angle rulers, and other toohl andlinkages.

SLIDE
A Afaitrial of the slide Role, Its IlistoN., Prim:pie, and ()Ircration. J. E. Thompson.

Ness. Volk: I). Van Nostrand Compans. 1911). 212 pages.
Them% and opi ration of the title. and modified forms of the Nfannheim Rulethe phase, pot 1,11,1,e furides. f og Log 1)ripls. Also history of the sliderule and arch spciral forms as the circular and evlintirital MOtIVIS.

Hit the /110,,r1 (;11,1f, is s«It and the slide 1?til (Junin.; the Seventeenth Cen-
tro-v. 1:1(»rdn l'nhercity of C..ilifortti.t Press, 1921). Publications inNiacin:mat:is, Vol. I, No. 9, pp. IS7-209.

hitni nal tie !intent a the slide rule.
\Ude ()\f/,1 i'llielsriy Press, 1931.I'2 p

1),-rit !lion t.1 si...!e se Arid flu-op, of 0161 use. I've instill of slide ridein sio-lire and shonn iet ili.tpter on applic.ttiotts. Appeltdi\ listsmote di .t eleven ski, oily,: used in orhr
The Mile. F. R. ill eii(}1 (11.111ei A. Stone. Chicago- I:iintsit% of Chi-

press. 1929. 2'3
\ 1. it i Ih. Nr is N ink 1) Van NnNtt;n0 i.nn(i pant , 1911. 113

The s! a;; (1 ilk ( k I)rakearr.! ( Conj. 11:. 21') ir.1;ts
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SURr Y INC;
Field Work in Mathematic s. C. N. Sinister and F. L. Bedfoid, New York: American

Book Company, 1933. ltifi pages.
Eativ instruments, scale diai,ing, appnAimate data, slide rule, angle mitror,

tipsotneter and dinumeter, plane table, Bernier, setant, transit, pantograph.

Mathematics of Everyday life, Geometry Unit. Gemge A. Boyce and Willatd W.
Beatty. New York: lnor Publishing Company, 193(1. 1118 pages.

Expetiments with elmentaly sot wing des ices at early high school level.

Suroirtg. [(Jr 8( hoofs and S«nas. W. A. Richardson. London; George Philip and

Sun, 1.1,1., 1936, pages.
An elementai !. appruai it to suit t t'\ ing through scale di:ming and simple in.

swum:tits.

SI:1{1.1)(;1.41)11.
Basic Principles of .lrtalstci (;c,,metrt,. Walter A. Specter, New Yolk: Newson and

Camipany, 1939. 27 pages, 12 plates, 22 figures.
important solids of solid analytic geonietiy are shown.

I)iagrarns in Three l)imnAions for .Soltd GeoMet)y. F.. R. Breslin', Ne%y. Yolk: New

son and Cumpany, 1939. 13 plates.
Figures (in themins in solid geoinett illusttated bi means of steographs.

x(rmion trt .1falltemains. E. R ihc,lich. New Nm.son and Company, 1938.

17 pages, 21 plates.
Using red and blue Ladmed \isels. illustrations slus. cube, parallelepiped,

linden s, 10.1 ,llilitis. tours, atilt spheres.
MU'S ontrtrrelur's. II iiihert, 1912. 32 pages.

Fundamental pi in, iples t)I steieugiaplis. Illustiations of dihedral angles, lines

in space, ohmic of parallelepipeds, pistils, p)ramids, star clodecalletlion, cylin,

(lets. cone, spheres, and installs.
fati,riticts(he f?aumbrider (). I. Graf. and C. Calm.. Dirsden: Ehleimann,

1938.11-, pages, 21 plates.
Volume of tut,(. hinoinial Ito solids. Cav,ilicii's principle, volume

piainid ,is thitil ill 'Instil. cusp set (ions, 111.1tel htilOitiS, the stile Citric

as the IIMI,et !UM of the Inc hs. sphei Rd) ii hingis, It,sudtoulrs.
.stere,ui obi( Its (1111)71 10 .St it ru e, Indastry and !.duration.

Arthur VV. judge. London.: (.11apinan and 1E01, \yailable through

1.111 Photographic Publishing Company, Boston. 3'31 pages. 21 plates.
Inteiesting tupits for amateur pluitogaplims: pseudo is lion' single

picIttles IIIC',1114. Of a ilctlitern.ttle ((JIM'S: 1( Is in t 11111 I ta till tee, band

drawn simeograp)ts fur solid geometry f 4nines, strieugiaphs proltit vci f,oin

Ordinal) steieuscupic negati%es, stmogiaphs photogiaphed with single lens in

with steseuscopic tamr:Is, steleosLopie aerial photogiaph%, piojet tion of steleo

',topic 1: (tures. A chapter is clouted to stereoscopic aids to geotneri,,
F.xcellent

(.1.1).1f P.T I? 1)1?.111 INl;

(;c.cimet?Ical 1Pu.,, and 1)e,,gn. J. himpiney Spanton I onilon: Nfacmillan and

C.unipain. 1930. 2,i2 ;.iges
diai..ing based on throes of phut. [IS
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Geometrical Drawing for Art Students. 1. H. Morris. London: Ismgmans,. Green

and Company, 1941. 228 pages.
Fundamental properties of designs and drawings.

Meyer's Handbook of OrnamentGeometrical and Floral. F. S. Meyer. Pelham,
N. Y.: Bridgman, Publishers, 1928. 64 pages.

Source Book of Problems for Geometry. Mabel Sykes. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1912.
380 pages.

Tile and parquet floor designs. Gothic tracery based on forms in circles and on
pointed forms, trusses, and arches. Diagrams, pictures, and exercises based on
famous art and architectural designs of the world. Extensive bibliography.

Geometric Design. A. Bruce Ewer. Denver: SmithBrooks Company, 1935. 28 pages.

TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS
Craftsmanship in the Teaching of Elementary Mathematics. F. W. Westaway. Lou'

don: Blackie and Son, 1931. Available through Ryerson Press, Toronto. 665 pages.
Chapters on polyhedra, proportion and symmetry in art, the mathem., ;e.al

library and equipment, harmonic motion, map projection, orthographic pro.
jection; many teaching aids for the secondary school and junior college courses.

Mathematics for Junior High School Teachers. William L. Schaaf. Richmond:
Johnson Publishing Company, 1931. 439 pages.

Problems 'in Teaching Secondary School Mathematics. E. R. Breslich. Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1931. 348 pages.

The teaching of fulictions, formulas, and graphs; intuitive, demonstrative, and
threedimensional geometry. Illustrates various form, of teaching aids.

Teaching Mathematic, in the Secondary Schools. J. H. Minnick. New York: Prentice.
. 11x11, 1939. 336 pages.

Applications of mathematics and mathematics clubs are topics treated in
two of the chapters.

The Ca,:e Against Agithmetic. E. M. Renwick. London: Simpkin Marshall, Ltd.,
1935. 167 pages.

Chapters entitled "Misconceptions Relating to Measurement," "First Notions
of Fractions," "The Fraction as Multiplier," "Difficulty in Finding Approximate
Answers" discuss typical errors and the student commegts experienced by every
teacher of mathematics; also chapter on "Some Suggestions for Reftkrm in the
Teaching of Number."

The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics. Charles Godfrey and A. W. Siddons.
Cambridge University Press, 1937. Available through Macmillan Company, New
York. 322 pages.

Pythagorean Theorem by dissection. Threedimensional work discussed under
headings "Seeing a Solid Figure," "Drawing a Solid Figure."

The Teaching of Junior High School Mathematics. David Eugene Smith and Wil
liam D. Reeve. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1927. 411 pages.

Homemade instruments discussed are those measuring distances and angles,
those for drawings and constructions. including the Tsquare and carpenter's
"square." and a circular frlackboard. A device for illustrating the multiplication
law of directed numbers is made from a light bar, small screw hooks. and weights.
Chapters also on mathematics clubs and contests and mathematical recreations.

The Teaching of Mathematics. J. 0. Hassler and R. R. Smith. New York: Mac.
millan Company, 1930. 405 pages.
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The Teaching of Setrindar; Mathematics. Charles IL But lel and F. Lynwood Wren.
New York: McGrawIlill Book Company, 1941. 514 pages

Materials of instruction aids to teaching include textbooks and workbooks,
equipment of the individual student and the classroom, instruments for field
not k, insttuttlents for the elasswom, such as models, spherical blackboard, draw.
ing instruments, homemade equipment. Stimulating and maintaining interest it)
mathematics by motivation through intellectual curiosity, applications to other
fields of study, mathematical dubs and re...reations. Extensive bibliography.

The Technique of Teaching Secondary School Mathematics. Ernst R. Breslich.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930. 239 pages.

Ettectie procedures and devices in teaching mathematics, arousing and main
mining interest; the mathematical equipmentits use and care (includes slide
rule, blackboards, protractors and rulers, filing cases, homemade instrumentsa
transit made from erector set pieces is illustrated) mathematical library.

ARCHITECTURE, AND DIN.4MIC SYMMETRY
A Illi>thinic Approadt to Alalhematics. Edith L. Sommell. Reprints available front

Miss L. E. Christman. 1217 Eltrulale Asenue, Chicago, 190(3. 67 pages.
Introduces student to various geometric curves by means of sewing cards; e. g.,

the parabola as the pursuit curve of dog chasing a rabbit, the spiral of Archi
medes, and many interesting designs.

Dynamarh)thic Dcsign. Edward B. Edwards. New Yolk: D. Appleton-Century
Company. 1938. 122 pages.

Dynamic Sv moles ry 7' he (;reek
sity Press, 1920. 161 pages.

Analyses of ancient Creek vases based on the ptoperties of ratios in rectangles.
Fslhetique des Proportions dans /a Nature et darts les Arts. Matilq C. Ghyka. Paris:

Gallitnard, 1927. 452 pages.
Form in nature and art as related to mathematics. A valuable collection of

material.
Nature's Harmonic Unity. Samuel Colman and C. Arthur Coati. New York: G. P.

Putnam's Sons, 1912. 327 pages.
On Growth and Form. D'Arcy W. *Thompson. Second Edition. Cambridge Univer

sity Press, 1912. 11113 pages.
One of the best treatments of applications of mathematics in nature, including

theory. discussion, and illustrations. Treats stub topics as growth, soap films.
capillarity, hexagonal symmetry, bee's cell, snow crystals, radiolarians, spider's
web, spiral of Archimedes, nautilus shell, ph%llotasis.

Perspi'clie Made Ea.n.. Ernest R. Norling. New York: Maimillan Company, 1939.
203 pages.

An elementary, step-bystep introduction to the Fabject.
Proportional Form. Samuel Colman and C. :whin- Coati. New York: G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. 1920. 265 pages.
Deals iiith a mathematical ar.alysis of all aild nattily. Studies are made of snow

fristals, Ieasts flowers, crystals, pine cones, shells, diatoms, butterflies an'd
h..11 and annuals. the human figote art and aolotrutoe.

Wittlimu- Form tri ill. Irma A. kit 1111.1. 1 (anion Lam., 1012. 127 pages.
'1 he principle% of composition as toilful in the ivoi ks of the great tit tcters

based on I,ms of prispctk and thoamic sttooti.

rase. Jar liamhidge. New Kasen: Yale Univer
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Tiw Eirmeni.1 of Dynamic Sprticit). Jay Ilambidge. New York; Brentano's, 1926.
140 pages.

1 he logatithmic spiral is shown to gise the approach to this bum o[ design.
1 !icor) discussed in d set icy of twent)orie lessons.

1 he Ftozen lountam. Claude 1.1! agdun. New hulk: Allred A. Knopf, 1932. 123
pages.

I hew% of ornament and anhitetture Rioted to the file regular solids and
regular pol)hedions of the foutth dimension.

PAPER 1.01.1)I.V(:, E11.31.5, .1.V1) OTHER EXPEREVE.VIS
Fun with Paper. Joseph Leaning. New York: Stokes, 1939. 152 pages.

Includes the pentagon, Chinese Langton's, and sat ions dissection puziles.
(;, ',metric E :et cises in Patter I.olaing. T. S. Row. LaSalle,Ill.: Open Court Publish.

nig Compan), 1941. 118 pages.
How to form the square, equilateml triangle, pentagon, hexagon, octagon.

nonagon. decagon and dodecagon, and pentadecagon. Also the conic sections.
//molon:s Paper Ma8ic. Ifuudilli. New Yolk: E. P. Dutton and Comp -L.:, 1922. 206

p,r4e.s.

Paper folding and paper puules furor two interesting chapters.
1, up Bubbles. C. V. Boss. London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

A..riloble through Macmillan Compan), New hunk. 178 pages.
Many interesting expetiments with soap solution resulting in minitnol surfaces

of interest to esctt high school student.
.%plumng Tops. J. Petty. London: The Sheldon Press, 1929. Asailoble through

Mat Indian Company, New Yolk. 133 pages.
1 hoots and expei,iment with the proscope.

.sLII Lig b1,ores---.1,1 Amusement for Ever)hody. W . Rouse Boll. Comlnidge: Helfer
and sons, 1921. 09 pages.

String designs, many originating with pi imitiNe people.

AsIft;.SE.111ATS
..17mIscments nt Alathematics. licitly E. 14itilene). New Yolk: :1 Yuma, Nelson and

Sons, 1940. 256 Rages.
14,eptinted as pont of Nelson Black ()tit I ihrat.

B (ia-n Arithou tic. R. NVeeks. New. York: L. 1'. Dutton and conipan, 1931.
ISR pages.

Blain easers. P. J. Rohm. Boston: I.. C. Page and ComporiN, 1932.
Pests. Boston: 1. c. (-(0111).111, 1910 22 1 pages.

nu hiding answers.
litu.tle 1 .1? Your "'its. Hubert 1'ili1111' 14'6.'11'11°6. 1).16'1 Mil" C`)1111).'"

1936 116 pages.
Gallium's Problem 130,)1c. Iltibeit Phillips I . I.1 Rue. J933. 31n pages.

(:ante7iLur> Hem). 1)iltlerie. New \ 'ilk: I hoino, \Lkon and son,. 191))
25-1 pages.

1):L./ois and t'astmif.s. R. NI. Ahtahartt New I' P. !Paton ond ComiL,111%.

1935. 153 pages.
Games with paper, including dis,c, tie n, po pi l ( tile st.i I

1)1.111S for itsst,tl 111(nlek, 111(.111(1111g iIle e and sr i 111.2,

gililles.
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Ensy Number Tricks. piceph C. Brown. Pelham, N. Y.: The author. 53 page's.
Fun with Figures. A. Ftederick Collins. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company,

1928. 253 pages.
Atothemag.t. R. V. Hath. New Volk: Simon and Schuster, 1933: 138 pages.
Mathrmasnal (dubs and Rut !cations. S. I. Jones. Nashville, Tenn.: S. 1. Jones Corn.

pans, 1910. 210 pages
Matliematual Nuts. 1. Jones. Nashville, Tenn.: S. I. Jones Company, 1936. 340

page,.
Matiternatr«i/ 1Mpeatam.s and Essays. W. W. Rouse Ball and H. S. M. Coxeter,

Fle.enrh Edition. London: Macmillan and Company, 1939. 418 pages.
Geometrical dissections; tesselation, color cubes. tangrams; polyhedra, induding

the kaleidoscope; three classical geometrical problems; calculating prodigies. Ex
celient references included in all chapters.

Mathematical Wrinkles. S. I. Jones. Nashsille, Tenn.: S. 1. Jones Company,- 1930,
361 pages.

Modern Puzzles. Henn E. Dudenev. New York: F. A. Stokes, 1926. 190 pages.
Numbergrams. N. Sparliawk. Boston: Van Press, 1932.
Puzzles and Curious Prob/ens. Henry E. Dutleney. New York: Thomas Nelson and

Sons. 1910, 195 pages.
Puzzle Papers in AictIon tic. F. C. Boon. London: G. Bell and Sons, 1937. 64 pages.

including answers.
Recreations in Mathematics. H. E. Licks, New York: 1). Van Nostrand Company,

1916. 155 pages.
The Book of Puzzles. A. Frederick Collins. New York: D. Appleton and Company,

1927, 190 pages.
Tangrams and the loculus of Archimedes, a few geometrical dissections.

There Is Pun i,t Geometry, Louis Kasper. New York: Forums's, 1937. 135 pages.
Winter l's'ights Entertainm-nts, R. M. Abraham. New York: E. P. Dutton anti Com-

pany, 1933. 186 pages.
Paper folding; string tricks and figures: knots, bends, and splices.

NUMBERS
New No othercflow Acre ptam e of a nuodur mal Base 11:ould Simplify Al at he-

?Italics, F. Emerson Andrecss. New York: Harcourt. Brace and Company. 1935.
168 pages.

Numbers and Numerals. Dasid Eugene Smith and lekuthiel Ginsburg. New York:
Bureau of Publication.. Teachers College. Columbia Universits, 1937. ra; pages.

Roman, Chinese, and Japanese abacus and the deselopment of numbers.
.Vumber Stories of I,trig .4go. David Eugene Smith. Busegdn: Gunn and Compass,

1919. 150 pages.
Abaci's, calculating machines, slide rules, and fun with numers.

oil,/ umbers, or .4 nil:melte z Herbert \k Kay. Cambridge Cniyersits
Press, 1910. Asailable rtnough Nfatmillan Company, New York. 215 pages,

Rapid Arithmetic. 1'. (I( onnor Sloane. New York: D. N'an Nostrand Company.
1922. 198 pages.

cpred ,o/ tun zcith FigNiut. 1'. 0. Sloane, If. E. Licks, jaws E. Thompson. New
York: D. Van Nostrand Comp.ms, 1939. 002 pages.

The 11',,9d, rful 11% ,.t (Jar- -'1': o Three. 11.tid Eut.,yric Smith. EnIton, N. Y:
Mt:FAH:we, \\-.nett', Farl.ine. 1937_ 47 parts.
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SOURCE BOOKS FOR FURTHER STUDY, AND MISCELLANEOUS
.4 Companion to Elementary School Mathematics. F. C.. Boon. Lop( Ion: Longmans,

Gteen and Company, 1924. 302 pages.
Mechanical construction of curves, including linkages; Pythagoras' theorem;

symmetry; continuity; paradoxes and fallacies.
Algebra, an Interesting Language. E.R. Breslich. New Yolk: Newson and Company,

.1939. 70 pages.
Illustrates and discusses applications of algebra and arithmetic in life around

us.
.4 Scrapbook of Elementary Mathematics. William F. White. LaSalle, Illinois: Open

Court. Publishing Company, 1910. 248 pages. (Out of print.)
Napier's rods and other mechanical aids to calculation, geometric puzzles, a

home-made leveling device, "rope stretchers," the three famous problems of an-
tiquity, linkages and straight line motion, paper folding, apparatus to. illustrate
line values of trigonometric functions. Extensive bibliographic index.

Curiosites Geometriques. E. Fourrey. Paris: Librairie Vuibert, 1938. 431 pages.
Pythagorean Theorem, dissection figures, surveying instruments.

Flatland --a Romance in Many Dimensions "A Square." (E. A. Abbott) Rev. Ed.
Boston: Little. Brown and Company, 1926. 155 pages:

Fundamental Mathematics. Duncan Harkin. New York: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1941.
426 pages.

Mathematics and the Imagination. Edward Kasner and James New -an. New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1940. 380 pages.

Mathematics for the Million. Lancelot Hogben New York: W. W. Norton, Inc.,
1937. 647 pages.

Mathematics, Its Magic and Mastery. Aaron Bakst. New York: 'D. Van Nostrand
Company, 1941. 790 pages.

Abacus, Napier's rods; also modification of Napier's rods in the form of a
calculating apparatus using ten sets of Napier's rods.

Procedt's Originuux de Constructions Geomdtriques. Fourrey. Paris: Librairie
Vuibert, 1924. 142 pages.

Constructions with compasses alone, and ruler alone. Paper folding.
The Pythagorean Proposition. Elisha S. Loomis. Second Edition, Berea, Ohio: Pro.

lessor 0. L. Dustheimer, 1940. 214 pages. $2.00.
Two hundred and fiftysix proofs of this famous theorem.

Trisection. Robert C. Yates. Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Franklin Press, 1941, $1.00.
A thorough treatment of the subject.

It'hat Is Mathematics? Richard Courant and Herbert Robbins. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1941. 521 pages.

Includes soap film experiments; an instrument for doubling the cube; linkages.

HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
,4 Primer of the History of Mathematics. W. W. R. Ball. New York: Macmillan

company, 1922. 149 pages.
Short history of Mathematics. Vela Sarifinti, Boston: floughtun Mifflin Company,
1930. 384 pitgus;.

N1any instruments and device:; are discussed and illustrated.
History of Mathematics. David Eugene Smith. 'oltitne 1. 1925. 5.'6 pages; Volume 2,

1925, 703 pages. Boston: Ginn and Company.
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Number, the Language of Science. Tobias Danttig. Third .Edition. New York:

Macmillan Comp:ins, 1939. 320 pages.
The History of Arithmetic. Louis C. Karpinski, Chicago: Rand, McNally Company,

1925: 20') pages.

TABLES, 131111.10614.41411 OF 41DS, DICTIONARY
.4 Bibliography of Mathematical Education. William L. Schaaf. Forest Hills, N. Y.:

Stevintis Press, 1941. 114 pages.
A classified index of periodical literature since 1920. containing over 4,000

' references.Aection on audiu visual aids includes mathematical models, exhibits,
films and slides as well as general aids. Also references on mathematical plays
and dialogues, clubs and recreations, general exiraclass activities, use of his-
torical material, graphs, slide rule, and logarithms.

Enriched Teaching of Mathematics in the Junior and Senior High School. A source
book of illustrati%e and supplementary materials fear teachers of mathematics.
Maxie N. %Voodring and Vela Sanford. Revised New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, (:okunbia Unisersity, 193g. 133 pages.

Materials for units in arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, as well
as tests and workbooks, are 'listed. Also references to articles, honks, and names
of equipment (kale's for Ian tem slides, motion pictures, slide rules, surseying
instruments, pictures, bulletin hoards and exhibits, assemblies, clubs, plays, con-
tests, and recreations.

Handbook of Mathemal.cal Tables and Formulas. R. S. Burington. Second Edition.
Sanduslo, Ohio: Handbook Puhlishers, Inc., 1910. 275 pages.

Le fax. A pocket-site sstemiof loose-leaf data sheets and blank forms. Philadelphia:
Lfax, Inc.

Loose leaf sheets listing fol mobs for various branches of mathematics, engineer-
ing, and business, as well as all for me; of tables. Sheets ate sold individually or in
groups and mav he inserted in notebook.

Mathernatica/ Tables from 'Handbook of Chemistry and Physifs. C. I). Hodgman.
Rnised Ed.. Cleveland: Chemical Rubber Publishing Company. 1941. 178 pages.

Formulas for algebra, geometr, trigonometry, and higher mathematics. Tables
for tiigonomenic functions, logarithms, radians, compound interest and annuities,
and higher mathematics.

Mathrmatics Di( (notary. Glenn James and Robert C. James. Van Nus, Calif.: The
Digest Press, 1942. 2!9 pages.

Basic words and topic phrases used in arithmetic, elemeniar algebra. plane and
solid geometry, trigonometry, and Junior college mathematics. Appendix gives
formulas and tables.

Sources of .lids for Instructional Use in Schools. Pamphlet No. 80, Revised.
Federal Surma,: Agency. U. S. Office of Education. Washington, D. C.: Soperin-
tendent of Documents, 1911. 91 pages.

Lists sources of sisual aids for all departments under the heading=s charts and
graphs. exhibits, fihnstiips. slide films, lantern slides, Amps and globes, motion
pictures, objects, specimens and models, pictures and photographs. posters and
cartoons. stercographs and other threedimnsional pis litres. Also dealers in
sin ft equipment as tamer's, Linters slides and filmstrips, filmstrip and stillfilm
projectors and attachments, lantesp projectors, mictoprojectors. motionpicture
projectors, opaque projectors.
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The AudioVisual Handbook. Ellsworth G. Det.,. Fourth Edition. Chicago: Society
for Visual Education, Inc., 1912. 227 pages.

Discusses :111 forms of visual and audio aids, Class! nun cYpetiments anil
blackboard demonstrations, pla%s and pageants, models. scnool nurser:In, graphs,
maps and globes, photographs, opaque porjet-Con of pictutes, steteogapb and
stereoscope, Nations tapes of slides .how the% are made, how they are used
equipment. three-dimensional projection. silent and -sound pictures. Sources of in-
formation, materials, and equipment ate also..gi%'en under man of the headings
listed above, as well as sources tor pamphlets and bulletins, and organisations
from whom information, may be obtained.

Visual Aids it, Education. ti% Halms for Use in (lasses in Schools and Colleges of
F.ducation, C. V. Leman. Published 1)% State Teachers College. Paterson, N. J. 71
pages.

Handmade lame' it slides. thr: standard slide plojctor and its uses, the photo-
graphic lantern slide, the blackboard and bulletin hoard, flat pictures, other
graphic aids, the streograph and terros«,pe, opaque i»ojection, the filmslide
and the stillfiltn, the motion pi( twr.

1..m 1.\1) ',IL:us'''. RI vs

'I Its' 1'1.11(m:11.4 films. 1; :Is. whir v Ise mind. an. aiailable 1)111% and are
II, millinietels In itiddi Most Hi them ao. f.or. .,Ilion( 100 fl' requite
About fifteen minutes for 1..oler trorr. some tat at be putt based flour the producer or
lewrill front burn a.,,,rin les or Temal plays iar% ac.«)rding
m the lem.rth of him and the t%pe and lot anon ot ;he lending ae,titir%.1 ices should

checked before miler ;1,4_ Teachc.rs arc adl;t...tt to write to disniturtors or libraries
further information. ;Hi Irf sisual eiltuattoo to titian own

.% boo! s%stem. \\*e. I 11.1% C (-.1; ili HU for tltlrs of net. !din'', Writ SlittIliti
1510.5 t e?' ?I:N.01111 1 /;'71 Iltl1111.1Ctt Seter1.1.1 t..%t(11

the' II. XV. NVii 9-1)1 N. 1.
lit,uthris l'unIti( tit

tIl 1'.111 hi II. v. s. et, ()\ ((eta Ate I tete, \le;2,t,'It... CAL
bit use polio.. 4)1 1:1,,f.1 or as Introduction to

the Ionise Ti; 1,1,11:1* '2,'1.111(1 I 111 h% ft:A 1 :14!' I!Int l'Ilahichtms.
\: tirN. .

Ail wIti,h1(1:/.11 lee pi it;e1 se!iel, 1;11!..,1( P111

!iiiitl ;II : N'tt sti11!!.. 11.1 W 11,;I) St . N V.

\ . I .TO.e1;1 t!11 0t I 11,1* ;n ntnitc '1 :1 thou
"..e1) 1,, I r17 I 1111,(1:',) i.!.!1.1', $1 III.11!. ii (..1Stle

, l'1.1/.1. Nirk.
'' , \t WO it ..; silt .!1`1.11t.lee:t tt ett 1.211(' l; Il

lead (el I e.'t -:t
11;06.1.. It hustul.

t 1- II ( ilt!.!e 1': .1. .1f :,!!tL
pp. :3, 31, jani..,1%-. :911.
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Einstrin's 7i1.,n1 1,1 lit ldt 1, al. good matetial on the subject although
photngraphik. Inudiod, tiny unpio% ed umsidet.11,14 since the film as prothu ell

Nilttit, trci,. licll Anti 1iutticll Conipall, 1801-1815 Luchtnont
(...11..c.tgu. III.

ste7cw,,pic Atr. Illusttates proccsie,
111.1115 him] act 1.11 phoop.tiaph,. Plothued ptior to 1010.

Not NI-, ',mum Asc.,
th 15,.1 {tic luste y and ilulolifficjil of Nfallth[fIN Of 1111%111M; Ana the

ft)t .111111.11 in the ItIff11l1t.tit)17 (It it 1937 It (:he%itIlet
NI11.1- 1)75 tit ((111.11 11.1(11.; C.Inpuidn(in,

'.1 :t III; I IL:jet 5 Is a I ch .111 loci! in ()braining
1(1(.(11(11 nnni, ill Ill IIli th, An 1111 It .1 11(.111iitINI tau ".11;t2 hulk inTe( non
Inihmk. in Irrl, .$2.2.7 1-11.msnip .o..111.thlr. 1)11 InaniEd.

Int R.,,(1..cItlici No. k, N. N.
lilt. I II C IIIIIIi %%etc 1)10,110 cif

Ihe WW1 171111 II WI' I., S. ()tile ni Film .111,q1 (I) hull) ilt 11.1111111g %%()I kel; fur %%.11

nuluslo.4. I I;(% 1.111 Ile list;ft eittl tOttls In 111.1011.11i.1111 (1,111(i It) et111 >11.1,1/C the

LIWtepts 111,11111(". I lir% in.lt In pttith.od 11,1111 (...o.t1t

hit . in 14..ut kttc.ifil l'1.1/.1, Net, otk, N. 1.. .kn ad.htlun,11 fihnsit if) fur $1.110 and
.1 Inc m.m!:.11 .11,. .11,u .1% .W.thl still him, Ill 111.11 it Nri mud
51p.11.11u1%.

HIP Ict, 5.21 19.
,Ift( )::1 tc.t t,

ftxil (;,t,;e.c. fort,
I st,1:. n7", Irt t,

,t,kt Imit,atns. 12.5 hill, ",11.

t:.,;; Ne1.1.11 IIIIits 11.111. brull plufhtted fur Ilit
11,(1)1CN .It'l 1.11 HA% 1.4.111,11i ill the! .\I Ills \.I. .1.1 litN .11C .11511
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I c 111
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Lull film (no manual) $2.00, front Society fos Visual Education, Inc., 100 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, Ill.

CFO? 'ItY

Intr. :churl to Plane Geometry
Rectilinear FiguresTriangles
Rectilinear Figures -- Triangles and Parallel 1.111e5

'clilinear FiguresAngles and Triangles
Hectilinear FiguresQuadrilaterals and l'u ltgons
Rectilinear Figures:-Pol)gons and Locus of it Point
Tice Cirac.--Chords and ;Ins
The CircleTangents and Nerants
I. he Co ( leMeasurement of Angles

Emit film (no manual) $2.00, hoot Sot set). lot l i,ual ducation, Inc., 100 E. Ohio
St.. Chicago, Ill.

I MUT ON M \THEMA FICS

it /:
Fice li.(:)s to Niacinm:10(A
Addiron and Subtraction
Multiplication and Division
Fractions, Decimals, and Percentage
Addition and Subtraction of Fractions
Multiplication and Division of Fractions
Square and Cube Root

kit II: Geornetrr and Digononeetry
Addstion anti Subtraction in Geometry
Stultiplication and Dicision in t;einnetty
Atigulat Sfeasurernent
Constructions
Scales and Models
Vet toss
Is igonistnetr\

/1 .4Igbra
l'oIt..1.e and Nugatn.e `'embers
Rats() and Pinpos (inn
l..xpossents and 1.ogcsillstns

kit IC. (sia/sis:, and .Inalxiss (sr-onst!".
Ts. I -.us

PIssstile.; Csapli;
n.slcssr ( women v

s /Hut' it Intl: LII, In It 'm11111,1-'1 (If II:( Wm. ()10.1i11(11

I .1I (.111i I:t HI; li.1;;si I )1 ..111)/.11.,11. 1.. toctid 11,1)(1.
Is.-es. \II(11

Nit \ III \I IN %1141 \II IN

kl, /,; .);., 1', tit. I (11,,(.1:,
(hlt:1e thr I

(.>,111J11,11 .11' . :Put 1(4. .0);
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°Calculation Instruments: Business MachinesPart I: Early Methods
Each film (with manual) $2.00, from Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chi
sago,

The Slide Rule
One film (with manual) $1.00, hom Castle Films, Inc., 30 kilt kereller Plata, New
Yolk, N. Y.

455

TRIC DR AM.! 's (i AND MAT I'Re. i RF /ING
Geometric Construction, Parts I and 2
'1' Square and Triangles, Parts I and 2

Each film (with manual) $1.00, from .1 he jam Mulch Organtration, Dentin, Mich.
Blue Print Reading

Film (with manual) $1.1)0, fluor Castle Films, Inc., New York, N. Y.

cell m' .
Optical Illusions
Timekeepers Through the Ages (Clocks)
Mechanics 1 (Levers)
Alerhanirs 11 (Inclined Plane)
Mechanics 11I (Pulle>s and Axle)

Each film (no manual) $2.00, nom Sot let!, lot Visual Education. Inc , Clutago,

MI ASIAM

The Steel Rule
The Micrometer
Fixed Gages
Vernier Stale
Height Gages and Standard Indicators

Each film (with n1.11111.411 $1.00. fioni Castle Films. Inc., New York, N. Y.
Mea,locop Nei find Measuring, Parts I and 2

Each film (s%itti manual) $1.00, holt, 'the jam ONaniration. Dettoit. Mich.

ti u. Hu%
lei:al Nat 14litiort. 16f Pail I?liciitiS 1 ..1( toot, 1;cturrong

to same Ra.se
kruil Nigl.1,:qtbot 1?e, kwime, l'roblrync l'art 11. 1?arluts .1' toot, lietto ?ling

.111..7 ?NI, to- .%1,,;-i,hz Base

lash him (tin illantl.11) $117'..! horn C.astic 1,1iui , lur. New Notk, N. Y.

()1.11/%1i M.4.11111.41 ti
rut titer siwgestions on ft,, and ine.nt-liso.r maim ials. }noir( non eipopment. etc..

appear (tom time to nine in the Atatioviato 1 erU /If; Sul.,xxsiions ate also
puldo,ifion, Lnriihed Ten( hing .kfatlicrmitt, s Ow Junior and

,rlir:r 11 I);h .Se hoof, by M Woodrith; V ,,itiftitil (hinatt of Publications.
Tvaelicis College, Nei.s Yolk, N. Y.) and in .1 mitileogiaplied lot -ntitled "Mathe-
tuatits----Visttal and 'I caching Aids.' liv I.. 11( inlets and F. 11. C. Iltitlelitatult (Vis-

ual Aids Set vice, Mont(1.01 State "1 c.n heti (ollege. \taffitt laii, N. J.).


